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Preface
We have hardly begun to recognize the forms of embodiment that fill out
the category of transgenderism, and before we dismiss it as faddish, we
should know what kind of work it does, whom it describes, and whom it
validates. Transgender proves to be an important term not to people who
want to reside outside of categories altogether but to people who want to
place themselves in the way of particular forms of recognition. Transgender
may indeed be considered a term of relationality; it describes not simply
an identity but a relation between people, within a community, or within
intimate bonds.
Judith Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place (2011: 49)
Despite what that epigraph from Jack Halberstam (as ze mostly calls
zirself) might make you think, this is not a book about transgenderism. It
is a book, as its title indicates, about “Transgender, Translation, Translingual
Address.” It is a book, in other words, about dialogical engagements between
and among communities. It is tempting to say that “transgender” is one
of those communities; but in fact transgender “is” (“are”?) a multitude of
communities, organized around many different types of embodiment,
transition, gender identity, and lifestyle—or, as Halberstam says, “particular
forms of recognition.”
Nor is it a book about “translation” and “translingual address” between
transgender and cisgender. It is a book about translationality/translinguality
across sex/gender divides, where such dialogical engagements are (trans-/de-)
formative for belonging and exclusion, self- and other-identification.
Vis-à-vis “across,” I suppose, the book is more trans (in that broad
etymological sense) than cis. It is an experiential participation in communal
acrossness.
But let’s begin with some broad definitions.
Transgender. As Halberstam writes, “Transgender is for the most part a
vernacular term developed within gender communities to account for
the cross-identification experiences of people who may not accept all of
the protocols and strictures of transsexuality. … The term transgender
in this context refuses the stability that the term transsexual may offer to
some folks, and it embraces more hybrid possibilities for embodiment
and identification” (2011: 53–54). This broad umbrella term becomes an
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even broader umbrella when it is abbreviated to “trans,” and broader still
when it is abbreviated to “trans*,”1 so that it covers the entire embodiment/
identification spectrum from transvestite to transsexual, including
genderqueer, genderfluid, genderfuck, gender outlaw, third gender, postgender, gender bender, etc. Normally opposed to “cisgender,” meaning
“accepting the sex/gender identity assigned at birth”—but see A. Finn
Enke, “The Education of Little Cis,” for a deconstruction of the cis/trans
binary. (More on that to follow.)
Translation. This familiar term is also used here as a broad umbrella term
for a large and varied collection of speech acts that might be encapsulated
as “speaking for someone else.”2 It may include the rewriting in Language
B of a text written in Language A—even if those languages are not
national languages but sexual, ideological, or scholarly discourses, or
discursive orientations—but it always moves through an interpretation
of another individual’s or group’s intended meaning or other impact
(hence “speaking for”).
Translingual address. This is a term for transitional intersubjectivity, the
hermeneutical movement of a subject-in-transit. It implies empathic
exposure to and experience of at least two cultures—such as cisnormative
and transgender, binary and nonbinary, Finnish and English—and the
resulting ability to shift attitudinally, perspectivally, in moving from one
to the other.
What happens when translation takes no detour through translingual
address? Google Translate, for example, has no empathic experience of
anything; and it’s possible for humans, too, to translate with a dictionary
and a grammar book, with no experience of the two cultures, and
therefore no empathic response to the people who compose those
cultures. Even if the whole notion of a stable “cisgender” identity category
is problematic, there is unquestionably such a thing as cisnormativity, a
cisnormative imaginary built on cis privilege and (as early Butler would
remind us) suppressed cis panic; and that imaginary does tend to block
the empathic transitivity that enables translingual address.

Let’s think about those terms in a little more detail.

Translinguality
The Japanese theorist Sakai Naoki (also called, Western style, Naoki Sakai)
develops a powerful distinction between what ze (s/he) calls “the regime
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of homolingual address” and “the attitude of heterolingual address.”3 The
resonances of “homo” and “hetero” with sexual orientations is intriguing,
of course, but in one important sense Sakai is reversing the valences:
homolinguality is the dominant and normative belief that it is “natural”
and easy and automatic to communicate with other native speakers of
one’s own language, and impossible to communicate with foreigners, and
heterolinguality is the dissident position that Sakai launches in opposition to
the normative regime of homolingual address, according to which we are all
foreigners to each other (and ourselves), and therefore our “communication”
is always translation.
In linguality, in other words, for Sakai homo is normative and hetero is
counternormative. In sexuality, of course, it works the other way.
In another sense, however—the one that inspires this book—Sakai’s
linguistic binary replicates the sexual-orientation binary. And, of course, as is
usual with binary oppositions, both are predicated on the privileging of one
pole—the normative collective “self ”—and the deprivileging of the other. In
both binaries, one pole is visible, and gets all the attention, while the other is
invisible, and is excluded from attention.
And while this is undeniably the way the world for the most part works, it
is also very far from the whole story. My brief in this book is that transgender,
translation, and translingual address are all “stories” that get left out of those
intertwined homo-hetero binaries; and tellingly, as Sakai zirself insists, it
is traditional interlingual translation, in giving the lie to the homolingualheterolingual binary, that points us toward what ze identifies as the translator
as a “subject in transit” (13), and I rename translingual address.4
In the regime of homolingual address, Sakai notes, translation is
impossible; in the attitude of heterolingual address, translation is inevitable,
and therefore ubiquitous. Significantly, however, translation tends to
be invisibilized in both, precisely because of its heterolingual ubiquity
(ordinary as breathing) and its homolingual impossibility (unthinkable).
The invisibilization of translation and the translator is a tendency that
many translation scholars have deplored over the last two or three decades,
including me, in The Translator’s Turn (1991). But as Sakai adds, it is precisely
the “impossibility” of translation in the regime of homolingual address that
conditions the very formation of the professional marketplace of translation,
and of the job description of translators, as people who “do the impossible”
by mediating across language barriers. The “primal scene” of translation, as
translators and translation scholars traditionally imagine it, is homolingual
through and through: two separate language communities that speak different
languages and so cannot communicate with each other; the translator as the
impossible, and therefore heroic, mediator between them.
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What interests me about that, though, is that Sakai obviously has to
figure out some way of accounting, from within the dominant homolingual
paradigm, for the existence of traditional modes and professional careers
of translation. And the ingenious model that ze invents points us strongly
toward what I call “translingual address”: because the translator isn’t
monolingual, Sakai says, ze doesn’t “fit” within the homolingual regime,
and therefore can’t be a full “person” or “individual,” can’t be empowered by
membership in a single unified language community to “confirm” zir (her/
his) unique individual personality by expressing it. Rather, Sakai says,
At best, she can be a subject in transit, first because the translator
cannot be an “individual” in the sense of individuum in order to
perform translation, and second because she is a singular that marks an
elusive point of discontinuity in the social, whereas translation is the
practice of creating continuity at that singular point of discontinuity.
Translation is an instance of continuity in discontinuity and a poietic
social practice that institutes a relation at the site of incommensurability.
This is why the aspect of discontinuity inherent in translation would be
completely repressed if we were to determine translation to be a form of
communication. And this is what I have referred to as the oscillation or
indeterminacy of personality in translation. (13)

Strikingly, though, that translatorial subject-in-transit is neither homolingual
nor heterolingual. Ze is not homolingual, obviously, because ze embodies
and enacts discontinuities, which cannot exist in the uber-idealized
regime of homolingual address; and ze is not heterolingual, either, because
heterolinguality is ubiquitous discontinuity. The quite brilliant definition of
translation as “an instance of continuity in discontinuity and a poietic social
practice that institutes a relation at the site of incommensurability” would
seem to me to require the positing of a transversal or transbinary form or
conception of address, which I propose to call translinguality.
Think about it in terms of interactions between cisnormative and trans
persons. The regime of homolingual address would be the dominant
assumption that no communication or other interaction is possible, because
from the “local” (cisnormative) perspective, transgender identities are alien,
foreign, weird. They “make no sense.” Communication in the regime of
homolingual address is easily and smoothly continuous; the only possible
way communication between cisnormative and transgender persons could
be smoothly continuous would be for transgender-identified speakers
to pretend to be cisgendered—for them to “pass” as “normal,” which is to
say, in the translational version of this model, foreigners pretending to be
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members of the “local” community by fluently speaking the “local” language
(cislanguage?), which locals take to be the “natural” “human” way to live
and talk.
The attitude of heterolingual address, by contrast, would start with the
assumption that we are all unique human beings, all by definition different
from everyone else, and thus, in interacting with each other, all have to make
allowances for difference, work harder to make sense of other people. For
that matter, we are all foreigners to ourselves as well, and have to translate not
only our own thoughts into words, but the words we hear coming out of our
own mouths back into thoughts.
This model seems utopian, in a way: given that discontinuity is everywhere,
let’s all just ignore our differences and do whatever we can to get along! Stop
trying to idealize the differences into rigid binaries!
The problem, of course, is that the attitude of heterolingual address also
ignores the continuities. Gender and other identities, after all, do wield a
stabilizing force on human behavior, in both individuals and groups. Our
identities shape our choices, and our choices shape our cultural belonging,
our membership in groups. And body shapes tend to wield a stabilizing force
on gender and other identities. People born with vaginas tend to be pressured
not only to belong to, but to feel at home in, the group of “girls/women.”
People born with penises tend to be pressured to feel pleasurably at home in
the group of “boys/men.” The fact that the effects of the stabilizing force that
dominant groups in society channel through body shapes to gender identities
are not automatic or mechanical—that there is considerable slippage—
means that people born in what are culturally taken to be female bodies do
not necessarily identify as female or feminine, and people born in culturally
male bodies do not necessarily identify as male or masculine; but the fact
that there is some (fairly high) degree of continuity between body shape and
sexual identity is culturally quite significant. That “normative” continuity
creates the normativity of gender binaries, which in turn sends considerable
cultural turbulence churning through nonbinary discontinuities.
This all suggests to me that, if “Translation is an instance of continuity
in discontinuity and a poietic social practice that institutes a relation at the
site of incommensurability,” then so is transgender—and that the “relation
at the site of incommensurability” is neither homolingual nor heterolingual
but translingual, a subjectivity-in-trans/it between cultures commonly
constructed as incommensurable. The “oscillation or indeterminacy of
personality in translation” translates as the “oscillation or indeterminacy of
gender in transgender.”
To be sure, what has come to be called “cisgender” is internally
discontinuous: gays, lesbians, and bis designated (“othered”?) as cis, for
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example, do not necessarily appreciate being lumped in with straights.
Transgender is also internally discontinuous: not only is there the obvious
ftm/mtf (female-to-male and male-to-female) binary, and not only is that
complicated by people in various stages of transitioning, but there are various
mixtures of internally experienced gender identities: intersex(ualities),
genderqueer, genderfuck, genderfluid, gender bender, third gender, etc.
But those discontinuities send lines of disruptive force through undeniably
existing cultural continuities as well. The most obvious of these is the normative
assumption that it is “natural” for one’s sex/gender identity, orientation,
and expression to be continuous with the shape of one’s body at birth. This
cisnormative ideology too takes different forms, of course: a straight person
may want to insist that it is “natural” for sex/gender identity/expression/
orientation to be continuous with the shape of one’s body at birth, while gays,
lesbians, and bis may want to insist that the “naturalness” only extends as far
as sexual identity (maleness, femaleness), while gender identity (masculinity,
femininity) and sexual orientation (straight, gay, bi) may be discontinuous.
Still, in most people the normative feeling of natural continuity, and thus of
the unnaturalness of trans people speaking of discontinuities—saying, from
a very early age, that they are “female in a male body” or “male in a female
body”—is culturally formative and therefore strong.
There is also the striking transgender discontinuity across time—the sense
in which, as Laurie J. Shrage writes, “profound personal and interpersonal
transformations are often described in terms of a discontinuity between a
present person and a past self ” (2009: 3), and that the transitional stage from
the past self to the present-becoming-future self not only takes years, but
is in many cases ongoing forever. But as Shrage makes clear, such temporal
discontinuities are interpersonal as well, and therefore intimately wrapped up
with translingual address and translation. In Maija Haavisto’s Finnish novel
Sisimmäinen (“Innermost”), for example, Inari, the mtf narrator, recalls of
zir teen years:
Sain jopa meikata, vaikka sekin oli äidin mielestä järkyttävää. Mutta oli
hän sentään nähnyt lehdissä kuvia, joissa miehillä oli silmämeikkejä, en
minä ensimmäinen meikkaava mies maailmassa ollut. (2015: 25)
I was even allowed to make myself up, though my mother found that
too shocking. But ze had, to zir credit, seen pictures in magazines where
men wore eye make-up, so I wasn’t the first made-up man in the world.
(all translations from Finnish are mine)

Inari, who in English would “normally” in the present be “she,” presents
zirself to us as a man, in the past. As zir interlocutors, we span the temporal
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discontinuity. We hold Inari’s transition from a made-up teenage male to a
thirty-something female in our minds. It’s not just that Inari’s address to us
is translingual, in other words; our (mental) address to zir is translingual
as well.
Note also the parallels between cis/trans versions of sexuality
and linguality, which I hinted at earlier, with the parenthetical query
“cislanguage?”: where the homo/hetero binary tracks “same” and “other/
different,” the cis/trans binary tracks “on this side of ” and “across to another
side of,” and “cislingual” has been used in Translation Studies to refer to
local target cultures/readers. David Gramling in particular—coeditor with
Aniruddha Dutta of a special Translating Transgender issue of TSQ—has
popularized this usage, referring in zir coauthored article with Ilker
Hepkaner to the intensified domesticational effects of a translation that “not
only seeks to render a foreign text accessible to cislingual readers, but to give
the foreign text the kind of cognitive, symbolic, and aesthetic orientation
necessary to proceed as if its narrative world had been Anatolian to begin
with” (2017: 35), and asking, in the introduction ze and Chantelle Warner
cowrote to the special issue of Critical Multilingualism Studies that they
coedited, “Does stylistic parsimony—say, in using italics to display ‘foreign’
words—really help readers understand which words are translingual and
which are cislingual, or does italicizing instead merely induce linguistic
discontinuity anew, underwriting the multilingual/monolingual dyad and
reconstituting language borders?” (2015: 5).
An expanded binary for “translingual address,” then, might make
“cislingual address” an address to people on this side of whatever cultural
boundary or barrier is imagined, and “translingual address” an address to
people on another side of that boundary or barrier. My concern throughout
is with the latter—with constructing mutual translinguality not only between
cisnormative and transgendered people but across transgender differences
as well.
As we’ll see, however, even that cis/trans binary is problematic.

Transgender and Translation
So does this mean that I am interested here in equating translingual address
with translation? If cisnormative and transgender people speaking “the
same language”—the same “national” language, like Finnish—have to make
adjustments in their speaking and understanding to make sense out of their
conversation, is that now going to be called “translation”?
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Yes and no. The easy answer would call on Roman Jakobson’s (1959)
tripartite distinction among intralingual, interlingual, and intersemiotic
translation, and say that cis and trans people communicate in English by
means of intralingual translation and across national language barriers (say,
English and Finnish) by means of interlingual translation. And there is some
value to that formulation. I will not be turning my back on it.
But that answer adds nothing, really, to Sakai’s heterolingual address, in
which we are all foreigners to each other, and therefore always communicate
by means of intralingual translation. The advantage that the notion of
translingual address yields us is that, if the differences between us are not just
the biological fact of physical separation—the fact that you and I are wrapped
in different skin—but socioculturally organized groupings that are steeped in
hierarchical norms, then communicating across the boundaries that separate
those groupings is going to be far more politically fraught than the rather
bland term “intralingual translation” suggests.
To the extent that I will be engaging with “translations” across various
sex/gender divides, then, I will be following Alvaro Jarrín’s (2016) lead and
drawing on a sociological model of translation that evokes some of the
political turbulence that I feel in translinguality, namely, the one developed
by French sociologists Michel Callon and Bruno Latour:
By translation we understand all the negotiations, intrigues, calculations,
acts of persuasion and violence, thanks to which an actor or a force
takes, or causes to be conferred on itself, authority to speak or act on
behalf of another actor or force: “Our interests are the same,” “do what
I want,” “you cannot succeed without going through me.” As soon as an
actor speaks of “us,” s/he is translating other actors into a single will, of
which s/he becomes spirit and spokesman. S/he begins to act for several,
no longer for one alone. S/he becomes stronger. S/he grows. (1981: 279)

Translation as “all the negotiations, intrigues, calculations, acts of persuasion
and violence, thanks to which an actor or a force takes, or causes to be
conferred on itself, authority to speak or act on behalf of another actor or
force.” This is a sociological account of translingual address as volatile with
desire: the desire to master and control, obviously—the “authority to speak or
act on behalf of another actor or force”—but more generally an individual’s or
group’s desire to have zir/their way in the world, to get what ze/they want(s),
and to achieve those ends through social interaction with others.
That all sounds negative, and the translational use to which Jarrín puts it
would appear to confirm that negativity; but really it’s just the ordinariness
of what we call social behavior, after the utopian lenses have been removed.
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Another word for “translation” in Callon and Latour’s sociological sense
would be “rhetoric,” and we will be recurring to rhetorical concerns
throughout. The only real negatives in this social context, I suggest, come
when the translational/rhetorical pressures we put on each other to serve
the cislingual “we/our/us” lack the translingual/transcultural movement of
shared empathic experience, and so become institutionally rigidified into
hierarchically normativized structures of oppression—and those structures
will, obviously, be another recurring concern.
What is the difference, for example, between (a) the attempt to “translate”
(speak cislingually for) trans people, in Chapter 2, for example, where a
cisnormative feminist philosopher like Christine Overall seeks the abstract
“truth” by assuming that we’re all human, all basically the same, all speaking
the same “cislanguage” of evolving identity, on one hand; and (b) the attempt
to chart a translingual path through cisnormative critiques, in Chapter 4, for
example, where a trans speaker like C. Jacob Hale or Kate Bornstein, who has
also been a cis(-becoming-trans-)lingual speaker, and so has an experiential
foot in each culture, is engaging with cisnormative misconceptions, on the
other hand?
And what happens when (c) I, as the dominant speaker of this book,
intervene in these imagined or constructed translational dialogues, say by
translating (b) the trans speaker’s novelistic ruminations in Chapter 2 into
a translation of (a) the cisnormative speaker’s intentions? The three “[c-]
takes” that I stage on the translational dialogue between Christine Overall
and Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja in Chapter 2 are all, in Callon and Latour’s
sense, “acts of persuasion and violence, thanks to which an actor or a force
[—that would be me—] takes, or causes to be conferred on itself, authority to
speak or act on behalf of another actor or force.” Setting up the juxtaposition
between (a/b) the two perspectives as a dialogue, each translating the other,
each speaking or acting in the name of the other, is also (c) me speaking or
acting in the name of those two. I translate them as translators of each other.
Otto Lehtinen, the author of the debut novel from which I take Nikolaibecoming-Nastassja’s perspectives on transition (2016), is also speaking or
acting in the name of (all?) trans people. As Nastassja takes over Nikolai’s
body and agency, drowns zir, buries zir, disinters zir, buries zir again,
etc.—the Dissociative Identity Disorder trope that Lehtinen launches for
transition—ze, the emergent female, comes gradually to speak and act for zir,
the withering male.
What is also interesting about that framework is that since Plato the
opposite of rhetoric in hegemonic Western thought has been “rational
thought” or “rational behavior”—thought or behavior governed not by
self- or group interest but by a quasi-deified force called Reason. Morality is
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often rationalized—“reasonified”—along the same lines, as a supernaturally
mandated checklist that ideally governs the “moral” person’s behavior
mechanistically. The fact that “rational” and “moral” decision-making
processes often tend to be mystified institutional structures of oppression, of
course, makes the “opposition” between translation/rhetoric and rationality/
morality one between overt and covert channels of control. Rational
discourse—say, Christine Overall’s abstract logic in Chapter 2, following
the argumentative protocols of analytic philosophy—is a “translation,” in
Callon and Latour’s sociopolitical sense, of the lived/embodied experience
of trans people in the real world and in novels, short stories, and poems into
depersonalized binaries and hierarchies that may seem like “acts of violence”
against the people living the embodied experience it purportedly describes.
In expanding and enriching this “intralingual translation” mode of
translingual address into a sociology of translation, however, I am not
cutting these explorations off from “interlingual translation.” In “Bridging
the Genders?” for example, Mirko Casagranda defines a fairly common
translation problem in terms of an interlingual convergence between
transgender and translation: “whenever the translator has to embark upon
a gender attribution process—which is a form of interpretation too—I
assume we are dealing with transgender translations, as the text has to be
manipulated in a way that is similar to the manipulation of bodies in medical
discourse” (2013: 114).
I think, for example, of the English-to-Spanish translator Miriam DíazDiocaretz, who, in zir book on translating Adrienne Rich’s lesbian love
poems into Spanish, Translating Poetic Discourse, raises the problems ze
faced translating Rich’s line “to move openly together” (1985: 50). The main
problem was that in Spanish, the word for “together” is grammatically
gendered—the masculine juntos for males or masculine nouns together, or
any collection of people and things together, and the feminine juntas for only
females or feminine nouns together—with the masculine juntos unmarked
(“normal”) and the feminine juntas marked (“deviant”):
To use the masculine for the adjective juntos would be a common,
grammatically legitimate way to indicate the duality, or plurality, since
the masculine plural form is normally employed to include both men
and women; even when the speakers are women, language use indicates
that in Spanish the form often used is the masculine. To leave this
form would be a displacement of reference, since the masculine juntos
would lead the readers in Spanish to perceive the poem in the light of
an “aberration.” However, as a translator who is aware of the moral and
social tradition and conventions in the Hispanic culture as a whole, in the
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context of my own horizon of prospective readers, to use the adjective
in the feminine plural (juntas) would be more than daring. It would
explicitly refer the reader to conceive of the speaker and addressee’s
relationship within the homosocial context, which in fact the twentyone love poems develop. The connotative code indicates association with
the word homosexual, and more precisely “lesbian” by implication. This
is an obvious interpretative hypothesis I can anticipate the readers of my
translation will carry out in their decoding of the text. (51–52)

Note that euphemistic phrasing: “language use indicates that in Spanish
the form often used is the masculine.” “Language use,” there, is code for
institutionalized sexism—what we might want to identify as Cislingual
Reason. “Indicates” is a euphemism for “requires”; I speculate that DíazDiocaretz uses the “softer” form because there is no visible sociopolitical
authority imposing the requirement on zir, coercing zir to use the
masculine. It is a mere “indication,” a pointing in the “right,” or even “best,”
or “preferred,” or “normal,” or “natural,” direction—a pointing that ze is,
to me quite surprisingly, inclined to follow. Not only is ze not (ostensibly)
required to use it; it’s only “often used.” It’s a tendency. And yet, somehow,
ze tends to gravitate in that direction. To take the binary opposite path, and
use the feminine juntas to describe two women together, would be “more
than daring.” Daring requires bravery, boldness. Díaz-Diocaretz can feel, as
a native speaker of Spanish, that ze would have to dare to signal the lesbian
togetherness of these two women going places in public. But ze does not feel
coerced to use the masculine, no; it’s just that, if ze dared to use the feminine
juntas, “This is an obvious interpretative hypothesis I can anticipate the
readers of my translation will carry out in their decoding of the text.”
Ze knows what’s at stake, of course. Díaz-Diocaretz is not a robot, or a roleslave. Ze is not a honeybee, possessed by a hive-mind that it is futile to resist:
However, if I selected the neutral, ambiguous form (the [masculine]
plural [juntos]), I would be cooperating with those who have left what
Rich calls the “half world” (1978: 27) of silenced and unwanted women
“outside the law.” Translating a structure of language, a sentence, a
phrase, does not imply necessarily translating a text with its correlations
organising the aesthetic message as it was conceived by the poet. It can
be a grammatically correct translation, yet it would convey “aberrant”
presuppositions. I am also torn between the poet’s message and the
constraints tacitly imposed by the RT culture, that is, constraints that
limit the accepted norms and conventions of a women’s poetic voice
within the Hispanic literary tradition. (52–53)
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“Aberrancy” cuts both ways, clearly: if Díaz-Diocaretz produces a
“grammatically correct translation” with the masculine juntos, ze strays
from the poet’s own embodied personal/political desire; if ze follows the
poet’s desire, desires in Spanish what Rich desired in English, with the
feminine juntas, ze strays from “the constraints tacitly imposed by the RT
[receptor-text, or target, in this case Hispanic,] culture.” The Spanish “usages”
and their “indications” have now become “constraints … imposed”—a
predication rather more overtly signaling coercion—but Díaz-Diocaretz
is still determined to observe the academic decorum that forbids the
overt accusatory venting of activist anger. Ze leans, perhaps wistfully, in
the politically “aberrant” direction—ze wants to use the feminine juntas,
though ze can feel in zir ideological bones that that would be “more than
daring”—but hovers cautiously at the crossroads, dramatizing for us not the
consequences ze faced for going the “wrong” way but the complexity of the
decisions that translators are often called upon to make.
Again: for Mirko Casagranda, this is a definitively transgender translation
problem.
The theoretical texts that I will be putting into translingual dialogue
throughout the book also come in several national languages: English, of
course, but also the Russian of Juri Lotman, the Chinese of Laozi, and the
French of Deleuze and Guattari and Shoshana Felman.5 Since Deleuze and
Guattari most directly address sexuality, and in passing seem explicitly to
open a dialogue with transgender, I will not only be exploring cis-becomingtranslingual engagements between them and various commentators, but
essaying exploratory (re)translations of their work into English.
The dialogue I construct between Elizabeth Kerekere and David A. B.
Murray in Chapter 1, too, imagines a clash of translations into English of the
Māori word takatāpui—or rather, perhaps, a clash of translation criticisms,
or critical translation histories. At stake is not only the “correct” or “most
useful” or “most socially inclusive” meaning/translation of the word, but
the sociopolitical history of colonial domination and epistemicide and the
opposing—emancipatory or empirical, ancestral or ethnographic—strategies
of decolonizational reclamation, or what Héctor Domínguez Ruvalcaba calls,
in the second epigraph to Chapter 1, “the politics of translation that disavows
loyalty …—that is, a decolonizing translation.”
The transgender fictions whose translations I will be exploring will come
to us in just two different national languages: the primary language of this
book and my life, English, and the primary language from which I have been
translating for nearly a half century, Finnish. The passage from Maija Haavisto’s
2015 novel Sisimmäinen (“Innermost”) quoted previously was a foretaste
of that; my reading of Otto Lehtinen’s 2016 novel Wurlitzer in Chapter 2 is
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another, with Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja speaking first Finnish and then my
English. I will also be reading/translating Antti Holma’s 2014 novel Järjestäjä
(“The Arranger”) in Chapter 3 and Jenny Kangasvuo’s 2012 novel Sudenveri
(“Wolfsblood”) in Chapter 4. When we—you and I, juntas—“translate”
a transgender text from English, we will be concerned with the cultural,
political, and somatic turbulence channeled through the translingual address
from trans English to cis English, and from cis English to trans English. When
we “translate” a transgender text from Finnish, we will be superadding to
those turbulences the layered complexities (trans)engendered by divergent
translingual trajectories—the fact, for example, that Finnish has no grammatical
genders at all, not even in third-person pronouns.6 Hän (formal Finnish) or
se (spoken Finnish) is used to refer to any human being, regardless of body
shape or sexual identity. Thus, in that passage I previously quoted from Maija
Haavisto’s Sisimmäinen/“Innermost,” Inari says of zir mother “mutta oli hän
sentään nähnyt lehdissä kuvia,” which I translated “but ze had, to zir credit,
seen pictures in magazines”: the Finnish does not say that she had seen pictures
in magazines. One of the (trans)gendered consequences of that difference
for Finnish-to-English translators is that we normally—normatively—tend
to “correct” hän, whenever the pronoun refers to a female human being, as
“she.” Another, for Finnish literary translators, is that when they have to render
“he said” or “she said” into Finnish, they must either rely on nominalized
explicitation—“mies sanoi”/“the man said” or “nainen sanoi”/“the woman
said”—or decide that the English gendered pronoun can safely be ignored.
Or else they must invent some novel workaround—and novel workarounds
will be the hares we’ll be chasing here.
For example, I wonder: is the Finnish genderless third-person pronoun a
boon for a trans-identified writer? One might superficially think so: no need to
invent those awkward English replacement pronouns, like the gender-neutral
ze and zir that I’ve already begun throwing in your face, and will continue to
use throughout; or co and sie or shi, or Marge Piercy’s per, or Christine M.
Elverson’s ey. But the putative desire to avoid pronominal “gender trouble”
should not be assumed and attributed to all trans and genderqueer people.
Some people want to make trouble! Almost a half century ago, for example,
in “Genderfuck and its Delights,” Christopher Lonc wrote,
It is my choice to not be a man, and it is my choice to be beautiful. I
am not a female impersonator; I don’t want to mock women. I want to
criticize and poke fun at the roles of women and of men too. I want to
try and show how not-normal I can be. I want to ridicule and destroy
the whole cosmology of restrictive sex roles and sexual identification.
(quoted in Bergman 1993: 77)
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Anyone who wants to fuck gender norms—to sport breasts and a beard,
say—may cringe at the thought of a language where gender is swept under
the carpet, so to speak, and love the outlandishness of ze and zir. Genderless
Finnish would also not necessarily be a boon to a trans person who identifies
strongly as male or female, and likes being able to use he/him or she/her
pronouns to distinguish zirself from the sex identity assigned zir at birth.
And the pronoun problem is, of course, just the tip of the iceberg.

Fucking Binaries
So, is there a “fuckable text?”
Elena Basile, “A Scene of Intimate Entanglements, or, Reckoning
with the ‘Fuck’ of Translation” (2018: 27)
What does it mean, as Elena Basile so refreshingly puts it, to “reckon[] with
the ‘fuck’ of translation”? This is, ze proclaims in the opening paragraph of
zir chapter, without question the best place to “explore[] the relation between
translation and queerness—that is, between writing and corporeal practices
that invariably cross over leaky boundaries, animate thresholds, eschew
containment, and hold out unexpected textual and fleshy pleasures” (26–27)—
but what is that place?
Here’s my suggestion.
The normative (“icotic”) gender binary is a symmetrical hierarchy. Just as
the vagina used to be thought of as an inside-out penis—and in fact it is often
constructed in precisely that way in mtf “bottom surgery” (vaginoplasty),
through the inversion of penile skin—so too is “feminine” “submissiveness”
thought of as an inversion of “masculine” “dominance.” And as the vagina is
imagined as built to be penetrated by a penis, so too is “women’s” “natural”
“submissiveness” supposedly built to be dominated by “men’s” “natural”
“dominance.” And so on.
In Translation Studies, the normative (“icotic”) binary is source-target
equivalence. It too, like icotic gender, is a symmetrical hierarchy; and in
fact, as Lori Chamberlain has trenchantly argued (and as Elena Basile has
recently remembered, 27–29), it has historically been partly (figuratively)
modeled on the standard patriarchal gender binary. Just as a “man” is not
only dominant but intellectual/spiritual and an original, and a “woman”
is not only submissive but sexy/carnal and a follower, so too is the source
text a “manly” work of genius and the translation a “womanly” imitation
that can never aspire to the grand heights of its original. In the infamous
trope of Gilles Ménage (1613–1692), translations are like women: the more
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beautiful they are, the less likely they are to be faithful. (As Chamberlain also
notes, when straight cis married couples write and translate, historically the
norm has been that the husband writes “original” work and the wife creates
“derivative” translations of that work.) “Equivalence”—the quality mark of a
translation, without which supposedly no text can claim to be a translation—
is at once a mechanical symmetry between the two texts and a hierarchy
that defines the translation in advance as secondary, derivative, and inferior.
It is precisely because a translation can never hope to be as brilliant as
its source text that equivalence, and therefore in some sense translation
itself, is traditionally considered impossible; but we also traditionally look
grudgingly through our fingers at pathetic partial equivalence, in order,
barely, to accept actual translations as such—but only so long as they are
taken to be eagerly striving and failing to maximize the resemblance, to be
as much like their inaccessible exemplars as they can possibly be (and to fall
lamentably/strategically short).
As Basile seems to hint, in sly parenthetical asides like “the constant
possibility of unraveling that lurks behind the intimate ‘fuck’ of translation
and its seductive promise of absolute presence and reciprocity (otherwise
fetishized as equivalence)” (2018: 34), the Translation Studies version of
genderfuck would be equivalencefuck. That may, in fact, be the sociopolitical
implication of Callon and Latour’s translation of translation: translation not
as equivalence—the cowed cringing of a battered wife before the male public’s
abusive condemnation for failing to match the masculine might of the source
text, the translator’s toadying and truckling in the hope that readers will not
be too harsh in their inevitable negative judgments—but as equivalencefuck
“speakings for others” that are forthrightly identified and studied as “acts of
persuasion” and “acts of violence.”
In Susanne de Lotbinière-Harwood’s famous feminist retort to Ménage,
for example, in the title of zir 1991 bilingual book Re-Belle et Infidèle: La
traduction comme pratique de réécriture au féminin/The Body Bilingual:
Translation as a Rewriting in the Feminine, “beautiful” (belles) women/
translators/translations can also become rebellious (re-belles), and
rebelliously unfaithful (infidèles). Zir book is a kind of manifesto for radical
feminist translations that fuck strategically with equivalence.
In terms of my argument in this book, the translational/translingual
equivalencefuck of transgender spikes the cognitive dissonance that
deranges normative epistemicide (Chapter 1), fuels the semiosphere
(Chapter 2), flaps the symmetry-breaking butterfly wings that keep the
dissipative system of gender outlawry in flux (Chapter 3), and injects a
rhizomatic becoming-minor/becoming-molecular/becoming-trans into the
molar/arboreal rigidities of icotic binary gender (Chapter 4).
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As Lorc might put it, “I want to criticize and poke fun at the roles of
translators and original writers too. I want to try and show how not-normal I
can be. I want to ridicule and destroy the whole cosmology of restrictive writer
roles and writer identification.”
And of course, if translation as translingual address is unstable transition
between and beyond binary poles, transgender is translation too.

A Confession
So what right do I have to insert myself into these translational/translingual
encounters, and “speak for” both cisnormative and transgender authors?
The dual facts of the matter are that (a) I have often, throughout my
life, felt uncomfortable in the traditional masculinity that society prescribes
for the male body I was born into, and that (b) the feeling has never been
strong enough to force me to take a stand on it. It wasn’t until I started
hearing transgender talk of being “born in the wrong body,” some time in
my thirties, that I even began to become aware of those feelings. I knew I
had often, as a child and young adult, felt uneasy in the company of boys,
and later men, and preferred the company of girls and women; but I had
long attributed that uneasiness to the disgusting machismo of those males. I
had no desire to boast loudly about traditional male achievements; I’d much
rather read a book, or have a long conversation with a close confidante
about feelings, or bake a batch of cookies. But that wasn’t, it always seemed
to me, because I felt like a woman in a man’s body; it was because I wore
glasses and was uncoordinated, and traditional males tended to despise me.
It was because I was an intellectual. (But—is baking cookies an intellectual
pastime?)
Reading Kate Bornstein in Gender Outlaw is refreshing on this point: “I’ve
no idea what ‘a woman’ feels like. I never did feel like a girl or a woman; rather,
it was my unshakable conviction that I was not a boy or a man. It was the
absence of a feeling, rather than its presence, that convinced me to change my
gender” (1994: 24). I’ve never felt like a girl or a woman either, though often
enough the behavior that has felt natural to me has been attributed to female/
feminine characteristics, either in love (my second wife) or aggression (the
other boys). My discomfort in “my” masculinity, before I was old enough and
experienced enough to begin to reshape it to fit my feelings better, was never
intense enough to become an “unshakable conviction that I was not a boy or
a man”; but there was always a perceptible push there.
Instead of feeling compelled to do something about my uneasiness,
therefore, I worked hard to adjust. I couldn’t bring myself to work at
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becoming a macho jerk, but I did develop a rough kind of bantering humor
that made me more tolerable to men. I began to learn to talk to men about
more stereotypically “masculine” subjects—and even to make male friends
with whom I could talk about feelings. I began to “pass” as a man—though it
didn’t then occur to me to think of it that way.
And the “great” thing—I say “great” with heavy irony, here—is that I began
to feel entitled to, and to enjoy, my male privilege. Not only was I allowed to
be intellectually aggressive; I was celebrated for it. I could get away with stuff
that women would never get away with. My first wife and I decided we were
going to share the household chores equally—but somehow the distribution
of labor never quite seemed to be even. Somehow I ended up not quite
pulling my fair share of the cooking and cleaning and childcare. I somehow,
without making a conscious decision to do so, found myself at my computer
more often than I did in the kitchen. We worked at it. We talked about it, a
lot, and kept trying to come up with regimes that would enforce equality;
but it never quite worked. My wife noticed that I was doing all the heavy
remodeling work on the house and taking care of the car, and that bothered
both of us, so we tried divvying those chores up more evenly as well. Ze kept
trying to learn to drive a nail, and finally gave up in frustration, said “fine,
you do the remodeling.” Ze decided ze was going to take over bringing the
car in for regular oil changes; but then forgot, and forgot, and the car threw
a rod. I didn’t yell at zir; I just reassumed my automotive care duties, with,
I confess, a certain inner satisfaction, even smugness (and secret twinges of
shame, for reacting that way).
After we were divorced, I remarried, and shared similar idealistic goals—
and failures—with my second wife. We shared the cooking equally—until it
gradually became clear that ze was, and is, a much better cook than I am. Ze is
a foody with an intimate relationship with food; I tend to follow recipes more
or less mechanically. Somehow I started cooking less (though I continued to do
all the baking). When ze got into a PhD program, I took over a lot more chores,
and made long day trips with our young daughter, to give zir time to work;
and yet, again, somehow “equality” failed to ensue. Why? Because zir mental
energies were taken up with responsibility for the apartment and the family—
while I did my assigned chores without giving the big picture much thought.
And yet, in private, I was the needy one. I was the one who cried at
movies. (Did that make me “really” a woman inside? Or was I just applying
internalized female stereotypes to my feelings?)
If the binary is cis vs. trans, and that’s an all-or-nothing choice, I am
cisgendered. I was born male and still identify as male. I use, and have
always used, he/him pronouns. I reap the social privileges that come with
cis-maleness. No one ever challenges my bathroom preference. I am never
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in danger of being ridiculed, or refused service, or beaten, or killed, for the
visible signs of my sexual identity. No laws have been passed legitimizing
discrimination against me.8 I have never seriously considered becoming a
woman, and have only dressed as one once, for an adults’ Halloween party—
and got more pleasure out of the genderfuck dissonance between my beard
and my dress and padded breasts than I did out of “dressing like a woman.”
But still, if we allow for the existence of middles between the binary poles,
I am somewhere in the middle. The middle I’m in is much closer to the cis
pole than the trans pole; but it’s still a middle.
I don’t have even the flimsiest possible evidence for making this next
claim, and so may well be projecting; but I also believe that everyone is a
little like me, in the sense of being in the middle, being nonbinary—being
on (or off) some kind of gender spectrum. Icotically, we’re born binary, and
raised binary; but to the extent that we follow Yves Citton (see p. 10) and
“learn to value background properties,” we come to realize, I believe, that
we’re actually nonbinary.
Again, Kate Bornstein has the right words:
The possibility missed by most of the texts prior to the last few years,
and by virtually all the various popular media, is this: the culture may
not simply be creating roles for naturally-gendered people, the culture
may in fact be creating the gendered people. In other words, the culture
may be creating gender. No one had ever hinted at that, and so, standing
outside a “natural” gender, I thought I was some monster, and that it was
all my fault. (1994: 12)

What ze means by “the culture may in fact be creating the gendered people”
is what I mean by “icotically, we’re born binary, and raised binary”: culture
as icosis, the communal plausibilization of dominant opinions as truths,
realities, facts. The “fact” of our binary gender at birth is an icotic construct
imposed on us at birth.
Or, later in Gender Outlaw:
There’s a myth in our culture that defines transsexuality as rare, and
transsexuals as oddities. But nearly everyone has some sort of bone to
pick with their own gender status, be it gender role, gender assignment,
or gender identity. And when this dissatisfaction can no longer be
glossed over with good manners, or cured by purchasing enough genderspecific products or services—and when this dissatisfaction cannot be
silenced by the authority of the state, the medical profession, the church,
or one’s peers—then the dissatisfaction is called transsexuality, or gender
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dysphoria. We’re most of us—whether “transsexual” or not—dissatisfied.
Some of us have less tolerance for the dissatisfaction, that’s all. (118)

Or read Bailey Kier’s planetary perspective:
I contend that everybody on the planet is now encompassed within
the category of transgender. I illustrate this proposition by tracing
some of the not-so-visible links of how this shared rearrangement of
sex and re/production is unfolding. I also contend that we might be
better off responding to this rearrangement, not through fear of the
eco-catastrophic assumptions transsex invokes, but by embracing our
shared interdependent transsex, a term that is about queering ideas of
re/production, and refers to dynamic ecosystemic relations of multiple
“bodies,” energies, and things—animals, humans, lakes, plants, uranium,
etc.—which compose broader economic re/productive relations and
energies of the bioscape. Shared interdependent transsex refers to
“bodies” as constant processes, relations, adaptations, and metabolisms,
engaged in varying degrees of re/productive and economic relations
with multiple other “bodies,” substances, and things, in which no normal
concept of re/production, as based on our common categories of sex,
gender, and sexuality, exists. (2013: 189–90)

These observations, from Bornstein as well as Kier, ring true to me. But
because “ringing true to me” doesn’t necessarily make it true, and because
apart from citing authorities like Kate Bornstein and Bailey Kier I have
absolutely no way of knowing any of this, and because I am certainly
projecting my own self-discoveries onto the entire human race—even if I
were somehow magically proven right, I would still be projecting—I have
no desire to prove any of it. This notion that we’re all nonbinary is not the
hypothesis that I’m trying, through some kind of countericosis, to establish
as a truth in this book. It’s just a confession.
Also, of course, as A. Finn Enke (2013) argues persuasively in “The
Education of Little Cis,” the perception or belief that we are all in the middle
signally undermines the cis-trans binary, which seems to imply, and thus to
institute, stable identity categories (see also Lennon and Mistler 2014). At the
very simplest level, imagine an individual who decides at age six that ze is in
the wrong body. Technically that decision makes that person transgender,
on that day. Does that mean that the day before that decision, ze was cis? Or
is the stable identity category “transgender” to be understood as retroactive,
extendable back in time to birth, or conception? The problem, as Enke shows,
is the binary. The fuzzy-logic use of sorites series to explore transitional middle
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grounds between stable binary extremes is a good working solution to that
problem—even though, or perhaps especially because, in Bailey Kier’s terms
that fuzzy logic would technically identify all such sorites series as “trans.”
And the same fuzzy-logic proviso applies, perhaps even a fortiori, to
the cislingual/translingual binary. What happens, for example, when one
translates a translingual text? Is it even possible to imagine a cislingual
target text? If for David Gramling and Ilker Hepkaner a “cislingual target
text” would be an intensified domestication, or what I have elsewhere called
“radical domestication,” seeking not only “to render a foreign text accessible to
cislingual readers, but to give the foreign text the kind of cognitive, symbolic,
and aesthetic orientation necessary to proceed as if its narrative world had
been Anatolian to begin with” (2017: 35), doesn’t that radicalization build a
metatranslinguality into all ostensible cislinguality? And if the source text
is translingual—see for example Robinson (2018b)—wouldn’t a cislingual
translation that attempted to “purify” all traces of translinguality out still
evoke suppressed echoes of what had been removed?
While the focus of the book is not transgender but conversations about
transgender, then, it would ultimately be misleading to think of those
conversations as cis-trans dialogues. In the very act of crossing over between
this side and that side of whatever boundary one cares to posit, those dialogues
are all trans(versal): translingual, at least, and arguably also transgender.

Structure of the Book
Chapter 1 starts us off with five possible answers to the disquieting question,
“Why Should Cisnormative Translation Scholars Care About Translation and
Transgender?” The First Answer is avowedly crass: because it’s being done.
Since that obviously doesn’t carry much weight with readers who are not
doing it, however, I move on quickly to the Second Answer, which is more or
less the one I began to broach here in the Preface, in the Confession section:
it’s worth “our” cis-/transgendered while to pay attention to the complexities
of our reality, and especially—this is one of the recurring themes of the
book—to the phenomenological complexity of our lived reality. It’s good to
pay attention to how it feels to be alive in the body. The Third and Fourth
Answers are taken from the sociologist Boaventura de Sousa Santos: (Third
Answer) the distinction between knowledge-as-emancipation, which tracks
from ignorance-as-colonialism to knowing-as-solidarity, and knowledgeas-regulation, which tracks from ignorance-as-chaos to knowing-as-order;
and (Fourth Answer) the notion of epistemicide. A lot of the philosophical
work done on transgender has been an analytical attempt to regulate unruly
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thinking about gender; my Third Answer to Chapter 1’s titular question is
that the progressive movement from ignorance-as-colonialism to knowingas-solidarity should not be scoffed into oblivion, especially given the
(Fourth-Answer) epistemicidal effects of ignorance-as-colonialism and
knowledge-as-regulation. The Fifth Answer is naïve utopianism, gesturing
toward the empathy of translingual address: isn’t it a good thing to listen
and hear and feel across group lines? And isn’t poetry a useful way of
turbocharging empathy?
Each chapter is organized around an issue, a theory, and a translingual
dialogue. In Chapter 1 the issue is the cis-perceived “weirdness” of
transgender, the theory is Boaventura de Sousa Santos’s sociological model,
and the dialogue is between two takes on English translations of the Māori
term takatāpui: Elizabeth Kerekere’s “emancipatory” one, where takatāpui
is an inclusive term for all LGBTIQ belonging, and David A. B. Murray’s
“regulatory” one, where takatāpui has come to be used by some people in
Aotearoa New Zealand to mean gay men, but others insist on its traditional
nonsexual meaning, close male friends.
The theoretical impetus in Chapter 2 is Juri Lotman’s semiospheric
theory, which is predicated on the need for semiotic study to proceed
through translation between at least two languages, because each language
maps out a different semiosphere, and so excludes different “extra-semiotic”
phenomena as impossible and so unreal. The clash between two such
extra-semiotic exclusions tends to help us triangulate the limits of semiosis
in general.
The two languages between which I set up that translational encounter
or translingual address in Chapter 2 are not so much national languages
as a cis take on transgender and a trans take on transgender. The cis take,
which comes out of feminist analytic philosophy, is an article by Christine
Overall, so I call it the Overall Language, or OL; the trans take, which I call
the Underall Language, or UL, is from a Finnish novel called Wurlitzer, by
Otto Lehtinen (2016). The fact that I translate Lehtinen’s novel from Finnish
to English adds the “national language” aspect of (interlingual) translation to
the chapter’s translational engagement—and I show, as we proceed, how my
English translations reinflect UL along Latourian lines as well.
In addition to being clearly marked as a cis discourse, OL is marked as
analytic philosophy, theoretically operating “arborescently,” with binary
trees that must branch in two opposite directions, with no third sproutings
or suckerings; and it is marked as progressive feminist philosophy, in
opposition to the ostensible Cartesian mind-body dualism and biological
essentialism that OL attributes to trans discourse (these leanings pointing
us forward to Chapter 4). The main issue in this chapter is that Overall
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forecloses, tacitly—ze never cops to this—on the embodied phenomenology
of lived experience. There is never any question of listening to multiple
trans voices describing their multiple experiences of gender—as, say, Jason
Cromwell (2006) so exemplarily does in “Queering the Binaries.” The trigger
for Overall’s argument is that trans people often monolithically claim to be
“born a man in a woman’s body” or “born a woman in a man’s body”—and
ze is here to tell us that that just isn’t a legitimate way of talking.
As we begin to tease out the phenomenological experiences driving UL,
it quickly becomes clear that OL is off-base on a good many things. For
one thing, like Kate Bornstein, the mtf character Nikolai (who becomes
Nastassja) does not begin by feeling female: ze begins by feeling not-male,
feeling a revulsion for zir penis. And of course, because Wurlitzer is a novel,
phenomenology is all: the character’s lived experience in the body drives the
plot. This could not be more flagrantly contradictory to the basic premise of
OL. But the point of the chapter is not to prove OL wrong. Rather, in a series
of three “takes” on the (constructed) encounter as reciprocal translingual
address, I keep looking for progressively more common ground between
the two, finding not only areas where UL knows things that OL represses
but areas where OL knows things that UL represses. In other words, the
chapter moves from “translation” in the rather harsh Latourian sense of
appropriative “acts of violence” to translation as translingual address, where
empathic culture-to-culture crossovers become possible. To a large extent,
those crossovers are the product of my own appropriative translation
of the whole encounter: in the series of three takes I work increasingly
harder to tease out of each “language” those points of connection that at
first glance are submerged, buried under piles of defensive rubble. Rather
than constructing a bogus utopian harmony between the two “languages,”
I tend to side with UL over OL, but (a) that tendency is driven not by any
condescending impulse to identify with the underdog, but rather by my
own theoretical and methodological preference for phenomenology over
analytic philosophy, and for embodied multiplicity over binary logic; and
(b) it doesn’t stop me from finding an empathic/translingual impulse in OL
as well.
In Juri Lotman’s last book, Culture and Explosion (1992), culture is the
semiosphere and explosion is Ilya Prigogine’s notion of the symmetrybreaking event that unpredictably smashes the control structures that
maintain the semiosphere (or dissipative system, in Prigogine’s terminology)
and creates something new. I rub that wrinkle briefly in Chapter 2, but
then devote Chapter 3 to a fuller discussion, filling Prigogine’s account of
thermodynamic systems out with a more clearly language-based account
of human social systems via Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of heteroglossia,
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in both its centripetal impulse to shore up the systemicity of socially
regulated communication and its centrifugal impulse to deviate, to smash,
to create novelty.
The two “languages” that engage translationally/translingually this time
are a Pro-Binary Language or PBL and an Anti-Binary Language or ABL, and
I serially track their engagement entirely through fiction and poetry:
Antti Holma’s Finnish gender-dysphoria novel Järjestäjä (“The
Arranger”)
Four trans stories from Tom Léger and Riley MacLeod’s The Collection:
ll
ll
ll
ll

Ryka Aoki’s “To the New World”
R. Drew’s “The Café”
R. J. Edwards’ “Black Holes”
K. Tait Jarboe’s “Greenhorn”

One trans story from Brit Mandelo’s Beyond Binary:
ll

Tansy Rayner Roberts’ “Prosperine When it Sizzles”

Chapter 4 and the Conclusion keep recurring to Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari’s theory of devenir-femme, which is semantically translated
“becoming-woman,” but which I retranslate as “becoming-trans.” Chapter
4, the first installment, lays out the theoretical background of Deleuzean
rhizomatics and molecular becoming; in the Conclusion I revisit the issue of
becoming in the philosophical context of J. L. Austin’s theory of performativity.
Two dialogues stretch over both. One is between what Deleuze and Guattari
would call the “molar” feminism of Alice Jardine, Luce Irigaray, and Rosi
Braidotti, for whom becoming-woman is a wish-fulfillment fantasy spawned
by male privilege doing a romanticized tour of women’s politics—a mere
“imitation” or “repetition” of actual women—and the “molecular” feminism
of Louise Burchill. The other is between that first dialogue and molecular
trans thinkers like C. Jacob Hale and Kate Bornstein.
In Chapter 4 the theoretical issues and dialogical clashes are again
explored in fiction and poetry—Sassafras Lowrey’s Lost Boi (2015), as a
tracking of becoming-boi/becoming-grrrl; Jenny Kangasvuo’s 2012 Finnish
trans novel Sudenveri (“Wolfsblood”), as a tracking of becoming-animal; and
Ahimsa Timoteo Bodhrán’s “Cycle undone,” a long poem from Troubling
the Line (2015), as a tracking of becoming-mineral—but by the end of the
chapter the focus shifts to Laozi on surrendering control and Kate Bornstein’s
mystical ruminations on becoming-trans.
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The Conclusion begins to tie together the loose strands of all four
chapters through three takes on becoming-queer, the first exploring the early
work of Judith Butler (Gender Trouble [1990] and “Imitation and Gender
Insubordination” [1991]), the second Butler’s more recent work (Undoing
Gender [2004]), and the third going back to Kate Bornstein on becomingqueer as a becoming-nonbinary or a becoming-variably-gendered kind
of becoming-trans. Since Butler launches zir early queering of gender
through a radical rethinking of the Derridean deconstruction of Austinian
performativity, without quite unraveling the philosophical complexities that
ze adduces, the passage from becoming-queer2 (the becoming-whatever of
Undoing Gender) to becoming-queer3 (the becoming-nonbinary of Kate
Bornstein) detours through a series of rereadings of Austin, from Shoshana
Felman, Mel Y. Chen, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, and Pierre Bourdieu.
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Why Should Cisnormative
Translation Scholars Care About
Translation and Transgender?

From this point of view, thus, both Transgender and Translation Studies are concerned with the hetero-normative foundations of culture and
language that have to be subverted by characters that shift within the
gender continuum and by translations that maintain such polymorphism.
Indeed, Transgender Studies promotes and supports an intersex/transgender person’s right to refuse a traditional and binary gender role produced
by societies and by their clinical extensions, i.e. surgery, while Translation
Studies deals with the strategies that can be adopted in the target language
to maintain such ambiguity.
Mirko Casagranda, “Bridging the Genders? Transgendering
Translation Theory and Practice” (2013: 114)
Rigid loyalty to the original in the translated version was, in effect, the
intentionality of the translation of the doctrines and precepts that constituted the colonial discourse. What is lost in translation is untranslatable
(Lavinas and Viteri 2016: 4). The politics of translation that disavows
loyalty is rather concerned with the need of the discourse to be a liberating impulse from the precepts of the colonial—that is, a decolonizing
translation.
Héctor Domínguez Ruvalcaba, Translating the Queer (2016: 5)
As the first epigraph, from Mirko Casagranda, seems to suggest, the
audience for this book would seem to fall more or less neatly into two
trans-groups: Translation Studies scholars and Transgender Studies
scholars. Both trans-groups represent fairly new disciplines—but of
course the former is a youthful fifty or sixty years old, while in zir 2014
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Transgender Studies Quarterly (TSQ) keyword piece “Guerilla,” Sandy
Stone calls Transgender Studies a “zeroth-generation discipline” (92).
“Keep in mind,” ze exults, “that no one working in transgender studies
has a degree in transgender studies. That’s how close to the origin of our
discipline we are” (92). When I was getting started in Translation Studies,
in the mid-eighties, no one had a degree in it; now I’m beginning to feel a
bit dinosaurish for not having one.
It should be obvious, then, why the latter group should be interested in this
book: Transgender Studies is very much in its infancy. Not much has been
done in it yet. The field is wide open. As Sandy Stone puts it in “Guerilla,”
“To some extent it’s a fragile moment, but it is also heady and bursting with
possibilities” (93). It’s how I felt when The Translator’s Turn came out between
Christmas and New Year’s Eve, 1990, and was joined by Eric Cheyfitz’s
The Poetics of Imperialism (just before) and Tejaswini Niranjana’s Siting
Translation (just after). By the same token, for Transgender Studies scholars
any new translating-transgender book that is not patently transphobic is
a cause for celebration. But why should cisnormative Translation Studies
scholars care?
This first chapter tracks five possible answers.

First answer: It’s being done
Let us start off with a crass answer to the crass question: other people are
writing about translating transgender.
We’ve already seen some of this: my first epigraph to this chapter comes
from an early intervention into the convergences between Transgender
Studies and Translation Studies, Mirko Casagranda’s 2013 article “Bridging
the Genders? Transgendering Translation Theory and Practice,” which in
fact cites Casagranda’s own earlier piece in Eleonora Federici’s Translating
Gender, “Trans/Gendering Translations?,” from 2011. The second comes
from an exciting 2016 book by Héctor Domínguez Ruvalcaba titled
Translating the Queer, about the transnational conceptual traffic between
North and South America on the topic of queerness (see also Brian
Baer’s 2018 “Beyond Either/Or” and Serena Bassi’s 2018 “The Future is a
Foreign Country”). Alvaro Jarrín’s use of Latour’s sociology of translation,
mentioned in the “Transgender and Translation” section of the Preface,
appeared in the November 2016 special Translating Transgender issue
of TSQ; and as we’ve also seen, David Gramling, one of the coeditors of
that special issue, has been referring recently to “cislingual” perspectives
on translation.
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From a Translation Studies perspective, the longer or fuller trajectory
of this history moves into the domain of translation and transgender as the
fourth step of a (so far) four-step process:
First step—translation and gender:
Carol Maier’s “A Woman in Translation, Reflecting” (1985); Lori
Chamberlain’s “Gender and the Metaphorics of Translation” (1988);
Tina Krontiris’ Oppositional Voices (1992); my own “Theorizing
Translation in a Woman’s Voice” (1995); Sherry Simon’s Gender and
Translation (1996); Carol Maier and Françoise Massardier-Kennedy’s
“Gender in/and Literary Translation” (1996); Luisa von Flotow’s
Translation and Gender (1997); Oana-Helena Andone’s “Gender Issues
in Translation” (2002); Luisa von Flotow’s Translating Women (2011);
Eleonora Federici’s Translating Gender (2011); Christopher Larkosh’s
Re-Engendering Translation (2011)
Second step—translation and gay/lesbian identities:
Eric Keenaghan’s “Jack Spicer’s Pricks and Cocksuckers” (1998); Keith
Harvey’s “Translating Camp Talk” (1998), “Gay Community, Gay
Identity and the Translated Text” (2000), and Intercultural Movements
(2003); Margaret S. Breen’s “Homosexual Identity, Translation, and
Prime-Stevenson’s Imre and The Intersexes” (2012)
Third step—translation and the queer:
William J. Spurlin’s The Gender and Queer Politics of Translation (2014b)
and “Queering Translation” (2014a);1 Héctor Domínguez Ruvalcaba’s
Translating the Queer (2016); B. J. Epstein and Robert Gillet’s Queer in
Translation (2017); Brian Baer and Klaus Kaindl’s Queering Translation,
Translating the Queer (2018)2
Fourth step—translation and transgender:
Mirko Casagranda’s two early articles (2011, 2013), cited earlier; A. Finn
Enke’s “Translation” (in the first issue of TSQ, 2014); David Gramling and
Aniruddha Dutta’s special Translating Transgender issue of TSQ (2016)

Arguably the umbrella category for all four steps there would be what
José Santaemilia calls “sexuality and translation: questions for a common
exploration” (2018: 11), involving both “the translation of sexuality and the
sex/ualization of translation” (12). At this broad level, perhaps—especially in
the former category, dealing with the translation of sexualized discourses—
one would not expect much backlash from cisnormative Translation Studies
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scholars. As Santaemilia adds, “translation studies has been incorporating
sexuality as an analytical category since the 1990s, with sexuality understood
as ‘a field that is notoriously difficult to translate for reasons of cultural and
generational differences—a cas limite that in some ways serves as a test of
translation’ ([von] Flotow 2000: 16)” (2018: 12). The further down that list
of four steps one pushes the interface between sexuality and translation,
however—into queer and transgender translations—the more radical the
assault becomes on cisnormative assumptions. As Santaemilia puts it,
In this sense, translation and sexuality can together form a powerful
interdiscipline uniquely capable of unveiling the most intimate
textualizations of our identities and desires for queering translation;
in particular, it demands “critical attention to the transgressive, antinormative spaces where contradictory or deferred meanings may
emerge” (Spurlin 2014a: 300), bringing to the forefront “the heuristic
power of translation to navigate and linger in the ambiguities and gaps
woven into the asymmetrical relations between languages and cultures”
(Spurlin 2014b: 213), between sexual performances and identifications.
Queer theory has adopted Michel Foucault’s post-structuralist notion
that “sexuality is not an essentially personal attribute but an available
cultural category” (Jagose 1996: 78). (12–13)

Note that in 2011, Christopher Larkosh highlights gender and sexuality in
zir title and focuses mainly on gay and lesbian identities, but also glancingly
introduces queerness in Carolyn Shread’s chapter (56, 63) and makes two
passing mentions of transgender in zir Editor’s Introduction (5, 8; see
also zir article in Gramling and Dutta 2016); in 2014, William J. Spurlin’s
selections in the edited essay collection focus entirely on gay and lesbian
identities, without a nod toward transgender, and in zir chapter in the
Companion to Translation Studies volume the one brief nod in that direction
comes in the omnibus phrase “Western understandings of gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender, or queer identities” (298); in 2016, Domínguez
Ruvalcaba has one full chapter (4) on transgender; in 2017, Epstein and
Gillet raise transgender issues in the context mainly of cross-dressing
(Emily Rose, who also has a chapter in Gramling and Dutta 2016); and in
2018, Baer and Kaindl have one chapter with “Transgenderism” in its title
(my former Lingnan colleague Leo Chan), two more with transgender
playing significant roles in their discussions (Clorinda Donato and Serena
Bassi3), a serious engagement with transgender in the editors’ Introduction
“Queer(ing) Translation,” and, as we’ve already seen, a playful/wicked nod
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at what I’m calling equivalencefuck in Elena Basile’s “A Scene of Intimate
Entanglements, or, Reckoning with the ‘Fuck’ of Translation” (see also Baer’s
chapter in Gramling and Dutta 2016).
Margaret S. Breen’s 2012 article covers “the role of translation in lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender studies” (2), with a central focus on the
short novel Imre: A Memorandum (1906) and history of homosexuality The
Intersexes: A History of Similisexualism as a Problem of Social Life (1908) by
Edward Prime-Stevenson (aka Xavier Mayne)—texts that, as Breen argues,
are key to understanding the importance of translation as both a
linguistic and metaphoric act in fin-de-siècle writings concerning sexual
and gender identities and behaviors; more broadly, these texts attest to
the value of comparative cultural and literary approaches for the study
of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) literature from the late
nineteenth century forward. (2)

“Simply put,” Breen notes—indeed putting it very simply, before launching
into salutary complication—“translation facilitates the making of meaning
within and across languages” (2):
One might even say “sanctioning,” for in validating certain terms as
linguistic and cultural equivalencies, translation necessarily discards
others as inappropriate and undesirable. Thus, as it selectively moves and
creates meaning across geographical, temporal, cultural, epistemological,
and discursive spaces, translation may entail not only empowerment
but also restriction, loss, and even violence (see Butler [2000:] 36–37;
Spivak [2000:] 15). Translation is an operation capable of erasure and
consolidation, preservation, and subversion. Given this dynamic capacity,
it is not surprising that not only cultural gatekeepers but also marginalized
groups would be drawn to translation. Thus, the civil rights, democratic,
feminist, gay, lesbian, and queer movements of the late twentieth century
have made possible the increased creation, publication, circulation, and
availability of LGBT literary works across cultural, linguistic, and national
boundaries. Within the context of these movements, it is easy to recognize
translation’s political register. Of course, this register is fraught with issues
of linguistic, cultural, gender, and racial privileging: not all languages and
not all lives are valued equally. Even so, translation can be transformative.
The rendering of access to queer stories in different languages answers
that ever-present yearning across cultures to hear stories that reflect queer
desires and so affirm and nourish queer lives. (2)4
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The inaugural issue of TSQ, back in May of 2014, consisted entirely of eightysix keywords, one of which was “Translation,” by A. Finn Enke:
Translation is a necessary and profoundly hopeful act for those who
trans gender, for we have been taught that transgender is marked by
dysphoria, a word from Greek that means difficult to bear, difficult to
carry. In order to carry or bring across, we become poets, storytellers,
and artists. (241)
Gender becomes legible through acts of translation that betray
disciplinary success and failure simultaneously. Perhaps few things point
out the failure of words to convey our arrival in this social body quite
so well as transgender. Transgender highlights the labors of translation,
inhering an implied “before” and “from which.” The present moment
does not tell the story, only that there is one worth telling. (242–43)
Transgender—an explicitly imperfect translation—itself carries
institutional and imperial discipline: to be named and to name oneself
transgender is to enter into disciplinary regimes that distribute
recognition and resources according to imperial logics. As a term,
transgender translates an infinite multiplicity into a single disciplinary
body. But this project fails, and its failure incites creative elaboration, the
proliferation of stories. (243)

In “A Queer and Embodied Translation: Ethics of Difference and Erotics of
Distance” Aarón Lacayo writes:
Although she does not write about the particular act of translation,
I consider how Irigaray’s concept of difference—especially her concern
for autonomy and distance—allows us to rethink translation as a queer
practice toward an embodied futurity. I characterize the act of translation
as a queer encounter between a bodily text and an infinite number of
unknown, possible others. Such erotics of distance adds a somatic queer
layer to translation studies already marked by cultural, political, and
textual differences. From this perspective, translation appears as an open
community of new possibilities rather than a hierarchical practice based
on fidelity and failures. (2014: 215)

But okay: so LGBT scholars are interested in translation; why should
cisnormative translation scholars be interested in the T of LGBT? As I hinted
in calling this first answer a crass one, “it’s being done” ultimately doesn’t
carry much weight in justifying a monograph. It is, of course, very easy to
dismiss the new as “trendy,” and therefore lightweight; it is even easier to
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dismiss academic explorations of the nonnormative as arcane subculturality
and therefore of no import for “us.”
So let’s move on.

Second answer: Paying attention
I take the subtitle of this section from the first chapter of Michael Cronin’s
2017 book Eco-Translation, where Cronin moves from a trenchant discussion
of the exponential acceleration of demands on our attention—the biocapitalist
economics of “attention capture” in a “global attentionscape” (22)—to
William James on the signal difference between attention and “experience”:
Attention, implying a degree of reactive spontaneity, would seem to break
through the circle of pure receptivity which constitutes “experience,”
and hence must not be spoken of under penalty of interfering with the
smoothness of the tale.
But the moment one thinks of the matter, one sees how false a
notion of experience that is which would make it tantamount to the
mere presence to the senses of an outward order. Millions of items of
the outward order are present to my senses which never properly enter
into my experience. Why? Because they have no interest for me. My
experience is what I agree to attend to. Only those items which I notice
shape my mind—without selective interest, experience is an utter chaos.
Interest alone gives accent and emphasis, light and shade, background
and foreground—intelligible perspective, in a word. It varies in every
creature, but without it the consciousness of every creature would be
a gray chaotic indiscriminateness, impossible for us even to conceive.
(James 1890: 402–3; quoted in Cronin 2017: 24)

At work behind the scenes of the “crass” and disconcerting question with
which I begin, as I began to hint, is an ideological hierarchy between “normal”
and therefore normative interest and attention, and “deviant” and therefore
counternormative interest and attention. This is an extension of James’s
psychosocial model that James zirself didn’t highlight: like all social animals,
humans in groups place significant affective-becoming-conative pressure on
their members to pay attention to certain things and ignore certain others.
That “circle of pure receptivity which constitutes ‘experience,’ and hence must
not be spoken of under penalty of interfering with the smoothness of the tale,”
is one of the things we are coached ideologically, normatively, collectively—
what I call “icotically”—not to notice. “The smoothness of the tale” is the
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plausibility of the tale, which is smooth because it has been smoothed out,
collectively vetted, and organized as “reality.” I derive the term “icosis” from
Greek eikos “plausible,” ta eikota “the plausibilities”: in the Rhetoric Aristotle
says that we tend to feel more comfortable believing stories that are plausible,
even if they aren’t true, than we are stories that are true but implausible,
because of that collective vetting, the product of which ze calls ἐπιστήμη/
epistēmē, “knowledge.” Icosis is the collective plausibilization process by
which a group transforms δόξα/doxa, “opinion,” into ἐπιστήμη/epistēmē.
It’s true, as James says, that “my experience is what I agree to attend to,”
but my agreement is very often prescribed for me by group “norms,” “values,”
“beliefs,” “conventions,” “traditions,” and so on—all familiar terms for subtle
collective pressures mobilized below the level of conscious awareness.
“Experience” does “var[y] in every creature,” but the resulting variations are
icotically organized to a very high degree. Sex-gender discontinuities are
among the things that we aren’t supposed to notice. If “my experience is what I
agree to attend to,” somehow, as if by osmosis, I know, unconsciously, without
ever making a decision to know this, that my experience doesn’t include the
disturbing feeling of being a female in a male body, or a male in a female
body, or both, or neither—because I don’t agree to attend to any of that. It’s
impossible, so why even bother noticing it? It’s “impossible,” of course it is,
because it’s “implausible”; and it’s “implausible” because it’s nonnormative.
It’s not right, and therefore it’s not real. “Reality” is “the smoothness of the
tale.” Accepting that smoothness as “reality” is extraordinarily important, for
“sanity”: insanity is, by definition, the inability to accept that “reality.”
Boaventura de Sousa Santos, in a trenchant critique of epistemologies
of blindness and seeing in the social sciences to which I will be recurring
throughout this chapter, notes this phenomenon as well:
In his celebrated essay of 1898, Veblen criticizes classical economics for
promoting an impoverished, tautological or circular relation between
facts and theory, a relation that he designated as “ceremonial adequacy”
(1898: 382). Once the laws of the normal and of the natural are formulated
“according to a preconception regarding the ends to which, in the nature
of things, all things bend” (1898: 382), the facts either corroborate such
concept [sic] of normality and the propensity to predefined ends, and are
established as relevant, or they don’t, in which case they are discarded as
abnormal, marginal, irrelevant. Veblen’s plea was for the replacement of
this normative and illusory adequacy for a real one, the abandonment
of a “metaphysics of normality and controlling principles” for the
observation of the real economic life process made of real economic
actions by real economic agents. (2001: 251–52)
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The key observation there for these opening remarks on why cisnormative
translation scholars should care about translation and transgender is that
“the facts either corroborate such concept[s] of normality and the propensity
to predefined ends, and are established as relevant, or they don’t, in which
case they are discarded as abnormal, marginal, irrelevant.” If we apply what
Thorstein Veblen (1898) calls “ceremonial adequacy” to Gender Studies, and
a fortiori to Translation Studies, transgender “facts” don’t “corroborate such
concept[s] of normality and the propensity to predefined ends, and [so] are
discarded as abnormal, marginal, irrelevant.” Gender Studies is about male and
female, masculine and feminine, straight and gay; Translation Studies is about
textual equivalence across mediatory bridges between national languages.
Those are the “concept[s] of normality” in the two “big” (normative) academic
disciplines tracked in this book, and thus the two centers of “ceremonial
adequacy” to which the relevance of my work here will inevitably be referred—
and transgender is wildly marginal to both, and therefore irrelevant to a
“ceremonially adequate” study of either. Transgender is not only an “abnormal”
kind of gender or sexual expression; that very abnormality makes it an
abnormal topic for a Translation Studies monograph (in particular), and me an
abnormal kind of translation scholar for imagining that I should write about it.
On the other hand, as Santos goes on to add, wryly, “it has been much
easier to criticize ceremonial adequacy than to create a credible alternative
to it” (252). The usual alternative is to be (branded) “weird”: either weird in a
good sense, which makes a book or article publishable but difficult to classify,
or weird in a bad sense, too weird to be publishable. If “weird” is my only
option, I’ll go for publishable but difficult to classify; but perhaps there are
other ways of thinking about it?
Michael Cronin, concerned as ze is with an isomorphic power differential
between normative and counternormative attention, draws a distinction
between the economics of attention and what Aurélien Gamboni calls
an ecology of attention. In the former, Cronin writes—for example, “for
Google”—“the user is the product and her attention span has a lucrative
exchange value. The more she pays attention, the more Google gets paid for
her to pay attention” (2017: 20). In the latter, “value” comes to mean something
very different. Invoking the relationality of Arne Naess’s “ecosophy” or “deep
ecology,” Cronin explains that “Articulating attention within the ecosophical
notion of relationism means taking seriously the new forms of economic
practice detailed by the economics of attention but embedding these more
broadly in an ecology of attention that discusses questions of values, ends
and sustainability” (24–25).5
And it is in zir working out of an application of Naess’s deep ecology to
attention by Yves Citton that Cronin champions an approach to the icosis of
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attention that might, again isomorphically, suggest a reason why cisnormative
translation scholars should care about translation and transgender:
In his 12 axioms of attentional ecosophy, Yves Citton lists as axiom
number 12 Apprendre à valoriser les propriétés de fond (Learn to value
background properties) (Citton 2014: 260). Part of the project of
political ecology has been to make subjects aware of the importance
of the “commons,” the water, air, climate, traditional knowledge and
know-how, those things that are shared and because they are shared
are “grounds” rather than “figures” in individualistic regimes of values.
They are not the focus of attention because in neo-classical or neo-liberal
regimes of thought they do not “figure.” Paying attention to what is in
the background is re-calibrating attentiveness to produce new regimes
of value that prize what we have in common if only because it is those
things that ensure our common survival. (29)

The isomorphism there is obviously that in both standoffs there are “realities”
that we are supposed to notice and “insanities” that we are not supposed to
notice. It is only an isomorphism, however, because it is equally obviously a
bit of a stretch to suggest that paying attention to the background properties
of gender discontinuities “is re-calibrating attentiveness to produce new
regimes of value that prize what we have in common if only because
it is those things that ensure our common survival.” Not only is it not
immediately obvious how the things cis and trans people have in common
“ensure our common survival”; it’s also not immediately obvious that we do
have those gender discontinuities in common. In fact, I would be willing to
bet that most cis people would regard such notions as “crazy talk”—part of
the insanity that they have grown icotically accustomed to ignoring, because
it’s not real.
It is telling, however, that many neoliberals lodge the same denials against
the very idea of climate change—and especially the notion that climate
change, unchecked, may make the planet unlivable in the next thirty or forty
or fifty years. Climate change for those people is not real. It’s a Chinese hoax,
a left-wing fantasy, an anti-business conspiracy. It would be insanity to give it
the tiniest shred of credence.
Cis liberals believe, possibly even universally, in climate change; but how
many believe that they—we—share gender discontinuities with trans people?
Is the ecology of attention to gender (dis)continuity a whole different
kettle of fish—one that is far easier to dismiss than the ecology of attention
to climate change? Or is it just another issue, one that cis liberals are still
learning to wrap their heads and hearts (and bodies) around?
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Third answer: Knowledge as emancipation
The other question that nags at me as I read back through those first two
answers is: why should cisnormative readers care about background
properties? At one level I’m tempted to say that we either do or we don’t—and
if we don’t, it’s not going to do one bit of good for someone like me to come
along and say that we should. Life’s too short, and so on.
So let’s take a postcolonial run at it, with an eye to the Domínguez
Ruvalcaba second epigraph to this chapter, by looking again at the
position piece by Boaventura de Sousa Santos that I cited earlier. Ze posits
“two main forms of knowledge” within the “paradigm of modernity”:
knowledge-as-emancipation, which tracks from ignorance-as-colonialism
to knowing-as-solidarity, and knowledge-as-regulation, which tracks
from ignorance-as-chaos to knowing-as-order. Ideally, in modernity as a
utopian construct, “the knowing power of order feeds the knowing power
of solidarity, and vice versa”; but as things have worked out historically, the
“enormous turbulence between social regulation and social emancipation”
has led to “the total primacy of knowledge-as-regulation over knowledgeas-emancipation: order became the hegemonic way of knowing, while
chaos became the hegemonic form of ignorance.” The result, ze says, has
been that “knowing in knowledge-as-emancipation becomes ignorance in
knowledge-as-regulation (solidarity is recodified as chaos), and, conversely,
ignorance in knowledge-as-emancipation becomes knowing in knowledgeas-regulation (colonialism is recodified as order).” As Veblen’s “ceremonial
adequacy” has persisted, continuing to impose the epistemological hierarchy
of normativity-as-factuality over deviancy-as-unreality, “order as a way of
knowing” has increasingly been converted into colonialist knowledge, “with
the concomitant conversion of solidarity, as a way of knowing, into chaotic
ignorance” (253–54).
“This,” then, Santos argues, “is the situation in which we are now” (254).
What is to be done about it? It is at this point in zir argument that ze might
feel empowered to put enhanced pressure on us to pay more attention to
transgender—not so much now as the “background properties” of normative
experiences, but as potentially chaotic knowledge-as-emancipation:
In my view, the way out of this in a context of paradigmatic transition
consists in reassessing knowledge-as-emancipation, granting it primacy
over knowledge-as-regulation. This implies, on the one hand, that
solidarity should be turned into the hegemonic form of knowing, and,
on the other hand, that a certain degree of chaos should be taken as a
consequence of the relative negligence of knowledge-as-regulation. (254)
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The implicit proposition there that “the relative negligence of knowledgeas-regulation” causes “a certain degree of chaos”—and that that’s okay, and
should be tolerated—points us to chaos theory (see Chapter 3), where binary
gender is a dissipative social system that is always unpredictably vulnerable
to symmetry-breaking events like gender dysphoria, which is sometimes
healed or treated or addressed through this or that transgender expression
(transsexuality, genderqueer, genderfuck, nongender, post-gender, gender
bender, or even just the occasional cross-dressing).
Santos’ idea that “solidarity should be turned into the hegemonic form of
knowing,” however, so as to give “knowledge-as-emancipation … primacy
over knowledge-as-regulation,” is the real spur—the strongest Third Answer
to the question of why we should care about transgender. What that might
entail, theoretically and methodologically, will engage us throughout the
book; for now, though, let us pause to consider an example, or rather, a pair
of intertwined translations that will begin to tease out the complexity of
Santos’ argument thus far.

Example: Translating Māori takatāpui
It was at a transgender session in the 2017 Cultural Sustainability Symposium
at Victoria University of Wellington, organized by Marco Sonzogni, that I
first conceived the idea of writing this book. Marco is a translation scholar,
and had invited Michael Cronin and me to keynote at what ze originally
intended to be a Translation Studies conference; when funding for TS
proved elusive, ze sidestepped the problem by turning it into a Cultural
Sustainability conference, and asking us translation scholars to couch our
ideas about translation in terms of cultural sustainability. Since Michael’s
new book, just out, was Eco-Translation, that was no problem for zir; since
my new book, Translationality, also just out, was about situated socioaffective
and socioecological transformation of all sorts, with value added, it was no
problem for me either.
The fact that the first session dealt with transgender, however, with no
mention of translation, nonplussed me at first. Would my keynote be an
outlier? But as the many isomorphisms between the two trans words,
transgender and translation, began to crash in upon me, I got it—got both
Marco’s idea for the session and my idea for this book. Of course! Trans/
lation as trans/formation, trans/versality, trans/ition, and trans/lingual
address: how exactly is that different from what I had been writing about in
Translationality? How is transgender not a translation of gender?
The session, twelve speakers over two hours, was impossibly ambitious,
and overwhelmingly wonderful; we all clamored to let it run a half hour
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into lunch, so that all the scheduled speakers could have their turn. One of
them was Elizabeth Kerekere, author of Takatāpui: Part of the Whānau, a
short colorful book that ze held up during zir talk, which was also about
takatāpui—a traditional Māori term that, as ze writes in the book, “embraces
all Māori with diverse gender identities and sexualities. Within that broad
definition, takatāpui has deeper meaning for those who have claimed it”
(2015: 6).
In the unpaginated front pages, in fact, Kerekere writes more specifically
that takatāpui is a reclaimed term:
Takatāpui is a traditional term meaning “intimate companion of the
same sex.” It has been reclaimed to embrace all Māori who identify with
diverse genders and sexualities such as whakawāhine, tangata ira tāne,
lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, intersex and queer. All of these and more are
included within Rainbow communities.

What Kerekere is doing there, obviously, in two senses, is translating
takatāpui: (Sense 1) from Māori to English, as “lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans,
intersex and queer,” and (Sense 2) from an old Māori story—rendered into
English by Sir George Grey in the mid-nineteenth century as “The Story of
Hine-Moa (The Maiden of Rotorua)”—into contemporary Māori culture,
with the culturally inclusive implications of “reclaimed to embrace.”
It should go without saying, of course, that in both Sense 1 and Sense 2
Kerekere’s translation is steeped in the sociological/rhetorical context of
“speaking for” highlighted by Callon and Latour: “all the negotiations,
intrigues, calculations, acts of persuasion and violence, thanks to which an
actor or a force takes, or causes to be conferred on itself, authority to speak or
act on behalf of another actor or force.” Kerekere is speaking not only for the
contemporary Māori culture that has come to use takatāpui in this expanded
sense, but also for the original story.
But it should also go without saying that ze is translating takatāpui into
knowledge-as-emancipation, aimed at knowing-as-solidarity. As a result,
my inclination would be to lean in the most generous direction with that
list of sociological speech acts: “acts of persuasion” rather than “acts of
violence.” Obviously, Kerekere is working very hard to persuade zir fellow
Māori that tolerance for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer
(LGBTIQ) Māori is the Māori way. Translational equivalence as social
emancipation.
Compare that now with another translation of takatāpui, namely, David
A. B. Murray’s article “Who is Takatāpui? Māori Language, Sexuality and
Identity in Aotearoa/New Zealand.” Murray, a Canadian who was then
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working at an Australian university, went to New Zealand to ask Māori
informants about the best way to translate takatāpui into English, and found
some interesting slippages:
The “Male Call” report notes that, “Historically, the term takatāpui was
used to describe an intimate companion of the same sex. The word
features in Williams Dictionary which was first published in 1844.
However, in contemporary Aotearoa society the term is understood
to describe same sex attraction, and it embraces men, women and
transgender people” ([Aspin et al.] 1997: 25). In my research on the usage
of this term in Māori dictionaries and amongst Māori informants, I have
found that the distinction between the past and present meanings is
not quite so clear-cut: When I looked up the words “homosexual” and
“gay” in the English/Māori section of Te Matatiki, a dictionary of words
that has been produced or adapted by Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Māori
(The Māori Language Commission—MLC), there were two terms: tāne
takāpui, and tāne mate tāne, the latter which roughly translates to men
who desire men (MLC 1992). In the Māori-English section, takatāpui
was translated as “intimate companion of the same sex.” In other
contemporary dictionaries like The H.M. Ngata Dictionary, takatāpui is
also translated as “close companion” or “intimate friend of the same sex,”
a definition which does not by any means clearly communicate sexual
desire or preference for someone of the same gender. (2003: 237)

Could Kerekere’s translation of takatāpui be a very recent invention, perhaps
even zir own—personal-as-political activism disguised as ancient Māori
wisdom? Murray’s own more skeptical inquiry, when ze goes to the Māori
academic authorities to ask about all this, begins to look rather like what
Santos calls knowledge-as-regulation:
I decided to call the MLC office in Wellington to ask why “takatāpui”
was not translated as homosexual or gay in their dictionary since it
was clearly being utilized in this way by a substantial number of Māori
according to the “Male Call” report and my conversations. I expected
that this request might take some time to be assigned to the appropriate
person and that I might be asked a few questions by MLC staff about
why a North American-accented anthropologist based at an Australian
university (at that time) wanted to know about the sexual connotations
of a Māori term but the MLC receptionist listened to my introduction
without asking any questions and immediately forwarded me to one
of their “research staff.” The MLC researcher informed me (again
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without any further queries) that my question about takatāpui was a
good example of an ongoing debate within the Commission over the
importance of retaining “traditional” meanings of words versus the need
to adopt, change, or extend older words to fit new concepts or objects.
Some MLC members preferred a “purist” approach, trying to maintain
the connection between words and their original meanings; they would
argue that takatāpui represents a unique concept for which there is no
direct English equivalent, and to attach an aspect of sexual relations
to it would be to redefine it completely. Other members favoured a
more pragmatic approach, arguing that if a Māori word comes to take
on new meaning(s) and is widely diffused and recognized throughout
Māoridom, then it should be accepted by the MLC. Takāpui as a Māori
word for “gay” was developed by the MLC “purists” in the early 1990s—
it was an adaptation of the word takatāpui that would allow the latter
term to retain its original meaning. However, both the researcher and I
agreed it has not been adopted into everyday usage by the wider Māori
community. (237)

This is, obviously, a very different story from the one told by Elizabeth
Kerekere. Murray is determined to apply canons of evidence and proof
to ferret out of a complex social context something approximating the
empirical truth. That truth would not necessarily be, as Murray discovered,
the stable semantic meaning of the Māori word takatāpui, nor even a stable
Māori semantic field covering stable and exact English equivalents for “gay”
(takatāpui, tāne takāpui, and tāne mate tāne); but it might well be, and for
Murray clearly ought to be, the truth of the mediatory effort under way in
Māori culture, and especially in the Māori Language Commission or MLC,
to establish stable linguistic equivalence between the English word “gay” and
the various Māori terms. Translational equivalence as social regulation.
Obviously, there are significant discrepancies between the two forms of
translational knowledge—the two structures of translational equivalence. In
Kerekere’s book, takatāpui used to mean “gay males,” but in contemporary
Māori culture has been “reclaimed to embrace” the entire Rainbow of
LGBTIQ folk. In Murray’s article, takatāpui used to mean “close male
buddies,” but in contemporary Māori culture is increasingly being used, by
some, to mean “gay males” (but others dissent from that usage, preferring
invented terms like tāne takāpui and tāne mate tāne that do not violate strict
canons of semantic accuracy).
Which one is “right”? Which one is “true”?
The interesting answer is that, for us as academics, there is simply no
contest: Murray is right. The overwhelming feeling of support for Murray
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that sweeps through us is powerful evidence of the extent to which what
Santos calls knowledge-as-regulation regulates academia. Compared with
the intellectual detective work Murray did to uncover the epistemic “order”
that ze presents in zir article, Kerekere’s communal and almost ecstatic
supernaturalism, while coherent, seems utterly chaotic. It “fails” to deal with
the “actual” or “real” epistemic order that emerges in Murray.
The smoking gun: the traditional English translation of takatāpui is indeed
“intimate companion of the same sex,” but “intimate,” of course, is a kind of
semantic binary gate, taking us to either (a) “close” or (b) “sexual.” And while
Murray and the scholars at the MLC follow “The Story of Hine-Moa” down
the a-path, Kerekere evidently seizes upon the b-hint of gay sex, and then
blithely expands it into a seamless naturalization of the LGBTIQ community’s
“reclamation” of the term to “embrace” all forms of nonnormative/nonbinary
sexuality. Zir purpose—again, chaotic from the point of view of academic
regulatory epistemic order—is to thematize transgender within the Māori
community not as some weird newfangled kind of perversion foisted upon
us by white people, but as Part of the Whānau (family). Kerekere seems, from
this knowledge-as-regulation perspective, to be making things up—making
up whatever suits zir communal needs, with complete disregard for academic
epistemic credibility.
Santos, however, wants to buck the academic trend. Santos wants us to
follow Kerekere’s lead. Let’s see how that works.

Fourth answer: Epistemicide
Part of this counterpressure Santos marshals against knowledge-as-regulation
is channeled through a critical analysis of the epistemicidal effects regulatory
knowledge has on the “wrong” kind of knowledge. Kate Bornstein anticipates
this analysis in the specific context of trans kids:
I know there must have been other kids—boys and girls—going
through the same remorse-filled hell that held me prisoner in front of
my bedroom mirror, but we had no way of knowing that: there was no
language for what we were doing. Instead, cardboard cut-out versions of
us were creeping into the arts and media: in poetry, drama, dance, music,
sculpture, paintings, television, cinema—in just about any art form you
can think of there have been portrayals of people who are ambiguously
or differently-gendered, all drawn by people who were not us, all spoken
in voices that were not ours. (1994: 59–60)
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Santos’s coinage “epistemicide” for this experience of there being “no
language for what we were doing” first appears in zir 1998 article “The Fall of
the Angelus Novus”:
The energy that propels diatopical hermeneutics comes from a
destabilizing image which I term “epistemicide,” the murder of
knowledge. Unequal exchanges among cultures have always implied
the death of the knowledge of the subordinated culture, and hence the
death of the social groups that possessed it. In the most extreme cases,
as that of European expansion, epistemicide was one of the conditions
of genocide. The loss of epistemological confidence that currently afflicts
modern science has facilitated the identification of the scope and gravity
of the epistemicides perpetrated by hegemonic Eurocentric modernity.
The more consistent the practice of diatopical hermeneutics, the more
destabilizing the image of such epistemicides. (103)

And indeed Bornstein goes on to note that “dominant cultures tend to colonize and control minorities through stereotyping—it’s no different with the
transgender minority. Make us a joke and there’s no risk of our anger, no fear
we’ll raise some unified voice in protest, because we’re not organized. But that’s
changing” (1994: 60). “Tend to colonize”: that’s the epistemicidal moment. The
dominant culture doesn’t just restrict and constrain the outward behavior of
colonized minorities; it restricts and constrains what they know, and how they
know, and whether they are able to process and articulate what they themselves
experience. The lack of a “language for what we were doing” is the tip of the
epistemicidal iceberg, of course—and thus a telltale clue to what is going on
beneath the surface.
As Santos zirself notes, of course, “epistemicide” implies not just restricting
and constraining but killing knowledge: it is the “pedagogical” impulse to
overwrite normative knowledge on top of nonnormative knowledge, so that
the latter disappears, and no one has access to it ever again. Not only must
the knowledge disappear, as a body of collective memory: the ability to know
nonnormatively must disappear as well, so that there is no chance of rebels
and radicals beginning to generate a new body of collective memory.
How that epistemicide works is interesting. Because think about it: how
do you get inside other people’s heads effectively enough to keep them from
knowing who they are and what they experience? How is that even possible?
Bornstein’s account lays down incredibly useful tracks:
For too many years, we transgendered people have been playing a hiding
game, appearing in town one day, wearing a mask, and leaving when
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discovery was imminent. We would never tell anyone who we were,
and so we were never really able to find one another. That’s just now
beginning to change.
See, when we walk into a restaurant and we see another
transsexual person, we look the other way, we pretend we
don’t exist. There’s no sly smile, no secret wink, signal, or
handshake. Not yet. We still quake in solitude at the prospect
of recognition, even if that solitude is in the company of our
own kind. (1994: 60)

The implication there is that
epistemicide is effected through isolation;
isolation is effected through fear;
fear is effected through legislated penalties and normative shaming;
penalties and shaming are levied on those who deviate from
social norms.

Or, to run that the other way, because in Evin Taylor’s definition “privilege”
is “the ‘cultural currency’ afforded to a person or group of persons who
are recognized as possessing a desired social or political characteristic,”
privilege is the reward for conformity: “the stability society affords
us when we don’t rock the boat” (2010: 268). Rock the boat, lose your
privilege; lose your privilege, become a pariah; become a pariah, fear
further retaliation; shrink from fear, become isolated; become isolated,
live without community; live without community, live without love or
shared stories or other support; live without support, let knowledge die.
And how do the victims of epistemicide begin to fight back?
Simply saying “Come out, come out, wherever you are,” is not going to
bring the multitudes of transgendered people out into the open. Before
saying that coming out is an option (and I believe it’s an inevitable
step, one we’re all going to have to take at some time), it’s necessary
to get transgendered people talking with one another. The first step in
coming out in the world is to come out to our own kind. (Bornstein
1994: 61)

Resisting transepistemicide would proceed by retracing the epistemicidal
steps in reverse: first (a) overcoming isolation—“get[ting] transgendered
people talking with one another,” “com[ing] out to our own kind”—and then
talking specifically about
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b. what we know about what we have experienced, building a collective
memory;
c. the social context of fear that has repressed us, so that we know it too,
recognize it, name it, analyze it, and thereby, gradually, begin to resist it
in our own thinking and feeling and acting; and
d. the possibility of organizing socially and politically, to bring about
sociocultural and legal change.
Obviously, Bornstein’s Gender Outlaw was intended, and served brilliantly, to
make those goals easier to achieve. So have zir later books.
Another way of framing that “resistance to epistemicide,” in Santos’s terms,
would be zir coinage (flashed briefly in the previous quotation) “diatopical
hermeneutics”:
I mean a hermeneutical procedure based on the idea that all cultures
are incomplete, and that the topoi of a given culture, however strong,
are as incomplete as the culture to which they belong. … The aim of
diatopical hermeneutics is to maximize the awareness of the reciprocal
incompleteness of cultures, by engaging in a dialogue, as it were, with
one foot in one culture and the other in another; hence, its diatopical
character. Diatopical hermeneutics is an exercise in reciprocity among
cultures, which consists in transforming the premises of argumentation
in a given culture into intelligible and credible arguments in another.
(1998: 102)

Santos’s “diatopical hermeneutics” is very close to what I am calling, here,
“translingual address,” with “empathic exposure to and experience of at least
two cultures—such as cisnormative and transgender, binary and nonbinary,
Finnish and English—and the resulting ability to shift attitudinally,
perspectivally, in moving from one to the other” (my definition from the
Preface). It also looks forward to Chapter 2’s Lotmanian “two languages”
principle, according to which no semiosphere can explain everything, and
so depends on intersemiospheric translation.
But now look back at the first line of the Santos passage I cited earlier on
epistemicide: “The energy that propels diatopical hermeneutics comes from
a destabilizing image which I term ‘epistemicide,’ the murder of knowledge.”
Epistemicide is a “destabilizing image,” what Ilya Prigogine (1973) calls a
“symmetry-breaking event” that disrupts a dissipative system (see Chapter 3),
and it is that kind of destabilization that may begin to energize diatopical
hermeneutics—that “exercise in reciprocity among cultures, which consists
in transforming the premises of argumentation in a given culture into
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intelligible and credible arguments in another.” We could map the butterfly
effect of the symmetry-breaking destabilization of normative gender regimes
in a series of steps:
1. Binary cisgender as a dissipative system.
2. Nonbinary transgender as a destabilizing or symmetry-breaking event.
3. Transepistemicide (or what Deborah A. Miranda [2013] calls
“gendercide”) as a restabilizing reaction to 2 that further destabilizes 1.
4. The emergent articulation of 3 by trans voices.
5. The disruptive (destabilizing, symmetry-breaking) effect of 2/4 on 1/3.
6. Epistemicidal backlash as a desperate attempt to shut down 2/4/5, and
restore the relative stability of 1/3, which only serves to instill fear, and
fearful (outward) conformity, and thus further destabilization.
7. Diatopical hermeneutics/translingual address as a utopian balancing of
the power differentials between 1/3/6 and 2/4/5.
The main goal of this book is to track, and to some problematic extent to
construct, just such translingual addresses diatopically across sex/gender
boundaries. Specifically, following Santos, rather than simply relaunching
the (6) backlash—perpetuating and aggravating the (1/3) epistemicidal
imbalance traditionally imposed on that exchange by the more powerful
and therefore colonizing cisnormative culture—I seek to achieve my
translingual/diatopical goal by exploring the “reciprocal incompleteness
of [cisnormative and transgender] cultures.” Diatopical hermeneutics, or
translingual address, would be a corrective to a power imbalance that has had
a devastating epistemicidal impact on trans people, and a destabilizing effect
on the normative gender binary itself.
But of course I mostly imagine that project from the perspective of a
cis male, with all the epistemological blindnesses that cis-male privilege
inevitably brings with it. What does that do to the project’s chances of
success? As Santos muses,
Raising incompleteness to the possible maximum consciousness opens
up unsuspected possibilities for communication and complicity. It is,
however, a difficult procedure. It is a postcolonial, postimperial and,
to a certain extent, even postidentity procedure. The very reflexivity
of the conditions that make it possible and necessary is one of the
most demanding conditions of diatopical hermeneutics. An idealistic
conception of cross-cultural dialogue will easily forget that such a
dialogue is only made possible by the temporary simultaneity of two
or more different contemporaneities. The partners in the dialogue are
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only superficially contemporaneous; indeed, they feel contemporaneous
only with the historical tradition of their respective culture. This is most
likely the case when the different cultures involved in the dialogue share
a past of interlocked unequal exchanges. What are the possibilities for
a cross-cultural dialogue when one of the cultures present has itself
been moulded by massive and long-lasting violations of human rights
perpetrated in the name of the other culture? When cultures share such
a past, the present they share at the moment when they start the dialogue
is at best a quid pro quo and at worst a fraud. The cultural dilemma
is the following: since in the past the dominant culture rendered
unpronounceable some of the aspirations of the subordinate culture
to human dignity, is it now possible to pronounce them in the crosscultural dialogue without thereby further justifying and even reinforcing
their unpronounceability? (1998: 102–3)

My cautious hope is that, if Kate Bornstein and other trans advocates like
zir are capable of launching the pronouncement of such aspirations into
“the cross-cultural dialogue” from the trans side, it should also be possible
for me to join in that diatopical/translingual dialogue from the cis side.
We’ll see.

Gender epistemicide more broadly
But let us not focus narrowly on the epistemicide visited upon trans and
genderqueer people. It’s real, yes; but it’s not the whole story. It’s not the big
picture. A bigger picture, as Bornstein zirself would be among the first to
admit—and to insist (1994: 56–57)—is that the same gender epistemicide has
been practiced on gender “normals” as well. Those of us who go along with—
allow our attention to be “ceremonially” directed exclusively and adequately
to—the “normal” or “natural” binary gender entelechy, and so assume
that a baby-with-a-penis will inevitably (well, excepting the odd case of
chromosomal mutation or sheer unaccountable perversity) turn into a Seppo
(Chapter 3) who “loves” women by using them as receptacles and servants,
and a baby-with-a-vagina will inevitably (same exceptions) turn into Seppo’s
receptacle and servant, are suffering from epistemicide as well. Our cis ability
to know the full range of our cis experience is severely curtailed, possibly
foreclosed completely.
For example, as Bornstein pointedly asks, what is a man? what is a
woman? Do we really know? Don’t we mainly just assume we know, based on
our (mostly unconscious) sense of the dominant binary gender entelechy?
Penis>man, vagina>woman. And, of course, penis>man>masculinity>he-
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terosexuality and vagina>woman>femininity>heterosexuality. We’re also
vaguely aware that not everybody in the world fits that entelechy, of course,
but, you know—close enough. Surely no one expects us to work out all the
nuances in that model. (It’s not our field.)
As we begin to educate ourselves about societal gender regimes—raise
our consciousnesses—we also begin to discover both how deep the reigning
epistemicide reaches, and how difficult it is to resist and reverse the process.
This is Kerekere:
British colonisation of Aotearoa New Zealand culminated in the Treaty
of Waitangi in 1840. Despite rights guaranteed in the Treaty, the major
loss of Māori language, culture and land occurred in the late 1800s.
These were not the only losses. The open sexuality enjoyed by Māori
women and men clashed with the puritanical mind set of settlers and
missionaries.
They were surprised that Māori did not punish those who engaged
in same/both-sex attracted practices or were perceived as gender nonconforming. We know this from diary entries, colonial records and Court
proceedings from the late 1700s onwards. We also have historical examples
within traditional Māori narratives and in wood carvings. (2015: 13)

And this is Murray:
When we turn to issues of alter-sexualities in contemporary Māori
society, we get next to nothing from anthropology. My library searches
so far have uncovered only one article published by two anthropologists
in 1985 which speaks directly towards questions of homosexuality in
Māori society. The authors, Stephen O. Murray and Manuel Arboleda,
were responding to a 1974 article published in the Australian and New
Zealand Journal of Psychiatry which concluded that homosexuality did
not exist among the Māori prior to European contact because there is
no mention of it in the historical records. Murray and Arboleda noted
a number of reasons why this reasoning is faulty: First, the absence of
any mention of homosexuality in early documentation of Māori society
has more to do with the morals and values of the authors, that is,
19th-century Europeans. (Arboleda and Murray, 1985: 130). (2003: 236)

Both writers are addressing the epistemicidal gap; but where Murray (and
other scholars) find “the absence of any mention of homosexuality in early
documentation of Māori society,” Kerekere finds “diary entries, colonial
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records and Court proceedings from the late 1700s onwards,” and “historical
examples within traditional Māori narratives and in wood carvings.” Again,
what exercises me here is not which of them is right, but the juxtaposition
of their epistemological choices: Murray embraces the epistemicidal gap
like a distant friend; Kerekere dismisses it like a toothless old enemy. For
the evidentiary protocols that organize knowledge-as-regulation, outright
repudiation is preferable to incautious acquiescence to falsehood; for the
communal protocols that organize knowledge-as-emancipation, collective
knowing-in-solidarity is absolutely essential for empowerment.

Gender epistemicide more broadly still: EL vs. CL
But again, it’s not just in our experiential (non)awareness of gender regimes
that normative epistemicide has been so effectively practiced. As Michael
Cronin notes, “Karen Bennett has explored this notion of epistemicide in
the context of the expansion and hegemony of English Academic Discourse
(EAD)” (2017: 109).6 As universities worldwide have begun to lock into
quantitative systems of international comparison, based on “excellence” in
research outputs and impacts (and other key performance indicators), there
has been a narrowing of the allowable range of research parameters that will
count toward internationally comparable “excellence.”
Outputs must, for one thing, be written and published in English: “Nonnative speakers of English who wish to access funding and promotional
opportunities have either to write directly in English or to have recourse to
translation into English” (109). “The dark side of the internationalization of
third-level education,” Cronin adds later, “is the overwhelming emphasis on
the English language and its dominant empiricist paradigm as the gateway to
global recognition. ‘Excellence’ is based on what can be assimilated into one
language and one paradigm” (110).
And of course the narrowing of expressive options in EAD “is not
epistemically innocent” (109): as the exclusive use of English for research
outputs becomes normalized, habitualized, it tends to fade from view. “As
Chip Bruce and Maureen Hogan point out, tools that are habitually used
become invisible” (109). And what increasingly becomes invisible there is
not only the fact that the language used is English, but the fact that it is a
language. “Language, of course,” Cronin notes—belaboring the obvious
precisely because it is too obvious for us to pay significant attention to its
effects—“is one of the tools we use to understand and organize our world: ‘As
one of the most pervasive and powerful tools we use, language biases what
we encounter and what we fail to encounter, every day’ (Zuckerman 2013:
141)” (108–9).
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That invisibilization of EAD-as-language feeds into Bennett’s main
point: that the almost exclusive privileging of EAD as the language of
international research outputs also has another epistemicidal effect, on
assumptions about how research is (to be) conducted and presented,
what methodologies are (to be) accepted. Ze traces the emergence of
EAD out of a very specific research methodology developed in a very
specific historical period, namely seventeenth-century British empiricism,
in its polemical ascendancy over, in Cronin’s words, “the text-based
knowledge of the Medieval scholastics and Renaissance humanists. Thus,
a faultline emerges between Anglo-Saxon empiricism on the one hand and
so-called ‘Continental philosophy’ on the other which could be said to
include hermeneutics, German idealism, phenomenology, existentialism,
structuralism and post-structuralism” (109).
Two languages, in other words: Empiricist Language (EL), say, and
Constructivist Language (CL). As Bennett puts it,
In the first case [EL], “reality” is believed to precede language, which
means that it is perceived in much the same way by everyone, irrespective
of linguistic or cultural background; hence, language serves merely to
name things that have an objective existence in some extralinguistic
domain (a philosophy known as linguistic realism). The second [CL], on
the other hand, holds that humans learn about external reality through
the categories set up by their mother tongue; thus our entire experience
of the extralinguistic world is not only mediated but actively constructed
by culture (a philosophy known as constructivism). (Bennett 2015: 12;
quoted in Cronin 2017: 109)

We will be seeing these two languages next: Chapter 2’s OL, for example,
is an analytic-philosophical instantiation of Chapter 1’s EL, and UL is
(phenomenological) CL. The only difference is that in Chapter 2, OL will
appear to be a personal choice made by Christine Overall, which has
the regrettable (but possibly, with greater vigilance, avoidable) effect of
obscuring the phenomenological complexities surging through UL; in
the international/institutional context of EAD epistemicide, OL is not so
much a questionable personal choice as it is adherence to a global mandate,
and the resulting epistemicidal suppression of UL’s experiential nuance an
unavoidable consequence of institutional normativity. My goal, in exploring
the dialogue between these two languages in Chapter 2 (and later chapters),
is to seek out moments of “diatopical hermeneutics,” or “translingual
address,” in which some sort of empathic understanding becomes at least
imaginable.
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Qualitative EL vs. stealth CL
Cronin’s summary of the stylistic differences between EL and CL would
be useful, too, if my plan for this section were to continue to explore the
translational encounter between those two languages as a radical binary
opposition:
Not surprisingly, these two opposing paradigms have radically different
forms of expression. The empiricist paradigm with its commitment to a
pre-existing “reality” wants the minimum amount of authorial intrusion
so that this reality can be concisely and transparently articulated. In
this paradigm, “short simple sentences are valued, as is clearly defined
vocabulary, a hierarchical text structure, impartial style and structured
rational style supported by evidence” (12). In the “constructivist”
or “hermeneutic” paradigm, by contrast, the aesthetic, emotive and
ethical dimensions of language are valued. Following in the tradition
of Classical Rhetoric more attention is paid to the figurative and
connotative resources of language and there is an overt concern with the
artistic construction of a phrase or argument. The prose is more akin to
literary writing than technical discourse, “as meanings are not fixed and
immutable, but rather open-ended, shifting and susceptible to multiple
interpretations” (13). (109–10)

Obviously, I tend methodologically and rhetorically in the latter direction:
as a passionate proponent of constructivist hermeneutics and rhetorics,
post-Kantian and post-Romantic epistemology, phenomenology, and
poststructuralism, I respectfully—and sometimes not so respectfully—
dissent from the global trend Bennett tracks. And when Cronin summarizes
Bennett to the effect that “Resistance ‘to instrumental control disappears’ as
a rejection of this hegemony, the ‘common language’ of global comparison,
means no career, no promotion, no funding” (2017: 110), I’m inclined to say
that that may be a worrisome trend, yes, but it is very far from totalizing.7
I’ve had quite a nice career, with plenty of promotions and adequate funding,
writing engaged CL. But then that, of course, is not so much an individual
achievement on my part as it is a function of the tenacious survival within the
global humanities of a community that continues to support CL.
Like many binaries, however, this one ultimately bothers me. It should be
obvious from the passages I have cited so far that Murray’s article on takatāpui
is EL—it is effectively an empirical study of focused lexical translation
between English and Māori—but zir EL is an explicitly qualitative empirical
study, which veers in interesting ways in the direction of CL:
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Many Māori (of various sexual orientations) who were not associated
with the MLC explained to me that their understanding of the word
takatāpui up until the last 10–15 years was similar to the Ngata
Dictionary definition, but they were now aware of this additional
sexualized meaning. While most expressed no opinion about this
(which I interpreted as acceptance or tolerance), a few did say that they
preferred the “original” definition of “intimate friendship” and thought
another word should be developed for “gay” as they liked a specific nonsexualized term for “close friend of the same sex” and preferred to be
able to use it without any assumption of a sexual relationship.
Almost all Māori men I have spoken with who utilize takatāpui as a
term of self-ascription are aware of its prior non-sexualized definition,
and in fact a number identified the person they believed to be the creator
of its recent connotative transformation, indicating a keen awareness of
new developments in Māori language and a willingness to incorporate
innovative usages of it for purposes of self-representation. This ability
to pinpoint quite precisely the historical moment in which a word
transforms in meaning not only allows us to examine the wider political
and social milieu which contributed towards the development of new
sexual terminologies and their (various) meanings but also allows
us to examine how subaltern languages are related to socio-political
transformations occurring at local, national and transnational levels.
(2003: 238)

Note, there, not only the first-person account (“explained to me,” “Almost
all Māori men I have spoken with”) but the explicit way in which Murray
foregrounds zir interpretive processes: “While most expressed no opinion
about this (which I interpreted as acceptance or tolerance).” Even when
ze does not overtly announce zir interpretation of informants’ remarks, it
is clearly staged: “a number identified the person they believed to be the
creator of its recent connotative transformation, indicating a keen awareness
of new developments in Māori language and a willingness to incorporate
innovative usages of it for purposes of self-representation.” And note, finally,
the commitment Murray signals to social justice, and possibly even social
emancipation: “also allows us to examine how subaltern languages are
related to sociopolitical transformations occurring at local, national and
transnational levels.”
Indeed, in the qualitative research methodology course that I hold with
PhD students, the handbook out of which I take most of the readings—The
SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research—maps out several dozen ways
qualitative researchers are bridging the gap between EL and CL. In that
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book’s sixth chapter, for example, which I use as the introductory reading, the
authors—Lincoln, Lynham, and Guba (2011: 98–115)—offer a series of tables
tracking a whole spectrum of research methodologies ranging from mostly
quantitative positivism, not to constructivism (though that was where they
stopped in an earlier edition of the handbook) but through constructivism, to
a more radically “participatory” interaction with a community.
The social-science methodologies that Boaventura de Sousa Santos
eschews as knowledge-as-regulation fall in those tables into the two columns
marked “positivist” and “postpositivist”; Murray’s qualitative sociolinguistic
methodology, while ze is unmistakably striving for something like
knowledge-as-regulation, falls into the third and fourth columns (marked
“critical theory” and “constructivism,” respectively), where—in other tables
and other chapters—social justice and emancipation/empowerment become
important organizing values.
So where now would we locate Kerekere’s project, which is manifestly
aimed at knowledge-as-emancipation? Since it is not really inquiry—it is
really more like a communal celebration of difference—it is difficult to classify
on a chart of, say, “Alternative Inquiry Paradigms” (Lincoln, Lynham and
Guba 2011: 100). But it does seem to me that, if we push ourselves to place it
somewhere, it would have to go mostly in the participatory column, with a
lingering footprint still in the constructivism column. As I began to suggest
earlier, zir unpaginated early definition of takatāpui contains submerged
hints at the appropriative transformation of the term from its traditional
use to its use in Māori culture today, hints that to my mind are distinctively
constructivist, but that must in the end be considered something like
Stealth CL:
Takatāpui is a traditional term meaning “intimate companion of the
same sex.” It has been reclaimed to embrace all Māori who identify with
diverse genders and sexualities such as whakawāhine, tangata ira tāne,
lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, intersex and queer. All of these and more are
included within Rainbow communities.

The phrase “reclaimed to embrace” in particular implies, but also almost
entirely eclipses, a constructivist insistence that the LGBTIQ takatāpui is
a new cultural construct: implicit in the phrase is a CL adverb, “reclaimed
[expansively] to embrace.” The semantic turn Kerekere takes from the word
“intimate” to “diverse genders and sexualities” is likewise Stealth CL: we have
seen Murray’s reports of zir conversations with takatāpui-identified Māori,
many of whom “know” (believe?) that the term was originally used in a
nonsexual sense, and express a slight dismay or disapproval of the sexual
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turn it has been given over the past three decades or so—wishing it could
still be used for close homosocial friendship without sex. Kerekere’s Stealth
CL operates, under the radar, by selecting certain cultural trends that are
favorable to LGBTIQ knowledge-as-emancipation, and constructing the
words and the realities accordingly.
If the emancipatory impulse for Bennett is constructivism, then Kerekere’s
emancipatory work should by rights be constructivist—but it turns out that
Murray’s regulatory/empiricist project is more overtly constructivist than
Kerekere’s. Interesting, right?
All that means, of course, is that Karen Bennett’s EL/CL binary doesn’t
map very well onto Boaventura de Sousa Santos’s regulation/emancipation
binary; and the conclusion I draw from that is that complex realities are
never very binary in logic or structure. Indeed, “logic” and “structure” of any
sort, binary or not, are not particularly pervasive in our experience of the
world. Binary and fuzzy logics, and structures of all sorts, are idealizations
that we impose on experience, by way of understanding them better, or
imagining that we understand them better. Sometimes, as in gender, binary
logics become so widely accepted in culture that they come to seem like a law
of nature; but they’re still just a construct that’s useful, until it’s not.

Common sense
Key to Santos’ support for a new knowledge-as-emancipation is a remobilization
of common sense:
The epistemology of absent knowledges starts from the premise that
social practices are knowledge practices. The nonscience-based practices,
rather than being ignorant practices, are practices of alternative, rival
knowledges. There is no a priori reason to favor one form of knowledge
against another. Moreover, none of them in isolation can guarantee the
emergence and flourishing of solidarity. The objective will be rather
the formation of constellations of knowledges geared to create surplus
solidarity. This we may call a new common sense. (2001: 270)

Applied to Kerekere’s book, “the epistemology of absent knowledges” would
be grounded in Māori social practices as Māori knowledge practices—
“practices of alternative, rival knowledges” to which Murray, who does
not speak Māori and is not a trusted member of the community, has no
access. Kerekere does not specifically place ancestral story-telling in “absent
knowledge” evidence—ze cites only the kind of material and textual evidence
that Murray claims does not exist—but one would have to assume, were one
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to privilege knowledge-as-emancipation in this clash, that ancestral storytelling biases Māori readers of the same texts Murray reads (in English
translation) so as to guide interpretation along the lines Kerekere adduces:
“The open sexuality enjoyed by Māori women and men clashed with the
puritanical mind set of settlers and missionaries.”
How do we know?
Why, it’s right there in the text—right there in the wood carving.
But I don’t see it.
No, you wouldn’t. You didn’t sit in your Māori grandmother’s lap, listening
to stories of the old days.
But your Māori grandmother wouldn’t have been alive before colonization!
No, but zir grandmother was.
And so on.
Santos admits that common sense is, at base, conservative. It clings to
communal certainty in the face of counterevidence, to preserve continuity,
and thus emotional security. In this tendency it is “mystified and mystifying.”
What Santos calls for is thus not a retreat from scientizing knowledgeas-regulation into conservative common sense, but “the formation of
constellations of knowledges geared to create surplus solidarity,” which, ze
says, “we may call a new common sense.”
In other words, the new constellation of knowledges must break with
the mystified and mystifying conservative common sense, not in order
to create a separate, isolated form of superior knowledge, but rather to
transform itself into a new emancipatory common sense. Knowledge-asemancipation ought to become an emancipatory common sense itself:
beyond the conservative prejudice and the incomprehensible prodigy,
I propose a prudent knowledge for a decent life. The epistemology of
absent knowledges tries to rehabilitate common sense, for it recognizes
in this form of knowledge some capacity to enrich our relationship with
the world. (2001: 271)

In Kerekere’s context, we might read “the conservative prejudice and the
incomprehensible prodigy” as commonsensical Māori transphobia faced
with the gender dysphoria of a Māori adolescent who keeps insisting that
ze is “in the wrong body.” Beyond that scenario, the “prudent knowledge for
a decent life” that Santos proposes might be taken as a call for a prudently
transformative expansion of Māori knowing-as-solidarity to include LGBTIQ
people, but specifically a commonsensical expansion that couches the new
solidarity as ancient Māori wisdom—a set of empowering, emancipatory
assumptions that from now on will always have been ancient Māori wisdom.
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As Santos describes this kind of new emancipatory common sense,
in terms evocative of Wenger’s Communities of Practice, ze implicitly
underscores a good dozen reasons why Kerekere’s takatāpui common sense
need not pause to tick all the evidentiary boxes:
Common sense collapses cause and intention; it rests on a worldview
based on action and on the principle of individual creativity and
responsibility. Common sense is practical and pragmatic. It reproduces
knowledge drawn from the life trajectories and experiences of a given
social group, and asserts that this link to group experience renders it
reliable and reassuring. Common sense is self-evident and transparent. It
mistrusts the opacity of technological objectives and the esoteric nature
of knowledge, arguing for the principle of equal access to discourse,
to cognitive and linguistic competence. Common sense is superficial,
because it disdains structures that cannot be consciously apprehended,
but, for the same reason, it is expert at capturing the horizontal
complexity of conscious relations, both among people and between
people and things. Common sense knowledge is nondisciplinary and
nonmethodical. It is not the product of a practice expressly devised
to create it; it reproduces itself spontaneously in the daily happenings
of life. Common sense favors actions that do not provoke significant
ruptures in reality. Common sense is rhetorical and metaphorical; it does
not teach, it persuades or convinces. Finally, common sense, in Dewey’s
words, fuses use with enjoyment, the emotional with the intellectual and
the practical. (271–72)

“Common sense is rhetorical and metaphorical; it does not teach, it
persuades or convinces”: there are the Latourian translational “acts of
persuasion” that I attributed to Kerekere (2015) early on. As translations in
that sociological sense, zir acts of persuasion are transformative, aimed at an
emancipatory future in which there is whānau (family), hapū (clan), and iwi
(tribe) support for takatāpui:
Mana: As Māori our mana (authority, influence, power) is sourced
from our Atua (gods). We were all born with the mana of our
whakapapa [genealogy, family tree] and during our lives we are given
mana through our actions and achievements.
As takatāpui, we combine these to uplift the mana of takatāpui
communities. That gives us the authority to reject discrimination in
all its forms and to advocate for takatāpui health and well-being. (7)
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Wairua: Most Māori are aware of their gender and sexuality from a
very young age—it is part of wairua; the spirit, soul or essence we were
born with that exists beyond death. It is not a choice. For those who
identify with the gender they were assigned at birth (cisgender) or
those who show an attraction to the “opposite sex” (heterosexual), this
is welcomed as the normal course of events. Wairua can be damaged
when whānau react badly to a child who identifies in ways that are
unexpected. (10)
Mauri: As they gain confidence takatāpui will strengthen the
expression of their gender and sexuality through clothes, behaviour,
choice of intimate partner/s and connection with Rainbow
communities. This expression is part of their mauri: the essential
quality and vital spark of their being. Mauri can be damaged when
whānau cannot accept takatāpui for who they really are. (11)
Tipua: Tipua were supernatural creatures who could change form or
gender. Tipua can be seen today in takatāpui who embody both female
and male in remarkable ways. For many takatāpui, their wairua is
different from the gender they were assigned at birth. Some takatāpui
identify as whakawāhine (those born with the wairua of a woman) or
tangata ira tāne (those born with the wairua of a man). Other takatāpui
identify as trans which is used as an umbrella term for people who are
transgender, transsexual, or who do not conform to the gender they
were assigned at birth. Trans also includes those who feel neither or both
female/male or experience their gender as “fluid.” For takatāpui who are
intersex, their bodies reflect both female and male in diverse ways.
The wairua and mauri of takatāpui are trampled on when
their identity is reduced to body parts. (12)
Mana Wāhine is the recognition of the inherent authority of Māori
women beside Māori men—not below them—for the good of all
whānau [families], hapū [clans] and iwi [tribes]. It recognises
that colonisation has damaged the status of Māori women. It
challenges the use of domestic violence and sexual violence against
Māori women and children. It encourages women to exercise tino
rangatiratanga (self-determination) over their minds and bodies. (17)

As part of zir almost ecstatic infusion of communal common sense with this
emancipatory LGBTIQ expansion, Kerekere presents these epistemes not
as traditional Māori beliefs, let alone new cultural constructs, but as truths.
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It’s not that “as Māori [we believe] our mana (authority, influence, power) is
sourced from our Atua (gods),” or that “we [believe we] were all born with the
mana of our whakapapa and during our lives we are given mana through our
actions and achievements”: we really do derive our mana from our Atua; we
really are “born with the mana of our whakapapa”; we really are “given mana
through our actions and achievements.” This is neither an ethnography nor a
credo. It is the simple facts learned from Māori cosmology.
Thus when “as takatāpui, we combine these to uplift the mana of takatāpui
communities,” we aren’t just projecting a “combination” of mana accrued
through “our actions and achievements” applied to the project of “uplift[ing]
the mana of takatāpui communities”: this is what is happening. When that
mana uplift “gives us the authority to reject discrimination in all its forms
and to advocate for takatāpui health and well-being,” this is not just a political
pep talk designed to empower LGBTIQ Māori to “reject discrimination” and
“advocate for takatāpui health and well-being”: we actually have that authority.
There just is a wairua or “spirit, soul or essence we were born with that
exists beyond death,” and it just does make most Māori “aware of their gender
and sexuality from a very young age.” It’s not a choice, and it’s not weird
or deviant in any way. It is the takatāpui wairua, which “can be damaged
when whānau [families] react badly to a child who identifies in ways that
are unexpected.” Mauri too—the life force—“can be damaged when whānau
cannot accept takatāpui for who they really are.” Not only that, the wairua
and mauri of takatāpui “are trampled on when their identity is reduced to
body parts.” These are not new warnings, let alone new veiled threats, to
more conservative families who are inclined, commonsensically, to condemn
gender nonconformity. They are simple emancipatory facts gleaned from
long centuries of Māori culture.
The shape-shifting tipua—“supernatural creatures who could change
form or gender”—are not necessarily “incarnated” in “takatāpui who embody
both female and male in remarkable ways”; they “can be seen” in those
takatāpui. Should we take that to signal an actual incarnation? It’s hard to tell;
Kerekere’s claim is not as bold here as elsewhere. Ze also shifts from the tipua
as supernatural shape-shifters back to wairua as a more generalized “spirit”
to explain the common trans discourse of “being born a man in a woman’s
body” or “being born a woman in a man’s body,” as well as intersexuality and
gender fluidity.
And mana wāhine, or gender equality, is just a cultural fact. Māori
conservatives may try commonsensically to enforce patriarchal values, but
that is a false hierarchy imposed on Māori culture by the European colonizers.
The unfortunate fact is that “colonisation has damaged the status of Māori
women”; mana wāhine simply “recognises that.”
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As Santos notes, “These characteristics of common sense hold the virtue
of foreknowledge. Left to itself, common sense is conservative. However, once
transformed by knowledge-as-emancipation, it may be the source of a new
rationality—a rationality comprised of multiple rationalities” (2001: 272).
“It may be”: there are no guarantees. Nor are there guarantees that
Kerekere’s emancipatory translation of takatāpui fulfills the terms of Santos’
exhortations—or that, even if they did, that would somehow suit them
perfectly to the task of knowledge-as-emancipation. My point is simply that
there is a very compelling case to be made for an emancipatory study of
transgender, translation, and translingual address.
And, by way of anticipating the rest of the book, one last quotation from
Boaventura de Sousa Santos:
The epistemology of absent agents is thus a quest for destabilizing
subjectivities, subjectivities that rebel against conformist, routinized,
repetitive social practices and are energized by experimenting with
liminality, that is, with eccentric or marginal forms of sociability.
Against a political economy of representation that proliferates residues,
the epistemology of seeing proliferates emergent qualities grounded
in different knowledge practices and lets them compete in the social
fields, thus converting them into fields of social experimentation. The
epistemology of blindness has promoted a construction of social practice
based on the distinction between structure and agency. The apparent
equality between the two terms of the distinction has been used to
transform structure into a more or less iron-cage determination of agency.
The result is the mediocrity of either docile bodies or strangers. The
epistemology of seeing, on the contrary, will promote a construction of
social practice based on the distinction between conformist action and
rebellious action with an explicit preference for the latter. (2001: 273)

Fifth answer: Trans-poetics and belonging
Before we get on with it, though, one last brief section, with a final answer
to the question in my chapter title that is less academic and argumentative
and more aesthetic and empathic: in addition to truth-tellers like Elizabeth
Kerekere, David A. B. Murray, and Boaventura de Sousa Santos, I will be
listening to poets and fiction writers throughout these chapters, and using
their work as translingual platforms for empathy and connection. And
surely empathic connections with other humans have an intrinsic value—
but somehow it always seems to me that that value is enhanced when the
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connection is channeled through poetry. As Rebekah Edwards writes in zir
“Trans-Poetics” contribution to the eighty-six keywords published in the
inaugural issue of TSQ:
Where “trans-” animates the suffixes to which it is attached and “poetics”
explores “how meaning is possible, by whom and at what cost” (Barthes
1999: 218), “transpoetics” refers to techniques for communicating
“complex, unstable, contradictory relations between body and soul,
social self and psyche” (Ladin 2013: 306). Trans-poetic projects often
seek to navigate the limits of the (im)possible, writing the “resistance
of the inarticulate, in a language that situates” (edwards 2013: 325)
or lending poetic form to “a body that has been historically illegible”
(Shipley 2013: 197). Such projects may engage relations between the
textual and the corporeal, between content and form, between “signifiers
and the world they configure” (Holbrook 1999: 753). (2014: 252)

To take only one of those trans-poets that Edwards mentions: Ely Shipley
is an ftm trans-poet with a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from
Purdue, a PhD in Language and Creative Writing from the University of
Utah, and a professorship in the English Department at Baruch College,
City University New York; ze jokes that the biggest obstacle to zir academic
career has not been the fact that ze is trans but rather the fact that ze is a
poet. Ze is the author of Boy with Flowers (2008), and zir poems have won
the Western Humanities Review Award in Poetry and the Prairie Schooner
Virginia Faulkner Award. Zir poem “Encounter” (2013) appears in Tolbert
and Peterson’s collection Troubling the Line:
Encounter
In shop windows, torsos
of mannequins, and a cricket
nests in the chest of one.
It is not a heart, but longs for
its other. Exhaling
mist, I push away
from this glass, feel
my sex is a sea
shell, its slug, small
mollusk, shrinking into its own
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wetness or elongating into
a hardness. I think of the male sea
horse, carrying the female’s
eggs, birthing thousands
of fry, a semenlike spray—
out and away with no
receptacle, except this
world, submerged. And so
the self is multiplied. Once
home, I see
my face through the fogged
bathroom mirror, at the bottom
of a teacup, inside polished
silver, or at the bulbous end
of a long-stem wineglass, where
my lip meets its and I remember
that it has been made
from blown glass,
the shape of someone’s
breath, held.
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The Semiosphere Must Be Fed
by at Least Two Languages

The dispute between some self-identified feminists and trans persons, trans
women especially, and trans-supporting feminists has erupted into a fullscale ideological war. Once at the level of conflict, officially undeclared, we
have moved into the territory of “you are either with us or against us,” with
real threats against real people—from both sides.
My evolution starts from two facts. First, I know and care about some
trans women (and trans men, too). I listened to them. Their experiences,
their reality, their sometimes sense of despair and anger, their humanity
is foundational for me. They own their experience, their lives; their right
to live in the world is unquestionable. Starting from a position of trying to
understand someone else’s reality, the phenomenology of their existence, is
something we should all do, whether concerning trans women or anyone
else. Individual and collective empathy is too often untapped.
Lori Watson, “The Woman Question” (2016: 246–47)
At the core of this chapter is a feminist analytic philosopher’s patent attempt
“to understand someone else’s reality, the phenomenology of [trans persons’]
existence,” which, because it is written in a calm, rational style, is not overtly
a belligerent salvo in the ideological war of which Lori Watson writes in Talia
M. Bettcher and Susan Stryker’s special Trans/Feminisms issue of TSQ. It is
also, however, manifestly an attempt to impose a tidy logical order on trans
persons’ transitions and personal identity without “listen[ing] to them …
their experiences, their reality, their sometimes sense of despair and anger”
(for which latter see Cromwell 2006) and, as such, arguably an understated
act of belligerence after all.
But only arguably: we’ll see how that goes. My goal in this chapter is
not to prove anybody right or wrong, let alone to declare a winner in the
Understanding Transgender Sweepstakes. It is rather to set up a dialogue,
a translinguality—or perhaps a series of such dialogues, moving from stark
opposition and opacity toward empathic connection.
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OL/UL Introduction
The first language (OL): A feminist analytical take on transgender
Christine Overall, Professor of Philosophy and holder of a University
Research Chair at Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, begins zir
opening chapter in “You’ve Changed”: Sex Reassignment and Personal Identity
by idealizing two opposed theories of sex/gender transition:
either (1) the “true” person is thought to be the individual manifested
through and by the original sex/gender status, and the transition is,
metaphorically, the donning of a mask that conceals the true sex/
gender, or (2) the “true” person is thought to have been hidden behind
a metaphorical mask of the wrong sex/gender, and the individual’s true
sex/gender is accurately revealed via the process of transition. (2009: 12)

As ze notes, 1 is a standard anti-trans cis assumption, and 2 is “adopted by
some trans people” (12) as the so-called “wrong body” claim (see Engdahl
2014). The two theories form a binary, obviously—a single ideological/
metaphorical construction of the cis/trans binary—but, as Overall notes,
“Despite being very different, what they have in common is the assumption
that the real person is a reified self that constitutes the core of the individual
and does not change during the ostensible transition” (12).
And that last move, identifying what the two poles of this particular
cis/trans binary share in common—what ze calls the shared “masquerade
model”—sets up zir final move, namely, zir claim that the masquerade model
in both 1 and 2 is “unsustainable” (18), and must be rethought and replaced
by “an alternative approach” (18), which ze calls (3) the “personal aspiration
model” (23). In 3, sex/gender-based identity is based on situated choice:
feminists and nonfeminists alike make both conscious and unconscious
choices about the ways in which they will manifest their sex/gender.
Moreover, everyone, to one degree or another, makes adjustments in
their sex/gender performance to suit the demands of employment, family
life, friends, and lovers, or for reasons of comfort and convenience, or to
promote personal safety, or as a result of aesthetic or moral judgments. (19)

These choices, in other words, are “situated” in the sense that they are invariably
made in social groups, in complexly dynamic interactions with other people,
in a variety of social contexts; and transitional choices made in regard to
sex/gender identity, Overall insists, are very much like “other life-changing and
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life-enhancing aspirations for personal transformation and self-realization.
Some goals and aspirations are deeply felt and of central value to particular
individuals, and it is those goals and aspirations that provide the dominant
drivers of the individual. I understand these aspirations as life-changing projects
undertaken by embodied human persons within specific social contexts”
(19). “The person who undergoes a sex/gender transition,” in other words, “is
someone who seeks a radical transformation of and in her or his sex/gender
project” (19).
Let me come back to 3 in a later section. Of primary interest to me here
is zir critique of 2, the common trans notion that one is a woman in a man’s
body, or a man in a woman’s body. In the early stages of that critique, Overall
warns of (2a) the political dangers of assuming that sexual identity is somehow
innate and fixed—that the trans person was born an f-despite-male-genitalia
or an m-despite-female-genitalia, and, in a quest for “authenticity” (19), must
restore zir true sex—and (2b) the epistemological pitfalls of adopting the
Cartesian view that there is a radical split between mind and body, “involving
a woman’s mind or spirit or soul in a male body, or a man’s mind or spirit or
soul in a female body” (15).1 Zir argument gets down to brass tacks in zir
recognition of the principled response to that Cartesian dualism—(2c) the
trans masquerade model is not dualistic at all, because “the inborn woman or
man that is masked by the wrong genitalia is not immaterial at all, but rather
solidly material, and located specifically in the brain” (16):
Similarly, mtf Christine Daniels (writing as Mike Penner) says, “Recent
studies have shown that such physiological factors as genetics and
hormonal fluctuations during pregnancy can significantly alter how
our brains are ‘wired’ at birth. As extensive therapy and testing have
confirmed, my brain was wired female” (Penner 2007). According to this
account, human brains have a sex, female or male, and trans people are
individuals whose brains are sexed differently from what their genitalia
or even their chromosomes may signify. It is this differently sexed
brain that creates the need and motive for unmasking via sex/gender
transition. (16)

Overall’s critique of this new defense, as “either incoherent or false” (17), is
trifold:
2c-i. “If ‘sex’ is defined (as in ordinary usage) in terms of genitalia, then it is
incoherent to say that the brain is female or male, since the brain does
not have genitalia. So it is a category mistake to say that the brain is
sexed in that way” (17).
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2c-ii. Defining “sex” through the chromosomes doesn’t save this view
either, because, “although chromosomes are found in the brain, those
chromosomes are no different in composition … than those found
elsewhere in the body, including the genitalia. So it is false to say that
the brain is or has a different sex than the rest of the body” (17).
2c-iii. “If ‘sex’ is defined, somewhat anomalously, in terms of gendered
characteristics and behavior, then it is also false to say that the brain
has an inherent sex, for, as I already pointed out, individuals must
learn what constitutes the appropriate gender in the particular
culture in which they grow up” (17).
This is not yet the strongest version of the trans “masquerade model” that
Overall subjects to critique, which makes it reasonable, I suppose, that zir
counterarguments against 2c-i/ii/iii constitute what we might want to call a
straw-trans argument: ze wants to shoot down 2c quickly in order to move
on to 2d, which, because it is the strongest version of 2, is deserving of zir
most powerful guns. When 2d falls, zir assumption would appear to be,
2 falls. And since 1 was easily disposed of, when 2d falls, the whole (1/2)
masquerade model falls, and clears the way for 3.
The problem with Overall’s straw-trans argument against 2c, however, is
that 2c-iii is indeed, as Overall zirself recognizes, anomalous enough to be
risible, and 2c-i and 2c-ii are both egregiously bad neuroscience. It is certainly
(indeed trivially) true that “the brain does not have genitalia,” but that is not,
cannot be, the end of 2c-i. The brain does, after all, manage the functionality
and the proprioceptive/enteroceptive phenomenology of the genitals, and
it is entirely possible for those brain-controlled functions and (especially)
proprioceptions to be at odds with the outer shape of the genitals.2 And zir
notion that a chromosomal definition of “sex” involves chromosomes in the
genitalia, so that 2c-ii would have to involve different chromosomes in the
genitalia and the rest of the body, is just silly. The model would only require
that trans people’s chromosomes be different enough from those in the
majority of the population to generate a felt discrepancy between the shape
and the experience of the genitals.
We move past 2c, in other words, without a knockout argument of 2
riding on the decimation of 2d. Overall’s critique of 2c has not disposed of it.
In 2d, then, Overall addresses some of the problems in 2c:
Perhaps the claim about the alleged sexing of the brain could be
interpreted in another way. Female brains are simply those that have the
characteristics found in normatively female persons, and male brains are
those that have the characteristics found in normatively male persons.
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Trans persons, then, might be claimed to have brains both unlike the
brains of those with whom they share a bodily sex and the brains to
whose sex/gender they aspire to transition. (17)

“This claim,” Overall allows, “is at least conceptually coherent” (17). In
addition to the questionable assumption on which this characterization is
based, however—that human identity formation must be validated in terms
of conceptual coherence, which is to say, in terms of the protocols of analytical
philosophy, or risk being dismissed as invalid—Overall explicitly relies
throughout zir paper on an idealized “empiricism” that sounds suspiciously
like the rationalist argument from first principles, and continues to insist on
that rationalist idealization even in the face of what ze zirself recognizes as
empirical disconfirmation:
Its truth, however, would rely on the evidence for three very broad
empirical claims: first, that the brains of all normatively female persons
have similar characteristics; second, that those characteristics are
significantly different from the characteristics of all normatively male
persons, whose brains, in turn, all share significant characteristics; and
third, that the characteristics of the brains of all trans persons share
characteristics with the brains of the sex/gender to which they aspire
to transition or have transitioned. These claims are potentially testable,
but, given the huge extent of human variations, among female bodies
and among male bodies, there are good reasons to be skeptical about the
likelihood that they will turn out to be true. (17)

I suggest that we take Overall’s critique of the “wrong body” argument
not as the empirical truth that Overall zirself apparently believes it to be,
but more generously as a language. Call it the OL, with certain mandatory
OLPrinciples (OLP):
OLP1. All truth-claims must adhere closely to classical binary logic.
OLP2.	Binary logic mandates that there be only two categories, that those
two categories contain within them all relevant data, and that each
category be airtight. No leakage is allowed, from one category to
another, or from either category into the great wild uncategorized
realm (which cannot exist) beyond.
OLP3.	Binary logic corresponds with such uncanny precision to
empirical reality that (we can safely assume that) any logical truthclaim is, and therefore will invariably be, scientifically testable.
OLP4. Scientific testability requires zero, or near-zero, variability.
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OLP5.	If variability is found, it automatically negates not OLP1-OLP4
(they are ordained by LOGIC, which is quasi-divine), but
whatever (patently bogus) truth-claim one wants to disprove.
Okay, so maybe that’s not so generous after all. OLP5 in particular seems a bit
tendentious. But how should we react to the OL argument that
(OLP1) there are only two sexes, male and female, which are
(OLP2)	internally coherent and mutually exclusive, so that a trans person
cannot possibly be unlike both of them, or partially like each, and
certainly cannot be a subject-in-transit—the mtf trans person
must have a perfectly female brain, say, with no slippage—and
(OLP3) while this should be testable,
(OLP5)	the existing variability “among female bodies and among male
bodies” causes the trans claim to fall afoul of OLP4?
Shouldn’t the variability “among female bodies and among male bodies”
actually overturn OLP2? The OL answer, of course, is no, because it is
a rationalist subset or subtext of EL, in which, as we saw Karen Bennett
explaining in Chapter 1, “‘reality’ is believed to precede language, which
means that it is perceived in much the same way by everyone, irrespective
of linguistic or cultural background; hence, language serves merely to name
things that have an objective existence in some extralinguistic domain (a
philosophy known as linguistic realism)” (2015: 12). An explanatory model
based on a mostly unconscious belief structure is not, strictly speaking,
empiricist.
A more tendentious—less euphemistic, with less concern for protecting
OL’s self-image—explanation of that “no” answer might be that OLP is neither
an empirical nor a rational exercise, but rather an ideological one; and that
the logic is (quite understandably, if surreptitiously) constructed to protect the
ideology, even in the face of flagrant falsification. In EL terms, the language
must be aligned “merely to name things that have an objective existence in
some extralinguistic domain”! (CL translation: the ideology informing the
objectivizing construction of “reality” is the ground zero of explanation.)

The second language (UL): A Finnish LGBT novel
But now, rather than continuing to carp at OL, let me adduce a second
language, which I propose to call the or UL, because it has to do with
embodied phenomenologies mostly covered by underpants. I take it from
the 2016 Finnish debut novel Wurlitzer by Otto Lehtinen; in this passage, the
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mtf trans character Nastassja is recalling zir adolescent experience as a pretransition boy named Nikolai:
Oli hänen mielensä ja ruumiinsa, jotka eivät suostuneet asettumaan
sorvattuihin uriinsa. Kikkeli oli kömpelö ja terävänä nouseva karva
kutisi alushousujen alla. Pallit roikkuivat rivosti ja olivat ryppyisinä
kuin kaksi kuivattua luumua. Mulkku oli vapaasti esillä. Se oli röyhkeä,
jopa sadistinen. Se oli ronski osa sellaista, joka ei tuntenut mitään
intohimoa koskea siihen, kun se aamulla keksi asettua asentoon, joka ei
soveltunut piiloteltavaksi. Se oli kiiltävä, kivulias ja punainen. Iho sen
päällä kiristi ja välilihaa kivisti. Nikolai ei voinut ajatella mitään muuta
kuin sitä, mikä sojotti hänen tahtomattaan edessä ja veti nuppiaan
ylöspäin ja ylemmäs. Tuijotti silmällään häntä kuin alleviivatakseen
olemassaolonsa.
Nikolai antoi luunappeja terskalle ja kuristi pallejaan niin kauan, että
älähti kivusta. Kirosi hermot, jotka oli vedetty tuohon ulkopuoliseen, ja
rukoili, että se vain joku päivä irtoaisi. Tipahtaisi kesken aamusuihkun
niin kuin sisiliskolta putoaa häntä. Silloin hän katselisi sitä ja ihmettelisi,
miten se oli koskaan voinutkaan olla siinä missä oli ollut. Niin turha
ja tökerö. Liian tukalasti esillä. Sellaisen irronneen kalun hän potkisi
silmistään, nostaisi roskikseen ja unohtaisi. (32)
It was zir mind and body that refused to settle into the lathed grooves.
Zir willy was gawky; a sharp pubic hair snaking up under zir underpants
tickled. Zir balls hung obscenely, wrinkly as two old prunes. Zir cock
jutted out unbound. It was rude, even sadistic. It was a crude part of
something that felt no desire to touch it, when in the morning it struck
a pose that made it hard to hide. It was shiny, painful, and red. The skin
on top of it was too tight; zir perineum ached. Nikolai could think of
nothing else but this thing that stood up in front of zir, against zir will,
cranking its knob up and up. Staring at zir with that single eye, as if to
say “I’m here to stay, get over it.”
Nikolai would flick the damn thing’s glans as hard as ze could with
the nail on zir middle finger, and squeeze zir balls till ze squealed with
pain. Would curse the nerves that were pulled up into that external
thing, and pray that one day it would just fall off. Drop off during zir
morning shower, like a lizard losing its tail. Then ze would glare at it
and wonder how it could ever have been where it had been. So useless
and lame. So distressingly on display. A detached dick like that, lying
on the shower floor, ze’d kick right out of sight. Drop it in the trash and
forget about it.
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The first three things to notice about this passage is that (a) it has to do with
genital phenomenology—the feeling of living in a male-shaped body, with
a penis and testicles—and that that phenomenology, contrary to OL’s 2c-i,
is both (b) counternormative and (c) managed by the brain. Again, we can
reduce this UL to some ULPrinciples (ULP):
ULP1.	The only reality that matters is how things feel (situated
phenomenology).
ULP2.	The feeling of reality organizes the moral epistemology behind
everyday decision-making, based on a fairly crude binary split
between pleasure and pain.
ULP3.	The phenomenological pleasure/pain binary as applied to
decision-making in the present, for the near future, also feeds
fantasies of radical change in the future.
In Lehtinen’s UL, obviously, OL’s male-female binary is a complete irrelevancy.
It is an objectified classificational system that might conceivably reveal some
degree of overlap with the pleasure/pain binary in (g)ULP2-3—but who
needs it, really? The bottom line is that Nikolai hates zir penis and longs for
it to drop off. That is not about some impossible gender “category mistake”
(Overall 2009: 17) in which (OLP2) Nikolai is female but looks male; it’s
about (ULP1) the phenomenology of zir hating zir penis.

OL/UL Take One: Radical polarization
(positivism vs. phenomenology)
The clash between these two languages could not be more disturbing, obviously.
Everything in UL breaks the rules of OL: it completely disregards logic
and empirical proof; it perversely refuses to rise above mere local subjectivity
to objectively verifiable facts like “normative maleness” or “normative
femaleness”; it goes on and on about some poor kid’s bathroom feelings and
fantasies, and makes no attempt to generalize from a larger sample to the
whole population (the human race?). And really, how could it care so little
about sex/gender identity? There is no attempt to draw larger conclusions
about maleness and femaleness: the hated penis could be a wart, or a canker
sore, or a bunion, something completely unrelated to sex. How is this even
about transgender, or transsexuality (see Breslow 2017)? We don’t even know
whether Otto Lehtinen is zirself a trans person, and therefore whether there is
any “authenticity” (Overall 2009: 19) to the narrator’s close-third recounting
of Nastassja’s memories of adolescent life as Nikolai. (Nastassja is one of four
main characters in the novel; the other three are gay men.)
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And everything in OL breaks the rules of UL: we get no phenomenology
at all; we have no idea how anyone feels about anything; we are given not only
no situated contexts in which decisions are made, but no phenomenological
guidance for anyone’s decision-making processes; everything is static and
abstract, with no dynamic movement from a painfully remembered past
through a painfully experienced present to a possible pleasurably remedied
future. And really, how could it care so little about embodied human
experience? Overall refers repeatedly to the overriding importance of
embodiment, and yet zir refutations of the trans “masquerade model” are
radically disembodied, dehumanized, reduced to the “logic” of objectivity
and empiricism.
Now it’s tempting to take sides, here, and dismiss either OL or UL
as useless rubbish and hold up the other as the “real” basis of trans lives.
Binary decisions always wear the patina of thoughtful, responsible reflection,
and give us the deep visceral satisfaction of triumphant clarity. But I have
promised not to make insupportable claims about the “real” basis of trans
lives. This book is not about transgender “realities”; it’s about transgender
translation as translingual address. And that requires an attempt to bring OL
and UL into some kind of dialogue.

Juri Lotman on the semiosphere and translation
In order to facilitate that kind of dialogical engagement between OL
and UL, let me introduce another theoretical perspective: that of the
“семиосфера”/“semiosphere,”3 first theorized by the Tartu-Moscow School
cultural semiotician Juri Lotman (1922–93). I propose to explore the notion
in a series of steps:
Step 1. For Lotman, the semiosphere is the entirety of the humanly built
world, including things that humans did not, strictly speaking, “build” or
invent, but named, conceptualized, like mountains, rivers, mudflats, the sky,
the sun, and so on. The semiosphere contains everything that makes sense to
humans, because it has been semiotically processed by humans.
Step 2. The semiosphere’s intrinsic limitation to only the universe that
has been semiotically processed by humans means that it is bounded—
that there is such a thing as the “extra-semiotic,” what Immanuel Kant
called das Ding an sich, “the Thing in itself,” and Jacques Lacan called “the
Real.” This boundary between the semiosphere and the extra-semiotic was
of particular interest to Lotman, because it is by maintaining and policing
that boundary that human culture makes sense to itself—convinces itself
that everything inside the semiosphere is “real,” and that there is nothing
outside it.
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Step 3. Lotman insists that each culture has its own semiosphere, and the
(shifting) boundary between it and the extra-semiotic is in a different place
from other cultures’ semiotic/extra-semiotic boundaries. And by “culture”
ze doesn’t just mean national cultures: ze would, surely, include cis and trans
cultures, and, further, would recognize that there are many cis cultures and
many trans cultures. That also means many cis semiospheres and many
trans semiospheres, each with its own attempts to police the boundary
between itself and what it can’t explain—the extra-semiotic. OL and UL, as
“languages,” would be very specific instantiations of a cis semiosphere and a
trans semiosphere, with no possible or plausible claim to be “the true” or “the
foundational” cis (OL) or trans (UL) semiosphere.
Step 4. Because the clashes between semiospheres help us locate the shifts
and transfers across the boundary with the extra-semiotic, semiosis or signaction requires translation between or among two or more languages. Or, as
both Lotman writes in zir last book, Культура и взрыв, and Wilma Clark
writes in zir English translation, Culture and Explosion:
Одним из центральных вопросов окажется вопрос перевода мира
содержания системы (ее внутренней реальности) на внележащую,
запредельную для языка реальность. Следствием будут два частных
вопроса:
1. необходимость более чем одного (минимально двух) языков для
отражения запредельной реальности;
2. неизбежность того, что пространство реальности не
охватывается ни одним языком в отдельности, а только их
совокупностью.
Представление о возможности одного идеального языка как
оптимального механизма для выражения реальности является
иллюзией. Минимальной работающей структурой является
наличие двух языков и их неспособность, каждого в отдельн
ости, охватить внешний мир. Сама эта неспособность есть не
недостаток, а условие существования, ибо именно она диктует
необходимость другого (другой личности, другого языка, другой
культуры). … Языки эти как накладываются друг на друга, поразному отражая одно и то же, так и располагаются в ‘одной
плоскости,’ образуя в ней внутренние границы. Их взаимная
непереводимость (или ограниченная переводимость) является
источником адекватности внеязыкового объекта его отражению в
мире языков. (1992/2000: 13)
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In this way, initially, the existence of two levels of objectivity may be
surmised: one relates to the world of languages (this is objective from
its point of view), and one relates to the world outside the borders of
language. One of the key problems is that of the translation of the world
of the content of the system (its internal reality) to the reality that lies
outside, beyond the borders of language. Out of this, two specific issues
arise:
1. The necessity that more than one language (a minimum of two) is
required in order to reflect a given reality.
2. The inevitable fact that the space of reality cannot be represented by
a single language but only by an aggregate of languages.
The idea of the possibility for a single ideal language to serve as an
optimal mechanism for the representation of reality is an illusion. A
minimally functional structure requires the presence of at least two
languages and their incapacity, each independently of the other, to
embrace the world external to each of them. This incapacity is not a
deficiency, but rather a condition of existence, as it dictates the necessity
of the other (another person, another language, another culture). …
These languages superimpose themselves on each other in such a way as
to reflect one and the same thing in different ways, so that they appear
to be situated on a “single plane” and form its internal borders. Their
mutual untranslatability (or limited translatability) represents a source
of adjustment of the extra-lingual object in its reflection in the world of
languages. (2009: 2)

Lotman’s implicit target in “The idea of the possibility for a single ideal language
to serve as an optimal mechanism for the representation of reality is an illusion”
is precisely the Platonic-becoming-Christian-becoming-logical-becomingscientific belief in the univocity of truth: the belief that, if only we could
prune away the distortions and distractions of wrong languages, which is to
say natural languages, leaving only the pure ideality of logic as the Logos, the
language of Creation, we would be able to represent the Truth perfectly. This,
according to Lotman, is an illusion. As Lotman clarifies later in the book,
“полностью стабильных, неизменяющихся семиотических структур,
видимо, не существует вообще” (102), or, as I would translate that,
“Perfectly stable and invariant semiotic structures, it would appear, do not
exist at all.”4
And to put all that in terms of the clash between Overall’s OL and Lehtinen’s
UL, the phenomenological specificity of UL is in one sense closer to Lotman’s
position—no “stable and invariant semiotic structures” expressly forecloses
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on OLP2-4—but in another, neither language alone would be adequate to the
representation of reality. Tempted as we might be to reject OL out of hand as
an abstract idealization that scorns the lived embodiment of real people, UL
is ultimately no more reliable as a single unified representation of reality than
OL is. It would take both—or, as Lotman would put it, at least both—to begin
to enable some sort of dead reckoning of the limits of reality.
And specifically, it would take translation between those languages: not
just a respectful dialogue across the aisle, but a translingual effort to integrate
the two, to find or construct some sort of empathic equivalence between
them—and, Lotman would say, especially if the sought-after equivalence
between them proves illusory, phantasmatic, as it always does, and the quest
for equivalence therefore becomes an equivalencefuck. It’s not, in the end,
that translational equivalence is mostly possible, but even if it’s not we have
to build some sort of accommodation. It’s that translational equivalence
is never possible, and it is precisely that impossibility that forces us to live
with the cognitive and affective dissonances between the two idioms—say,
OL and UL—and thus to seek out the different boundaries between the two
semiospheres and the extra-semiotic realms that they variously exclude.
Think of what is extra-semiotic in OL: the feeling of life lived in the body,
which is not only different for every person, but different for the same person
from moment to moment. That variability: how can it be semiotized? It is
far too complex to yield to cultural semiosis. Much safer to hover within the
semiosphere, with its abstract clarities and big reassuring certainties.
Now think of what is extra-semiotic in UL: the big abstract categories, the
logical clarity, the virtual violence of what Bourdieu would call the “symbolic
power” (see pp. 191–94 below) that is systemically imposed on, and achieved
at the cost of, felt nuance (see also Wieringa 2014). That clarity: how can it
be semiotized? It is far too pure, too crystalline, to yield to cultural semiosis.
Even for Nikolai, as ze grapples with zir confusing welter of feelings, the big
cultural meanings of zir hatred for zir penis remain elusive. Does ze want to
become an f? Nastassja, from the vantage point not only of adulthood but of
having transitioned, can imagine (or should we say “projectively remember”?)
that ze did want, then, probably, mostly, to become an f; but what did that
mean to Nikolai in the moment?
Throwing the two languages into this kind of translational engagement
shows not only what each is lacking, but what each needs from the other, yet
can’t seem even to imagine. So radically divergent are these two languages
that they seem to be complementary opposites, each symmetrically excluding
the other as somehow perfectly extra-semiotic; but that kind of oppositional
thinking gets us nowhere. Or rather, it gets us mired in fruitless, bitter,
unwinnable arguments full of accusatory frustration. Translating between
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them, each reaching out translingually toward the other, at least has the
capability of inspiring a thoughtful, self-reflexive pause, beginning “Yes, well …
I guess I don’t … I’ll have to think about that.”
And of course, OL and UL are only two “languages”—two semiospheres.
Add in a third, and a fourth … and a hundredth. What happens then?
Step 5. Lotman’s book is Culture and Explosion. “Culture” in that title is the
semiosphere as system, its collective organization; “explosion” is the potential
in any system for unpredictable irruptions of disorder. Lotman is drawing on
zir compatriot Ilya Prigogine’s chaos theory of dissipative systems, according
to which all systems are vulnerable to “symmetry-breaking events,” or
Lotman’s explosions. The classic example is the flap of the butterfly’s wings
stirring up a hurricane halfway around the world: massive effects from tiny
causes, so tiny that they can’t be predicted or controlled.
One might be tempted to imagine that OL is perfectly protected against
symmetry-breaking events. It is, after all, a pure idealization. But one would
be wrong. The cognitive dissonance in the movement from OLP2 to OLP5 is
the perfect collapse of that protection. The kind of protective systematization
that might have protected OL against the OLP5 collapse would have been
the serene denial of variability anywhere. What would have caused 2d to fail
in that case would have been not the variability of brain structures “among
female bodies and among male bodies” (OLP5) but no variability at all,
across the entire spectrum: the impossibility of a variation that might allow
a transitional subjectivity from maleness to femaleness, passing through an
unassigned and therefore theoretically impossible middle. But Overall wasn’t
able to sustain that level of logical abstraction (idealized crypto-rationalist
empiricism). Ze yielded just enough to actual empiricism to admit that there
is variability in sex/gender identity, and then, rather than recognizing that
that admission undermined zir whole power syllogism, tried to buttress up
zir “translational” cis(normative ideo)logic by claiming that the inevitable
variability in sex/gender identity would undo not zir own OLP1-2 binaries
but 2d.
The rule for gender as a dissipative system would have to be, any
rule you choose to formulate for it will be broken, somewhere, to some
degree. What vitiates the OL logic is the inevitability and unpredictability
of symmetry-breaking variation. Just as there are no two cis brains that
are exactly alike, neither are there any two trans brains that are exactly
alike. Just as, despite massive icotic efforts to unify cis sexuality around
community norms, there are no two cis sexualities that are exactly alike,
neither are there any two trans sexualities that are exactly alike. And that
means that, if someone says “I was born a woman in a man’s body,” or “I
was born a man in a woman’s body,” it is absolutely useless to start applying
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abstract disembodied/desituated OL logic and proving zir wrong. It’s not
just a matter of gender self-determination—what Eric A. Stanley (2014)
defines as “a collective praxis against the brutal pragmatism of the present,
the liquidation of the past, and the austerity of the future. That is to say,
it indexes a horizon of possibility already here, which struggles to make
freedom flourish through a radical trans politics. Not only a defensive
posture, it builds in the name of the undercommons a world beyond the
world, lived as a dream of the good life” (89). It’s also the inevitable failure
of any semiotic project to stabilize variability. Any attempt you make to
shore up the boundaries between categories, and define your terms, and get
everything arranged just so may make you feel like you have a handle on the
situation—but you don’t. As Lotman says, “Perfectly stable and invariant
semiotic structures, it would appear, do not exist at all.”
More on gender as a dissipative system in Chapter 3. For now, note only
that (a) the OL effort to impose “perfectly stable and invariant semiotic
structures” on trans identity is a translation as a Latourian act of violence; but
also (b) the UL effort to personify mtf experience in a specific invented mtf
story is another translation as a Latourian act of violence; and (c) my effort
to stage a dialogue between OL and UL, and to make each listen to the other,
is a third translation as a Latourian act of violence. Some version of (a-b-c)
forms the argumentative framework of this book. I will be both “catching”
others committing those rhetorical/translational acts of violence and—not
always with commendable self-awareness—committing those rhetorical/
translational acts of violence myself. Even when I am most appalled at
someone else’s rhetorical violence in speaking for someone else, I will not be
exempt from the same critique myself.

OL/UL Take Two: Cautious mutual
approach (paranoid reading)
Now let us imagine that the translational engagement between OL and UL has
borne fruit. The fruit is, to be sure, entirely in our imagination—let’s admit:
it’s a fantasy—but I’m enough of a UL-speaker (and fan of speculative fiction)
to believe that (ULP3) future-oriented fantasies can be powerful channels of
guidance for future-oriented decision-making. And in this case, I’m suggesting
that the fantasy-fruit is a tentative and partial rapprochement between the
two languages. Each has taken a few steps in the direction of the other. Each
has stopped to think about the extra-semiotic gaps in its semioses, as vividly
dramatized by the inexplicable weirdness of the other, and the translational
thinking has begun to open up lines of communication between the two camps.
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This is a utopian fantasy-fruit, obviously—but it remains, nonetheless, a
case of Latourian translation. If it is an act of violence to arrogate to oneself
the right to speak for someone else, it is in some sense no less violent to speak
kindly and understandingly of that other person. In burrowing down into
the OL rhetoric, looking for nuggets of personal and political support for
trans experience, constructing imaginary dialogues in which OL is actually
listening to, and hearing, UL, I am not so much quarantining or displacing
the acts of violence as I am seeking to change the rhetorical tenor and
trajectory of those acts of violence. And, of course, in constructing those
imaginary dialogues I am myself committing my own rhetorical acts of
violence. In sorting out the “good” and the “bad” in OL, I am speaking for
OL; in speaking UL to OL, I am speaking for UL.
So now, to begin with, let’s go back to Christine Overall’s “personal
aspiration model” (2009: 23), according to which the trans imagination
of “being born in the wrong body” is not so much a biological datum as a
choice, a plan, a narrative that the trans person is constructing:
Sexual orientation and sex/gender identity are complex; they are
not reducible to a single, simple feeling or even easily conceptualized
as a group of simple feelings. They also involve beliefs, attitudes, and
behavioral repertoires, among other items. The beliefs that any person
has about her or his sexual orientation or sex/gender identity are not
derived from a self-warranting feeling but come about through processes
of interpretation, choice, and active performance. Similarly, the fact that
a person believes she is a woman inside, despite having male genitalia, is
not an uncontestable claim about an indubitable sense datum. It is not
a belief based solely on a feeling about which she has unimpeachable
certainty. If our ideas about our sexual orientation and our gender
identity were infallible—if somehow sexual orientation and sex/gender
identity were immediately given—then no one could ever experience
doubt or confusion about them. The fact that people do suggests that
sexual orientation and sex/gender identity are not immediately given.
They are not the uninterpreted deliverances of internal sensations.
This is not to say that individuals cannot be epistemic authorities
concerning their sexual orientation and sex/gender identity; it is
simply to say that this authority is not based on direct awareness of
a datum. Instead, sexual orientation and sex/gender identity are
developed by and understood through a series of interpretations.
These interpretations are not merely internal and private; they are
formulated, usually, within the context of a community of like-minded
individuals. (20–21)
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One might want to protest, there, that Overall is giving with one hand and
taking with the other—that “individuals can[] be epistemic authorities
concerning their sexual orientation and sex/gender identity,” but “the beliefs
that any person has about her or his sexual orientation or sex/gender identity
are not derived from a self-warranting feeling.” If “self-warranting feeling”
is taken to be a synonym of “epistemic authority,” then the suspicion that
Overall is contradicting zirself—and, more specifically, only pretending to
accept individuals’ epistemic authority over their own identity while in fact
denying it—would be justified.
But I suggest that what is actually at work in those two paragraphs is
somewhat more complicated than that. Overall is granting—from above,
from zir superior epistemic location “over all,” as a professor of philosophy,
and, more generally, as an academic, an intellectual, someone who possesses
the institutional credentials that establish zir as someone who knows things—
granting, yes, individuals their right to know and determine their own sex/
gender identity; but ze is rejecting those individuals’ commonsensical beliefs
about whence that epistemic authority derives. Ze is “tak[ing], or caus[ing] to
be conferred on [zir]self, authority to speak or act on behalf of ” transgender
people. Ze knows better than they. Are they professors of philosophy?
Thought not.
The individual’s beliefs about zir identity “are not derived from a selfwarranting feeling but come about through processes of interpretation,
choice, and active performance.” A mtf trans person’s belief that ze “is a
woman inside, despite having male genitalia, is not an uncontestable claim
about an indubitable sense datum,” “not a belief based solely on a feeling
about which she has unimpeachable certainty.” Binary either-ors, thissesnot-thats, in accordance with OLP1-3. Overall knows these things. Ze knows
what beliefs are based on and what they are not based on. Ze knows where
the impassable barriers between binary opposites run. Ze is in a privileged
position to approve one belief-attribution or belief-derivation and reject
another.
Thus, in the second paragraph, ze is not denying individuals’ epistemic
authority over their own identity; ze is insisting that “this authority is not
based on direct awareness of a datum.” Trans people may think they know
the source of their certainty that they are in the wrong body—it’s a biological
fact, a sense datum, which they merely register through conscious awareness,
and articulate verbally—but they’re wrong. “Instead,” ze says—here comes
the truth—“sexual orientation and sex/gender identity are developed by and
understood through a series of interpretations. These interpretations are not
merely internal and private; they are formulated, usually, within the context
of a community of like-minded individuals.”
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I want to move, in and through a new round of OL/UL translation,
next (“Take Three”), to an appreciation of Overall’s perspective here: I
think there is much of value in it, and would not want to impose my own
privileged intellectual rejection on zir privileged intellectual rejection
tout court. The communal creation and vetting of truth is what I call
icosis. I agree with that part. The part I want to highlight now, however,
is Overall’s OLP1-3 (binarizing) assumption that a belief can’t be both
derived from a self-warranting feeling and developed in interaction
“within the context of a community of like-minded individuals.” Why is
it so important to foreclose on the bothness of that situation? Why can’t a
communally developed truth feel to the individual like a “self-warranting
feeling”? And why does that individual’s self-warranting feeling that zir
identity-related decision-making derives from a self-warranting feeling
have to be stomped on with big academic boots as not that individual’s
epistemic authority over zir own identity? Because the academic
philosopher is smart and the poor trans person is stupid? (Listen to the
rhetorical violence in my harangue.)
Some Principles underpinning this new version of OL, which I’ll mark
with the prime (′) symbol:
OL′P1.	Individuals have epistemic authority over their own identity. They
have the right to know, feel, determine, and declare their own
identity.
OL′P2.	However, they are often wrong about the etiology of their
identity—how not only their identity, but their authoritative
certainty about their identity, came about.
OL′P3.	Academics—especially, perhaps, sociologists, psychologists,
philosophers, and cognitive scientists—study these things, and
have a much better claim to know things, even when what they
know is someone else’s subjectivity (or “epistemic authority”).
OL′P4.	The appearances of things, which are available to ordinary people,
are almost always wrong; the true underlying nature of things is
typically available only to the academics that study them.
Now let us imagine that UL has “evolved” as well, translationally, in dialogue
with OL. Again, of course, that “evolution” is entirely in our imagination.
What has “in fact” (in the course of Otto Lehtinen’s 2016 novel) happened is
that Nikolai has become Nastassja, who is now the first-person narrator of
zir own early-stage transition (and specifically an adult first-person narrator
imaginatively occupying zir own past adolescent consciousness in the present
tense):
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Minä olen nyt nainen. Äiti laittoi minut. Meikkasi ja puki. Teki eväät
viidentoista minuutin metromatkalle. Olen melkein perillä, eikä minulla
ole nälkä, mutta syön kuitenkin, tekeminen helpottaa oloa. Työnnän
pillin mehutetraan ja puren pilliä ja imen – lopussa kuuluu viemärin
ääntä. Halkaisen dominokeksit ja nuolen täytteen ensin ja murustelen
sitten keksit. Voidellut reissumiehet syön viimeisenä.
Syötyäni rypistän roskat ja tiputan ne laukkuun. Pyyhin suupielet ja
huomaan, miten olen valunut istumaan. Säikähdän, ja käsi pyyhkäisee
suuta niin, että melkein kaikki huulipuna leviää paperille ja poskelle.
Avaan peilin ja siistin kasvot. Katselen ympärilleni, mutta kukaan ei
ole kiinnittänyt minuun huomiota. Silti päätän, että minun täytyy alkaa
pelätä metroa. On oltava tarkempi. Sitä varten istuin kaiket illat kotona
ja kävelin koroilla, totutin jalkoja, totutin jalkapöytää, päkiää, nilkkaa,
säärtä ja reisiä, selkääkin. Puhuin peilille, harjoittelin pehmeämpiä
äänteitä. Vahasin jalkoja, ajelin kainaloita ja kasvatin hiuksia.
Opettelin tunkemaan kikkelin siistimmin housuihin, yritin taitella
siitä näkymättömän niin kuin japanilainen taittelee ohuesta paperista
joutsenen. Rakensin rinnat irtoimplanteista. Opettelin näyttelemään
roolini niin hyvin, että alkaisin itsekin uskoa siihen.
“Sehän on kuin teatteria, anna muille syy uskoa siihen mitä sanot,”
äiti kuiskasi harjatessaan hiuksiani. Itkin. “Älä itke. Naiseksi ei synnytä,
naiseksi tullaan,” äiti siteerasi. Helpommin sanottu kuin tehty, ajattelin,
ja äitini naurahti kuin tajuten ajatukseni. …
Tänä aamuna, ennen lähtöäni, seisoin Nikolain haudalla. Vielä
viimeisen kerran kumarruin hänen ylleen ja peitin hänet valolta. …
Minä olin kaiken aikaa joku toinen, kuin ilonpilaaja joka tulkitsee
kaiken nurjasti. Ilmestyin ja väänsin suoran pojan mutkalle. Minun
elämäni puolesta Nikolai pimeni. Itä pimeni. Koulussa varoiteltiin
epämääräisyyksistä. Lapset supattelivat ja puhuivat miehistä, jotka
kävelevät käsikkäin, jotka hymyilevät, ovat liian eloisia ja pukeutuvat
värikkäästi. Lastenohjelman hahmo on homo, koska se on väriltään violetti
ja kantaa käsilaukkua. Yhtäkkiä maailma oli puhetta poikkeavuudesta. …
Olen matkalla kauas, kauemmas, niin kauas ettei läsnäoloani voi
enää haistaa Kontulassa. Mutta mitä lähempänä ja kauempana olen, sitä
enemmän pelkään. Pelkään paljastumista. Sitä että en koskaan aamulla
herätessäni ole täysin unohtanut mennyttä. Sitä ettei minua oteta todesta
sellaisena kuin olen. Sitä että en koskaan muutu siksi naiseksi, joka olen
aina ollut. Että kaikki jatkuu yhtä haljuna kuin ennenkin. (65–67)
I am now a woman. Mom got me ready. Made me up, dressed me. Made
me a snack for the fifteen-minute metro ride. I’m almost there, and I’m
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not hungry, but I eat anyway; doing something makes me feel better. I
push the straw into the juice box and bite the straw and suck—finishing
on the drain noise. The buttered rye pitas I eat last.
When I’ve eaten I crumple the trash and drop it in my bag. I wipe the
corners of my mouth and notice how I’ve slid down in my seat. I panic, and
my hand brushes my mouth, smearing most of my lipstick onto the paper
and my cheek. I open my compact and fix my face. I look around, but no
one has noticed me. Still, I decide that I’m going to have to fear the metro.
I’ll have to be more careful. To practice that, I have stayed at home every
evening walking in high heels, training my legs, training my feet, the balls
of my feet, my ankles, my calves and thighs, my back, too. I have talked to
the mirror, practicing making softer sounds. I have waxed my legs, shaved
my armpits, grown out my hair. I have learned to tuck my willy more neatly
into my pants, tried to fold it artistically into invisibility, as a Japanese folds
thin paper into a swan. I have built breasts out of external prostheses. I have
learned to play my role well enough to begin to believe in it myself.
“It’s like theater,” Mom whispered as ze brushed my hair. “Give others
a reason to believe what you say.” I started crying. “Don’t cry. You’re not
born a woman, you become a woman,” ze quoted. Easier said than done,
I thought, and ze laughed, as if reading my thoughts. …
This morning, before I left, I stood at Nikolai’s grave. One last time I
bent over zir and blocked zir from the light. …
This whole time I’ve been someone else, like a party pooper who
puts an unpleasant spin on everything. I appeared and twisted a straight
boy crooked. To give me life, Nikolai darkened. The east darkened. At
school they kept warning us about indeterminacies. The other kids
kept whispering and talking openly about men who walk hand in hand,
who smile, who are too lively and dress colorfully. A character in a kids’
program was gay because ze was the color purple and carried a purse.
Suddenly the world was talk about deviancy. ...
I’m traveling far, farther, far enough so that my presence can no
longer be sniffed out in Kontula [the northeastern suburb of Helsinki
where ze lives]. But the closer and the farther I am, the more afraid I am.
I’m afraid of not passing. I’m afraid that every morning when I wake up
I will never have completely forgotten the past. I’m afraid that I won’t
be taken seriously as who I am. I’m afraid that I will never become the
woman that I’ve always been. I’m afraid that everything will stay the pale
gray it has always been.

Before I begin unpacking the Principles of this UL′—or rather, perhaps,
in order to begin unpacking those Principles—let me first underscore the
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obvious fact that my English text there is a translation, an interlingual
translation. Note further that, because all translations are interpretations
that change the text, constructing UL′P out of my English text will not
give us a perfectly “stable or invariant semiotic” account of Lehtinen’s text.
Precisely because there are no stable or invariant semiotic structures, at all,
there is nothing we can do to change the fact of translational change—but
we can study it, track it, think about it. One of the points I want to make
about UL′, in fact, is that it tracks identity-transitional change fractally,
incrementally, and so grounds trans identities more dynamically in
temporality and serial crisis than the OL′ focus on a static and unitary “sex/
gender identity” (or even “sex/gender transition”) can hope to do—and of
course the same applies to translation of all sorts, including translation in
Callon and Latour’s rhetorical sense as acts of appropriative violence.
The significant change to track in UL′, I suggest, is channeled through verb
tense. Most notably, in the second half of the second paragraph I translated
the narrator’s past tense with the present perfect indicative and continuous
tenses—shifting the narrator’s emphasis on single events to a broader
temporal dynamic over a period of time, involving repeated actions. Here’s
a comparison with a more literal translation, with the points of comparison
italicized:
I’ll have to be more careful. To practice that, I have stayed at home
every evening walking in high heels, training my legs, training my feet,
the balls of my feet, my ankles, my calves and thighs, my back, too.
I have talked to the mirror, practicing making softer sounds. I have
waxed my legs, shaved my armpits, grown out my hair. I have learned
to tuck my willy more neatly into my pants, tried to fold it artistically
into invisibility, as a Japanese folds thin paper into a swan. I have built
breasts out of external prostheses. I have learned to play my role well
enough to begin to believe in it myself. (more interpretive translation;
emphasis added)
Have to be more careful. For that I sat every evening at home and walked
in heels, accustomed my legs, accustomed my foot, the ball of my foot, my
ankle, my calf and thighs, my back, too. I talked to the mirror, practiced
making softer sounds. I waxed my legs, shaved my armpits, and grew my
hair. I learned to stuff my willy more neatly into my pants, tried to fold
it artistically into invisibility, as a Japanese folds thin paper into a swan.
I built breasts out of external prostheses. I learned to play my role so
well, that I might begin to believe in it myself. (more literal translation;
emphasis added)
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In addition:
ll

ll

ll

“This whole time I’ve been someone else” is in the past tense in Finnish
(“Minä olin kaiken aikaa joku toinen”/lit. “I was all the time someone
else”), and I’ve shifted it to the present perfect.
“At school they kept warning us” and “The other kids kept whispering
and talking openly” are in the simple past tense in Finnish (“Koulussa
varoiteltiin”/ “At school [we were] warned,” “Lapset supattelivat ja
puhuivat miehistä”/lit. “Children whispered and talked about men”), and
I’ve shifted them to the past continuous.
The line about the Teletubbies’ Tinky-Winky, “A character in a kids’
program was gay because ze was the color purple and carried a purse,” is
completely in the present tense in Finnish (“Lastenohjelman hahmo on
homo, koska se on väriltään violetti ja kantaa käsilaukkua”/lit. “Children
program’s character is a homo, because it is violet in color and carries
purse”), presumably because Tinky-Winky is forever; I’ve shifted the
verbs to the past tense, to go along with the other past tenses. (My use of
“was” is meant to imply that “[Someone said] Tinky-Winky was gay”—
but in fact in Finnish they would say “Someone said Tinky-Winky is
gay.” No need there to maintain the same verb tense across the boundary
between main clause and subordinate clause.)

So what is going on with these tenses, and why are they important enough for
me to draw your attention to them? Let us pause for a moment to consider
the matter of Nastassja’s narrative point of view.

Excursus on narrative point of view: Introducing the
“transdiegetic” narrator
In « Discours du récit »/Narrative Discourse, Gérard Genette writes of the
“traces” that writing leaves in narrative discourse, which are, he says,
marques ou indices repérables et interprétables, tels que la présence
d’un pronom personnel à la première personne qui dénote l’identité
du personnage et du narrateur, ou celle d’un verbe au passé qui dénote
l’antériorité de l’action racontée sur l’action narrative, sans préjudice
d’indications plus directes et plus explicites. (1972: 74)
signs or indices that we can pick up and interpret—traces such as the
presence of a first-person pronoun to mark the oneness of character and
narrator, or a verb in the past tense to indicate that a recounted action
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occurred prior to the narrating action, not to mention more direct and
more explicit indications. (Lewin 1983: 28–29)

(Just a few pages after this passage Genette begins Chapter 1, “Order,” which
begins with a section on « Temps du récit? »/“Narrative Time,” dealing
precisely with the complexities of verb tense.)
The Genettean narratological distinction on which I wish to focus in this
excursus, however, is between “homodiegetic” narrators, who participate
as characters in the actions they narrate, and “heterodiegetic” narrators,
who stand outside the narrated action. In those terms, the first Nastassja
chapter we studied from the novel, in which we see Nikolai hating zir penis
(2016: 30–33), has a heterodiegetic narrator, better known as a third-person
omniscient narrator; and this later chapter, in which Nastassja comes out as
an f on the train into Helsinki (64–68), has a homodiegetic narrator, better
known as a first-person narrator.
But note that Lehtinen complicates that binary in interesting ways. First
of all, the homodiegetic Nastassja who narrates zir coming-out journey on
the train in the present tense is in one sense a Present Nastassja projection of
an implicit heterodiegetic Future Nastassja, who is simply remembering that
coming-out journey in some future adult post-op state, and retelling those
past events from zir adolescence in the present tense.5 Because that Future
Nastassja gives no indication of zir existence, however—never narrates zir
act of narrating in that future present, never situates zirself in a later time
and adult transitioned body—in another sense ze is the projection. Like the
translingual address, therefore, moving as it does empathically between homoand heterolinguality, Nastassja is what we might want to call a transdiegetic
narrator: a heterodiegetic-becoming-homodiegetic narrator who elides
zir adult present self in order to narrate zir past self in the present tense; a
homodiegetic-becoming-heterodiegetic narrator whose present-tense firstperson narration of that single fifteen-minute time frame of zir coming out
seems implicitly to require the positing of a future self to tell the story.
Even more interesting is the possibility that the heterodiegetic narrator
who narrates the earlier chapter, in which Nikolai hates zir penis, may
also be the Future Nastassja of the later chapter. In that earlier chapter
Nikolai and Nastassja are both narrated in the third person, but in a sense
sequentially, with the heterodiegetic omniscient narrator focalized first on
an earlier Nikolai and then on a later Nastassja. This is what is best known
as a “close third-person narration,” in which the omniscient narrator
knows one character’s thoughts and feelings, and reports them in the third
person—in older novels, using free indirect discourse, which Mikhail
Bakhtin retheorized as double-voicing (none of which Lehtinen uses). The
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intriguing interpretive possibility, I suggest, is that (a) the third-person Past
Nikolai focalization and (b) the third-person Past Nastassja focalization in
the earlier chapter as well as (c) the first-person Present Nastassja in the
later chapter are all narrative strategies/personae mobilized by the same
heterodiegetic Future Nastassja. The fact that the (a+b) earlier focalizations
are narrated in close thirds and the past tense, and (c) the later homodiegetic
Present Nastassja is narrated in the first person and the present tense makes
the narrator in the earlier chapter seem omniscient and uncharacterized
(and thus classically heterodiegetic) and the narrator of the later scene seem
like Nastassja’s older self, and thus implicitly characterized (and classically
homodiegetic). In both cases the heterodiegetic narrator seems to exist
outside the Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja body, in an unsituated future; the
close-third narration of Past Nikolai and Past Nastassja and the first-person
narration of Present Nastassja suggest that that future narrator, if ze is a
single “person,” is not so much a Future Nastassja as ze is a Future Nikolaibecoming-Nastassja, containing memories of both gendered personalities
in the same trans body. The close-third omniscient narration in the earlier
chapter thus becomes “realistically” possible through the “fact” that Future
Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja knows what happened to Nikolai, knows what
Nikolai was feeling, and then knows what Nastassja was feeling as well;
and, as ze remembers Nastassja coming into zir own, ze becomes able in
the later chapter to give Present Nastassja the first person and the present
tense, and thus homodiegeticity.
The difference between the two—hetero and homo—in other words,
is caught up in Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja’s transgender transition: an
excellent reason, it seems to me, to expand Genette’s binary to encompass the
transdiegetic narrator.6

End of excursus: Back to Take Two
The main point in UL′, you’ll recall, was the shift in narrative tenses from
Finnish to English. In Lehtinen’s Finnish, there are two tenses, past and
present; the present tense indicates the temporal focus in each scene, and the
past is used for everything that happened before that focus. But in English
it seems to me that there are actually ten distinct time frames at work here
(Table 2.1), including an implicit one, marking the time of Future Nastassja’s
narrating action, which, because it is trans-/heterodiegetic, is given no verb
tense at all.
Why is that important? Because the narrator’s choice of verb tense not only
indicates zir relationship with zir previous self, but also structures the reader’s
relationship with the narrator’s growth through the various time frames.
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Table 2.1 Translational shifts in Otto Lehtinen’s Wurlitzer from Finnish to
English as tracked through verb tense
Time Frame
Future Nastassja’s narrating
time (adulthood)
Present Nastassja looking
forward to the near future
(being careful, fearing the
metro)
Present Nastassja’s metro ride,
on which ze comes out in
public as an f
Present Nastassja’s identity
state for zir whole life up to
this very moment

Finnish Tense

English Tense

A

None

None

B

Modal present
(“täytyy,” “oltava”)

Modal future
(“going to,” “will
have to”)

C

Present indicative
(“rypistän roskat”)

Present indicative
(“I crumple the
trash”)
D Past indicative
Present perfect
(“Minä olin kaiken (“This whole
aikaa joku toinen”) time I’ve been
someone else”)
E Past indicative
Past indicative
(“äiti kuiskasi”)
(“Mom
whispered”)

Once-off events immediately
preceding Present Nastassja’s
metro ride (zir mother
dressing her, brushing zir hair,
making zir up, fixing a snack,
giving zir advice), now in
the past
Present Nastassja’s repeated
F
actions, presumably over
several weeks or even months,
preparing for this metro
ride (practicing walking in
heels, etc.)

Past indicative
(“istuin kaiket illat
kotona ja kävelin
koroilla”)

Present perfect
indicative
and perfect
continuous
(“I have stayed
at home every
evening [and
have been]
walking in high
heels”)
Present Nastassja’s once-off
G Past indicative
Past indicative
events in the more distant past
(“Ilmestyin ja
(“I appeared and
väänsin suoran
twisted a straight
pojan mutkalle”)
boy crooked”)
Present Nastassja’s repeated
H Past passive
Past continuous
events in the more distant past
(“varoiteltiin”) and (“kept
past indicative
warning,” “kept
(“supattelivat”)
whispering”)
(Continued)
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Table 2.1 (Continued)
Time Frame

Finnish Tense

English Tense

The lack of change that
I
Present Nastassja fears for the
future

Present perfect
(“en koskaan
aamulla herätessäni
ole täysin unohtanut
mennyttä”)

Future perfect
(“every morning
when I wake
up I will never
have completely
forgotten the
past”)
Future passive
(“I won’t be taken
seriously”)

J

Present passive
(“minua [ei] oteta
todesta”)

How, after all, should we feel about the minute gradations of Present
Nastassja’s mtf transition—
ll

ll

ll
ll
ll
ll

ll

ll

When ze smears zir lipstick and worries that other passengers will
despise zir (C)?
When ze turns that fear into a resolve to build it in future into a whole
regime of fear of strangers’ disapproval in public places (B)?
As ze practices being an f, and gradually comes to believe it (F)?
When zir mother quotes Simone de Beauvoir to zir (E)?
When ze stands (in imagination) at zir past male self ’s grave (E)?
When ze describes zir transition as, and in terms of, a party pooper’s
“unpleasant spin” (G: “I appeared and twisted a straight boy crooked. To
give me life, Nikolai darkened”)?
When the administrators, teachers, and other kids at school work to
enforce the straight cis regime (H)?
When ze confesses zir continuing fears about not forgetting zir past self,
not becoming zir past-and-present-and-future self (C)?

These moments are transition fractalized. And because they are in a novel
rather than a philosophical argument, they are the phenomenology of
transition fractalized. And, further, because they are narrated moments in
a novel, and narrated specifically by an adult first-person mtf trans(diegetic)
narrator, they stage for us a certain emotional distance from the narrated
events. They are a remembered phenomenology, managed affectively across
that distance not only through empathic reliving but also through the subtle
temporal gradations of the remembered events, with the present tense as
ground zero, at the moment of coming out as an f.
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Note also that, in reporting them in that previous bulleted list, I have
removed them from time—“raised” them to the fourth dimension—by
putting them all in the present tense. The literary critic hovering above the
text is like “the Spirit of God … hovering over the waters.” An object lesson in
idealist epistemicide, as explored in Chapter 1 of both Genesis (verse 2, New
International Version) and this book. The translator, by contrast, is “trapped”
in time, down on the earth, walking the text step by step, interacting with the
characters as they grow and change. Which doesn’t, of course, as Callon and
Latour (1981) would remind us, preclude rhetorical “acts of violence” like my
strategic tense shifts.
So what translational/rhetorical/temporal/attitudinal/“persuasive”/
“violent” difference does it make that in English translation I use eight verb
tenses (modal future, present indicative, present perfect, present perfect
continuous, past indicative, past continuous, future perfect, and future
passive) to represent Nastassja’s narration in mainly two (past and present
indicative, with only the occasional passivization, and a single shift into
the present perfect to indicate a future possibility)? Should we take that to
mean that in Finnish, Nastassja stages the temporal dynamic of zir teenaged
transition as moving through only two stages, the moment of zir coming out
(on the train) in the present tense and everything that went before it in the
simple once-off past?—and that in my translation the temporal dynamic is
much more attentively nuanced?
Perhaps; but on balance, I think not. The two languages, Finnish and
English, manage temporal transitions differently. Genette notes this as well,
mentioning, “for example, the ‘iterative’ or ‘frequentative’ form of the English
verb, or the French imperfect tense for repeated action” (Lewin 1983: 116n7).
Finnish can manage six of those eight tenses that I use—
modal future: on oleva pakko ottaa (will have to take)
present indicative: ottaa (takes)
present perfect: on ottanut (has taken)
present perfect continuous: on ollut ottamassa (has been taking)
past indicative: otti (took)
past continuous: oli ottamassa (was taking)
—but, as it were, prefers not to. The present indicative ottaa is typically
used to mean “takes,” “is taking,” “will take,” and “will be taking”; the past
indicative otti is used to mean “took,” “was taking,” and, often, “has taken”
and “had taken.” Finnish does use the present and past perfect on ottanut and
oli ottanut, quite a lot, in fact; but there are contexts where the lines between
the present or past and the present perfect or past perfect are drawn in
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different places than in English. I assume that something like that is behind
F: “For that I sat every evening at home and walked in heels, accustomed my
legs, accustomed my foot,” etc. The future indicative on oleva is considered
formal and poetic, and never used in speech or modern Finnish literature;
the perfect continuous on/oli ottamassa is considered a nonce structure
created specifically in Finnish to represent the continuous tense in languages
like English.
The two tenses it cannot manage are the future perfect and future passive,
both of which Finnish handles with a compound structure grounded in the
present tense:
future perfect: tulee otettua/otetuksi (comes to have [been] taken)
future passive: x tullaan ottamaan (x comes to be taken)
Note also that Nastassja’s fear “ettei minua oteta todesta sellaisena kun
olen” is literally “that I am not taken seriously as who I am,” and that is a
potential reading of the line in context—except for the fact that ze is afraid
of this eventuality, which does probably point us toward the future, and, in
English, the future tense: “that I won’t be taken seriously as who I am.” (Ze
could also mean a fear for the unknown present, of course, and thus a present
continuous passive: “that I am not being taken seriously as who I am.”)
Another way of putting all that is that in Finnish, the subtle temporal
nuances that English insists on representing with crystal-clear tense
distinctions are often conveyed by other means. For example, (H) “varoitti”
and “varoitteli” are both simple past tenses; but “varoitti” can mean “warned
once,” while “varoitteli” (with the “diminutive” –ella tacked onto the end of
the root verb) can mean “was/kept warning.” Similarly, “supatti” can mean
“whispered once,” while “supatteli” can mean “was/kept whispering”—
though both are syntactically simple past tenses.
In other words, Lehtinen may be staging the temporal dynamic of
Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja’s early-stage transition even more subtly than
I am able to do in English—because Finnish and English use different
linguistic resources to stage such dynamics. And “the syntactical staging of
the temporal dynamic” is technical shorthand for an even more complex and
nuanced situated phenomenological (mostly affective) relationality between
events and attitudes, between the adult Future Nastassja as transdiegetic
narrator and zir younger past selves as characters, and between Present
Nastassja (as first-person narrator and character) and the reader.
To begin to untangle those dynamics, consider the character Nastassja’s
primary affect in this scene: fear. Ze begins, in the opening passage of the
chapter, before the beginning of my previous quotation, by claiming to be
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fearless; but by the beginning of the passage I quoted, fear is taking over. Ze
realizes how much is at stake in “passing,” and vows to fear the metro more;
ze realizes that ze has slid down in zir seat, something women (especially in
short dresses or skirts) are not supposed to do, and panics; in zir panicked
reaction, ze smears zir lipstick, and worries that the other passengers are
staring at zir disapprovingly; “the closer and the farther I am,” ze says, “the
more afraid I am,” and now proves able to list the many things ze is afraid
of: not passing, not forgetting the past, not being able to occupy the desired
future self, etc.
The two affective reactions in this passage that are not directly related to
fear, too, would appear to be indirectly related to it: ze begins to cry when zir
mother is giving zir “acting” advice, presumably because ze’s afraid ze won’t
be able to pull it off; and ze indulges in the self-loathing of the “party pooper
who puts an unpleasant spin on everything,” dissing zirself as “twisting”
“straight” little Nikolai “crooked,” presumably because ze’s afraid no one will
ever even accept zir, let alone like zir.
So as a preliminary take on UL′P, let’s start with that pervasive
fear, imagined, via Jack Halberstam’s 2005 “queer time and place,” as a
spatiotemporal dynamic:
UL′P1.	It’s a scary world, especially for a trans adolescent trying to enter
adulthood and transition from boyhood to womanhood at the
same time.
UL′P2.	Societal expectations of (straight cis) “normalcy” and repression
of (queer/trans) “deviancy” seem pervasive, pervasively binding/
confining, and extremely difficult for a trans adolescent in the
early stages of transitioning to navigate successfully.
UL′P3.	Transitioning is spatialized as traveling on the metro from the
boring, sleepy lower-middle-class suburb of Kontula up on
the northeastern edge of the Helsinki conurbation to the city
center. To make the trip one has to pass as the urbanite who will
successfully reach zir metropolitan destination. (But what if one is
“found out,” revealed as a suburban boy trying and failing to pass
as an urban woman?)
UL′P4.	Transitioning is temporalized as dying to the past and being
reborn into the future. There is a shifting barrier one must cross,
a temporal (and metaphorically spatial?) gateway through which
one must pass, to go from “being in the wrong body” to “being in
the right body.” (But what if one dies and is not reborn? What if
one keeps dying-and-not-dying and being-reborn-and-not-quitebeing-reborn?)
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UL′P5.	The spatiotemporal destination of transition—in Nastassja’s mtf
transition, fhood or “womanhood”—is in the Kontula past and
metro-ride present (ze has “always been” a woman, and “is now”
a woman), but also in the unimaginable and perhaps inaccessible
Helsinki future (“I’m afraid that I will never become the woman
that I’ve always been”). The female past and present must be
spatiotemporally actualized, staged successfully for the world,
while the male past (and present?) is killed, buried, and forgotten
(but I’m afraid that “every morning when I wake up I won’t have
completely forgotten the past”).
Now, by way of moving toward a translational engagement between UL′P
and OL′P, imagine Nastassja-as-character’s affective state in this scene as
trans paranoia. I offer that purely as a thought experiment, and a blatant
exaggeration: I am very far from suggesting that we take “paranoia” as a
clinical diagnosis, especially insofar as that diagnosis would imply that
Nastassja had nothing “real” to be afraid of. Of course ze had reason to be
afraid! Any adolescent moving into adulthood, trying to pass as a calm,
competent, responsible adult, will harbor secret or not-so-secret fears; and
trans people have exponentially more reason to fear not passing, in the
midst of a violently transphobic culture. Even apart from the quite common
anxieties experienced by adolescents transitioning into adulthood, which—
of course—are experienced by trans adolescents too, there is the ever-present
fear that not passing will provoke vicious disgust, loathing, and violence,
even murder. (In a later chapter, Nastassja is savagely beaten by a male
teacher in the course of dragging zir bodily out of the girls’ restroom.) So no,
not paranoia as groundless fear. Think of the affective state of trans paranoia,
rather, as “a pervasive sense of anxiety and dread in a social context where the
slightest slip-up might be dangerous to one’s life.”
The reason I suggest “trans paranoia” as a possible description of Nastassja’s
affective state, though, is that Eve Sedgwick has powerfully contrasted two
academic reading styles, which ze calls “paranoid reading” and “reparative
reading”—and (a) my tabulation of OL′P would suggest that it is a textbook
example of the former, and (b) I want to set up a translingual address between
it and UL′P. Think of paranoia as a hypothetical common ground. Think of
paranoia as a conduit for empathy.
To be sure, OL′P as paranoid reading would seem at first glance to be a
bit of a reach. Sedgwick’s discussion of paranoid reading begins with Paul
Ricoeur’s 1965 account (Denis Savage [2008] in English) of “the hermeneutics
of suspicion” in Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud, and moves from that descriptive
account (only in those three thinkers) to the historical emergence of the
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academically pervasive prescriptive assumption that critical inquiry should
by its very nature be an aggressive unmasking of “systemic oppression”:
In the hands of thinkers after Freud, paranoia has by now candidly
become less a diagnosis than a prescription. In a world where no one
need be delusional to find evidence of systemic oppression, to theorize
out of anything but a paranoid critical stance has come to seem naive,
pious, or complaisant. I myself have no wish to return to the use of
“paranoid” as a pathologizing diagnosis, but it seems to me a great loss
when paranoid inquiry comes to seem entirely coextensive with critical
theoretical inquiry rather than being viewed as one kind of cognitive/
affective theoretical practice among other, alternative kinds. (Sedgwick
2003: 125–26)

This is especially true in queer studies, Sedgwick’s own primary field, where,
ze says, “Paranoia thus became by the mid-1980s a privileged object of
antihomophobic theory. How did it spread so quickly from that status to
being its uniquely sanctioned methodology?” (126). If homophobia is the
primary form systemic oppression takes for queer people, then queer studies
must be antihomophobic, and antihomophobic thought first only might be
channeled through paranoid reading—Guy Hocquenghem (1972, Daniella
Dangoor [1993] in English) turning Freud’s homophobic etiology of paranoia
out of “the repression of specifically same-sex desire” (126) on its head and
making paranoid reading a channel of antihomophobia instead—but then,
gradually, must be. So how is Christine Overall’s theory of transitioning
identities paranoid? Isn’t it closer to hegemonic, even authoritarian,
rationalist discourse than it is to the kind of contagiously strong theory of
negative affect as Sedgwick theorizes paranoid reading?
In the final section of zir five-part characterization of paranoid reading,
however, Sedgwick argues that “paranoia places its faith in exposure” (138).
This is where, I submit, OL′P enters the realm of the paranoid: “Whatever
account it may give of its own motivation, paranoia is characterized by
placing, in practice, an extraordinary stress on the efficacy of knowledge per
se—knowledge in the form of exposure” (138). There is a truth, a momentous
and world-changing truth, that is hidden to the public view; only the
paranoiac has studied enough, is clever enough, to slash through misleading
appearances to that truth, and reveal it to an astonished world.
“Like the deinstitutionalized person on the street,” Sedgwick goes on,
“who, betrayed and plotted against by everyone else in the city, still urges
on you the finger-worn dossier bristling with his precious correspondence,
paranoia for all its vaunted suspicion acts as though its work would be
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accomplished if only it could finally, this time, somehow get its story truly
known” (138).
To be sure, Sedgwick’s theorization of paranoid reading does tend to
associate it, metaphorically, with this street crazy, this “deinstitutionalized
person on the street,” who exposes or reveals the momentous truth
from below—cf. Chapter 4’s section on Sassafras Lowrey’s Lost Boi for
an appropriation of that “deinstitutionalized person on the street” for a
genderqueer sociophenomenology—and the OL arguably tends to expose or
reveal the momentous truth from above, from a position over all. This is the
sense in which OL′ seems not so much paranoid as authoritarian.
Another way of thinking about Overall’s critique, however, is that the
primary target of zir critique is not so much trans people, as a “deviant”
and (1) “deluded or duplicitous” sexual minority, as it is the supposed
gender essentialism of their transition discourse—the fact that what
Overall calls (2) the “gender within masquerade model” seems to zir to
posit (2a) a fixed innate and therefore “true” or “essential” gender identity.
In zir concluding section, “Objections and Replies,” Overall argues that
zir critique of trans discourse “simply suggests that the metaphor used in
the gender within theory is founded on an untenable metaphysics and that
the personal aspiration model better captures the nature of sex/gender
transition” (2009: 23).
“An untenable metaphysics.” Overall worried early on about (2b) the
problematic Cartesian metaphysics of mind-body dualism—the implicit
(perhaps projected) trans argument that, if one is “in the wrong body,” the
“right” sex/gender identity must be pure mind—but answered or corrected
that with (2c) the explicit trans argument that the “right” or “true” gender is
not mind but hardwired brain structure. We’ve seen the problems with zir
empirical claims about the “cross-gendering” of (2c-i) the human brain and
(2c-ii) chromosomes—they are bad neuroscience—which drives zir back
to the metaphysical logic of 2d, which I argued was vitiated by its excessive
rigidity and self-contradiction on the issue of variability. Zir metaphysical
critiques of 2c and 2d are untenable.
As a result, I submit, Overall’s most trenchant critique of the “gender
within masquerade model” ends up being that it (2a) “has dangerous political
implications” (15)—which is to say that its “metaphysics” is “untenable”
because it would seem to restrict trans people’s freedom. “For at least three
decades,” ze warns, “feminists have been engaged in laying out the dangers of
any view that sees gender as innate (e.g., Fuss 1989, Spelman 1988). If people
are or can be born with a particular gender, then one is what one was born to
be, and one has little or no choice about gendered characteristics, behaviour,
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and goals. Gender change becomes impossible” (15). “The personal aspiration
model better captures the nature of sex/gender transition” (23, emphasis
added) precisely in the antiessentialist, antiobjectivist, antifoundationalist
sense that it is an argument from nurture rather than from nature, and thus
an advocacy for political freedom.
As Overall specifies, this has been a powerful feminist argument; in a
broader historical context, I would add, it has been the dominant mode
of post-Kantian critical theory, in all its various instantiations, not only
feminist but social-constructivist, phenomenological, poststructuralist,
postcolonialist, postmodernist, and so on—what in Chapter 1 we ended up
calling CL for Constructivist Language. As we’ve seen, Overall’s feminist
critique tends to be social-constructivist and not phenomenological, and
perhaps would have benefited from more subtly nuanced phenomenological
attention to the lived experience of trans embodiment, along the lines
charted by Jason Cromwell (2006)—Overall’s critiques of 2c and 2d, in
particular, are logically and metaphysically so rigid as to border on the
essentialism that ze attacks—but it is clear in 3 that zir resistance to trans
“gender-within” discourse is motivated by a sense that it is a regression from
the progressive politics of post-Kantian critical theory to the conservative
politics of objectivist essentialism.
In other words, I’m suggesting, if we wanted to read OL′ paranoiacally
as an instance of Sedgwickian “paranoid reading,” we could argue that it
is driven by political resistance not to deviancy but to conservatism—to
the Establishment, as we used to say in the sixties. The “metaphysics” of
trans “gender-within” discourse is “untenable” because it buys into the
reactionary worldview of the dominant power structure, and so becomes
complicit in systemic oppression. The paranoia of academic progressivism:
we know better than those conservative idiots, but they have all the money
and all the power, and not only do they not listen to us, they take away our
funding!
What I’ve been laboring to construct, then, is a translational engagement
between two forms or channels of paranoia: OL′ from above and UL′ from
below. UL′ paranoia, situated at the very beginning of transition, is afraid of
being busted socially as transgender (not passing); OL′ paranoia, situated in
progressive feminist critical theory, is afraid of being betrayed politically by
transgender (not de-essentializing). Nastassja, saying “I am now a woman,”
fears being identified as not-woman, and thus not-normal, not-cis; Overall,
saying “feminists have been engaged in laying out the dangers of any view
that sees gender as innate,” fears the loss of political freedom that would result
from being forced to be only-woman, and thus only-normal, reactionarily
and restrictively trapped in normative gender identities.
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OL/UL Take Three: Rapprochement (reparative reading)
But let us not stop there, at the uneasy parallels between the fears that ultimately
drive us apart. Let us take one more step, into a reparative reading of the OL/UL
translational engagement as what Eve Sedgwick identities as reparative reading.
Noting the “eloquent” “economy” of paranoid reductivism, Sedgwick suggests
that “the desire of reparative impulse, on the other hand, is additive and accretive.
Its fear, a realistic one, is that the culture surrounding it is inadequate or inimical
to its nurture; it wants to assemble and confer plenitude on an object that will
then have resources to offer to an inchoate self ” (2003: 149).
The leading edge of that reading for my OL/UL Take Three, I suggest, would
be the reminder that Nastassja’s “paranoid” or fearful UL′ is not the view of
Future Nastassja the adult narrator, but Future Nastassja’s narratorial memory
of the fears of Present Nastassja, the adolescent character. Future Nastassja
as transdiegetic narrator stages that fear for us in the remembered body and
present tense of the character and nominal (homodiegetic) narrator Present
Nastassja—and, I suggest, stages it for us reparatively, developing “resources
to offer to an inchoate self ” like Present Nastassja at the very moment of zir
coming out as an f, precisely by “assembl[ing] and confer[ring] plenitude” on
that coming-out story. Rather than idealizing the story through large static
categories, the way an analytic philosopher like Overall feels EL-academically
obliged to do, as a transdiegetic narrator Future Nastassja slows the story down
in order to open it up to nuance, to zir lived experience in the body, in a specific
point in time that ze marks syntactically and grounds phenomenologically
with the present tense: there on that metro train, looking back with various
past and present perfect tenses at the experiential lead-up to that moment, and
looking forward modally (gonna hafta) to emerging regimes that ze is (was)
just beginning to coordinate and consolidate.
Think of the plenitude of Present Nastassja’s narratorial transition
from the boldly hesitant or hesitantly bold present tense of “Minä olen nyt
nainen”/“I am now a woman,” to the rueful Finnish past tense of “Minä olin
kaiken aikaa joku toinen” or the English present perfect of “This whole time
I’ve been someone else,” to zir confused and scared confessions:
Pelkään paljastumista. Sitä että en koskaan aamulla herätessäni ole täysin
unohtanut mennyttä. Sitä ettei minua oteta todesta sellaisena kuin olen.
Sitä että en koskaan muutu siksi naiseksi, joka olen aina ollut.
I’m afraid of not passing. I’m afraid of the fact that every morning when I
wake up I won’t have completely forgotten the past. I’m afraid that I won’t
be taken seriously as who I am. I’m afraid that I will never become the
woman that I’ve always been.
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These are not (just) the vacillating declarations of an adolescent-boybecoming-adult-woman; they are those declarations managed affectively
by Present Nastassja’s older Future self, shepherded along by zir fully
transitioned mtf incarnation as a nuanced plenitude as equipment for living.
What about Overall, then? I have been—apologies to CO—quite negative
about zir paper, so far, in the spirit of “translating” zir logic through Latourian
“acts of violence”; how can I begin to redeem myself, and reclaim zir paper
for respectful and even admiring attention?
Let’s begin with the fact that ze is basically quite favorably disposed
to trans people, and is truly attempting to repair what ze takes to be the
damage done by bad theory. The fact that ze keeps coming across as less than
sympathetic, indeed as cold and peremptory, is an unfortunate effect of the
“acts of violence” barely submerged in zir own translational rhetoric—which
is, as I’ve suggested, “mandated” by zir unfortunate adherence to a cold and
peremptory (analytic) EL-subdiscipline of philosophy that subordinates
all human caring to abstract logic, especially a binary logic (“not A but
B”) that is not really the ideal methodology for a sympathetic engagement
with transgender. If ze could only be a bit more inclusive, and recognize the
tendency for things and people to drift back and forth across categorical
boundaries, and thus to be perceived differently at the same time from
different perspectives, ze might win a few more hearts; but then ze wouldn’t
be an analytic philosopher, and zir career might suffer, so.
The biggest obstacle to reading (3) Overall’s “personal aspiration model”
(23) of trans identity reparatively, I suggest, is zir insistence that trans
identity is a choice. The problem with that, as ze zirself seems to know quite
well, is that it is very easy for transphobes to say, then, “Well, if you chose
this whole ‘born in the wrong body’ belief, you can damn well choose to be
in the right body, and save yourself and society a whole lot of trouble and
expense.” Overall tries to obvert that kneejerk conservative reaction, as we’ve
seen, with complex sociological talk about identity formation on a number
of different fronts: “beliefs, attitudes, and behavioral repertoires,” developed
through “processes of interpretation, choice, and active performance” (2009:
18). But then ze says specifically that “feminists and nonfeminists alike
make both conscious and unconscious choices about the ways in which they
will manifest their sex/gender” (19, emphasis added)—possibly implying,
and at least not overtly denying, that conservatives are not entirely wrong
when they claim, snidely, that LGBTIQ people have chosen consciously to
reject normative sex/gender identities, and that, in fact, the whole decisionmaking process, right from its very inception, was conscious and deliberate
(rather than feeling driven by some inner force that they don’t necessarily
understand and can’t necessarily resist). Probably Overall means only that
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LGBTIQ people “choose” their sex/gender identities unconsciously and then
decide consciously when it’s best to try and pass and when to be out; but ze
really isn’t working hard enough to protect zir more inflammatory claims
against reactionary transphobic misreadings.
The problem, I suggest, is that Overall doesn’t really seem to have a
very clear idea about how such choices get made. The very fact that ze is
willing to entertain the possibility that the transgender “choice” might be
made consciously is part of the problem. Not only does it open the door
to that dangerous encounter with kneejerk conservatives; it does a terrible
disservice to the phenomenology of beginning to suspect that one does not
fit the normative mold.
So let us now return to Overall’s claim in the previous section that “sexual
orientation and sex/gender identity are developed by and understood
through a series of interpretations. These interpretations are not merely
internal and private; they are formulated, usually, within the context of a
community of like-minded individuals” (21). I mentioned, when I quoted
this passage earlier, that I find much to agree with there, and indeed would
say now that this is a much better description of how people make “choices”
about sex and gender identities than just referring sketchily to “processes of
interpretation, choice, and active performance” and making “conscious and
unconscious choices.”
But it’s still pretty sketchy. What are identity-related “interpretations,” and
how do we make them? Are they more like interpreting a poem in words,
for an English class, or in movements, for a dance class? Are they more like
interpreting a speech in a foreign language when you understand the words,
or more like when you don’t, and have to rely on body language? Are they
more like interpreting the psychological implications of a behavior pattern if
you’re a shrink reading a patient, a layperson reading a significant other, or
a person who suspects ze might not be like everybody else, reading zirself?
Also: what exactly does it mean to “formulate” these interpretations
“within the context of a community of like-minded individuals,” and how
does interpretation-formulation in such a context differ from the “internal
and private” type? “Not merely internal and private” suggests that such
interpretations, even when formulated in a communal context, are also
(sometimes?) “internal and private”; how do they go together? Is Overall
imagining that identity-related interpretations are first internal and private,
and then get formulated in a communal context? My guess is, probably not:
most likely ze means that primary communal interactions begin to shape
internal and private interpretations. But even if that latter is what ze intends,
it would have been useful to (a) spell that out a little more clearly, and (b)
recognize that that realization makes hash out of harsh binaries like zir
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insistence in the previous paragraph that “The beliefs that any person has
about her or his sexual orientation or sex/gender identity are not derived
from a self-warranting feeling but come about through processes of
interpretation, choice, and active performance.” As I suggested earlier, surely
it’s both? And, as I’m suggesting now, surely “not merely internal and private”
implies that Overall knows it’s both? (And, further, surely this is the kind of
argumentative carelessness that analytic philosophy, in its dedication to cold
logic, is supposed to protect you against?)
In other words, much as I reprehend Overall’s abstract analytic binarisms,
and much as I cringe at zir rhetorical/translational “acts of violence” (which
I have been repaying throughout the chapter with my own rhetorical/
translational acts of violence), I also strongly believe that zir (3) so-called
“personal aspiration model,” though ill-named and inadequately theorized,
is fundamentally reparative. And I believe that the Lotmanian translational/
semiospherical model can help us tease its reparativity out of the analyticphilosophical briar patch in which ze has mislaid it.
Think, for example, of the phenomenological etiology of the “interpretive”
“choices” made by Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja as ze moves toward mtf
transition. Think of Nikolai’s loathing for zir penis. Is that an interpretation?
Is it a choice? No, not yet: it is, at most, the raw material that pushes Nikolai
to begin to think about making a choice.
Think even more carefully about zir feelings about that penis. It’s not a big
general “loathing for zir penis”: that is a specifically bounded and targeted
affect, and that’s a good start, but it’s too vague, too non-specific. Read: “Se
oli ronski osa sellaista, joka ei tuntenut mitään intohimoa koskea siihen,
kun se aamulla keksi asettua asentoon, joka ei soveltunut piiloteltavaksi”/“It
was a crude part of something that felt no desire to touch it, when in the
morning it struck a pose that made it hard to hide.” Not “a crude part of zir,”
or “a crude part of me”: “a crude part of something.” There is, Nikolai feels,
something in zir, something that is not zir self, that owns and works the penis,
but—and this is the strange and disturbing moment that seems to demand
interpretation—that alien thing inside zir has no desire to touch the penis
when it wakes zir up erect. It’s not even an alter ego, because it’s a thing,
not an I: it’s an alter id. It’s like a creepy inner zombie with an even creepier
hard-on. Nikolai feels like zir body is possessed—not just a kind of dead
male golem that carries zir around, and has somehow trapped zir inside, but
an alien being with agency that owns the penis and gives it erections but
doesn’t want to touch them. (Arguably the golem is the first vague frame of
the emergent Nastassja-self, before ze blooms as becoming-woman; Nikolai’s
dehumanizing/depersonalizing “jotain”/“something” may mean either that
the “thing” has not yet acquired human sexed characteristics, or that the
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entity is still so obscured that ze can’t make out its characteristics yet. The
molecularity of early becoming-trans.)
What do you think, does Nikolai believe this zombie-golem fantasy
image? Of course not. It’s not a realistic ontology; it’s a fantasy image that
captures something—some thing—about Nikolai’s feeling of disorientation,
disconnection, alienation from zir body. There is no need to go all analytic
philosopher on this image, and say it is “not an uncontestable claim about
an indubitable sense datum,” or “not derived from a self-warranting feeling.”
No need to rush to the defense of some idealized metaphysical “truth,” lest
it be skewed or sullied in advance by the embodied imagination. No need to
throw up a cordon sanitaire to isolate it from actual lived experience. Nikolai’s
fantasy image is a datum, no doubt about that; but it’s not “an indubitable
sense datum,” about which ze is inclined to make “an uncontestable claim.”
It’s an interpretatum—something that demands interpretation, but may also
resist it.
How would it resist interpretation? Well, if Overall is right, and “genitalia
are consistently given enormous significance in defining who human
beings are—whether we like it or not”—and “our genitalia mark our most
fundamental identity” (22), then the revulsion Nikolai feels for zir penis would
seem to indicate a revulsion for zir maleness, and for that whole penis-based
identity. Right? If Nikolai’s genitalia mark zir most fundamental identity, that
identity is a negation, a repudiation, a cancellation. But that’s not, apparently,
what Overall wants to underscore; it seems ze means something more along
the cisnormative lines of “Nikolai has a penis so he is a boy.”
The question Overall begs in that definition, of course, is “given enormous
significance by whom?” If ze implicates “by society” (and that would be my
guess), then the conclusion that Nikolai’s penis makes zir a boy (in society’s
eyes) is inescapable; but if there’s room in that cisnormative definition for
Nikolai’s own perspective, the conclusion might be that Nikolai’s penis makes
zir a vacuity. Could both perspectives be “true” at the same time? Not in
Overall’s analytic philosophy. That would be “eristic.” Phenomenologically,
of course, opposed perspectives happen all the time; but Overall isn’t a
phenomenologist. Ze isn’t an institutional fan of Peircean pragmatic or
Burkean dramatistic perspectivism. (I am.)
Lehtinen’s novel only gives us snapshots of this trans character’s life,
most of them out of chronological order: after jumping straight (over six
chapters about the gay male characters) from Nikolai’s loathing for zir penis
to Nastassja coming out as an f on the metro train, in later flashbacks Nikolai
and Nastassja are portrayed as multiple personalities or dissociated identities7
in the same body, talking to each other, vying for ascendancy, discussing the
penis, Nikolai “raping” Nastassja by forcing zir to stroke their shared penis to
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orgasm (2016: 171–74), while Nastassja imagines zirself stroking zir clitoris8
(see Breslow 2017 on trans childhood and the phantasmatic body). Then,
as Nastassja starts to take control, ze finds Nikolai lying unconscious and
being revived by their mother (129–31), and begins contemplating drifting
away and not coming back, maybe even taking Nikolai with zir (committing
suicide?). Finally, Nastassja reports drowning Nikolai, holding zir head under
the surface till ze stops breathing (143).
Other possible “choice” moments:
1. Nastassja goes to a psychologist and “valehtelee”/“lies”:
Hän sanoi olevansa varma ja halukas. Ja hän olikin, mutta jokin hänen
sisällään empi. Pieni nukke isomman sisällä ei suostunut olemaan hiljaa,
vaikka se oli jo kauan sitten piilotettu. Muistot eivät jättäneet häntä
rauhaan, ja vaikka hän tiesi olevansa tyttö, nainen, hän pelkäsi todellista
muutosta. Jos se ei tuntuisikaan miltään. (88)
Ze said ze was sure and willing. And ze was, but something inside zir
hesitated. The little doll inside the big one refused to be quiet [referring
to the novel’s recurring Russian nesting doll symbolism], though it had
long ago been hidden away. The memories wouldn’t leave zir in peace, and
though ze knew ze was a girl, a woman, ze was afraid of the actual change.
What if it didn’t feel like anything?
This is clearly a choice—Nastassja’s hesitation makes that clear—but it is far
from a binary one. Ze is sure and not sure. Ze is a woman and not a woman.
Ze is caught in between, trying to force the mtf transition to conform to what
ze knows intellectually is the reality of f, but still feeling unable to shake the
embodied memories of m. That last sentence, about not feeling like anything,
seems to me a longing for a clear binary transition: I was a man, now I am
a woman. I can feel myself crossing a clear binary boundary. But what if
I don’t?
2. In a later chapter, wracked by guilt at Nikolai’s murder, Nastassja
exhumes zir, and they decide to live together; Henryk, one of the gay
men in the book, the hopeless violin student of Nastassja’s Russian
father’s brother, asks zir, “Kumpi sinä oletkaan tänään? … Ehkä sinä olet
joku, joka ei osaa päättää” (236)/“Which are you today? Maybe you’re
somebody who can’t decide.” Nastassja nods with relief—but it doesn’t
last. Soon ze is killing and burying Nikolai again.
3. At the very end of the novel, after Nastassja’s mother dies, ze declares:
“Minä haluan olla nainen, minä olen nainen, vaikka en ole täysin varma
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siitä, millainen nainen minusta lopulta tulee” (433)/“I want to be a
woman, I am a woman, though I’m not totally sure what kind of woman
I will become in the end.” The next line in the novel tells us that one year
later Nastassja gets up from zir hospital bed after surgery.
Is the whole sequence (1-2-3) zir “choice”? Or only 3? Or only 1?
One might want to say that this series of choice-moments, understood as
a single temporally articulated choice, seems to support Overall’s “personal
aspiration model” most resoundingly, and in so doing seems to award that
model the redemptive “reparative” badge of honor. But I don’t know.
If the novel’s Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja story is the Underall Language
(UL), many details of the phenomenology leading up to Nikolai transitioning
into Nastassja are among the “extra-semiotic” (im)materials that help give
definition to the UL semiosphere. As it happens, those phenomenological
(im)materials are extra-semiotic to the OL semiosphere as well. But just
noticing the extra-semiotic overlap between the two semiospheres is a
significant step forward. Noticing the gaps that are (differently) just out
of reach of two semiospherical worlds pushes us to look to fill those gaps
elsewhere. Translation between the two semiospherical “languages” helps
us bring new definition to both.
One interesting moment in the coming-out metro journey that I haven’t yet
quoted/translated is Nastassja’s remembered reaction to the heteronormative
icosis ze experiences at school and in the culture in general—the kids
snickering about men holding hands and wearing colorful clothes; TinkyWinky being “outed” as gay for being purple and carrying a purse:
Minusta se oli kiehtovaa. Ajattelin värejä. Yritin etsiä violettia
karkkihyllyltä. Yritin seurata vihreää lenkkipoluilla. Punaista odotin
perjantaiöisin ulos takseista, ulos kadulle. Näin miten sateenkaari lipui
läntisellä taivaalla. Valo oli läntistä ja etäistä, keskusta kaukana. Äiti ei
koskaan vienyt sinne. Itäkeskus oli lähempänä, sen kaupat ja irtolaiset.
Helsingin olisi helposti voinut mieltää pelkäksi Kontulaksi, elleivät muut
olisi päässeet käymään keskustassa ja kertoneet siitä koulussa. Se hälinä,
ne ihmiset, siitä puhuttiin ja Nikolai kuunteli. Hänkin olisi halunnut
päästä sinne, hän ilmaisi toiveensa minulle, joka anastin sen häneltä.
Hän ei päässyt, koska minun oli mentävä. Minun, Nastassjan. (67)
I found it fascinating. I thought about colors. I tried to look for purple on
the candy shelf. I tried to follow the green on the jogging tracks. I waited
for the red to emerge out of taxis on Friday nights, out onto the street. I
watched the rainbow arc over the western sky. The light was westerly and
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distant, the city center far away. Mom never took me there. Itäkeskus [a
district in eastern Helsinki—the name means “east center”—that has the
largest mall in the Nordic countries] was closer, its stores and drifters.
You could easily have imagined Helsinki as merely Kontula, had others
not been to the city center and told about it at school. The noise, the
people, the kids talked about it and Nikolai listened. Ze too would have
liked to go there, ze expressed zir wish to me, who stole it from zir. Ze
didn’t get to go there, because I was the one who had to go. I, Nastassja.

If Nikolai’s embodied orientation in the very first Nastassja chapter (30–33)
is toward rejection, revulsion, the negation of zir penis as an alien object
belonging not to zir but to something, Nastassja’s embodied orientation
here is toward a positivity: namely, the Helsinki city center. As we saw on
p. 64, Jack Halberstam’s theorization of spatialized queerness—especially the
traditional movement from the rural small town as the geographic “closet”
to the city center as “out”—predicts that Kontula, where ze lives, should be
portrayed as a boring conservative homo-/transphobic bedroom community
out on the northeastern periphery of the conurbation, and the Helsinki city
center should become for zir a vaguely imagined place of excitement and
adventure, and possibly of a new sexual identity. The interesting thing is that
the homo-/transphobic icosis that reigns in Kontula fills zir not with dread
or disgust, but with fascination for everything the Kontulans reject. Again, of
course, in a sense, zir orientation is toward rejection—but it’s an externalized
rejection that seems entirely unmixed with disgust or revulsion. Instead
of loathing a body part ostensibly attached to zir, and taken to symbolize
zir sexual identity, Nastassja loves the attitudes zir teachers and classmates
loathe, and takes zir love and fascination as a geographical pull away from
the boring periphery and toward the exciting center.

Conclusion: Icosis
Now, I mentioned in the Preface that I take the concept of “icosis” from
Aristotle’s Rhetoric, where ze defines communal normativity in terms of
plausibilization (eikos “plausible,” whence the Latinized “icos-”; ta eikota
“the plausibilities,” whence “icosis”). Overall’s quite reasonable claim that
“genitalia are consistently given enormous significance in defining who
human beings are” could, in my terms, conveniently be paraphrased as an
icotic claim: “genitalia are commonly icotized as defining who human beings
are.” It’s a normative statement, and communal norms are the product of icosis.
Condemnations of men holding hands, and of Tinky-Winky carrying a purse,
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are likewise icotic norms in a homophobic culture. The culture surrounding
Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja in Kontula is patently a homophobic culture
that plausibilizes revulsion toward gays and lesbians, and presumably trans
people as well—and yet its effect on Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja is neither
uneasy assimilation nor self-hatred, nor even antihomophobic revulsion, but
a positive excitement about whatever Kontula hates. It is, apparently, a kind
of socioaffective mirrorimage of the homo-/transphobic icosis. Why? How?
Where could that kind of response possibly come from?
Icosis is the sociosomatic plausibilization of communal/normative
opinion as “reality” and “truth”; the icosis of gender binaries plausibilizes our
communal/normative impression of the biological universality of the malefemale binary into a universal law—a law of “nature,” of course, but also,
increasingly, of sociopolitical institutions as well, because “nature” polices
the binary rather sloppily. As that “law” is plausibilized as fact, as truth, as
reality, the niggling experience of gender realities that don’t quite fit that
“law” are accidentally-on-purpose “forgotten.” They don’t fit the icosis, so
they aren’t real; and if they aren’t real, they don’t need to be noticed, let alone
remembered. Because the icosis is identificatory—circulated or “translated”
throughout the population as something that “we all feel” in our “one mind/
one body”—it is never experienced as political coercion. It arises from
within, wells up as “our own” affective response. We know it’s true, because it
feels true. Hence the pain of emerging gender dysphoria: you feel it, but you
also know that it can’t be right, so you can’t be feeling it. You try to ignore it,
and sometimes congratulate yourself that you’re succeeding; but sometimes
it refuses to be ignored, and, by imposing itself progressively on your selfimage, convinces you that there’s something wrong with you.
What comes next? Various horrific forms of tragedy, sometimes: suicide
(see Bornstein 2006); self-numbing through drugs and alcohol; homelessness
(see Lowrey 2010); and, of course, what Thoreau in Walden called “lives
of quiet desperation” (1854/1971: 263), when people surrender to that
identificatory feeling that something is wrong with them, and decide that it
would be impossible to change.
This is also the phenomenon that Thorstein Veblein called “ceremonial
adequacy”—or rather, the phenomenon of the exclusion of everything that
fails to qualify as ceremonial adequacy (see pp. 8–9). That exclusion is what
Boaventura de Sousa Santos called epistemicide (see pp. 16–24). Icosis is the
social neuroscience of epistemicide.
As I theorize it, icosis is the fourth phase in somatic theory.9
The first is what Antonio Damasio’s (1994, 1999, 2003) team identifies as
“somatic markers”: a single individual’s somatic responses signaling what ze
has learned through experience, as the normal functioning of the autonomic
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nervous system. This can be a muscle memory: twisting the handlebars on
your bike a certain way causes you to crash, and in the future you remember
not to twist the handlebars that way again. But it can also be an attitudinal
memory: you have a bad experience with a scary cat, and from then on stay
away from cats; or you have a series of wonderful experiences with cats,
and grow up thinking cats are loving creatures. Somatic markers stabilize
bodily responses based on experiential learning. Your autonomic nervous
system remembers, and reminds you of somatically, the time when a certain
kinesthetic or attitudinal response led to a significant disaster, so in future you
“instinctively” gravitate away from similar responses to similar situations.
The second is somatic mimesis, also explored by the Damasio team: the
functioning of the mirror-neuron system causes my body to simulate your
body states, based on readings of your body language. If I like you, and
you’re sad, I’m going to feel sad too; if you’re happy, your happiness will be
contagious. If I dislike you, or experience you as in competition with me, I
will tend to shut down this mimetic somatic response; but it happens even
between strangers, especially in women: men tend to be more selective in
whose body states they simulate. (Women are trained socially to be more
empathic, more open to sharing other people’s feelings; women who block
the transfer of feelings the way well-trained men do tend to be considered
“unnatural”—“cold bitches,” etc.)
The third is the somatic exchange, which is the almost instantaneous
reticulation—within 300 milliseconds—of somatic mimesis through an entire
group. The somatic exchange explains groups’ ability to put pressure on their
members to conform to group norms. This is how somatic states like racism and
homophobia (but also tolerance) are transferred from body to body in a whole
population—how the kids in Kontula pick up the grown-ups’ homophobia,
for example, even when it is not verbalized or otherwise brought to conscious
awareness. What is being transferred is not just body states but the experiential
stabilizations of body states managed by somatic markers.
And the fourth is icosis, in which what is circulating through the somatic
exchange is not just group normativity but the plausibilization of normative
opinions as reality and truth. Heterosexuality is natural, homosexuality is
unnatural. Men who hold hands with other men, wear bright clothes, and
laugh animatedly are gay, and therefore weird and scary. “Our genitalia mark
our most fundamental identity.” Just opinions—but because they have been
icotized as truth, they have come to seem (to the large normative group) like
human nature.
This four-step socialization process can explain a lot about social
choice. I was assigned maleness at birth, and continue today to “choose” to
accept my maleness as “natural” or “true” or “real,” because—well, I don’t
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really know why, because I never consciously chose it. I went along with
it, unconsciously—which is to say I was guided icotically, by the mimetic
circulation of normative affect through the somatic exchange. I grew up
feeling uncomfortable with what I was being socialized to think of as the
“naturalness” of “my” masculinity—especially when my parents sneered,
“Oh, big man, crying like a girl”—but I was practically middle-aged before I
began to realize that I had a choice. And even then I continued to go along
with it—choosing not to choose against the norm, but mostly not being
aware of doing so. Presumably the same is true of the majority of people.
We simply accept the “choice” that society has made for us, because we feel it
inwardly. It feels like a choice we’ve made, even though it didn’t happen on a
conscious level.
But how does Nastassja make zir choice, to become an f? How did Nikolai
make zir choice, earlier, to reject zir mhood? Consciously or unconsciously?
Or both? Could the choices have been made unconsciously first—conditioned
communally, icotically, “within the context of a community of like-minded
individuals”—and then have gradually emerged into conscious awareness?
Possibly; except that Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja has no “community of likeminded individuals” to provide an icotic context for that kind of unconsciousbecoming-conscious decision-making process. In the passage where Nastassja
sits on the train, eating zir snacks and remembering zir preparations for the
trip, we see a flashback of Nastassja’s mother preparing zir for the train ride,
supporting zir dressing and acting like a woman, framing coming out as
theater: that may be one line of explanation. Perhaps zir mother has secret, or
even not-so-secret, leanings in the direction(s) of counternormative sexuality,
and Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja has picked up those vibes? It’s a possibility—
though not one the novel explicitly supports. (The mother, who becomes a
significant dying character in the novel, is wracked with ambivalence [144–46,
159–63]: love for zir lost son; the wish that ze’d never given birth to a son;
horror at zir daughter; insistence that ze gave birth to a daughter, etc.)
Nikolai is repulsed by zir penis: where does that come from?10 Nastassja’s
later fascination with the Kontulan Abject—the enthusiastic embrace of
whatever the boring hometown homophobes reject—makes sense, in a way,
as a kind of affective-regulatory transvaluation of values: you tend to simulate
the body states of people you like, block the body states of people you dislike.
The forbidden and the abjected have long been a source of fascination to
misfits who reject the “normal” icosis. But how do we explain Nikolai’s initial
impulse to reject zir own penis?
But the stage at which people surrender to the identificatory feeling that
something is wrong with them, and decide that it would be impossible to
change, can also be a tipping point into Prigogine’s (1973) symmetry-breaking
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events—into the emergence of something new, a “new level of organization
on the macro level” with “new properties that previously did not exist.” That’s
what writers like Kate Bornstein and Sassafras Lowrey keep pushing us to
recognize: there are emergent post-binary gender phenomenologies that are
as deeply satisfying as they are dangerous, as complex as they are nameless.
They are also, however, as unpredictable as they are inevitable. Could it be
that Nikolai’s loathing for zir penis was just such a symmetry-breaking event?
That possibility is the topic to which we turn in Chapter 3.

3

New Worlds (the Emergence of
the Unexpected): The Ecology of
Gender as a Dissipative System
To summarize, subjective truth is here defined as a personal relation to/
acceptance of reality, based on the tolerance of separation (the breast
is absent) and the (therefore necessary) act of translation. To be clear,
the translation at stake is not between languages, in which an already
inscribed meaning is rearticulated and correspondence becomes possible.
Instead, it is the forming of meaning out of an encounter with something
fundamentally unknowable and without sense. This is translation as creative act, the development of a form out of that which has none.
Hannah Wallerstein, “Putting the ‘Trans’ Back in ‘Truth’:
A Psychoanalytic Take on Gender’s Authenticity” (2017: 426)
Hannah Wallerstein launches zir reading of James Grotstein’s reading
of Wilfred R. Bion’s reading of Freud on “Screen Memories” (1899) and
“Constructions in Analysis” (1937) against the long-standing accusation that
transgender people both reject (normative) truth and incorrectly believe in
(nonnormative) truth (2017: 421): reject the “obvious” truth that a baby born
with a penis is male and grows up to be a man and a baby born with a vagina
is female and grows up to be a woman, and insist, meretriciously, that they
were born in the “wrong body.” As Christine Overall put it in Chapter 2,
“the fact that a person believes she is a woman inside, despite having male
genitalia, is not an uncontestable claim about an indubitable sense datum”
(2009: 20–21).
Asking what the signs are that the analyst is on the right track—that an
analysis is (possibly more or less) true—Freud notes the great temptation to
treat agreement as a sign of truth: if the patient agrees with my diagnosis,
I’m right; if the patient disagrees with my diagnosis, that’s just resistance.
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The point that Wallerstein seizes upon as zir theme in the article is agreementplus, a responsive/appropriative exfoliation that ze calls translation:
Put differently, we know we are wrong when no contact is made, when
there is a lack of transfer. Indeed, Freud points to confirmation being
clearest when the patient continues with a translation of his own, “when
a patient answers with an association which contains something similar
or analogous to the content of the construction” (263). It is the indirect
response, the translation into the patient’s own language that marks the
arrival at subjective truth. (424)

As Wallerstein notes in the epigraph, “the translation at stake is not between
languages, in which an already inscribed meaning is rearticulated and
correspondence becomes possible. Instead, it is the forming of meaning out
of an encounter with something fundamentally unknowable and without
sense” (426). In Lotman’s terms, this is translation as explosion: translation
as the unpredictable emergence of a new explanatory order out of apparently
inexplicable anomalies. “This is translation as creative act,” ze adds: “the
development of a form out of that which has none” (426).
What Wilfred Bion does with this model, as further developed by James
Grotstein, is too elaborate and indeterminate to explicate in detail here;
let me jump instead, perhaps somewhat discontinuously, to Wallerstein’s
extension of Bion’s paradigm, according to which “gender is of the order
of thought (i.e., representation), and sexual difference is of the order of
unknowable reality,” which makes it possible to “take seriously gender’s
relation to sex and questions of truth, without collapsing into a positivist
conception of gender as corresponding to sex in some predetermined way.
Instead, it would be gender’s difference from sex that renders gender a
potential vehicle for meaningful engagement with sexed existence” (427).
In this construction, “gender could be used to establish a personal relation
to sexed existence via translation, in which case it would feel subjectively
true” (427).
This takes zir to transgender-as-translation as the creative emergence of
subjective truth out of dissipative discord:
First, thinking truth as translation demands a repositioning of the
transgender subject in relation to normative gender development. Far
from being anomalous, the transgender subject’s assertion of truth here
renders explicit the discord at the heart of all sexed embodiment and the
creativity necessary for any gender identity to become subjectively true.
Second, such a framework opens up ways of reading the reconciliation
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between body and gender identity often at play in gender transition.
While it is indeed possible that changing one’s body may reflect a
collapsing of space between representation and reality (the first of the
subjective possibilities outlined), it is also possible that changing the
body may articulate a different, translational process. Here, acting on the
body would not be a flight from truth or the limits of symbolization but,
rather, the establishment of a personal relation to one’s own materiality
that renders the space between representation and reality both bearable
and generative. To claim a gender and body as one’s own would then not
foreclose the radical otherness of sexual difference, but it would put it to
creative use. (427)

Introduction: The normative entelechy
of binary gender
Now some may protest, of course, that there is no “discord at the heart of all
sexed embodiment.” There are males and there are females. A person with a
penis is a male and a person with a vagina is a female. A simple and stable
binary.
The phantasmatic nature of this simple and stable sex/gender binary is
at the quaking core of Antti Holma’s 2015 Finnish novel Järjestäjä (“The
Arranger”), whose protagonist Tarmo—a male name that means “energy,”
though this Tarmo spends most of zir energy avoiding confrontations with
people, most of whom ze instinctively dislikes—is gender-dysphoric. Ze
works in a library, where all of zir coworkers are female, and dislikes all of
them except the one who treats everyone, including clients, like shit. When
this one coworker, Minnamari, declares “Mä vihaan miehiä”/“I hate men,”
Tarmo emits an “Aha,” prompting Minnamari to tousle Tarmo’s hair and say,
“Sua en vihaa”/“I don’t hate you.” Tarmo asks: “Koska en oo mies?”/“Because
I’m not a man?” “Ei,” Minnamari retorts, “ku siks koska sua mä vaan inhoon”
(2015: 19)/“No, it’s cuz you just disgust me.”
The immediate trigger for Tarmo’s cautious/ironic/resigned question
about not being a man is the cloying remark ze has heard a few pages earlier
from the lips of zir boss, the Director of the Library, that “Meidän Tarmo
se on ihan ku yks meistä tytöistä” (15)/“Our Tarmo, ze’s just like one of us
girls.” Tarmo’s immediate response: “Minä olin tiennyt sen aina, siinä ei ollut
mitään uutta. Mutta hänen sanomanaan se katkaisi minussa jotain. Kotiin
tultuani painoin koko painollani vessan ovea sormien päälle, yksi kynsistä
meni kuopalle ja mustui” (15)/“I’d always known it, nothing new in that. But
coming from zir, it broke something in me. When I arrived home I pressed
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my whole weight against the bathroom door with my fingers in the crack,
denting and blackening one nail.”
That comes at the end of Chapter 1. Here is the beginning of Chapter 2:
Metrossa, matkalla töihin, edessäni istui mies. Hän oli niin mies
kuin mies voi olla. Jostain syystä kaikki hänessä viittasi mieheyteen,
eleettömään maskuliinisuuteen. Hän oli viisikymppinen, kevyesti
pyöreä, väsynyt, eikä hänessä ollut mitään tavattoman sotaisaa tai
aggressiivista. Miehen hänestä teki naiseuden puute. Hänestä ei olisi
saanut naista tekemälläkään. Oletin, että hänen nimensä oli Seppo.
Seppo syntyy, ja oppii syntymän ihmeessä tietämään mikä on paitsio.
Seppo leikkii sotaa ja murhaa tietämättä mitä ne ovat.
Seppo työntää pippelinsä naiseen puumajan lattialla kaksitoistavuotiaana ja havuneulaset tarttuvat kivespusseihin.
Seppo kasvattaa vatsa- ja rintakarvat yhteen kuusitoistavuotiaana.
Kaksi vuotta myöhemmin Seppo käy armeijan ja ottaa siellä
yhteiskuvan muiden miesten seurassa vain sukka munansa peittona,
kaasunaamari päässä.
Seppo tapaa happy hourin viime minuuteilla lapsuudesta tutun tytön,
joka antaa hänelle suuseksiä, koska ei jaksa nussia, koska on niin myöhä.
Seppo menee tytön kanssa naimisiin kiitokseksi suuseksistä.
Seppo tekee tytön kanssa lapsia, tyttö muuttuu naiseksi ja Sepon
kiinnostus häntä kohtaan lakkaa. Seppo vikittelee sählyjoukkueen
matkalla tapaamaansa uutta, 19-vuotiasta tyttöä.
Seppo eroaa.
Seppo menee uudestaan naimisiin.
Seppo tekee uusia lapsia.
Seppo pettää, mutta ei jaksa enää erota.
Seppo ostaa kesämökin ja virvelin.
Seppo käy erilaisissa otteluissa tarkkailemassa paitsioihin liittyviä
asioita.
Seppo tulee punaisemmaksi vuosi vuodelta ja oppii jutuillaan
punastuttamaan myös nuoret sukulaistytöt.
Seppo kuolee aivoverenvuotoon golfin, huoran tai konkurssin äärellä.
Eikä Seppo koskaan ole ketään varten, kaikki ovat Seppoa varten.
Seppo nousi penkiltä ja kohensi hieman muniaan. Hän oli sellainen
mies, joka minä en kuunaan voisi olla. En edes halunnut olla Seppo,
mutta jostain oli aloitettava. (16–17)
On the metro, on my way to work, there was a man sitting in front of
me. Ze was as man as man can be. For some reason, everything about
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zir pointed to manliness—unostentatious manliness. Ze was fiftyish,
slightly rounded, worn; there was nothing particularly warlike or
aggressive about him. What made zir a man was the complete lack of
womanliness. You couldn’t have made a woman out of zir if you tried.
I guessed zir name was Seppo.
Seppo is born, and, in the miracle of birth, learns the offside rule.
Seppo plays war and murder without knowing what they are
Seppo pushes zir weewee into a woman on the floor of zir treehouse
at twelve, and pine needles stick to zir ballsack.
Seppo’s stomach hair and chest hair grow together at sixteen.
Two years later Seppo does zir military service, where ze takes a
group photo with the other men with a gasmask on zir head and only a
sock on to cover zir balls.
In the closing minutes of happy hour Seppo meets a girl ze has known
since childhood; the girl, too tired to fuck, because it’s late, sucks zir off.
Seppo marries the girl as thanks for the oral sex.
Seppo makes babies with the girl, the girl becomes a woman, and
Seppo’s interest in zir dies. Seppo seduces a new 19-year-old girl ze meets
on a floorball trip.
Seppo gets divorced.
Seppo gets remarried.
Seppo makes new babies.
Seppo cheats, but it’s too much effort to go through a new divorce.
Seppo buys a summer cottage and a spinning rod.
Seppo attends various sporting events, checking out offside-related
matters.
Year by year Seppo gets redder, and learns better to make zir young
female relatives turn redder with off-color stories.
Seppo dies of an aneurysm bent over a golf lie, a whore, or a
bankruptcy.
And Seppo is never for anyone: everyone is for Seppo.
Seppo stood up from zir seat and adjusted zir balls. Ze was the kind
of man that I could never be, not in a million years. I didn’t even want to
be Seppo—but you have to start somewhere.

So let me suggest, by way of getting started here in Chapter 3, that we take
this long passage as the normative entelechy of binary gender: “the lack of
womanliness. You couldn’t have made zir a woman if you tried.” Binaries
depend for their clarity, obviously, on the radical exclusion of middles. If
Seppo is a man, there is absolutely nothing womanly about zir. And if Seppo
is born a man, ze not only dies a man—“bent over a golf lie, a whore, or a
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bankruptcy”—but is born knowing about manly sports (“learns the offside
rule”). That’s a joke, of course—this whole entelechy is a chained series
of jokes—but the Aristotelian idea behind it is that the “mature” “adult”
actualization of this future man’s potentiality, zir knowledge of the offside
rule in sports, is present at birth. From birth till death, the cisgender arrow
flies straight. And every character trait that ever irritated you in a man is
swept up in that arrow’s trajectory: the utter lack of awareness of who is hurt
by zir actions; the serial infidelities; the conversion of youthful infidelity into
old-guy vulgarity aimed at embarrassing young women (the verbal earfuck
as impotent rape); the serene, even sublime, self-centeredness.
The advantage of thinking entelechy jokingly, of course, is that it is easier
to avoid getting locked, by old icotic habit, into the normative “inevitability”
of its actualization. Presenting the entelechy of binary gender as a running
gag frees us to spot the drop-outs. But even in its original formulation,
Aristotle’s coinage does not confine us to normative inevitability. In Aristotle,
actualization is the movement or activity (ἐνέργεια/energeia or “working
within”) of change that brings about a reality as the realization of something
that was only potential. It is not an inevitability. There are circumstances,
conditions, that can derail entelechy.
Those derailments, retheorized as symmetry-breaking events in a
dissipative system, and often as the emergence of something radically new,
are the subject of this chapter.
There are also tensions in modern applications of Aristotelian thinking
about entelechy, between, say, the quasi-religious but biologizing vitalism of
a Hans Driesch (1867–1941), who called entelechy a “psychoid” life-force,
and the social-constructivist “terministic screens” (Language 1966 44–62)
of a Kenneth Burke (1897–1993), who tracked the ways in which how we
talk about a thing shapes how we understand its entelechy. Think of the
translational engagement between OL and UL in Chapter 2, for example. Seen
through the terministic screen of Burke’s own dramatistic perspectivism, the
trans notion of being “born in the wrong body” makes perfect sense from
one point of view, and doesn’t have to make the same kind of sense, or any
kind of sense at all, from every other possible point of view. Seen through the
terministic screen of Christine Overall’s analytic philosophy, or what Burke
would call scientism, the whole issue of perspective is perfectly irrelevant:
things are one way, and that’s that.
And of course if we understand gender through the normative binary
terministic screen, as Overall also does—“Our genitalia mark our most
fundamental identity” (2009: 22) plus “the conceptual and empirical
impossibility of being anything that would be recognized as a member of a
third sex/gender” (25)—we will “naturally” or “automatically” impose the
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cisnormative male-or-female entelechy on it, and unconsciously organize
our conceptualizations of specific lives to highlight binary coherence and
suppress nonbinary deviations. If we impose a genderqueer or genderfuck
terministic screen, the mixtures and crossovers and ambiguities will jump out
at us, and the Seppos of the world will seem like freaks (see Concilio 2016).

Symmetry-breaking events and the emergence
of the new in dissipative systems
Harold J. Morowitz introduces zir book The Emergence of Everything (2002)
by saying that emergentism “deals with ways of thinking that are new under
the sun: fresh perspectives for looking at the world that are accompanying the
computer revolution, a new willingness of scientists to deal with complexity,
and the very construct of emergence that provides a clue as to how novelty
can come to be in a very old universe” (1). The title of that introduction, “The
Emergence of Emergence,” does underscore that notion of “ways of thinking
that are new under the sun”—emergentism as a new approach to science—
but that new approach to science, also called chaos theory and complexity
theory, is specifically about the emergence of things (phenomena, systems)
that are new under the sun. It’s not just, in other words, the emergence of
ways of thinking: those new ways of thinking focus on the emergence of
novelty in the natural world as well.
The old way of thinking, which still dominates many scientific fields, is
usually called reductionism or determinism: the belief that because lower
levels of organization in any system or phenomenon determine higher levels,
all that one really needs to study is the lower (ideally the lowest) level, and that
one can therefore reduce any phenomenon to that lowest level. A reductionist
explanation will explain everything that it determines above it. If you explain
a physical phenomenon on the molecular level, you explain everything above
it, including how bumblebees fly and how homing pigeons home. Or, once
you realize that molecules are made up of atoms, you reduce the flight of the
bumblebee or the homing of the pigeon further to the atomic level; and then
to the subatomic level, and then to strings, and so on. You keep plunging
downward, looking for that elusive bottom level, so that you can reduce all
explanation of everything to the organization of that level.
According to reductionists human life, too, can and should be reduced
in this way: to the brain chemistry of neurons and neurotransmitters;
to electrical impulses. That’s all love and lust are: biochemical events
in the nervous system. Childhood fears of monsters under the bed?
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Psychobiological particles. We’ve seen this sort of reductionist argument
against trans discourse, in Chapter 2, in Christine Overall’s reduction of the
trans “wrong body” argument: first to (2b) Cartesian mind-body dualism,
then to (2cd) brain structure, and the “straw trans” rejection of both. If (2c-i)
“the brain does not have genitalia,” it’s impossible for the brain to determine
nonnormative sex, and if the brain can’t do it, it can’t be (legitimately) done;
and if (2c-ii) chromosomes determine sex, for a trans person to be “born in
the wrong body” ze would have to have one set of chromosomes for the body
shape at birth and another for the supposedly “true” sex (the one that is to
be chemically and surgically installed in transition), and that’s absurd, so the
whole thing’s absurd. If the reduction to neurotransmitters and chromosomes
doesn’t work, nothing works, and the whole “wrong body” argument must
(or can) be discarded as unscientific junk.
The problem with that reading of the “science” of transgender, however,
is that, though it remains cisnormative, it’s just plain bad science. Michael S.
Gazzaniga, for example, one of the world’s leading cognitive neuroscientists,
writes in Who’s in Charge:
It turns out that Newton’s laws aren’t fundamental, they are emergent;
that is, they are what happens when quantum matter aggregates
into macroscopic fluids and objects. It is a collective organizational
phenomenon. The thing is, you can’t predict Newton’s laws from
the observing the behavior of atoms, nor the behavior of atoms from
Newton’s laws. New properties emerge that the precursors did not
possess. This definitely throws a wrench into the reductionist’s works
and also throws a wrench into determinism. (2011: 125–26)

Just as “you can’t predict Newton’s laws from the observing the behavior of
atoms,” neither can you predict future changes in gender dynamics from the
behavior of neurotransmitters, chromosomes, or hormones—let alone from
the “higher” level of organization marked by the shape of the genitals at birth,
which, in Overall’s reductionist argument, determines our identity. The shape
of the genitals at birth is determined by chromosomes and the rest of our
biochemistry, yes; and arguably our culturally organized (icotized) identities
are partly determined by the shape of our genitals at birth—Overall is more
or less right so far—but that determination does not mean that all of those
higher levels can be serenely and reliably reduced to the lower levels. What
chaos/complexity theory, emerging out of the work on dissipative systems
done by Ilya Prigogine (1917–2003), shows is that reductionism depends
on the unwarranted idealization of relative stability in systems to a perfect
stability that never exists in the natural world. Even relatively stable systems
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like binary human gender are never perfectly stable. They are, in Prigogine’s
term, “dissipative.” They are vulnerable to the dissipation or dispersion of
systemic order.1 And that means that “something new under the sun” can
always emerge out of systems “designed” (so to speak) to protect order by
stabilizing it. A child can be born with a penis, and yet hate that penis.
As Kate Bornstein reminds us in Gender Outlaw (1994: 119), that doesn’t
mean that a child with a penis hating zir penis is some kind of invariable
and therefore stable and predictable sign of a certain mtf kind of symmetrybreaking event. It can happen. But both the event and its meaning as guidance
for later action are unpredictable.
“Emergence,” Gazzaniga writes, “is when micro-level complex systems
that are far from equilibrium (thus allowing for the amplification of random
events) self-organize (creative, self-generated, adaptability-seeking behavior)
into new structures, with new properties that previously did not exist, to
form a new level of organization on the macro level” (124).
The binary gender system in humans, to paraphrase that, is “far from
equilibrium.” As a result, random “symmetry-breaking” events like the
wrong-body phenomenology are susceptible to “amplification,” like a child’s
growing unease with zir birth-assigned sex/gender identity. And as any one
of those events is amplified, it can issue into new structures that “form a new
level of organization on the macro level”—namely, not only transition but
the possibility of post-gender or third-gender or genderqueer or genderfuck
or nongender identities, with “new properties that previously did not exist.”
And as evolutionary biologists like Joan Roughgarden (2009/2013) and
sociologists of science like Myra J. Hird (2013) point out, “the binary gender
system in humans” is a very small part of a much larger dissipative gender
system in all living creatures on the planet. The notion that there just is an
implacably binary sexual differentiation between male and female is not only
a precarious idealization; it is a precariously anthropocentric idealization.
(More on this in the Conclusion.)
The Seppo Entelechy is mostly retrospective: Tarmo projects zir
imagination back satirically, trying to envision what entelechial actualization
of potential might have produced the stereotypical man sitting across
from zir on the train. The only future event in the entelechy is a satirical
extrapolation: “Seppo dies of an aneurysm bent over a golf lie, a whore,
or a bankruptcy.” This seems to lock the entelechy into inevitability. There
is no hope for Seppo. But that’s not the way life works. This very evening
Seppo may surprise everyone by coming out as a cross-dresser, like Maura
Pfefferman (the Jeffrey Tambor character) in the web series Transparent. You
never know. The fact that in the Seppo Entelechy a sudden turn into gender
outlawry is statistically unlikely doesn’t make it impossible. And, of course,
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the more shows like Transparent are aired on TV, the more popular books by
delightful writers like Janet Mock (2014, 2017) are mainstreamed, the more
Kate Bornstein gets in our faces with delightful romps from Gender Outlaw:
On Men, Women, and the Rest of Us (1994) to the gender workbooks (1998
and 2013) to Hello Cruel World: 101 Alternatives to Suicide for Teens, Freaks,
and Other Outlaws (2006) to Gender Outlaws: The Next Generation (2010),
the more likely it is that someone like Seppo will work up the courage to
admit, even at a very late date, even on zir deathbed, that ze has been passing
all along. And then maybe ze doesn’t die of an aneurysm bent over a golf
lie or a hooker. There are alternatives to the slow suicide satirized in that
entelechy—and it is impossible to know for sure whether and when any given
person will flip over into one of them.
Of course, it’s also impossible to know whether such arguments from
Freakish Flips will sway the determinists. Michael Gazzaniga tracks the
causal chain posited by reductionist/determinist neuroscientists:
So the hard determinists in neuroscience make what I call the causal
chain claim: (1) the brain enables the mind and the brain is a physical
entity; (2) The physical world is determined, so our brains must also
be determined; (3) If our brains are determined, and if the brain is
the necessary and sufficient organ that enables the mind, then we are
left with the belief that the thoughts that arise from our mind also are
determined; (4) Thus, free will is an illusion, and we must revise our
concepts of what it means to be personally responsible for our actions.
There is no disagreement among the neuroscientists about the first
claim, that the brain enables the mind in some unknown way and the
brain is a physical entity. Claim 2, however, has become a loose link and
is under attack. Many physicists are no longer sure that the physical
world is predictably determined because the nonlinear mathematics of
complex systems does not allow exact predictions of future states. Now
we have claim 3 (that our thoughts are determined) on shaky ground.
Although some neuroscientists think we may prove that specific
neuronal firing patterns will produce specific thoughts and that they are
predetermined, none has a clue about what the deterministic rules would
be for a nervous system in action. I think that we are facing the same
conundrum that physicists dealt with when they assumed Newton’s laws
were universal. The laws are not universal to all levels of organization; it
depends which level of organization you are describing, and new rules
apply when higher levels emerge. … So the question is whether we can
take what we know from the micro level of neurophysiology about
neurons and neurotransmitters and come up with a determinist model
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to predict conscious thoughts, the outcomes of brains, or psychology.
Or even more problematic is the outcome with the encounter of three
brains. Can we derive the macro story from the micro story? I do not
think so. (2011: 129–30)

The fact is, Gazzaniga doesn’t know. Ze thinks things work this way. Ze could
be wrong. Zir complaint is that emergentism has been widely accepted by
biologists and physicists, but not by zir fellow neuroscientists. So there is still
room for gender determinists like Christine Overall to cling to the old stable
reductionist binary model. No worries, folks: nothing new here!
Or another example: chaos theory has proved to be a powerful explanatory
model for weather, which is, as everyone knows, notoriously difficult to
predict. “Long-term forecasts just are not feasible because there are too many
variables that are impossible to measure with any degree of accuracy,” as
Gazzaniga puts it, “and even if you could, the tiniest amount of imprecision
in any one of the initial measurements would cause a tremendous variation in
the end result. … Chaos,” ze adds, “doesn’t mean that the system is behaving
randomly, it means that it is unpredictable” (119). The famous “butterfly effect,”
first proposed in 1972 by Edward Lorenz (1917–2008), a mathematician who
became a meteorologist, in a lecture titled “Predictability: Does the Flap of a
Butterfly’s Wings in Brazil Set off a Tornado in Texas?,” is the locus classicus
of emergence in a dissipative system. But as Gazzaniga also notes, Lorenz’s
argument did not faze the determinists: for them, the butterfly effect simply
means that “weather is a huge system with many variables but still follows
deterministic behavior to such an extreme that something as minute as the
flap of a butterfly’s wing affects it” (119).
And, of course, in gender politics the equivalent of that determinist
argument would be that if some minute change in a body’s biochemistry can
bring about an entire transgender wrong-body phenomenology, and lead from
there to physical transition, then we have to study the body’s biochemistry
until we find that minute change and fix it, and with luck prevent it from ever
recurring. The lower level must—must!—determine the higher level. Any
amplification of lower-level changes into massive higher-level changes must
be tracked back to the gene or the chromosome that caused the problem, so
that the genetic engineers can reengineer the human organism to regularize
reproduction of the binary gender system. If we can, let us prevent Seppo
from upsetting the gender apple cart with a turn into weirdness, and, god
forfend, dying loved and accepted by other weirdos. Only if we can foreclose,
hard, on such surprises will “nature” truly have had “her” way!
I am inclined the other way, toward emergentism—the notion that
the binary gender system is policed, and so artificially stabilized, but the
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stabilization never works perfectly, and “freaks” and “mutations” that
transform the system will always emerge. Rather than polemicizing for
my preference, however, I will again be tracking translational engagements
between the two models or “languages”—which we might tentatively call PBL
and ABL.

Bakhtinian heteroglossia
Since this is a book about transgender, translation, and translingual
address—not neuroscience, in other words, and certainly not butterflies, or
the weather, but language, human communication, social interaction across
linguistic and cultural boundaries—I suggest that we make a quick detour
through Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1934–35/1975) theory of language as a dissipative
system, namely what ze calls разноречие/raznorechie, literally “differentspeechedness,” translated by Emerson and Holquist (1981) as “heteroglossia.”
That sounds in English a lot like Sakai’s “heterolinguality,” and there are some
similarities; but Bakhtinian heteroglossia is far more dynamic, churning
with far more sociopolitical turbulence than heterolinguality. So turbulent
is heteroglossia, in fact, so powerful an embodiment is it of the pushes and
pulls between order and disorder, that a case could be made for renaming it
переречие/pererechie, “transglossia.”
As Gazzaniga writes, dissipative systems “do not exist in a vacuum but are
thermodynamically open systems that exist in an environment where they
are constantly sharing matter and energy with other systems” (2011: 120)—
and while language is not a thermodynamic system, Bakhtin’s coinage does
strikingly resemble “open systems that exist in an environment where they
are constantly sharing … energy with other systems.”
Bakhtin too begins with the fact of biological separation—as Bakhtin
puts it, I can’t see the back of my own head, and you can, and even if we are
sitting side by side, I can’t see things from precisely the same angle as you—
but then tracks those differences to our tendency to “акцентуирова[ться
всё сказанное] как индивидуальное высказывание” (1975: 86)/“accent
[everything we say] as an individual utterance” (Emerson and Holquist 1981:
272). Precisely because those divergences between individuals tend to have
an individualizing effect on language, and therefore communication, and
therefore social interaction, and especially on the group dynamics through
which social order is maintained, Bakhtin says, heteroglossia also powers the
social project of imposing group norms on communication.
In this sense, heteroglossia is both “centrifugal,” spinning out of normative
control, and “centripetal,” seeking to impose normative control on the
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centrifugal tendencies. The centripetal tendencies create and maintain system;
the centrifugal tendencies create disruptions and deviations. As Michael
Holquist (1990) notes, heteroglossia is sometimes taken to be centrifugality
only, but for Bakhtin it is actually the whole embodied dissipative system,
including the tensions between centrifugal and centripetal impulses. It is “the
base condition governing the operation of meaning in any utterance”:
It is that which insures the primacy of context over text. At any given
time, in any given place, there will be a set of conditions—social,
historical, meteorological, physiological—that will insure that a word
uttered in that place and at that time will have a meaning different than
it would have under any other conditions; all utterances are heteroglot
in that they are functions of a matrix of forces practically impossible
to recoup, and therefore impossible to resolve. Heteroglossia is as close
a conceptualization as possible of that locus where centripetal and
centrifugal forces collide; as such, it is that which a systematic linguistics
must suppress. (428)

Heteroglossia, in other words, is “chaos” not as disorder, but as the tension
between order and disorder: “that locus where centripetal and centrifugal
forces collide.” Or rather, perhaps, it is the viscous medium through which
centripetal and centrifugal forces are trans/ferred, trans/formed, trans/figured,
trans/substantiated. It is the project of ordering, organizing, stabilizing a
volatile dynamic—and it is the destabilization that inevitably results from that
ongoing project. As the organizational sorting that systems do “at the edge of
chaos” (Stuart Kauffman’s [1995] pithy phrase), heteroglossia is negentropy,
the maximization of stability and equilibrium in a system; but as Bakhtin
imagines heteroglossia, that homeostatic sorting conduit doesn’t just export
chaos and import order to keep its own entropy low but also imports what it
guesses might be the right quantity of chaos to keep its entropy hopping. That
“matrix of forces practically impossible to recoup, and therefore impossible
to resolve,” is precisely Prigogine’s dissipative system. Just as formal linguists
have attempted to “recoup” and “resolve” those forces by idealizing them out
of the equation—for them language is not forces but structure—so too have
analytic philosophers of gender attempted to sublimate those forces as stable
brain structure, or body structure, or social structure. Bakhtin insists on the
forces, and the unresolvability of those forces. Ze “solves” the problem of
systemic disequilibrium by not considering it a problem at all. Bakhtin places
heteroglot disequilibrium center stage, transforming it from a “problem” into
the engine that drives the dissipative system of human communication.
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But now isn’t centripetal vs. centrifugal just another binary? Isn’t it just
a remapping of order vs. disorder? In a sense, yes. But it’s not like Bakhtin
is theorizing a choice between order and disorder. Rather, everything in
language is both orderly and disorderly—both intertwined. The cross-pushes
and cross-pulls between the forces create the disequilibrium that makes
language a dissipative system. It is their transgressive engagement that makes
it impossible to predict when a centrifugal impulse will disrupt centripetal
linguistic order, and bring about change.
As Gary Saul Morson and Caryl Emerson put it,
The cultural world, Bakhtin argued, consists of both “centripetal” (or
“official”) and “centrifugal” (or “unofficial”) forces. The former seek
to impose order on an essentially heterogeneous and messy world;
the latter either purposefully or for no particular reason continually
disrupt that order. We stress “for no particular reason” because it is quite
common among Bakhtin’s admirers, especially Marxists, to misinterpret
centrifugal forces as a unified opposition. Bakhtin’s point, however, is
that although forces of organized opposition sometimes do coalesce,
centrifugal forces are generally speaking messy and disorganized.
Even calling them by a single name can be misleading. Rather than
a unity, centrifugal forces are a panoply of the most heterogeneous
elements. They may have no relation to each other except their divergence
from the “official.” Because this divergence from the official (which is
itself never as unified as it pretends to be) can differ in degree as well as
in kind, it may in principle be impossible to draw a sharp line between
the centripetal and the centrifugal. These categories are themselves
subject to the centrifuge. (1990: 30)

Centrifugal disruptions of the systemic order shored up by constant
centripetal efforts “for no particular reason”: that is the vulnerability to
unpredictable symmetry-breaking events that is typical of all dissipative
systems. The trans experience of “being born in the wrong body” serves no
social or biological purpose. It emerges, both out of and as “a panoply of the
most heterogeneous elements,” uselessly, without social utility.
And yet, even without social utility as a driving force behind transemergence, social support has been organizing it as a new thing, a new
social identity, with “new properties that previously did not exist.” Unifying
unpredictable and disorganized centrifugalities as a single thing—trans
identity—means imposing new centripetalities on it, of course: agreeing to
pay less attention to the many differences, for purposes of activist solidarity.
And Kate Bornstein (1994), for one, believes that is a good thing, in the
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aggregate (60–65)—even if, as ze also frets, those activist centripetalities may
quickly begin to feel like straitjackets (92). As Gwendolyn Ann Smith puts it,
Let me break it down this way: some lesbians and gays feel that their
issues are more important than transgender issues, because transgender
people are freaks. Some transgender people—often, but not only,
transsexuals—view transsexual issues as more important than the issues
of, say, cross-dressers. Some among the more genderqueer portions
of our community look down upon those who opt to live in a more
“normatively gendered” space. There are even groups that cross-dressers
feel superior to: sissies, drag kings and queens, “little girls,” and so on.
Yes, I’m sure that we could follow even each of these groups and find
that, eventually, everyone has someone they view as a freak. (2010: 28)

“The taxonomies,” Smith adds, “are endless, often circular, and are usually
graded to a fineness that would be invisible to any outsider. We just want
to identify the ‘real’ freaks, so we can feel closer to normal. In reality, not a
single one of us is so magically normative as to claim the right to separate out
the freaks from everyone else. We are all freaks to someone. Maybe even—if
we’re honest—to ourselves” (29).

Emergent mutations
The interesting thing about the cisnormative identificatory icoses in the
transgender wars (if that’s not too dramatic a description) is not just the
foreclosure on transition—the insistence that everyone is the sex/gender
identity assigned to zir at birth, period, no exceptions—but the startling
fact that some influential feminists have signed off on that foreclosure as
well.2 Thus, for example, we find Germaine Greer telling Kristy Wark on
BBC Newsnight (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B8Q6D4a6TM) that
mtf transwomen are not “women,” and then defending zir remarks against
the charge of antiwoman discrimination on the grounds that, if they aren’t
women, it isn’t discriminatory to state that fact (https://www.theguardian.
com/commentisfree/2015/oct/25/germaine-greer-prejudice-trans-people).
Mtfs for Greer are not women but men: ze calls them “trans men.” Just to be
polite, ze says, ze uses feminine pronouns with them, but really, sorry, folks,
they are men. According to Germaine Greer and the Christian Right, you are
the gender listed on your birth certificate. Forever. Biology is destiny!
The great irony in that, of course, is that Greer was on the early feminist
front lines arguing that biology is not destiny—and now, oops, new rule. Being
born with vaginas, ovaries, and uteruses placed no biological obligation on
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us real women to prove our womanhood by using them to bear children; but
being born without those things does place a biological limitation on you,
excluding you surgically transformed “men” from womanhood.
Kate Bornstein addressed this dynamic in Gender Outlaw, in fact, as it was
emerging back in the early 1990s:
At this writing, some transgender activists are targeting lesbian separatists
because these women have established something called “womenonly spaces”; and a small number of these women will not brook the
admission of transgendered women, whom the separatists don’t see as
women. In response to demands for inclusion by the transgendered, the
women on the inside get angry and a war of epithets begins. It’s a war
about who’s a man and who’s a woman. (1994: 82)3

Bornstein tsks zir tongue at this nervous binarism—why not just shrug
and say “I’m not a woman or a man”?—but also notes that “I’ve seen some
examples of what [Janice G.] Raymond [in The Transsexual Empire] fears:
male-to-female transsexuals entering ‘women-only’ spaces, and attempting
to assume a position of control and power” (76). “Control and power,” in
other words, may be a more pressing issue for some than binary gender
identity. Expressing sympathy with Raymond’s anger, however, ze continues:
My contention, however, is that it is not the transsexual person or even
the issue of transsexuality that is bad for feminism: I think that what’s bad
for the future of feminism is male privilege, and I think that occasionally
a male-to-female transsexual will carry more than a small degree of that
over into their newly-gendered life. A better solution to this situation
would be to point out what’s going on, and to talk it through. I don’t
think male privilege has a place anywhere, and I think it would best be
processed out of any environment. (76)

This sensible and conciliatory suggestion does, of course, beg the question
that sits at the heart of Bornstein’s book: is it really so important for mtfs to
present themselves as real women, and for ftms to present themselves as real
men? The goal of rooting male privilege out of “any environment” would
seem to imply that it should be rooted out of cismen as well (I agree), and
thus that rooting it out of mtfs would not necessarily entail any kind of binary
“feminization,” purifying the last traces of manhood out of them; but it does
seem that some trans folk cling tenaciously to normative gender purification,
and might well take the mtf eradication of all lingering traces of male privilege
to be one more essential step in their feminization. And if the gender outlaw
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stance, rather than neither man nor woman, as Bornstein presents it, is taken
to mean both man and woman—say, a little of each—it is at least conceivable
that both the trans-binarists and the feminist transphobes might take that
to mean “a little feminism combined with a little male privilege.” Not good,
obviously.
Both trans responses to the gender binary—as I began to suggest earlier,
I’ll call them the PBL and the ABL—also organize powerful tropes in trans
literature. In three consecutive stories in The Collection, for example, edited
by Tom Léger and Riley MacLeod, we find two PBL defenses of traditional
gender binaries and one very subtle translational/translingual engagement
between PBL and ABL:
ll

ll

ll

In Ryka Aoki’s “To the New World,” Millie Wong is an Asian-American
mtf who comes out to Sierra, a cis dyke who “seemed as tall and solid as
a mountain … [who] didn’t just want to take back the night—she wanted
to grab and throttle it” (56). Once Sierra knows that Millie is trans, zir
attitude changes—still friendly, but more distant—and the “women
women” (2012: 58) discourse starts surfacing. To Sierra, Millie isn’t a
“real” woman, and so can’t come with her to a “women only” spa.
In R. Drew’s “The Café,” Sam is a very short ftm barista (with breasts
“smushed, hidden and aching behind his binder” [2012: 67]) in a café
that has begun to attract a trans and queer clientele, but also has a
scary transphobic barista working Tuesday evenings that Sam calls
“the Louse.” The Louse always makes a point of addressing coworkers
and clients in the café with the nouns and pronouns of their birth sex:
“saying ‘Excuse me, dear’ when passing behind Sam” (67); addressing
an ftm client named Linc “How we doing this evening, Miss?” (68); and
then, when an elderly client addresses Sam as “Samantha,” emitting “a
sniffy, rapid-fire snicker. ‘You missed a spot, Samantha,’ he joked with
a twisted sneer” (77). But then Linc, a student engrossed in zir book,
“looked up from his work and spoke loudly and clearly, ‘His name
is Sam’” (77). This is a revelatory moment for Sam: “They all knew.
Something had changed, but yet nothing had. Sam felt a surge of energy
that lifted him. The wild, joyful notion of leaving the café flooded his
mind and consumed his being” (78). He has been publicly recognized
as male.
In R. J. Edwards’ “Black Holes,” Joey and Kant are a trans couple, but
Edwards’ narrator signals the difference between them from the start
by giving Kant he/him pronouns and Joey ze/zer pronouns: “Joey was
still practically a stranger when Kant opened up to zer about his kinks”
(2012: 80). The plot point around which the story revolves is that Joey
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wants to move in with Kant, or move somewhere else with Kant, and
Kant keeps uneasily refusing, because his female roommate Ariana
would be inconvenienced. Finally, Joey gives Kant an ultimatum, and
loses: “The sun set, and Joey’s melancholy soundtrack began to repeat
itself. Ze turned it off and started searching for a new world” (89).

For obvious reasons, the translational “acts of violence” in Callon and Latour’s
(1981) sociological sense are most violent in the internal conflicts within
PBL. There, after all, because the utopian goal is for ftms to be men-andnot-women and for mtfs to be women-and-not-men, trans people are most
determined to contest the exclusivity of cis claims to PBL, and cis people
are most determined to man-or-woman the barricades of the exclusionary
backlash. The Louse in Drew’s story, as the passive-aggressive transphobic
villain, illustrates this backlash most graphically; but Sierra in Aoki’s story
perpetuates very much the same translational violence, despite zir attempts
to keep zir exclusionary rhetoric friendly:
“Hey, you okay?” Sierra’s words shook her out of her thoughts. “That
women-only stuff didn’t bug you, did it?”
“Uh-uh.”
“You can tell me. I know all about tranny issues. I’m still friends with
you, right?”
Millie tried to smile, but it wouldn’t come this time. Sierra noticed
and put her arm around her. “Listen doll: I’ve been there. I know what
it’s like. One of my girlfriends went and transitioned on me once,” she
said. (58)

Sierra’s discourse here touches all the bases in Callon and Latour’s definition
of translation: “all the negotiations, intrigues, calculations, acts of persuasion
and violence, thanks to which an actor or a force takes, or causes to be
conferred on itself, authority to speak or act on behalf of another actor or
force: ‘Our interests are the same,’ ‘do what I want,’ ‘you cannot succeed
without going through me.’” Because ze has been betrayed and abandoned
by a trans person, ze knows what it’s like to be betrayed and abandoned as a
trans person. Ze can speak or act in the name of “trannies,” who, ze thinks,
like to be called “trannies” by cis critics.
And note what happens at the end of the story: remembering how ze
called zir grandmother “brave” for escaping Vietnam and leaving zir
family behind, and zir grandmother replied “Brave? No, not brave. You do
because you have to” (62), Millie holds up the pork bun ze has bought to eat
in memory of zir grandmother’s death, and salutes the dead: “To the New
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World!” (62). That Millie means something different by “the New World”
from what Joey seems to mean by it in “Black Holes,” however, is clear from
zir ruminations that follow:
She chuckled as she imagined Sierra’s reaction to her and her pork buns.
Then she took another bite, and stopped thinking altogether. When she
was done she smiled, sighed, and decided that she might call Sierra in
a while, maybe get some coffee. Yes, she’d like that. Sierra seemed like
she needed to talk—besides, maybe Millie could tell her the difference
between trans women and trans men. (62)

The difference in “Black Holes” is between the binary trans he-man and the
nonbinary trans ze-man; for Millie, “the difference between trans women
and trans men” as competing terms for mtfs remains strictly binary. “Trans
men” for Sierra, as for Germaine Greer, are forever men because they were
born men; “trans women,” for Millie, are women because they have become
women. Only those two choices. And obviously Sierra’s “mistake” must
just be sheer innocent ignorance on zir part. Once Millie explains it to zir,
surely the problem will dry up and blow away—right? “Oh,” Sierra will cry,
in Millie’s utopian imagination, “you’re really a woman! I see! I apologize for
my misunderstanding!”4
In “Black Holes,” by contrast, the gender dynamics are extremely
understated. Edwards’ narrator never tells us that, say, living with a woman
helps Kant pass as a “real” (straight cis) man; we are left to draw our own
conclusions about Kant’s “real” motivations. But Edwards drops a series of
clues. One, obviously, is the pronominal differentiation, which Edwards
underscores in zir bioblurb at the end of the book, where ze refers to zirself
as “they” (n.p.). Another is the fact that Kant has a tattoo on zir shoulder of
“a very pretty cluster of black, orange, and yellow butterflies,” which Kant
had gotten “when he was eighteen, before he started transitioning, before he
even thought about being a boy” (2012: 82). When people had asked “him”
back then what they meant, “he used to talk about growth, rebirth, and not
changing, but becoming something you already are” (83). Since transition,
“his” replies to that question have been evasive. There’s also the fact that when
Kant finds a twisted wisdom tooth in Joey’s mouth, “he” is puzzled that Joey
never had it pulled; saying casually that the dentist didn’t think it was a big
deal, Joey says “I like being a mutant” (2012: 84). A mutant, of course, is a
massively ABL image. And, finally, there’s the fact that the story takes its title
from Joey’s sf imagination that a black hole might not kill you but transport
you “to other places. New worlds. That’s what they did in TV. Or maybe the
worlds that pass through them change” (79–80). According to Kant, a black
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hole would just kill you—and even thinking about such things is “morbid”
(79). We are never told specifically what kind of “new world” Joey will be
searching for at the end, as ze decides to start searching for one—whether, say,
it will be a genderqueer or genderfuck or gender outlaw world where nobody
is either male or female—but it is very clear that Joey’s ABL imagination runs
to radical transformation, which Kant’s PBL imagination shuns as death.
(And yet, perhaps significantly, in this ABL narrative the translational “acts
of violence” between the two languages are never overtly staged.)

New worlds again
ABL fiction tends, in my experience, to be speculative. This makes perfect
sense: if realistic fiction tends to frame “reality” conservatively, in terms
of “commonsensical” assumptions that do not challenge existing icotic
thinking about human transformative potential, speculative fiction imagines
new worlds where anything can happen. Brit Mandelo had the same idea in
collecting seventeen speculative stories in Beyond Binary, “about genderqueer
and sexually fluid identities” (2012: 1); my favorite in the book is “Prosperine
When It Sizzles,” by Tansy Rayner Roberts. The story is set on the planet
of New Ceres, featuring a queer duchess and zir man-in-waiting, M. Pepin,
formerly one Philippa Cervantes, who was “born a woman on Mars” (2012:
123). It turns out ze “bought the male body” from an alien dealer, using
technology developed to enable aliens to pass as (or “infiltrate”) humans—
apparently a rather more streamlined procedure than Scott Turner Schofield
(2008) documents on earth in Becoming a Man in 127 Easy Steps. As Pepin
explains to Drusus Savon, who is some kind of interplanetary investigator of
such “crimes,”
“DNA records, my birth tissues … I was not changed so totally as you
might imagine. I am living evidence of the crime I committed. Receiver
of alien technology is the official term, is it not? Certainly one of interest
to the interplanetary judicial system.”
“I’m not here to arrest you,” said Drusus Savon, looking genuinely
miserable. “I just want to understand. I thought you ran away from your
father, not … your biology.”
I took a deep breath. “On Mars, thanks to the Population Control
and Dispersal statutes, every woman must bear a child. No exceptions,
no allowances. Full citizenship, immigration, advanced education …
none of these are possible without having acted as an incubator. A
piece of machinery. Whereas a man can just jump on a ship whenever
he chooses.”
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Savon paled. “They’re on Mars? The things that did this to you are
on Mars?”
“I left Mars on a falsified tourist visa,” I assured him. “The … dealer,
I suppose you would call it, approached me en route here. The irony had
already struck me that I was running from the biological laws on Mars to
a planet that had no birth control beyond lemon-soaked sponges. They
played on my weakness, my insecurities. And I bought myself the only
freedom I really wanted.” (2012: 129)

When Savon warns zir that it is unlikely that the surgical transition can be
reversed, ze laughs: “I don’t want to go back. Not to Mars, not to Philippa’s
breasts and hips and ovaries. I like this body and who I am in it. I like the
fact that people see me as male. It may be a little strange, but it works for me”
(130). Savon draws closer, confessing that “I was half in love with you …
when I thought you were a woman in disguise,” and Pepin draws closer as
well, saying “I am a woman in disguise. But I will never let that disguise fall.
I love it too much.” And ze wonders: “When he touched me, would it be as a
man to a man, or as a man to a woman? I did not know which I was hoping
for” (130).
M. Pepin is neither a man nor a woman—and in some sense is both. Zir
male body is a “disguise” created by alien technology. Truly an emergent
symmetry-breaker in the dissipative interplanetary system.
An even more insistently speculative ABL story appears in The Collection:
K. Tait Jarboe’s “Greenhorn,” narrated by a twenty-something ftm queer
who describes zirself as “introverted, neuro-atypical, gender dysphoric, and
accidentally visiting another dimension” (2012: 125). All of that adds up
to what ze calls a “generalized disastrous personality,” primary evidence of
which is a series of blasted relationships, with Carlos, with Kate, apparently
goaded by the gender dysphoria:
In theory, being “the girl” wasn’t the worst thing. It’s not like there’s
anything wrong with being a girl. I just had these sensations, this
uncertainty, about where my unhappiness came from and what I could
call it. It was dysphoria, definitely, but I wonder if I’ve projected the
history of it to feel more certain, more destined and infallible. Is it only
true once I have medical vocabulary? I mean, what if I haven’t always
felt this way?
I guess I first noticed it when someone said, “Excuse me, miss,” and
I looked around to see who they were talking to. It’s not inversion; it’s
just uncanny. I love that word. A mannequin to peripheral version.
Mistaking a stranger for a loved one. Being asked your gender and
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not knowing which is more absurd: the question or your inability to
answer it.
Kate used to tell me that I had “internalized misogyny.”
She had said, “if you’re not looking to grow a beard or whatever, why
can’t you just be a different kind of woman?”
I yelled at her and cried, and then she threw a book at me.
“You’re fucking crazy!”
“You’re an asshole!”
“Oh please, don’t try to manipulate me with your fucking martyrdom.
Gimmie a break, ‘genderqueer’! Awkward and bisexual doesn’t mean
you’re another gender. Jesus, Olivia!”
I beat myself up about this possibility for a while. I eventually met
a lot of other girl-assigned people who felt the way I did, but too many
of them struck me as just kind of bananas (this coming from someone
who claims to travel inter-dimensionally). Then I met this boy-assigned
lesbian who told me the coolest thing:
“Right, and maybe I’m just such a straight boy and love women so
much that I have to be one, too. A therapist told me that, you know.”
“That’s awful!”
“Yeah, maybe,” she said, rolling her eyes. “But it could be true. And
you know what I realized?”
“What?”
“Who cares if it is? So what? My brother hates our dad so much that
he joined the army. I mean, like, at a certain point, who cares why? We’re
here, aren’t we? Some of us are probably born this way, some of us decide
it—why the fuck does it matter?”
After that conversation, I stopped worrying so much about who was
bananas and found myself having a lot more fun. (134–35)

The “ghost” and “inter-dimensional” travel part of the story begins in the very
first paragraph, when the narrator visits a “ghost town” (123); later, ze talks
about taking “psychological leave” from the heartless concrete polytechnic
where ze’s studying, “like ghosts in a ghost town” (125); and then: “Man,
queers really like supernatural metaphor. I wish I was making some kind
of Jenny Boylan point but, legit: I hang out with ghosts” (126). Since Jenny
Boylan (b. 1958) is an mtf fiction writer who until 2000 was James Boylan,
a “Jenny Boylan point” about ghosts would presumably be a ghost story as a
trans allegory—which in a sense this story is, but not in any direct or obvious
way.5 We don’t actually meet the main ghost in the story until a few pages
later, when, while “on the bus home from the comic shop,” ze suddenly finds
zirself “sitting at a table in front of a Western saloon,” where an “unnaturally
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handsome” man “was sitting across from me, pouring tea into two small cups
from a simple copper teapot while looking over some photographs he had laid
out on the table in front of him” (135–36). The man says, without looking up:
“Ah, good. … I hoped you might come again. I am your liaison for the course
of any past, present, and future visits. How do you get here? You’re a magician
of some kind, I presume?” (136). The man introduces zirself as a ghost named
Mr. Jesse James—but not the famous train-robbing Jesse James, “the other
Jesse James” (137). Specifically: “‘I am the myth of Jesse, the adventure dime
novels, the cartoons and the trope.’ He beamed with pride” (137).
The significance of this bemused ghost story for ABL comes when the
narrator doesn’t quite know how to respond to this nerdy “myth of Jesse” thing:
“You don’t know, of course! But that’s okay! There are so many worlds,
so many places. Do you know how the formation of a new dimension
occurs, uh … Miss … ?”
“Olivia,” I said, wincing.
“Olivia. A beautiful thing happens in your world, where you’re from!
When a place becomes real enough, even if it has been made up, when
a persona overtakes its person, it lifts off like a bubble and gleams in the
fabric of the universe, twirling like a zealous ballerina!”
“I … see …” (137)

In the “realistic” world where “Our genitalia mark our most fundamental
identity” (2009: 22), as Christine Overall writes, there is “the conceptual
and empirical impossibility of being anything that would be recognized as
a member of a third sex/gender” (25). Kate seconds Overall there: “Gimmie
a break, ‘genderqueer’! Awkward and bisexual doesn’t mean you’re another
gender. Jesus, Olivia!” In that world, the narrator’s “gender dysphoria” only
allows zir to “wince” when anyone calls zir Olivia, or ze feels obliged to
introduce zirself as Olivia. In chaos-theoretical terms, that just means that
binary gender is a dissipative system—and Jesse James is the story’s most
striking symmetry-breaking event. JJ is striking not just because ze is a ghost,
but because ze lays out an alternative-universes cosmology in which new
worlds emerge out of the nerdy imagination. In the PBL terministic screen,
a third gender is impossible; but Jesse James appears in the story to tell the
narrator that anything is possible, and, once imagined, those possibilities
become realities:
“So you’re … ideas?”
Now he winced.
“We prefer the term ghost, if it’s not too much trouble.”
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I empathized rather strongly with the request for self-identification,
even if it didn’t make a lot of sense to me. It still made more sense than
whatever I had just come from. It made more sense than feeling like
a bug on the naked sidewalk. “Would you mind … calling me … like,
something that isn’t Miss?”
Jesse nodded as if the question were normal. It should be normal.
“Mister, or perhaps Mix?” he suggested.
“What?” I sat up a little, intrigued.
“Oh, we have all kinds here. Your world has imagined ours in so
many, many ways.”
Being taken at face value was the most unbelievable thing I’d
encountered thus far. I wasn’t even aware I had been carrying that weight
on my shoulders until it was lifted off. I actually felt lighter, a little giddy.
(137–38)

The emergent breaking of PBL symmetry generates ABL otherness,
difference, in this world, and, through this world’s imagination, in the ghost
world as well. Jesse James, and perhaps all the other ghosts ze represents in
the story as well, accept(s) the “third gender” or genderqueer newness that
Kate rejects so vociferously with a matter-of-fact shrug: of course.
Note also that the “face value” at which Jesse takes the narrator isn’t a
specific transgender status—say, ftm. It is the face of zir whole ABL gender
confusion, which transmogrifies over the course of the story from gender
dysphoria (because ze can’t fit into the binary gender system) to gender
euphoria, based on self-acceptance (without specificity or closure).
Later, when Jesse pops zir head into the narrator’s bathroom to say ze
has brought zir a little something from zir travels, the narrator comments:
“I wanted to be less excited about men being nice to me, seeing as it didn’t
seem to indicate anything else about their character. But I’d been thinking
about what Jesse really meant about having all kinds here, why he was so
quick to accommodate—or rather, respect—who I was. He wasn’t really a
man, either; just currently being imagined as one” (144–45).
Obviously, Jesse can be “currently … imagined” as a man, without being
an ontological male, because ze is a ghost—a spirit, supernaturally detached
from the human body that ze “tranifests” (see Green and Ellison 2014). This
conceit patently incurs (2a) the anti-Cartesian critique that we saw Christina
Overall lodging against trans “wrong body” discourses in Chapter 2. Like
the fantasy image Wurlitzer’s Nikolai has that zir body is possessed by an
alien being with agency, giving zir morning wood but refusing to touch it,
however, this supernatural premise for the story should prompt us to ask:
does Jarboe believe it in some literal sense? Speaking of accepting things at
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face value, is that what the author is expecting us to do with this supernatural
setting, as some kind of ontological reality? Is this a Cartesian mind-bodydualistic cosmology that Jarboe is invoking in all metaphysical earnestness, in
hopes of convincing us, zir readers, that it is literally true?
No. Of course not. It’s a literary conceit—an extended metaphor. What
I love about the story, though, is that as soon as you start to work this sort
of thing out, do the literary-critical thing, “interpreting” in the sense of
categorizing, compartmentalizing, assigning varying degrees of ontological
coherence and reliability to its individual parts, Jarboe begins inserting
the narrator into the critic’s Archimedean standpoint, asking all the right
questions, but asking them in a way that undermines the project, especially
as Jesse keeps responding out of left field:
Jesse reappeared in the room.
“Isn’t it lovely?” he said. “American without being European. The
elegant orphans of style.”
I smiled and skipped over to him. He was so weird.
“The nasar looked at me!” [the nasar, which was the “little something”
Jesse brought zir from his “travels” (144), is an amulet with an eye on it]
“Yes, it may do that … Ah, don’t … mention to anyone that I gave that
to you, though …”
I felt like I was back in the comic shop. I stiffened, fogging up again.
Was he doing me special favors? Would I have to repay those favors, too?
“Listen, if it’s valuable … I mean, it’s obviously priceless, I don’t have
to—”
“No! No, it’s yours. Just completely forget how you got it, okay? Really.
If anyone asks, it’s a family heirloom.”
“Oh … okay.” I practiced breathing. Just breathing. “I need to … tell
you about something. Actually, I need to tell you about everything.”
“Ah,” he said, and pulled me close with a mad kind of enthusiasm.
He whispered something strange to me. “Don’t write letters, blow up
bridges.”
Ghosts, man.
I told him that I was worried about the real and the imaginary. I told
him I felt like I was too fat to be taken seriously as androgynous, that I
wanted to be some kind of dandy Robin Hood, a faggy freedom fighting
fop in seafoam cowboy boots. I told him I wanted to go back to school
in a Gothic castle with round stained glass windows and fainting sofas,
with secret passageways that held clues to ancient mysteries and divine
understanding. I wanted to further my education through the mastery
of fairy magic, alien languages, and oil portraits that weathered sin for
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their subjects. I wanted no more people-corporations, only duchies and
guilds and anarchists with angel wings who dwelt in trees and talked to
rocks or whatever.
I started crying, and instead of comforting me, Jesse mirrored me.
He cried too, and threw his head to the side the same way that I did. He
didn’t interrupt; he just kept listening and mirroring. So I kept going.
How much of this had I been holding in? It was turning into a crossdimensional psychotherapy session. (145–46)

Later in the conversation, when the narrator tells Jesse ze loves this ghost
world they’re in, ze adds: “But it doesn’t change, you know, what I see in
the mirror, or the numbers on my bank statement, or make touching people
any easier. I mean, who do I think I am? Like, everything I do is okay and
subversive? I’m fucking awful” (147).
The story goes on for a few more pages, but without resolution, without
closure, without some major revelation that presages the narrator’s happiness.
We are left with the narrator’s “fucking awful[ness],” which is also, somehow,
“okay and subversive.” When new worlds emerge out of the slippages and
breakdowns in the symmetries of the old system, they aren’t necessarily shiny
and bright.

First Conclusion: Cis-trans(lating) PBL and ABL
So where, in all this, is the translational/translingual dialogue between cis and
trans perspectives on PBL and ABL? If this book is about not transgender but
translating transgender, and, as I promised in the Preface, specifically from
a cis perspective—since that’s really all I can convincingly muster—where is
that, exactly?
I see five possibilities:
1. Conservative cisnormative PBL translation of trans PBL: dogmatic oldguard condemnation. We’ve already seen this, early on, in Germaine
Greer’s, Sierra’s, the Louse’s, and Kate’s cis denial that gender change is
possible. The normative cis PBL “translation” of the mtf “I am a woman”
and the ftm “I am a man” is a categorical repudiation: “oh no ze isn’t.”
As we saw in connection with Sierra’s exclusionary pronouncement,
this translation-by-negation works specifically in Callon and Latour’s
sense as an “act of violence” by which one takes “authority to speak
or to act on behalf of another actor”: when you claim to be a woman,
even though you are undeniably a man, you are simply mistaken, and
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believe me when I tell you that it is in your own best interests to admit
and accept this, and organize your life differently. Because this rhetorical
“translation” emerges out of a cisnormativity that reflexively rejects
what appears to it to be faux-normativity, without the empathy born of
transitive subjectivity—without, at the very least, a Golden Rule kind of
subject-in-transit affective projection into a trans phenomenology—it is
translational without being translingual.
2. Liberal cis PBL translation of trans PBL: dogmatic PC acceptance. As
Christine Overall showed in Chapter 2, a second normative cis PBL
“translation” of the trans PBL, motivated in the aggregate by the liberal
normativity of political correctness, is relatively easy: “This is not to
say that individuals cannot be epistemic authorities concerning their
sexual orientation and sex/gender identity …” Simply stifle all qualms in
the name of social justice and equity in order to grant every individual
on earth—in the abstract, preferably, and thus also, as in 1, without
translinguality—the right to “epistemic authority” over their own “sexual
orientation and sex/gender identity.” (But note that Overall seems to
straddle 2 and 3, insisting on both [2] a rigid gender binary and [3] the
sociocultural constructedness of that binary.)
3. Liberal cis ABL translation of trans PBL: uneasy PC acceptance. This
translation is somewhat more turbulent than 2, because even if ABL
nudges the cis translator toward liberal PC acceptance of transgender,
it also tends to undermine the kind of abstract normativity that
fuels traditional liberal PC, making it feel patronizing. To the extent
that the cis ABL translator imagines trans PBL as (3a) ideologically
reactionary—the mtf longs to be a “real woman,” the ftm longs to be
a “real man,” because those binary idealizations are heroic exemplars
worth striving to emulate—ze will have to work especially hard to
quell ideological disapproval in the name of PC acceptance. Christine
Overall’s liberal PC loyalty to CL constructivism, because it takes the
form of resistance to stable gender essentialisms—resistance to the idea
that one is essentializingly born in the wrong body—also places zir in 3a.
As I hinted earlier, it feels easier to accept trans PBL on (3b) pragmatic
grounds, as a cringeworthy but often quite necessary hedge against
transphobic violence; but how does the cis ABL translator accommodate
a sincere trans belief in PBL, without feeling an insistent desire to
unmask its ideological conditioning?
4. Impassioned cis ABL translation of trans ABL: translingual solidarity.
This is the translational orientation with which I most strongly identify:
cis empathy fueled by an inner sense, which may range from highly
conscious to hardly conscious at all, of the spillages and crossovers
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between maleness and femaleness, prompting a partial but enthusiastic
translingual solidarity with genderqueer and genderfuck ABL. Any kind
of beyond-binary dysphoria, it seems to me—not just gender dysphoria—
is likely to stir up a nascent rebellious resistance against both (1/2)
normative cis PBL and (3a) normative trans PBL, even in people (like
me) who find it relatively (un)easy to live within societal cis binaries.
5. Full-bodied and fully mindful cis PBL translation of trans PBL: nearly
impossible acceptance. This translation, I suggest, is the most difficult
of all. “Full-bodied and fully mindful” implies full awareness of the
full range of nuance in one’s affective response: deeply and fully feeling
whatever one feels, feeling it as embodied awareness, and not attempting
to paper it over with (2/3) the socially and politically appropriate
outward mask of behavior. The stumbling block there, obviously, is the
disparity between cis PBL, which is cisnormative, and trans PBL, which
is what we might call norm-artifactual, adherence to the cis norm as an
artifact whose mimetic quality is highly prized—or, in the condemnatory
form that artifactuality takes in 1, “fake,” an imposture. And while a
striving to turn that negation into acceptance is possible, and admirable,
the sticking point is that cisnormativity is intrinsically based on the
shape of the body at birth, not the artfulness of later imitations. What
then might become the basis of translational acceptance?
It strikes me, on second or third thought, that the real problem in 5 is not
some lockstep PBL political unconscious, but rather the preferential skew I’ve
thrown into the discussion—not only by making this chapter about dissipative
systems and symmetry-breaking events, but by so transparently preferring
the symmetry-breaking events. In gender politics, any (4) marked lean in the
direction of symmetry-breaking and the emergence of novelty into the world
is going to privilege genderqueer and genderfuck outlawry, and thus both
cis and trans ABL, over the stabilization of PBL systems. Flipping that value
hierarchy on its head might be one obvious route through to 5: if you love
system, love order, love stability, then, even if you are a cis lover of PBL who
see yourself as protecting binary normality against anti-binary deviancy, you
should still be able to love trans PBL as the restoration of order. The normartifactual ABL thought and talk and process of transition, of transversality,
of (trans)emergence, all disrupt system in ways that cisnormative PBL will
find profoundly disturbing; but the completion of transition, so that the ftm
has a functioning penis and no breasts and facial hair and a low voice, and the
mtf has a functioning vagina and breasts and no Adam’s apple and smooth
skin and a high voice, could conceivably satisfy you. It could conceivably give
you a sense of ideological closure.
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If that doesn’t work, however, there does seem to me to be one final option
for 5: the complete strategic forgetting of cisnormativity. Indeed, ideally, one
should endeavor to forget PBL entirely, at least temporarily, situationally,
for the purpose of having this conversation with this person right now, at
this specific point in time. And I do believe such forgettings happen; such
conversations happen. They sound utopian, and, in the aggregate, are
probably quite idealistic; but that doesn’t make them impossible.

Second Conclusion: Entelechany
I began this chapter by imagining an entelechy of binary gender, based on
Tarmo’s mock-life of Seppo from Antti Holma’s 2014 Finnish novel Järjestäjä
(“The Arranger”). Let me conclude this chapter by rethinking Aristotle’s
coinage somewhat along the lines we’ve been exploring.
Aristotle coined ἐντελέχεια/entelekheia or “entelechy” as a portmanteau
of three Greek words: ἐν/en “in” + τέλος/telos “end” + ἔχειν/ekhein “to have.”
Thus: “having an end within.” It’s not, in other words, contrary to popular
belief, a teleology with an inexorable movement toward an inescapable end.
It’s also not a binary stretched out over time, from potentiality to actualization.
The end is within. Its emergence may be thwarted by environmental factors—
the seed may never grow into a tree, if deprived of sufficient water, sunlight,
etc.—but it is there inside the thing, pushing its growth in a certain direction.
For the idealized (depoliticized) entelechy of binary gender, obviously,
this means that the idealized telos or end of straight male masculinity is
waiting inside the newborn baby-with-a-penis (“learned the offside rule”),
and the idealized telos of straight female femininity is waiting inside the
newborn baby-with-a-vagina, waiting to push the baby’s growth in the
gender-appropriate direction. The baby-with-a-penis grows into a little boy
who plays with trucks and hates girls, who grows into a man who dominates
and lusts after women and hates gays, and the baby-with-a-vagina grows into
a little girl who plays with dolls and dreams of being a princess married to
Prince Charming and giving birth to adorable little babies, who grows into a
submissive (but never resentful!) servant who cheerfully devotes all zir time
and energy to cooking and cleaning and child care. Any deviation from those
divergent but parallel entelechial pathways is a failure to achieve the end that
is within.
Once we start examining all the social, cultural, legal, and political
safeguards set up to enforce the “natural” completion of the binary gender
entelechy, of course, it begins to be clear that that entelechy is not natural at
all, but a social dissipative system, the maintenance of whose systemic order
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is guided not by “the end within” but by “the social forces without.” Binary
gender is not some natural biological order, but a cultural achievement—
and it is often achieved at the cost of the self- and other-acceptance of those
individuals who “fail” to conform.
As a dissipative system, binary gender is actually chaotic—not in the sense
of being random Brownian motion, but rather in its constant vulnerability
to breakdown, to symmetry-breaking events, from the biologically most
obvious to the socially most obvious:
1. Intersexuality—hermaphroditism of many different fractal variations—
which is such a disturbingly obvious biological breaking of systemic
symmetry that doctors still mostly “fix” it, often without even asking the
parents.
2. Sex chromosome aneuploidies (SCAs)—chromosomal variations, such
as 45,X (a monosomy called Turner syndrome—see http://www.
turnersyndrome.org for the Turner Syndrome Society), XYY, XYYY,
XYYYY, XXY, XXXY, XXYY, XXXX, XXXXY, XXXXX (see https://
genetic.org/ for the Association of X and Y Chromosome Variations)—
which are not visible to the eye but can be detected in prenatal testing.
3. Transitivity—people who feel alienated from the physiological sex
assigned to them at birth, who can include 1 and 2 but also include many
who show no “medical” “abnormalities”—prompting various forms and
stages of gender reassignment, from genital reassignment surgery to
hormone treatment to cross-dressing, and so on.
4. Gays, lesbians, bis, genderfluids, etc.—cis people who are satisfied
with their physiological sex assignment but gravitate away from the
dominant sexual-preference entelechy (male>masculine>straight,
female>feminine>straight).
5. Gender-indifference—people for whom sex/gender identity has zero
relevance for their social and sexual preferences, which run rather to,
say, S/M/B/D (top or bottom), leather, latex, uniforms, feet, etc.—may
include 1, 2, 3, and 4, but typically without a preference for those sex/
gender determinants.
Given the prevalence of these “deviations” from the “normal” or “natural”
gender binary, it seems silly not only to call that binary “normal” or “natural,”
but to continue using Aristotle’s term “entelechy” for it—as if “it” were
singular and single-mindedly driven toward the actualization of binary
perfection in every human being.
In the context of chaos theory, therefore—gender as a social dissipative
system—I suggest that a better term might be “entelechany,” taking that new
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ending –chany from the Greek verb χάνω/khánō, which means “to miss” (a
train or person) or “to lose” (time or sleep), and is related to χαῶ/khaō “to
devour, to destroy, to cast into chaos.” Obviously, these verbs of absence and
disruption feed the classical neuter noun χάος/khaos, which feeds, ultimately,
the formation of chaos theory as the account, increasingly dominant in the
natural sciences, of the inevitability of the breakdown of systemic order, and
the emergence of novelty from mutation. Entelechany would be the missing
or the losing of any “end within”; the chaotic devouring or destroying of any
“end within.”
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4

Becoming-Trans: The Rhizomatics
of Gender

The concept of world traveling that María Lugones develops in “Playfulness, ‘World’-Travelling, and Loving Perception” (1990) provides conceptual tools for understanding the epistemological subject positions of
genderqueer border zone denizens. On Lugones’ conception, a “world” is
always presently inhabited by some flesh and blood people; it need not be a
construction of an entire society, and it may be incomplete in that things in
it may not be altogether constructed or some things in it may be negatively
constructed. Thus, a world may be an incomplete, visionary, nonutopian
construction, or it may be a traditional construction of life; some of the
inhabitants of a world may not understand or accept their constructions
within it (Lugones 1990: 395). From this base, Lugones argues that some of
us, especially “those of us who are outside the mainstream U.S. construction or organization of life,” travel between worlds and that some of us are
in more than one world at once (396). When we travel between worlds,
we “have the distinct experience of being different in different worlds and
ourselves in them,” and we are more at ease in some worlds than in others
(396). We may be at ease in a world in any of four ways: (1) by understanding the norms and discourses in that world; (2) by being normatively
happy because in agreement with the world’s norms; (3) by being humanly
bonded with others within that world; and, (4) by sharing a history with
others in that world. A person is maximally at ease in a world in which
that person is at ease in all four senses (397).
C. Jacob Hale, “Tracing a Ghostly Memory in my Throat:
Reflections on Ftm Feminist Voice and Agency” (2009: 56)
This sociological model for discussing gender identities and belonging,
borrowed from María Lugones by C. Jacob Hale, Professor and Associate
Chair of the Department of Philosophy at California State University,
Northridge, and director of the Center for Sex and Gender Research, is
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instantly compelling to me as a translation scholar: obviously “traveling
between worlds” means intercultural communication at the very least, and
probably translation as well. The significant difference between a Translation
Studies version of this model and Lugones’ version, however, is that in
Translation Studies, the worlds between which one travels are almost always
national and almost always two: the source culture and the target culture,
or, in the ethnocentric tradition launched by Friedrich Schleiermacher, the
“foreign” culture and the “domestic”—or “local,” or “cislingual”—culture. The
driving question is always how best to transform the source/foreign text so
as best to serve the target/domestic/local/cislingual audience. In Lugones,
by contrast, because the worlds are not national—they can be any kind of
grouping—we are always nonbinarily in more than one world at a time,
with not only different loyalties to different norm-systems but different
personalities as well, different identities. The driving question for Lugones is
the degree to which we are “at ease” in each world, which is a scalar state—
“we are more at ease in some worlds than in others”—that fractalizes social
belonging entirely.
When Hale plugs zir own group—“dislocated genderqueers”—into
Lugones’ equation, ze finds one inevitable rejection, in 2 (“normatively happy
because in agreement with the world’s norms”), but otherwise much to be
pleased about:
Dislocated genderqueers cannot be at ease in Lugones’ second sense:
since we are only marginally within any gender category, we will not be
normatively happy because we will not be in agreement with the norms
that constitute that gender category’s core. Yet we may be at ease in many
worlds in each of Lugones’ other three senses. We may understand the
norms within worlds of the normatively gendered, within transsexual
worlds, within ftm-specific worlds, and within other queer worlds; we
may have close, loving, human bonds in each of the worlds about whose
margins we flit; and we may share histories with others in many worlds.
Thus, we may have more plural self-images than those double images of
ourselves that Lugones locates in our memories of ourselves in different
worlds (Lugones 1990: 398); we may travel in indefinitely many worlds,
and, thus, see indefinitely many images of ourselves, and we may also
see ourselves as constructed differently than we construct ourselves in
indefinitely many worlds. (56–57)

The key colligation there is “indefinitely many”: the punch that Lugones
brings to the sociological study of groups and belonging is this fractal
proliferation of partial belongings to partial groups. One is no longer either
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an insider who belongs or an outsider who doesn’t belong. Nor, to be precise,
is one either “located” or “dislocated”: one is always becoming-translocated.
One is always a subject-in-transit, a transitional subjectivity, always gearing
up for imminent translingual address.
And, as Hale adds, quite usefully: “World-traveling genderqueers’ subject
positions lead to particular kinds of gender theory, politics, and practice,
forged from the particular zones of overlap that we occupy and through
which we travel” (2009: 57). That multiplicity of trans(lation/)gender theories
emerging out of the indefinite proliferation of groups and belongings is the
theme of this chapter.
What Hale misses in Lugones’ article, however, are two of the three
main terms in its title: in highlighting “‘World’-Travelling,” ze neglects
the constitutive attention Lugones pays to “Playfulness” and “Loving
Perception.” (Hale cites Lugones from Gloria Anzaldúa’s 1990 reprint of the
article in Making Face, Making Soul/Haciendo Caras; I cite Lugones from
the original 1987 Hypatia publication.) Lugones is concerned not only with
being arrogantly excluded by (3) the dominant “White/Anglo organization
of life in the US” but with zir own arrogant tendency to exclude other
women, beginning with zir own mother. This early summary Lugones
offers of zir article’s thesis, for example, is very close to Hale’s summary,
except that it also emphasizes the importance of “cross-cultural and crossracial loving”:
As outsiders to the mainstream, women of color in the U.S. practice
“world”-travelling, mostly out of necessity. I affirm this practice as a
skillful, creative, rich, enriching and, given certain circumstances, as a
loving way of being and living. I recognize that much of our travelling is
done unwillfully to hostile White/Anglo “worlds.” The hostility of these
“worlds” and the compulsory nature of the “traveling” have obscured
for us the enormous value of our living and its connection to loving.
Racism has a vested interest in obscuring and devaluing the complex
skills involved in it. I recommend that we affirm this travelling across
“worlds” as partly constitutive of cross-cultural and cross-racial loving.
Thus I recommend to women of color in the U.S. that we learn to love
each other by learning to travel to each other’s “worlds.” (1987: 3–4)

And the follow-up to that summary delves more deeply into the negative
sociological phenomenon that Lugones seeks to combat, namely the
“arrogant perception” about which Marilyn Frye (1983) writes in The Politics
of Reality: “the paper makes a connection between what Marilyn Frye has
named ‘arrogant perception’ and the failure to identify with persons that one
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views arrogantly or has come to see as the products of arrogant perception.
A further connection is made between this failure of identification and a
failure to love, and thus between loving and identifying with another person”
(1987: 4). It is possible, as Lugones demonstrates, still following Frye, with
examples from zir own treatment of zir mother, to “love” someone while
perceiving zir arrogantly—an attitude that tends to promote “love” as
“unconditional servitude” (4).
Frye, Lugones notes, is mostly concerned with the harmful effects of men’s
arrogant perception on women; whereas
I am concerned with women as arrogant perceivers because I want to
explore further what it is to love women. I want to explore two failures
of love: my failure to love my mother and White/Anglo women’s failure
to love women across racial and cultural boundaries in the U.S. As a
consequence of exploring these failures I will offer a loving solution
to them. My solution modifies Frye’s account of loving perception by
adding what I call playful “world”-travel. (5)

In other words, one of the applications to “ftm-specific worlds” that Lugones
would encourage Hale to consider would be outgoing arrogance: is it possible
that Hale not only feels problematically (arrogantly?) excluded by cis
feminists due to their suspicion of zir aggrandized male privilege, but also
feels love-precluding arrogance toward, say, less self-aware or less out ftms?
(I’m not suggesting that ze does—only that Lugones would want zir to think
about it.1)
As for playfulness, it came out of Lugones’ realization of “experienc[ing]
myself as both having and not having a particular attribute,” namely,
playfulness: “I am sure that I am a playful person. On the other hand, I can
say, painfully, that I am not a playful person. I am not a playful person in
certain worlds” (9).
Given the clarification of what I mean by a “world,” “world”-travel,
and being at ease in a “world,” we are in a position to return to my
problematic attribute, playfulness. It may be that in this “world” in
which I am so unplayful, I am a different person than in the “world” in
which I am playful. Or it may be that the “world” is constructed in such
a way that my being playful in it is kind of hard. In describing what I
take a “world” to be, I emphasized the first possibility as both the one
that is truest to the experience of “outsiders” to the mainstream and as
ontologically problematic because the “I” is identified in some sense as
one and in some sense as a plurality. I identify myself as myself through
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memory and I retain myself as different in memory. When I travel
from one “world” to another, I have this image, this memory of myself
as playful in this other “world.” I can then be in a particular “world”
and have a double image of myself as, for example, playful and as not
playful. But this is a very familiar and recognizable phenomenon to the
outsider to the mainstream in some central cases: when in one “world”
I animate, for example, that “world’s” caricature of the person I am in
the other “world.” I can have both images of myself and to the extent
that I can materialize or animate both images at the same time I become
an ambiguous being. This is very much a part of trickery and foolery.
It is worth remembering that the trickster and the fool are significant
characters in many non-dominant or outsider cultures. One then sees
any particular “world” with these double edges and sees absurdity in
them and so inhabits oneself differently. (13)

And indeed, for Lugones, “Playfulness is, in part, an openness to being a fool,
which is combination of not worrying about competence, not being selfimportant, not taking norms as sacred and finding ambiguity and double
edges a source of wisdom and delight” (17). The upside of that, an “openness
to surprise” (17) and an attendant flexibility, may make it possible to explore
the self one finds oneself inhabiting in a given “world,” and, “see[ing] what
the possibilities for play are for the being one is in that ‘world,’ … one may
even decide to inhabit that self fully in order to understand it better and find
its creative possibilities” (17). This, Lugones notes, “is quite different from
resigning or abandoning oneself to the particular construction of oneself that
one is attempting to take a hold of ” (17).
Here, in this final chapter of Transgender, Translation, Translingual
Address, it is worth noting that Lugones’ notion of playful, loving “world”traveling is another exploration of what Boaventura de Sousa Santos calls
“diatopical hermeneutics,” and what I call the empathic dialoguing of
translingual address.

Introduction: Deleuzean rhizomatics
The reason I begin with this lengthy discussion of Lugones’ article is that it
perfectly sets up, and yields to, a rhizomatic analysis out of Gilles Deleuze
and Félix Guattari. The idea of traveling between “worlds” points us to
their notions of deterritorialization and “lines of flight” (see Fournier 2014,
Crawford 2013, Fajardo 2013) and the nomad (see Malatino 2014); and
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they explicitly link rhizomatics to an anti-binary-gender becoming-woman
feminism that has riled up the pro-binary-gender feminists from Luce
Irigaray (1985) to Rosi Braidotti.2 So that’s coming. Deleuze and Guattari
(D&G) also move through becoming-woman to becoming-child, becominganimal, becoming-vegetable, becoming-mineral, becoming-inhuman,
becoming-imperceptible, and so on; and we will be exploring various such
becomings as trans-poetic tropes for transition.
D&G begin by critiquing what they call “arborescent” thinking, namely,
binary thinking that takes an argument through a series of binary gates,
resulting in a “tree diagram,” or, when it’s pointed downward, a “root diagram,”
like Schleiermacher’s (1813/2002) argument in “Ueber die verschiedenen
Methoden des Uebersetzens” (“On the Different Methods of Translating” in
Robinson 1997/2015) in Figure 4.1.
At each binary gate—each tree crotch or bifurcating root—Schleiermacher
wants us to choose the left branch or fork over the right: translation of art and
scholarship over commercial translation, true translation over compromise
translation, and taking the reader to the author (foreignizing translation)
over bringing the author to the reader (domesticating translation). As I
showed at some length in Schleiermacher’s Icoses (2013c), ze is willing to
throw up huge mounds of the most egregiously fallacious reasoning to make
this tree diagram work. Logically, the Academy address on translation is a
mess. But at least the branching structure of the tree diagram is elegant—if
you don’t look too closely.
What is wrong with binary/arborescent/root thought for D&G is precisely
this elegance, which is a gross oversimplification of nature: « La nature
n’agit pas ainsi: les racines elles-mêmes y sont pivotantes, à ramification plus
nombreuse, latérale et circulaire, non pas dichotomique. L’esprit retarde sur la
nature » (1980: 11)/“Nature doesn’t work that way: in nature, roots are taproots
Translating
Translation
of Art/Scholarship
True Translation
Reader-toAuthor

Author to
Reader

Interpreting
(Commercial translation)

(Compromise Translation1)
Paraphrase

Imitation

Figure 4.1 The arborescent argumentative structure in Schleiermacher’s
1813 Academy address on translation
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with a more multiple, lateral, and circular system of ramification, rather than a
dichotomous one. Thought lags behind nature” (Massumi 1987: 5).
Well, that and the fact that binary logic is such a tiresomely dominant
thought pattern in the West: « Un devient deux: chaque fois que nous
rencontrons cette formule, fût-elle énoncée stratégiquement par Mao, fûtelle comprise le plus ‘dialectiquement’ du monde, nous nous trouvons devant
la pensée la plus classique et la plus réfléchie la plus vieille, la plus fatiguée »
(11)/“One becomes two: whenever we encounter this formula, even stated
strategically by Mao or understood in the most ‘dialectical’ way possible,
what we have before us is the most classical and well reflected, oldest, and
weariest kind of thought” (5).
What D&G celebrate in place of arborescent thinking is the rhizome:
Cette fois, la racine principale a avorté, ou se détruit vers son extrémité;
vient se greffer sur elle une multiplicité immédiate et quelconque de
racines secondaires qui prennent un grand développement. Cette fois,
la réalité naturelle apparaît dans l’avortement de la racine principale,
mais son unité n’en subsiste pas moins comme passée ou à venir, comme
possible. (12)
This time, the principal root has aborted, or its tip has been destroyed; an
immediate, indefinite multiplicity of secondary roots grafts onto it and
undergoes a flourishing development. This time, natural reality is what
aborts the principal root, but the root’s unity subsists, as past or yet to
come, as possible. (5)

The “indefinite multiplicity of secondary roots”: like “dislocated genderqueers”
in Hale’s account of Lugones, rhizomes “may travel in indefinitely many
worlds, and, thus, see indefinitely many images of [them]selves.”
For me, the quintessential rhizome is Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon),
also known as dog’s tooth grass, devil’s grass, couch grass, wire grass, and
scutch grass. It is, of course, an invasive creeper weed, called that because it
creeps along the ground, and puts down new roots wherever a node touches
the ground. But technically it’s not correct to think of those above-ground
creepers or runners as rhizomatic: rhizomes are actually below-ground
creepers. Bermuda grass propagates through rhizomes as well as those runners
(and also through seed dispersion); for me, though, as a former lawn-owner,
Bermuda grass makes a useful tactile and visual image of the rhizome. I’ve seen
it spread across a lawn; I’ve tried to pull it up, one node at a time; I’ve thought
I’ve gotten it all, only to find it spreading again the next spring.
The word rhizome comes from the ancient Greek ῥίζωμα/rhizōma, “mass
of roots.” The root mass of Bermuda grass typically builds up to around
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60 centimeters below the ground, but can grow to two meters deep. What
makes this a powerful organizing image for D&G is that if a rhizomatic
rootstock is separated from its tap root, it can still grow a new plant. Nutrients
are stored in rhizomes—starches, proteins, and so on—that make it possible
for a new plant to grow out of any one of them, in response to being cut off by
a pesky lawn-owner, or after the plant dies back for the winter. The technical
term for this kind of growth is vegetative reproduction.
Other rhizomes that I don’t normally associate with D&G’s use of the
term: hops, asparagus, ginger, turmeric, bamboo, potatoes and other tubers,
and rhubarb. They write that « des animaux même le sont, sous leur forme
de meute » (13)/“even some animals are [rhizomatic], in their pack form”
(6), especially perhaps rats, and that « les terriers le sont, sous toutes leurs
fonctions d’habitat, de provision, de déplacement, d’esquive et de rupture »
(13)/“burrows are too, in all of their functions of shelter, supply, movement,
evasion, and breakout” (6–7). This isomorphic proliferation of rhizomes, to
include not only all “plant life in its specificity” but rats and other vectors,
and burrows, and wasps and orchids, will prove promising for trans-poetics
(see Edwards 2014):
Comment les mouvements de déterritorialisation et les procès de
reterritorialisation ne seraient-ils pas relatifs, perpétuellement en
branchement, pris les uns dans les autres? L’orchidée se déterritorialise en
formant une image, un calque de guêpe; mais la guêpe se reterritorialise
sur cette image. La guêpe se déterritorialise pourtant, devenant ellemême une pièce dans l’appareil de reproduction de l’orchidée ; mais
elle reterritorialise l’orchidée, en en transportant le pollen. La guêpe
et l’orchidée font rhizome, en tant qu’hétérogènes. On pourrait dire
que l’orchidée imite la guêpe dont elle reproduit l’image de manière
signifiante (mimesis, mimétisme, leurre, etc.). (17)
How could movements of deterritorialization and processes of
reterritorialization not be relative, always connected, caught up in
one another? The orchid deterritorializes by forming an image, a
tracing of a wasp; but the wasp reterritorializes on that image. The
wasp is nevertheless deterritorialized, becoming a piece in the orchid’s
reproductive apparatus. But it reterritorializes the orchid by transporting
its pollen. Wasp and orchid, as heterogeneous elements, form a rhizome.
It could be said that the orchid imitates the wasp, reproducing its image
in a signifying fashion (mimesis, mimicry, lure, etc.). (10)

This formulation only works, however, they note, on the strata level:
« parallélisme entre deux strates telles qu’une organisation végétale sur l’une
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imite une organisation animale sur l’autre » (17)/“a parallelism between two
strata such that a plant organization on one imitates an animal organization
on the other” (10). And that’s not quite right either:
En même temps il s’agit de tout autre chose : plus du tout imitation,
mais capture de code, plus-value de code, augmentation de valence,
véritable devenir, devenir-guêpe de l’orchidée, devenir-orchidée de
la guêpe, chacun de ces devenirs assurant la dé territorialisation
d’un des termes et la reterritorialisation de l’autre, les deux devenirs
s’enchaînant et se relayant suivant une circulation d’intensités qui
pousse la déterritorialisation toujours plus loin. Il n’y a pas imitation ni
ressemblance, mais explosion de deux séries hétérogènes dans la ligne de
fuite composée d’un rhizome commun qui ne peut plus être attribué, ni
soumis à quoi que ce soit de signifiant. (17)
At the same time, something else entirely is going on: not imitation
at all but a capture of code, surplus value of code, an increase in
valence, a veritable becoming, a becoming-wasp of the orchid and a
becoming-orchid of the wasp. Each of these becomings brings about
the deterritorialization of one term and the reterritorialization of the
other; the two becomings interlink and form relays in a circulation of
intensities pushing the deterritorialization ever further. There is neither
imitation nor resemblance, only an exploding of two heterogeneous
series on the line of flight composed by a common rhizome that can no
longer be attributed to or subjugated by anything signifying. (10)

Some definitions: a “territory” for D&G is a stabilized confluence of identity
and place. Binary gender, conceived as the “true nature” of generalized/
universalized “man,” is a territory. Within that territory, all men are “real
men,” and all women are “real women,” in the sense that penis>man>masculinity>heterosexuality is an idealized territoriality, and vagina>woman
>femininity>heterosexuality is an idealized subterritoriality (“woman” is a
subcategory of the supercategory “man”). This is the arborescent stasis that is
set up normatively as “human nature,” and legislated as “the law of the land”
(see Nurka 2015)—because for some perverse reason “universal” “human”
“nature” just won’t stay inside its assigned territory, dammit.
Reality, for D&G, is an assemblage of flows along lines of force, and
especially along lines of escape. These are the deterritorializations and
reterritorializations as border-crossings as becomings: “At the same time,
something else entirely is going on: not imitation at all but a capture of
code, surplus value of code, an increase in valence, a veritable becoming,
a becoming-wasp of the orchid and a becoming-orchid of the wasp.”
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Each “capture of code” involves not only “an increase in valence” but an
intensification of valence, a becoming-intense. “Each of these becomings
brings about the deterritorialization of one term and the reterritorialization
of the other; the two becomings interlink and form relays in a circulation of
intensities pushing the deterritorialization ever further.” To reterritorialize,
as Mark Bonta and John Protevi note, is to “form new assemblages (there is
never a simple escape or simple return to the old territory” (2004: 78).
As Bonta and Protevi define D&G’s use of “rhizome”:
DG list six principles of a rhizome: connection (all points are
immediately connectable); heterogeneity (rhizomes mingle signs and
bodies); multiplicity (the rhizome is “flat” or immanent [“they fill or
occupy all of their dimensions” 9]); “asignifying rupture” (the line of
flight is a primary component, which enables heterogeneity-preserving
emergence or “consistency”); cartography (maps of emergence are
necessary to follow a rhizome); and decalcomania (the rhizome is not
a model like the tree, but an “immanent process”) ([Massumi 1987:
7–14]). (136)

The primary tendency in all six principles is Chapter 3’s emergence, or, in
D&G’s term, becoming. There is nothing static here. A static “model like
the tree” would be a territory. Deterritorialization and reterritorialization
are the tendency of people and things to keep moving: “we may travel in
indefinitely many worlds,” as Hale put it. And every world connects up with
every other—but never in stable or totalizing or predictable ways.
Territorial thinking is akin to what Sakai Naoki calls the regime of
homolingual address. Deterritorialization/reterritorialization, nomadology,
and general rhizomatics are closer to what ze calls the attitude of heterolingual
address, except that there is no becoming in heterolinguality. In its
becomingness, Deleuzean thought is closer to translinguality, the subject-intransit, or to the negentropic turbulences of heteroglossia.

“Becoming-woman” becoming “becoming-trans”
D&G’s (in)famous notion of « devenir-femme »/“becoming-woman,” which
has been attacked so vociferously by pro-binary-gender feminists from Luce
Irigaray to Rosi Braidotti, is, I admit, problematic. D&G’s thinking comes
out of a distinction between “Man” as majoritarianism and “Woman” as
minoritarianism, and thus between majority as an « étalon abstrait » (133)/
“abstract standard” (105), which is never anybody, and minority as « le
devenir de tout le monde, son devenir potentiel pour autant qu’il dévie du
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modèle » (133–34)/“the becoming of everybody, one’s potential becoming
to the extent that one deviates from the model” (105). There is, therefore,
no “becoming-man,” because there is no becoming-majoritarian; Man as the
majority is always a stable state, a territory, and the only gendered becoming
is becoming-woman:
Le problème n’est jamais d’acquérir la majorité, même en instaurant une
nouvelle constante . Il n’y a pas de devenir majoritaire, majorité n’est
jamais un devenir. Il n’y a de devenir que minoritaire. Les femmes, quel
que soit leur nombre, sont une minorité, définissable comme état ou
sous-ensemble; mais elles ne créent qu’en rendant possible un devenir,
dont elles n’ont pas la propriété, dans lequel elles ont elles-mêmes à
entrer, un devenir-femme qui concerne l’homme tout entier, hommes et
femmes y compris. (133–34)
The problem is never to acquire the majority, even in order to install
a new constant. There is no becoming-majoritarian; majority is never
becoming. All becoming is minoritarian. Women, regardless of their
numbers, are a minority, definable as a state or subset; but they create
only by making possible a becoming over which they do not have
ownership, into which they themselves must enter; this is a becomingwoman affecting all of humankind, men and women both. (106)

What they’re looking for, in other words, is not “women” or “a becomingwoman affecting all of humankind, men and women both,” but minority,
minoritarianism, minoritarian becoming (see Garner 2014). They’re
looking for a line of flight out of the territory of majoritarian gender, which
is normatively male, yes, but better, normatively binary. Using “woman” as
a marker for nonbinary gender is sort of understandable, I guess, if you’re
a couple of middle-aged white men in the 1970s, and you find feminism
attractive as an alternative to male supremacy; but it’s also, um, polysemous.
Ambiguous.
They return to the issue later in the book: « Pourquoi y a-t-il tant de
devenirs de l’homme, mais pas de devenir-homme? C’est d’abord parce
que l’homme est majoritaire par excellence, tandis que les devenirs sont
minoritaires, tout devenir est un devenir-minoritaire » (356)/“Why are
there so many becomings of man, but no becoming-man? First because
man is majoritarian par excellence, whereas becomings are minoritarian; all
becoming is a becoming-minoritarian” (291). And therefore:
C’est en ce sens que les femmes, les enfants, et aussi les animaux, les
végétaux, les molécules sont minoritaires. C’est peut-être même la
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situation particulière de la femme par rapport à l’étalon-homme qui
fait que tous les devenirs, étant minoritaires, passent par un devenirfemme . … Le devenir-femme affecte nécessairement les hommes autant
que les femmes. D’une certaine manière, c’est toujours « homme » qui
est le sujet d’un devenir ; mais il n’est un tel sujet qu’en entrant dans un
devenir-minoritaire qui l’arrache à son identité majeure. (356-–57)
In this sense women, children, but also animals, plants, and molecules,
are minoritarian. It is perhaps the special situation of women in relation
to the man-standard that accounts for the fact that becomings, being
minoritarian, always pass through a becoming-woman. … Becomingwoman necessary affects men as much as women. In a way, the subject
in a becoming is always “man,” but only when he enters a becomingminoritarian that rends him from his major identity. (291)

This is, for the most part, good feminist theory: “man is majoritarian par
excellence, whereas becomings are minoritarian.” But I think Rosi Braidotti
is right to argue, as ze does in “Becoming Woman” (2003), that there is an
“unresolved knot in Deleuze’s relation to the becoming-woman and the
feminine”:
It has to do with a double pull that Deleuze never solved and which
is closely tied to his interaction with Guattari’s work on molecular
subjectivity, transversality and schizoanalysis. It is a tension between
on the one hand, empowering a generalized “becoming-woman”
as the prerequisite for all other becomings and, on the other, calling
for its dismissal. On the one hand, the becoming-minority/Nomad/
molecular/bodies-without-organs/woman is based on the feminine, on
the other hand it is posited as the general figuration for the kind of
subjectivity which Deleuze advocates. (47)3

And yet—no. Braidotti’s reading has its own “unresolved knot.” Zir error
there is the assumption that the “becoming-woman” discussion “is based on
the feminine”: it’s not. D&G’s assertion that “it is perhaps the special situation
of women in relation to the man-standard that accounts for the fact that
becomings, being minoritarian, always pass through a becoming-woman”
seems to refer to feminist claims about “the special situation of women in
relation to the man-standard,” and that makes it seem as if it must be based
on the feminine; but it isn’t. And that fact, that it really isn’t, is the problem.
D&G’s reasoning is that, since “Man” is the patriarchal “majority,” the
hegemonic territory that encloses the anthroponormative binary gender
system—“Man” as “Mankind,” “Humanity,” “Human Being,” etc.—lines of
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flight from that territory must first go through “Woman,” as the primary
deviation, the first non-Man stage of “Mankind.” But surely that very thinking,
that “Woman” is the primary deviation from “Man,” remains endemically
inscribed with the very binary gender regime that it seeks to overthrow?
Surely, if D&G are looking for a line of flight from binary gender marked with
nonbinary nonnormativity, the ideal phrase would have been not becomingwoman but becoming-trans, or becoming-queer?
Of course, that re-translation would, if anything, have made D&G’s gender
intervention even less attractive to the pro-binary-gender philosophers.
Irigaray and Braidotti are at considerable pains to shore up, under the rallying
cry of “sexual differentiation,” precisely the normative binary gender regime
that D&G seek to undermine; the only thing that makes their intervention
at all acceptable to Irigaray and Braidotti is the fact that, as they read Mille
plateaux/A Thousand Plateaus, “Woman” is for D&G—at least potentially,
when read with proper feministic molarity—the first stage of rebellion
against “Man” or “male power” or “male privilege”:
D&G:
the enemy territory is binary gender;
the primary line of flight from that
territory is nonbinary gender (what
I’m suggesting we call “becomingtrans” or “becoming-queer”)

I&B:
the enemy territory is patriarchy;
the primary line of flight from that
territory is woman (not “becomingwoman”) as a clearly demarcated
sex/gender subject-position

In this next passage, in fact, by invoking « Les rites de transvestisme, de
travestissement »/“The rites of transvestism or female impersonation,” D&G
seem to be begging for an activist becoming-minoritarian (re)translation,
as a Latourian “speaking for” in which « le devenir-femme de l’homme et le
devenir-animal de l’humain » at the end becomes “the becoming-trans and the
becoming-animal of the human”:
Les rites de transvestisme, de travestissement, dans les socié tés primitives
où l’homme devient femme ne s’expliquent ni par une organisation sociale
qui ferait correspondre des rapports donnés, ni par une organisation
psychique qui ferait que l’homme ne désirerait pas moins être femme que
la femme, homme. La structure sociale, l’identification psychique laissent
de côté trop de facteurs spéciaux : l’enchaînement, le déchaînement et la
communication de devenirs que le travesti déclenche; la puissance du
devenir-animal qui en découle ; et surtout l’appartenance de ces devenirs
à une machine de guerre spécifique. Il en est de même pour la sexualité :
celle-ci s’explique mal par l’organisation binaire des sexes, et pas mieux
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par une organisation bisexuée de chacun des deux. La sexualité met en
jeu des devenirs conjugués trop divers qui sont comme n sexes, toute
une machine de guerre par quoi l’amour passe. Ce qui ne se ramène pas
aux fâcheuses métaphores entre l’amour et la guerre, la séduction et la
conquête, la lutte des sexes et la scène de ménage, ou même la guerreStrindberg : c’est seulement quand l’amour est fini, la sexualité tarie, que
les choses apparaissent ainsi. Mais ce qui compte est que l’amour luimême est une machine de guerre douée de pouvoirs étranges et quasi
terrifiants. La sexualité est une production de mille sexes, qui sont autant
de devenirs incontrôlables. La sexualité passe par le devenir-femme de
l’homme et le devenir-animal de l’humain : émission de particules. (341)
The rites of transvestism or female impersonation in primitive societies
in which a man becomes a woman are not explainable by a social
organization that places the given relations in correspondence, or
by a psychic organization that makes the woman desire to become a
man just as the man desires to become a woman. Social structure and
psychic identification leave too many special factors unaccounted for:
the linkage, unleashing, and communication of the becomings triggered
by the transvestite; the power (puissance) of the resultant becominganimal; and above all the participation of these becomings in a specific
war machine. The same applies for sexuality: it is badly explained by
the binary organization of the sexes, and just as badly by a bisexual
organization within each sex. Sexuality brings into play too great a
diversity of conjugated becomings; these are like n sexes, an entire war
machine through which love passes. This is not a return to those appalling
metaphors of love and war, seduction and conquest, the battle of the sexes
and the domestic squabble, or even the Strindberg-war: it is only after
love is done with and sexuality has dried up that things appear this way.
What counts is that love itself is a war machine endowed with strange and
somewhat terrifying powers. Sexuality is the production of a thousand
sexes, which are so many uncontrollable becomings. Sexuality proceeds
by way of the becoming-woman and the becoming-animal of the human: an
emission of particles. (278–79; Massumi’s translation modified)

I wonder: could it be, in thinking « Les rites de transvestisme, de
travestissement » in the late 1970s, D&G were unable to think either the
minoritizing power of transgender/genderqueer/genderfuck/etc. or the
majoritizing power of “woman” as invoked by powerful feminist philosophers
like Irigaray and Braidotti, who still need(ed) the normative regime of
binary gender to distinguish the feminist supervalue of “woman” from the
patriarchal subvalue of “man”?4 Were D&G unable to see the ways in which
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« l’homme devient femme » /“a man becomes a woman” fails to challenge
the molar regime of binary gender that they were specifically placing under
erasure? Cross-dressing and drag, as we would say now (see Gilbert 2014),
may not be the most radical forms of transgender available to cis thinkers
four decades after D&G wrote, but they are certainly a start.
Given D&G’s astonishing ability to delve into unfamiliar epistemic
domains like biology and geology, and trace emancipatory lines of flight from
the territories encased therein, it is not even all that difficult to imagine them,
nearly a half century ago, doing the research that might have yielded them a
phrase like “becoming-trans,” and avoiding the whole misleading molarity of
the gender binary in which their thinking remained mired.

Becoming-trans1: Becoming-Boi, Becoming-Grrrl
(Sassafras Lowrey, Lost Boi)
Louise Burchill reads D&G’s becoming-woman philosopheme in terms of
“gendered time”: starting from D&G’s insistence that “it is not the girl who
becomes a woman; it is becoming-woman that produces the universal girl”
(Massumi 1987: 277, quoted in Burchill 2010: 87), ze shows how “becoming
is a process that links together terms incapable of being reduced to the ‘molar’
entities—individuals, persons, and things—we habitually take ourselves and
all that surrounds us to be, as situated within a linear time serving as the
measure for the development of forms and the determination of subjects”
(87). This “girl” or “universal girl” produced by becoming-woman is not a
“molar subject”—which is to say, not a young female human being:
Accordingly, the girl is qualified by Deleuze and Guattari as “pure
relations of speeds and slownesses, and nothing else” (p. 271). There is
no psychology involved here, no “lived experience”; we are not in the
order of attributes or forms (such as that of a “subject”) but of spatiotemporal features: “A girl is late on account of her speed: she has done
too many things, crossed too many spaces in relation to the relative time
of the person waiting for her” (p. 271). Hence the distinction between
the girl, or becoming-woman, and women as defined by their form,
endowed with organs and functions, and assigned as molar subjects
within a dichotomized economy of gender. (87–88)

Burchill is quite persuasive on the importance, in line with many other
commentators, including Brian Massumi in zir User’s Guide (1992: 87–88),
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of not understanding becoming-woman as an imitation of feminine
stereotypes, as not “reproducing the characteristic features, movements or
affects of what passes for ‘the feminine’ in a given form of patriarchal society”
(Patton 2000: 81, quoted in Burchill 2010: 90). “Deleuze and Guattari,”
Burchill shows, “understand becoming-woman or the girl as a ‘configuration
of spatio-temporal relations and nothing else’—thus rendering superfluous
any further disqualification of the suggestion that it entails some form or
other of repetition of molar traits” (92).5
This does not mean, Burchill adds, that there is no relationship at all
between becoming-woman/the girl and actual female human persons: “There
is indeed a system of referrals between the conceptual persona of the girl and
the psychosocial type ‘woman’ but such referrals pass through a conceptual
determination that extracts from socio-historical or psychological attributes
the spatio-temporal relations inherent to them” (88). Not only that: “the girls
that populate A Thousand Plateaus come for the most part from the pages of
authors such as Proust, Trost, Woolf, James, and Kleist, to whose names those
of Lewis Carroll and Sören Kierkegaard should also be added even if they are
not explicitly cited in relation to becoming-woman” (88). They are literary
girls—which is to say, they are examples, or even analogues, rather than living
young female humans. Just as becoming-animal produces wolves, because
werewolves play such a striking role in the cultural mythology, but could
equally well produce hedgehogs or warthogs, so too does becoming-woman
produce literary girls, because they play such a striking role in the cultural
mythology, but could just as well produce boys, or bois, or grrrls. That is my
theme in this section.
Before we take a look at Sassafras Lowrey’s queered Peter Pan novel, Lost
Boi (2015), however, another disclaimer. In suggesting that re-translating
“le devenir-femme” as “becoming-trans” might not only have left D&G’s
text less vulnerable to bad literalist readings but actually have been closer to
what they were getting at, I am similarly not implying that becoming-trans
should be understood in terms of a sociological imitation or repetition of
actual “molar” trans persons (for an unpacking of all that, see the BecomingQueer3 section of “Concludingly,” next). In my re-translation the crossdressers and drag kings and queens D&G specifically mention are parallel
examples of “becoming-trans” or “becoming-queer”—but they aren’t
molar “real transgender individuals” either. Becoming-trans is a molecular
becoming-minoritarian that deterritorializes majoritarian binary gender.
Molecular becoming, or becoming-molecular, is a verbing at the microlevel of fractal time and space. It is only when we freeze molecular verbing
into static nouns that we get molar (macro) entities like Man and Woman,
or Cisgender and Transgender, or Cross-Dresser and Drag Queen (or, in
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Massumi, Transvestite and Woman Impersonator), or for that matter mtf
or ftm.
In queering Pan and zir lost bois, in fact, Lowrey seems to be digging
an elbow in D&G’s ribs as well. Think of the spatiotemporal coordinates
of J. M. Barrie’s original conception: in flying to Neverland the Darling
children leave the mundane world of London and historical time, and cross
over into the magical world of childhood, where no one ever ages. If in
D&G the line of flight out of the molarity of the mundane adult world into
the molecular childhood world is the girl, the “universal girl,” in Barrie’s
original play Peter Pan, or The Boy Who Wouldn’t Grow Up (1904), and zir
novelization Peter and Wendy (1911), that line of flight is Peter Pan, the
eternal boy:
Sans doute la jeune fille devient-elle femme, au sens organique ou
molaire. Mais inversement le devenir-femme ou la femme moléculaire
sont la jeune fille elle-même. La jeune fille ne se définit certes pas par la
virginité, mais par un rapport de mouvement et de repos, de vitesse et
de lenteur, par une combinaison d’atomes, une émission de particules:
heccéité . Elle ne cesse de courir sur un corps sans organes. Elle est ligne
abstraite, ou ligne de fuite. Aussi les jeunes filles n’appartiennent pas à un
âge, à un sexe, à un ordre ou a un règne : elles se glissent plutôt, entre les
ordres, les actes, les âges, les sexes; elles produisent n sexes moléculaires
sur la ligne de fuite, par rapport aux machines duelles qu’elles traversent
de part en part. (339)
Doubtless, the girl becomes a woman in the molar or organic sense.
But conversely, becoming-woman or the molecular woman is the girl
herself. The girl is certainly not defined by virginity; she is defined by a
relation of movement and rest, speed and slowness, by a combination of
atoms, an emission of particles: haecceity. She never ceases to roam upon
a body without organs. She is an abstract line, or a line of flight. Thus
girls do not belong to an age group, sex, order, or kingdom: they slip in
everywhere, between orders, acts, ages, sexes; they produce n molecular
sexes on the line of flight in relation to the dualism machines they cross
right through. (276–77)

Barrie’s Wendy Darling is the girl who “becomes a woman in the molar
or organic sense” only when ze returns from Neverland to London to
“grow up” at the end; while ze remains in Neverland’s magical space “she
is defined by a relation of movement and rest, speed and slowness.” Peter,
however, transgresses the boundary between the magical and the mundane
without transitioning from molecularity to molarity. Ze is always “defined
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by a relation of movement and rest, speed and slowness.” Because Peter is an
eternal child, to enter Neverland is also to become an eternal child.
The innovations Lowrey introduces to this mythos are at least three:
Innovation 1. The most obvious, and in some sense most superficial and
least consequential, innovation in Lost Boi is the queering of the characters6:
Pan is a pre-op ftm top; John Michael (John and Michael Darling collapsed
into a single dykey teenager) and Tootles are pre-op ftm bottoms; Wendi is
a lesbian femme; Smee is a post-op ftm bottom, and so on. Read in terms of
its molarity, its mundanity, Lost Boi is about several gangs of sexual outlaws
living on the precarious periphery of society: a gang of bois (male-identified
bottoms), a gang of femmes (female-identified bottoms), a gang of leather
pirates, and a gang of Urban Primitives (the novel’s queered version
of Barrie’s Indians, condemned as “colonial racists” by John Michael).
Tinkerbell and the other “fairies” are homing pigeons. The humans squat
in abandoned buildings and steal or scrounge their furniture, clothing, and
food. They do a lot of drugs and have a lot of genderfluid sex. They are
way into DOMINANT-submissive (D/s) games, which tend to organize
their social relations and differentiations. (See Halberstam 2005: Ch. 7,
especially 152–54.)
These reimaginings are not nothing, and I do not mean to diminish their
cleverness. They are emphatically not “superficial” or “inconsequential”;
they are only, to my mind, the most superficial and least consequential of the
three. As I read the novel, the other two innovations amp this first and most
obvious one up in powerfully transformative ways.
Innovation 2. Lowrey’s first truly radical transformation of the Peter Pan
mythos is to rub out the mythical boundary between the mundane and the
magical without foreclosing on the magic. Key here is Tootles’ first-person
narration. Tootles is a classic bottom: ze needs a top. And as long as zir top
is Pan, and Pan’s mandate is magic—the magic of the imagination, which
facilitates becoming by supercharging reality with story—zir narration
injects magic into every aspect of reality, without dualizing the mundane and
the magical. The molar queer reality of Neverland’s squat lifestyle remains
gritty, saturated with dirt, poverty, fighting, fucking with dirty fingers and
dildos, doing drugs—but is also magically transformed, suffused with
the molecularity of both the Barrie novel and the alt-imagination of the
genderqueer and the genderfluid. To the cis grownups who run the world
and mostly populate the city, molar reality is everything; to the queers
who populate the marginal and shadowy demimonde, the quasi-legal
borderland, molarity is a prison, a territory they must constantly be de- and
reterritorializing. As in the Barrie novel, Peter Pan—or Pan, as ze is called in
Lowrey’s novel—is the line of flight.
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Or, to paraphrase that previous D&G quotation, “Doubtless, an ordinary
girl becomes an ordinary woman in the molar or organic sense, but in
Wendi’s case, recruited by Pan as the lost bois’ Mommy, becoming-Mommy
or the molecular mother is the grrrl zirself.” Wendi is “certainly not defined
by virginity”—ze is a sexually active lesbian who has experimented with
DOMINANCE and submission—but it is only in zir transition to Neverland
that ze comes to be “defined by a relation of movement and rest, speed and
slowness,” or what Jack Halberstam calls “queer temporalities” (2005: 152).
As Tootles tells us in Lost Boi, “time in Neverland is strange; there is no
past for Pan, and as his bois, we too strive to live in the now, so we couldn’t
remember when he first started to talk about us needing a Mommy, about
his desire” (2015: 85). Wendi’s becoming-Mommy (“the grrrl”) is constituted
out of past elements—especially, perhaps, the lost bois’ lack of biological
mothers (as in Barrie, they were all accidentally dropped out of prams) and
contempt for molar mothers as part of the ordinary adult world, inverted into
an imaginative longing for a queered molecular Mommy—but zir becomingMommy happens in a timeless present that is not accessible to historicization.
“She appeared to be shifting and changing, becoming lost, discovering the
way that broken glass sparkles under the glow of streetlights, the way you
can lay hands on another person and watch them come alive under you”
(96). Becoming-Mommy as becoming-lost as the grrrl. Wendi too, like Pan,
like all the lost bois, like the Mermaid-femmes in the Lagoon, like Hook and
the leather Pirates in the Jolly Roger, is “an abstract line, or a line of flight.”
And “thus,” a fortiori in Lowrey’s queered Neverland, “grrrls and bois do
not belong to an age group, sex, order, or kingdom: they slip in everywhere,
between orders, acts, ages, sexes; they produce n molecular sexes on the line
of flight in relation to the dualism machines they cross right through.”
One of the ways Lowrey signals the becoming-trans of Neverland, the way
in which “the boi” and “the grrrl” are not ordinary “orders, acts, ages, sexes”
but transformed Neverland becomings, becoming-boi and becoming-grrrl,
is by teasing us with hints of body shapes. Tootles, for example, has been
hooking up with Siren, one of the Mermaids, for several months, and they’ve
just had sex when Wendi arrives at Neverland. Pan is at the Jolly Roger and
has sent Wendi ahead on zir own, leaving Tootles in charge. In Barrie, Tootles
shoots Wendy with a cannon; in Lowrey, ze shoots Wendi up with heroin.
Before ze acts, however,
I didn’t know what to do. I could have called the other bois; it’s what
I should have done, but I didn’t want to look weak in front of Siren. I
guess I actually looked pretty helpless, because she rolled her eyes, took
one last drag of her cigarette, threw it into a nearby beer can, and stood.
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“You going to just sit there with your cock out and let Neverland be
invaded?” (49)

Ah, we think: Tootles has a penis. Ze is either a cis male or a trans male.
But Tootles continues overleaf, “I blushed and pulled hard enough to get my
cock out of its harness, then threw it up into my hammock” (50). Ah, we
realize: it’s a strapon. Once ze’s played coy like this with us once, Lowrey stops
explaining, lets us live with our guesses and assumptions. In the “battles”
between Pan and Captain Hook—“battle is the word that all us bois used to
describe a [sexual] scene, but never was there a more appropriate word for
what happened between Hook and Pan” (107)—each of the two tops tries
(and fails) to dominate the other:
The leader of the lost bois would always just grin, no matter how hard
Hook beat him, no matter how much snot dribbled down Pan’s chin as
he choked on the Captain’s cock. Pan would always pull away, wipe his
lips, and make a joke about having enjoyed the codfish. It was infuriating
for Hook, the way that boi would never break, would never become his,
but there was more to it. They were evenly matched and fought hard for
Top. (107)

The Captain has a cock: ze’s a cis male? Maybe—but not necessarily. And
Lowrey isn’t telling. It could be another strapon. It could be a phalloplast or
a plastic phallus.
Another version of that gender indeterminacy comes when Tootles
reports that “each of us grew incredibly hard and/or wet, depending on our
orientation, under her [Wendi’s] gaze” (75). These are “bois,” who mostly
use he/him pronouns; but Slightly and John Michael use she/her pronouns,
and “hard and/or wet” implies not only that some have penises and others
have vaginas, but that some have both; and “depending on our orientation”
suggests that in Neverland erections and vaginal lubrication may have more
to do with temporal (and perhaps temporary) becoming-boi/becoming-grrrl
than with body parts.
Another “magical” becoming in the novel is the becoming-crocodile of
heroin:
The Mermaids liked to think the Crocodile was their friend, that they
had tamed it, and it protected them against their work, against those
men [that they pleased in the streets and bars along the Interstate]. The
Mermaids were always making bargains and deals, but the Crocodile
always took their money and swam away, leaving them dazed and
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confused. After all, heroin is heroin no matter what you call it. You
can’t domesticate a monster. (39)
Hook never forgave Pan for hooking him on the Crocodile, and Pan
never forgot the morning he came to on Hook’s dungeon floor, sore and
wrecked and unwilling to admit he’d been had. That very day, he led the
Crocodile right to Hook; the man never saw it coming. (57)

“Hook” of course is Barrie’s name-association with the hook the Pirate
Captain wears in place of the hand bitten off by the Crocodile; in the twentyfirst century, people hook up sexually and get hooked on drugs, and Lowrey
plays with both. Pan hooks up with Hook in D/s battles that are also sexual,
and gets Hook hooked on the becoming-crocodile of heroin. The magical
associations from Barrie’s novel make sure that “hooking up” is never just
sex play and “getting hooked” is never just addiction. Each is always also
becoming-Neverland.
We could track these becomings by “speaking for” D&G again, translating
[a] « les jeunes filles et les enfants » as “bois and grrrls,” [b] « devenir-enfant »
as “becoming-boi/becoming-grrrl,” [c] « devenir-femme » as “becomingtrans,” [d] « la jeune fille et l’enfant” as “the boi and the grrrl,” [e] « la jeune
fille ne devient femme » as “[any more than] the boi becomes a man or the
grrrl becomes a woman,” and [f] « la jeune fille » as “the boi/grrrl”:
Mais il est sûr aussi que [a] les jeunes filles et les enfants ne tirent pas
leurs forces du statut molaire qui les dompte, ni de l’organisme et de
la subjectivité qu’ils reçoivent; ils tirent toutes leurs forces du devenir
moléculaire qu’ils font passer entre les sexes et les âges, [b] devenir-enfant
de l’adulte comme de l’enfant, [c] devenir-femme de l’homme comme de
la femme. [d] La jeune fille et l’enfant ne deviennent pas, c’est le devenir
lui-même qui est [d] enfant ou jeune fille. L’enfant ne devient pas adulte,
pas plus que [e] la jeune fille ne devient femme; mais [f] la jeune fille est
[c] le devenir-femme de chaque sexe, comme l’enfant le devenir-jeune de
chaque âge. (339–40)
But it is also certain that [a] bois and grrrls draw their strength neither
from the molar status that subdues them nor from the organism and
subjectivity they receive; they draw their strength from the becomingmolecular they cause to pass between sexes and ages, [b] the becomingboi/becoming-grrrl of the adult as well as of the child, [c] the becomingtrans of the man as well as of the woman. [d] The boi and the grrrl do
not become; it is becoming itself that is [d] boi and grrrl. The child does
not become an adult any more than [e] the boi becomes a man or the grrrl
becomes a woman; [f] the boi/grrrl is [c] the becoming-trans of each sex,
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just as the child is the becoming-young of every age. (277; Massumi’s
translation revised)

Pan, for example, is “the universal child,” “the eternal boi,” though zir red hair
is “close to silvering” (71), and ze is “probably twice [Wendi’s] age” (42). And
“Nibs is tricky because of how old he is. I mean, technically, here in Neverland,
age doesn’t really matter. As long as you’re legal, there’s no worry that some
scary social workers will chase you down and bust you for squatting. Still,
although he hid it beneath blue hair dye, Nibs’ age was catching up with him.
I could tell that he was probably even older then Pan” (91). Pan and Nibs are
both lost bois, though in molar terms they are perhaps middle-aged: “the
child is the becoming-young of every age.”
Or again:
Savoir vieillir n’est pas rester jeune, c’est extraire de son âge les particules,
les vitesses et lenteurs, les flux qui constituent la jeunesse de cet âge. …
C’est l’Age même qui est [b] un devenir-enfant, comme la Sexualité,
n’importe quelle sexualité, un devenir-femme, c’est-à-dire [f] une jeune
fille. (340)
Knowing how to age does not mean remaining young; it means extracting
from one’s age the particles, the speeds and slownesses, the flows that
constitute the youth of that age. … It is Age itself that is [b] a becomingboi/becoming-grrrl, just as Sexuality, any sexuality, is a becoming-trans,
in other words, [f] a boi/grrrl. (277; Massumi’s translation modified)

Innovation 3. In Barrie’s play and novel, the Darling kids return “home” to
the world of ordinary grownup existence. Their line of flight to Neverland is a
flight of fantasy, first out, away from ordinariness into the magical cessation of
time and maturation, then back to mundane ordinariness, where they resume
growing up. In what I take to be Lost Boi’s most brilliantly transformative
reimagining of the classic story, Lowrey turns that “return” into something
else, a new becoming. In terms of the chaos theory of Chapter 3, we might say
that their flight to Neverland is a symmetry-breaking event that introduces
novelty into the dissipative system of Wendi and John Michael’s ordinary life
(that would be Innovation 2), and their return, rather than restoring systemic
(grownup) order, reveals the extent to which Neverland has become a new
dissipative system, whose symmetry they once again break (Innovation 3).
As Mark Bonta and John Protevi put it, in D&G “there is never a simple
escape or simple return to the old territory” (2004: 78).
Again, Tootles’ narration is key. Through zir we track not only Wendi’s
promises of a new kind of magical becoming but Tootles’ own susceptibility
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to those promises, and zir sense of how such a turn was even possible in Pan’s
Neverland:
Then she told me more about the little house we could have, our magic
place right in the middle of the grownup world. She said that no matter
how grownup I became, I would always be her boi, and she would always
be my Mommy and tuck me in at night.
This was our little secret, this story, this game that Mommy and I
played alone, and it seemed more real than any of the fantasies we’d
written about where we’d come from. This was really about me and the
kind of life that I could have with Mommy. I never told Pan about this
special Mommy/boi time. He didn’t want to know the details of other
bois’ dynamics with his Mommy. It was a mistake, but none of us could
see that far ahead. (161–62)

In a sense, the event that breaks Neverland’s dissipative symmetry is Pan’s
“mistake” in not bothering with the various Mommy/boi relationships.
In another and more fundamental sense, however, that “mistake” was not
a mistake at all but simply evidence that Neverland is a dissipative system
vulnerable to such events. At a deeper level, Pan’s “mistake” was bringing
Wendi to Neverland in the first place to be the bois’ Mommy: Wendi, after
all, is the source of the disruptive deviation from Pan-code. As Tootles told
us a few pages earlier, the problem began to emerge back when Wendi started
getting the bois to write stories about their past before Neverland, which was
very much against the rules:
Maybe Pan felt it wouldn’t be fair for him to critique Wendi’s stories,
but it was when she told those stories of life before him that he most
regretted having tied her apron strings and wished he’d not just handed
his bois to her. It’s not that he had lost us, but now we belonged to both
of them; a power struggle between them was inevitable. Pan made his
displeasure known, but he was a boi of his word; he couldn’t stop what
was already in motion. I certainly couldn’t have pictured what was to
come; I don’t think even Pan could have imagined it. (156)

In D&G’s terms, that power struggle became possible through becoming:
Pan wanted a queered Neverland Mommy rather than an ordinary
grownup (molar) mother, and brought a grrrl in with the power of story
to become that Mommy. When Tootles tells us that “through Wendi’s sweet
touch, I had learned the difference between Mommies and mothers” (160),
we might paraphrase that difference as one between becoming-Mommy
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and being-mother. Molar being-mother is powerful on alien terms, the
terms of the cis straight grownup world; molecular becoming-Mommy is
powerful on Neverland’s queered terms, making it difficult for even Pan
to resist. Indeed, Tootles speaks for all of them, including Pan, when ze
says “oh god help me, I had become such a Mommy’s boi, and I wanted
and needed her more than I ever had before” (160). When Wendi starts
trying to turn the lost bois into a queer family, with zirself as Mommy and
Pan as Daddy, ze and Pan have a sexual showdown, which both win and
both lose:
“But these bois, they belong to us, to you and me?” Her voice trailed off
into an accidental question mark.
I saw Pan shake his head but couldn’t make out his words. Wendi
wanted us to be a family, not a feral pack. Like any good Mommy, she
wanted to tame and housebreak all of us, even Pan. But we were wild and
vicious, and that’s what always made us real.
“What do you really want me for?” Wendi finally whispered,
crumpling into the corner of the futon, as far away as she could get from
Pan. This was not what she had run away for. There was a coldness in her
voice that was new.
Pan pulled to his fullest height, straightened his binder and T-shirt,
and looked directly into her eyes. “I want to be the most devoted boi,
Mommy!” (145)

No becoming-Daddy for Pan. But also, it seems, no becoming-boi: ze is all
about molecular becoming-boi for the others, but molar being-boi for zirself.
In the end, Pan is trapped in molarity. Zir “fatal flaw,” if we read the novel
as a tragedy—Pan as Drag King Lear, who loses all zir bois in the end—is
zir incapacity for becoming-molecular. Reality for Pan is binary—“black and
white,” as Tootles says:
Since her arrival, Wendi convincingly fought against how black and
white Pan made the world seem. Pan always told me that if we left, the
magic of leather would be broken, and it didn’t live in conferences or
play parties. I knew what I was—a boi—and not just in gender. I needed
to surrender; I needed the containment and purpose that I found in
giving myself over to someone else. I always thought I needed Pan, but
maybe it was something else, something bigger than all of us. It makes
me sound so broken when I put it this way, but I needed to belong to
someone I could depend on. (162)
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For Pan there is the magicality of Neverland and the mundanity of the
grownup world. Those two, statically. Being-magical vs. being-mundane. The
Neverland magic should be about becoming, and it is, for the bois; but Pan’s
arborescent bifurcating logic leaves in zir no space for rhizomatic becoming,
and it is one of the becoming-molecular rhizomes that ze neglects, Wendi’s
becoming-Mommy, that ends up undoing zir.
For all of the bois except Pan, Wendi’s becoming-Mommy becomes the
new world of magic:
In her story, Mommy pulled me through the window. We were in her
world now, and her voice made it all come alive. She was standing in a
kitchen, her kitchen. I was at a table, her table, a pretty vintage one, all
shiny aluminum and pink, sparkly Formica. In the story, I was writing
an essay, surrounded by textbooks. Mommy walked toward me, holding
a clean white plate piled high with chicken, potatoes, corn, salad—all
my favorite foods. The plate was for me. “Mommy’s smart boi,” she said
proudly, ruffling my hair as she placed the plate before me. Her story was
so strong that my nose tickled with the scent of fried chicken. It seemed
like I could eat those smells. She fed me.
Don’t think I’ve gone soft. Mommy’s fantasy wasn’t about a full belly
or plates without chips. The world Mommy painted was bigger than
that, full of questions that I couldn’t answer, but was starting to want to.
(160–61)

Those questions begin pushing Tootles in new directions, into broader and
more capacious forms of becoming-boi:
Pan saved us bois when he could, in the only way he knew how, but
I wanted to do more. I’d been thinking a lot about the different ways
I’d seen bois pass through here with all their broken dreams. I thought
about the evil grownups, the social service workers, the people we all
had run from. I started to wonder if there was a way to do that work
right. Was there a way to be a responsible grownup, the kind who could
actually save kids like us, especially the young ones? (161)

And there is, in a sense: after they move back to the Darling Home for
Girls on London Street (Lowrey’s US-based nod to the London setting of
the Darlings’ house in Barrie), Tootles and Wendi attend university, and
while Wendi, unable to land a professional job, works in a coffee shop,
Tootles takes a job at a shelter for queer youth, where ze fights the good
fight against the sclerotic system, “sitting in an office,” “making mandated
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reporter calls to child protective services every time a baby queer kid runs
away from some grownups who the law says owns them,” “turning these
kids over to the most evil grownups because some bureaucrat in a suit
thinks that’s what’s best for them,” but also reading a letter from zir “boss
to some board members,” praising zir work, but also warning that “they
needed to be careful how high they promoted me; after all, I would always
be a ‘street kid’” (224–25).
Still, Tootles keeps pushing, and is promoted to manager of the shelter;
ze keeps caring for the kids, and trying to instill that ethos of care in zir
staff, “who see it as just a job. Some of them are afraid of the youth and
seem personally offended when they act like the fucked-up kids they are,
when they don’t trust us, when they push against boundaries” (228). Ze
keeps wanting to bring all the kids home with zir, “but that would make me
no different than Pan” (228). When one day ze finds Pan sitting in Wendi’s
coffee shop, which they’ve now bought, ze hears the old Pan laughter, and
thinks, “He looked so much less tired than I felt” (228).
Again, however, Innovation 2 holds in the interstices of the hard work of
Innovation 3: Lowrey continues to rub out the mythical boundary between
the mundane and the magical without foreclosing on the magic. It’s hard to
hold onto the magic in the crushing mundanity of the grownup world, but
Tootles and Wendi keep trying. In the final adaptation Lowrey makes from
Barrie, Jane—Wendy’s daughter, who in Barrie flies to Neverland with Peter
Pan—becomes a queer twenty-one-year-old woman that Wendi and Tootles
take in, but who in the end goes off with Pan:
I’ve grown so much since we left Neverland. The world has aged me
in so many ways, and I can’t always find the magic to be the little
boi that Wendi first loved and brought home. We’re lucky that we’ve
grown together in so many aspects, but I knew that Wendi missed
that little magic. When I met Jane, I saw she was all magic. I felt
lecherous, a little like Pan, when I first took her. Of course, she was
no baby dyke; she was twenty-one and knew what she wanted, but
she hadn’t grown up (yet). She still held all the magic, and I knew
Wendi would love to Mommy the hell out of that little grrrl. I was
right. It was a fast courtship into making Jane our good grrrl. Part of
why we got the bigger apartment was to have room for her to move
in, and now she works with Wendi in the coffee shop, taking orders
and wiping counters. (226)

And the last line of the novel: “Jane smiled and walked out the door with Pan
into the night, toward Neverland” (229).
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Becoming-trans2: Becoming-Animal
(Jenni Kangasvuo, Sudenveri)
Jenny Kangasvuo’s 2012 Finnish novel Sudenveri (“Wolfsblood”) tells
the story of a “Lauma”/“Pack” of lycanthropes or werewolves based in
Finnish Lapland who call themselves “meikäläiset”/“our sort.” Unlike the
lurid cinematic versions of werewolves being afflicted by some curse and
transforming during the full moon into rabid killer wolf-human hybrids
(extremely hairy humanoid bipeds)—and in fact more like one of the earliest
Western lycanthropic tales, of the Neuroi from Herodotus (Book IV, par.
105)—Kangasvuo’s lycanthropes are a separate species that can transform at
will, and seek only to live at peace with both the humans on one side and the
wolves on the other.
Here, for example, in the novel’s second chapter, the novel’s elderly
matriarch, Martta, decides to become a wolf to run with zir daughter Ulla:
Minä katsoin tarkkaan maisemaa varmistaakseni, ettei ketään ollut
näkemässä muutostani, vaikka tiesin kuinka epätodennäköistä se oli.
Ullan valpas ja levollinen odotus kertoi, ettei mitään epäilyttävää ollut
kuononkantamiin.
Muutuin. Otin vastaan kivun, epätietoisuuden, kontrollin
pettämisen, joka muutoksessa asuu, ja joka päättyy kun hahmo on
valmis ja kokonainen.
Karvani puskevat ulos. Maailma leveytyy kun kuononi kasvaa.
Haistan kuistin lahonneen puun tukehduttavan voimakkaana.
Katolle keväällä unohtuneen kuivalihanjämän. Ullan eilen tekemät
reviirimerkit. Pakkasen nirhaisemat puolukat ja variksenmarjat. Tuoreet
poronpapanat joen toisella puolella.
Selkä muuttaa muotoaan nikama nikamalta. Häntäni venyy ulos
lantiosta. Se painuu heti takajalkojen väliin tässä epävarmuudessa.
Sormeni kutistuvat ja kiepahtavat kokoon. Kynnet vääntyvät esiin.
Kaon. (2012: 14)

Note first of all, there, before I translate the passage into English, the single
word “Muutuin,” at the head of the second paragraph. It could be translated
“I changed,” as in the quoted title of the essay collection I’ve been using,
“You’ve Changed”: Sex Reassignment and Personal Identity (Shrage 2009)—
but that would sound, perhaps, rather mundane, as if Martta had changed zir
attitude, or zir clothes. It could be translated, with a nod to Ovid, and with
a more magical ring, “I metamorphosed,” or, in more modern shorthand,
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“I morphed” (though this would probably be “muutin muotoa” in Finnish: I
changed form). It could be translated so as to highlight subtly the imagistic
parallels with transgender: “I transitioned.” For use throughout this section, I
gravitate to what seems to me the more neutral construction “I transformed”;
but note that Kangasvuo also uses a longer form, “muuttui sudeksi/ihmiseksi,”
lit. “changed/morphed/transformed/turned into a wolf/human,” and a quite
different form, “hänestä tuli susi/ihminen,” “ze became (a) wolf/human.”
Obviously that last nudges us most strongly in the Deleuzean direction of
becoming-animal.
Now read it in English:
I studied the landscape carefully to ensure that no one would see my
transformation, though I knew just how unlikely that was. Ulla’s alert
and restful expectation told me that there was nothing suspicious within
muzzle’s range.
I changed/morphed/transitioned/transformed. I let the pain come,
the uncertainty, the loss of control that lives in change/metamorphosis/
transformation/transition, and that ends when the form is complete and
whole.
My fur extrudes forth. The world expands as my muzzle grows. The
smell of the rotting wood in the porch is suffocatingly strong. A twist
of dried meat left on the roof in spring. The territorial markings Ulla
left yesterday. The frost-bitten lingonberries and crowberries. The fresh
reindeer droppings on the opposite bank of the river.
My back morphs vertebra by vertebra. My tail extends out of my
pelvis. In this uncertain state it presses immediately between my hind
legs. My fingers shrink and crumple. Claws spring forth. I gack.7

You’ll remember from Chapter 2 how in Wurlitzer, Henryk asked
Nastassja “Kumpi sinä oletkaan tänään? … Ehkä sinä olet joku, joka
ei osaa päättää” (2016: 236)/“Which are you today? Maybe you’re
somebody who can’t decide”—and something like that “switch” mentality
is at the core of Sudenveri as well, where some of “our sort” prefer to
spend most of their time as wolves, while others—including Varga and
Martta, two of the novel’s three first-person narrators—prefer to spend
most of their time as humans, and still others switch frequently. Those
of “our sort” who can transform at will call themselves “whole.” Humans
who never become wolves and wolves that never become human are alien
creatures, around whom one must be careful; some of “our sort” have
affairs with, and even marry, humans, and then the question of coming
out to them becomes pressing. Martta, the novel’s main antagonist, was
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married to a human man, and never came out to zir; ze loved zir husband,
but when duty demanded that ze drop everything and move back to
take charge of the Pack, ze did, gave up zir husband and zir apartment
in town. Varga, the novel’s main protagonist, is sexually and emotionally
involved with a human woman—the novel’s third first-person narrator,
a pagan named Siiri who goes by Marraskuu/November—and one of the
obstacles to their relationship is that ze hasn’t yet found the courage to
come out to zir.
Those of “our sort” who cannot switch forms at will are called
“epämuotoiset”/“deformed.” The novel begins with the arrival at Varga’s door
of one such deformed child, perhaps around ten human years old:
Avaan kotioveni ja susi livahtaa pyytämättä sisään.
Susi seisoo keskellä olohuonettani, korvat pystyssä ja leuka koholla.
Suden terävä selkä litistyy, lantio muovautuu uudelleen ja vetää
hännän olemattomaksi, takaraajat pitenevät, korvat liukuvat alaspäin
kalloa pitkin. Tassu vääntyy kämmeneksi ja karhea antura leviää ihoksi,
kuono painuu sisään ja nostaa otsan pystyksi.
Liha kupruilee ja vääntyilee. Muutos on vaivalloinen ja nykäyk
sittäinen, eikä kyseessä ole nuoruuden taitamattomuus, joka hioutuisi
ajan myötä pois. Muutos on tuskallinen ja vaikea taistelu.
Vieras on epämuotoinen.
Hän ponnistelee muutoksen loppuun asti, mutta ei saa ihmishahmoa
vakaaksi. Ne muutamat lyhyet hetket, jotka ihmishahmo pysyy, näyttävät
tuskin neljäätoista vanhemman pojan.
Kasvot vääntyvät takaisin karvaiseksi kuonoksi. Poika kamppailee
jälleen itselleen ihmiskasvot, mutta ei kykene pitämään niitä.
Joitakin kertoja yritettyään hän väsyy ja antaa ihmishahmon lysähtää
välimuotoon ja muutoksen pysähtyä siihen. (8)
I open my front door and the wolf slips in uninvited.
The wolf stands in the middle of my living room, ears pricked and
chin up.
The wolf ’s sharp back flattens, zir pelvis transforms and pulls the tail
down to nothing, zir hind legs lengthen, and zir ears slide back along its
skull. Zir paw twists into a palm, and zir rough pad spreads into skin, zir
muzzle presses in and raises the forehead upright.
The flesh ripples and crinkles. The transformation is laborious and
jerky. This is not some youthful incompetence that will be smoothed out
with time. The transformation is a painful and difficult battle.
My guest is deformed.
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Ze moils zir metamorphosis to its end, but cannot stabilize the
human form. Those few brief moments during which the human form
remains show a boy scarcely older than fourteen.
Zir face contorts back into a furry muzzle. The boy struggles to win
back a human face, but can’t hold it. Having tried a few times, ze tires
and lets the human form collapse back into a middle state, and the
transformation stops there.

These “epämuotoiset”/“deformed” lycanthropes are the Pack’s, and thus the
novel’s, main “problem.” Because they are unable to transition/transform
like the “whole” members, they are vulnerable to exposure: they cannot pass
as wolves among wolves, or as humans among humans. And if they cannot
pass, cannot visually, olfactorily, and behaviorally conform to either group,
they pose a threat not only to their own safety, but to the safety of the Pack:
“Epämuotoiset,” Martta tells us, “ovat aina vaaraksi Laumalle. Me kokonaiset
voimme peittää itsemme ihmis- tai susihahmoon, mutta epämuotoiset eivät
voi” (126)/“The deformed are always a danger to the Pack. We wholes can
cloak ourselves in the human or wolf form, but the deformed cannot.”
If humans and wolves are the novel’s two gender-analogues, the
deformed constitute a third gender. And because of the enmity between
humans and wolves, the fear—the paranoia, to invoke Take Two of the OL/
UL translinguality in Chapter 2—of discovery drives the plot. Martta, in
particular, the elderly matriarch, has suffered greatly over the many decades
of zir life:
Evacuated to Ostrobothnia from war-torn Lapland in the 1940s, at the
age of perhaps ten, ze realizes that zir ability to transform makes zir unique,
and therefore potentially interesting, and so demonstrates zir ability for three
other girls at recess, out behind a warehouse building. The girls are shocked,
horrified—but when they rat zir out to the teacher, the teacher doesn’t believe
them, and two of them somehow manage to convince themselves that they
didn’t see what they saw. The third girl, however, shrinks from zir from then
on in horror and disgust. Martta’s mother lectures zir on the importance of
keeping zir “sudenhahmo”/“wolf form” a secret—even though Martta’s Aunt
Annikki, who is with them there in Ostrobothnia, is a human, to whom zir
husband Vilho came out as a lycanthrope.
After the war is over and they return home to Lapland, Martta is at
the market with zir father when they hear a ruckus, and suddenly a wolf,
whom they recognize as Martta’s Uncle Vilho, bolts out of the crowd and
hides behind Martta. A gang of angry men come running up, calling Vilho
a “noitasusi”/“witch wolf ”: “Susi otti Korhosen Vilhon valtaansa!” (128)/
“The wolf possessed Vilho Korhonen!” Martta, thinking quickly, calls zir
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uncle their dog, and chides the men for tormenting their pet, but they swear
that they saw Vilho transform into a wolf. Fortunately, the men have been
drinking, and their story is dismissed as alcoholic hallucinations; but it was
the drink that caused the problem in the first place, as Vilho is deformed, and
zir deformation makes it impossible for zir to transform at will. Alcohol will
turn zir into a wolf, but then ze can’t transform back. This time ze ends up
having to hide in the wolf form for three months before ze becomes human
again.
Ajatus siitä, ettei yhtäkkiä enää osaisikaan muuttua sudeksi tai ihmiseksi
silloin kun halusi, tuntui luonnottomalta. Yhtä oudolta kuin ajatus
siitä, että ruumiini yhtäkkiä rupeaisi heittelemään kuperkeikkoja,
ilman että minulla itselläni olisi siihen mitään sanomista. Tämähän oli
minun ruumiini, minä itse valitsin mitä tein sillä, olinko sutena vai
ihmisenä. (133)
The thought that one might suddenly become unable to transform into
a wolf or a human when one wanted felt unnatural. As strange as the
thought that my body might suddenly start turning somersaults without
my say-so. This was my body, I chose what to do with it myself, whether
I was a wolf or a human.

But now there, instead of somersaults, translate “ajatus siitä, että ruumiini
yhtäkkiä rupeaisi heittelemään kuperkeikkoja” as “the thought that my body
might suddenly turn my vagina and ovaries into a penis and testicles”: the
Ovidian magical metamorphosis, Lycaon turned first into a wolf, Teireisias
turned first into a woman, then back into a man, at the behest of some
external force that could not be controlled or predicted.
When Martta’s daughter Leena marries a human named Tapani, they are
so much in love that Leena comes out to Tapani as a lycanthrope, and Tapani
rejects zir in horror and disgust. Martta negotiates a deal where Tapani will
tell no one of this, in return for gaining full custody of their baby, who is also
fully human; but Martta lives in fear that Tapani won’t keep zir promise, will
reveal their secret. After Leena is shot as a wolf by hunters, Martta meets
Tapani again at Leena’s funeral, and it turns out ze never even believed the
story about lycanthropes: ze repudiated zir wife because ze thought Leena
had gone crazy.
Damaged by these traumatic events (mostly narrated in first-person
flashbacks), Martta withdraws into an authoritarian shell—the shell of the
tyrant who has sacrificed everything for the group, and must be obeyed
because ze has suffered for the good of all. It is from this intolerable tyranny
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that Rasmus flees to Varga, setting in motion the main events of the novel:
because Rasmus can’t pass as either human or wolf, it is very difficult for
Varga to explain zir presence in the apartment to zir lover Marraskuu/
November; this puts ever more pressure on Varga to come out to November
as a lycanthrope, but of course, with Martta’s paranoia flowing through zir
veins, ze keeps chickening out, and making things worse, until of course all
is revealed in the end.
The crucial difference between Martta’s traumatic experiences of exposure
and what Varga may face if ze comes out to November is that November is a
member of a pagan cult who lives in a commune that they call the Pesä/Lair
(91); unlike the scared peasants who have lived around Martta all zir life, for
whom wolves are implacable predators that kill their livestock, November
has a great respect for animal familiars:
Hanna tarkoittaa hepreaksi armoa. Se on vanha kristillinen nimi, se
kertoo enemmän nimen antajasta kuin Vargasta. Minä olen yhtä aikaa
Siiri ja Marraskuu, ne ovat eri aspekteja minusta. Varga ei ole enää
Hanna, jos on koskaan ollutkaan.
Mutta miksi Varga? Se tulee sanasta varg, susi, mutta Varga ei pyri
yhteyteen suden olemuksen kanssa, niin kuin jotkut pakanat ovat
yhteydessä henkioppaisiinsa. Susi ei ole Vargan voimaeläin. (94)
Hanna in Hebrew means mercy. It’s an old Christian name that says
more about the namer than it does about Varga. I am simultaneously
Siiri and November; they are different aspects of me. Varga is no longer
Hanna—if indeed ze ever was.
But why Varga? It comes from the [Swedish] word varg, wolf,
but Varga does not seek unity with the wolf ’s essence, the way some
pagans are united with their spirit guides. The wolf is not Varga’s
power animal.

November is emphatically no threat to “our sort.” Because Martta has never
known anyone like November, however, ze has been unable to train Varga
to recognize the signs, and Varga procrastinates with coming out until it is
almost too late.
The other key thread in the novel tracks the ripple effects of Varga’s
traumatic experience of childbirth: in zir early adulthood, ze became a wolf
full time, met a male, went into heat, coupled with the stud, got pregnant—
but then gave birth to a deformed baby, with a huge human head and a furry
lower body. After ze had spent two exhausting days and nights trying and
failing to push the baby out, in a lair dug out under a tree, Martta found
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zir and forced zir to become human: the baby’s head was too big to be born
through the vulpine birth canal and would have to be delivered in human
form. Transforming, however, killed one fetus, and while Hanna/Varga
was recovering, exhausted, from the protracted delivery, Martta took the
surviving neonate and killed and buried it. Severely traumatized by this
infanticide, Hanna became Varga—aestheticized zir wolf side by taking a
name that meant “wolf ” and becoming an artist who painted wolves—and
left Martta, the Pack, and wolfdom forever. Rasmus’s decision to flee from
Martta to Varga, therefore, feels to Varga like the restoration of zir own
deformed infant; and when Martta launches a campaign to take Rasmus
back, Varga goes into full battle mode, and wins.
Now of course the pressing question is: how does this story of lycanthropes
connect up with transgender? The novel has been described in Finnish
reviews as dealing with bisexuality: Varga lets zirself be drawn into an affair
with a human man named Tommi, and enjoys it well enough, though ze never
feels emotionally involved; Tommi eventually breaks up with zir, calling zir
cold, but then realizes later, once Varga gets involved with November, that
ze (Tommi) was “väärää sukupuolta”/“the wrong gender” for zir (Varga).
Varga demurs: “Ei se niin ole. Marraskuu ei vaadi minua olemaan peloton ja
ehjä, toimimaan sääntöjen mukaan” (143)/“That’s not it. November doesn’t
demand that I be fearless and unbroken, that I obey the rules.”
But there is obviously more to it than that. As a wolf Hanna/Varga feels
quite comfortable pairing up with zir “uros”/“male.” Ze gets involved with
Tommi not because ze wants to, but because it “näytti oikealta tavalta toimia”
(140)/“looked like the right way to act”—i.e., ze is trying to follow the human
“rules” of heteronormativity—but as a wolf there are no rules. Or rather, the
right way to act doesn’t feel like rules, because there is no ethical gap between
knowing the rules and obeying the rules. One just acts the right way. Ze goes
into heat and meets an unattached male and they couple, and become a
couple. When ze gives birth to a deformed infant, and Martta kills it, and
the doctor says ze can most likely never get pregnant again, ze turns zir back
on the Pack and wolfdom, and tries to become human, not just in the sense
of transforming, changing body shape, but actually adapting—becomingnonlycanthropic. Tommi is an experiment in that becoming. Ze doesn’t
know what to do, how to act. Tommi asks zir whether ze is a virgin: “Olinko
minä neitsyt? Olin paritellut, mutta en harrastanut seksiä kenenkään kanssa.
Seksi on jotain, mikä ei tule luonnostaan niin kuin kiima susinartulle, vaan
jotain, mikä ihmisen pitää opetella” (141)/“Was I a virgin? I had coupled, but
had never had sex with anyone. Sex is something that doesn’t come naturally,
the way heat does to a wolf bitch, but rather something that a human has to
learn.”
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As ze tells us later:
Kaikki rakkaussuhteen tai parisuhteen tai suhteen yritykseni olivat
olleet jotenkin puolinaisia, pakotettuja. Minulla oli ollut tunne siitä,
että parisuhde on jotain, mikä kuuluu ihmisenä olemiseen, jotakin,
minkä haluaminen on itsestään selvää, jotakin, millä on selvä muoto,
jonka oppisin, jos olisin tarpeeksi sinnikäs. Minut oli helppo vietellä,
koska minusta tuntui, että olin jollain lailla enemmän ihminen tullessani
vietellyksi. (161–62)
All my attempts at a love affair or coupledom or other relationship had
been half measures, somehow forced. I had had this feeling that being a
couple was something intrinsic to being human, something that one just
naturally desired, something with an unambiguous form that I would
learn if I was only sufficiently persistent. I was easy to seduce, because
it seemed to me that being seduced made me somehow more human.

Then ze finds zirself overwhelmingly attracted to November, a woman.
This feels like the “natural,” unthinking action of becoming-wolf—except
that November is human, not a lycanthrope, and therefore alien. Varga
loves November, but fears the difference—fears zir uncertainty about what
November would do if ze knew. That uncertainty drives the plot.
Varga has three very different sexual relationships (that we hear about):
as a female wolf, with a male wolf, which feels natural; as a female human,
with a male human, which feels like obeying the imagined rules; and as a
female human lycanthrope, with a female non-lycanthrope, which feels
compelling but problematic. What in trans stories would be thought of as
gender dysphoria is for Varga gender-and-species dysphoria; but that seems
more like a complication of gender dysphoria than it does like a whole other
thing. There are strong similarities between Varga’s dysphoria throughout the
novel and, say, “Olivia’s” gender dysphoria in Jarboe’s “Greenhorn” (2012):
Kate yelling at zir, “if you’re not looking to grow a beard or whatever, why
can’t you just be a different kind of woman?” and “Awkward and bisexual
doesn’t mean you’re another gender. Jesus, Olivia!” Varga is awkward and
multisexual, because zir becoming-human/becoming-nonlycanthropic is
incomplete, and perhaps will always be incomplete. Ze no longer belongs to
the lycanthropic Pack, and may never belong to the nonlycanthropic Pack.
(Ze eventually discovers that ze can make zir own Pack, with November and
the pagan group. More on that in a moment.)
In zir gender-and-species dysphoria, in fact, Varga is quite similar to
Rasmus. In one early scene, to get a wolf ’s sense of Rasmus, ze transforms
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into a wolf, and smells the nauseating but familiar stench of the deformed
lycanthrope:
Tympäisevä vieras haju. Sairas haju. Luonnoton kieroutunut mahdoton
haju. Löyhkä on kaikkialla läsnä. Niskakarvani nousevat pystyyn ja
kuononahkani rytistyy. Pudistelen päätäni.
Haju on rakkaalla tavalla tuttu. Kuononahkani siliää. …
Rasmus on nopeaälyinen. Rasmus riisuu vaatteet ja muuttuu.
Muutoksesta tulee pökerryttävä haju. Kavahdan jalkeille ja peräännyn.
Käännän kuonon alas ja pään sivuun. Yskin. Oksettaa.
Rasmus näyttää sudelta. Seison valmiusasennossa korvat pystyssä
häntä alhaalla lihakset jännittyneinä. Haluan juosta karkuun. Haluan
pitää Rasmusta hyvänä. Tuo haju tuli minusta kerran. Se ei ole suden
haju. Rasmus ei ole susi. (33)
A revolting alien smell. A sick smell. An unnatural, twisted, impossible
smell. The reek is everywhere. The hairs on the nape of my neck stand on
end, and the skin on my muzzle crinkles. I shake my head.
The smell is lovingly familiar. The skin on my muzzle goes smooth. …
Rasmus is quick-witted. Rasmus strips and transforms. The stench
that arises out of zir transformation is dizzying. I stumble to my feet and
retreat. I turn my muzzle down and my head away. I cough. My gorge
rises.
Rasmus looks like a wolf. I stand at alert, my ears pricked my tail
down my muscles tense. I want to bolt. I want to stroke Rasmus. That
smell came from me once. It is not a wolf ’s scent. Rasmus is not a wolf.

That smell came from zir once when ze was giving birth to zir own deformed
child—but there is another sense in which the stench of the “deformed,”
the lycanthrope who can’t quite fit into either world, comes from zir own
dysphoria as well. Ze notes later that “Rasmus ei ole sutena täysin susi, samalla
tavoin kuin minä olen” (47)/“Rasmus as a wolf is not entirely a wolf, the way I
am,” but the fact is, ze is no longer any kind of wolf, let alone “entirely a wolf,”
and isn’t entirely human either.
Varga engages Rasmus in conversation about this:
“Minä en halua olla Laumassa. Kyllä minä voisin, jos haluaisin. Kaikki
on ollut niin tylsää sen jälkeen, kun Antero kuoli. Ulla ja isä ovat aina
vain susina. Martta vahtaa minua koko ajan ja sanoo, että minunkin
täytyy olla sutena. Mutta minä en ole susi. En todellakaan ole. Minä olen
joku ihan vieras otus.”
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“Kyllä minä sen tiedän.” Painan käteni otsalleni, se on tulikuuma.”
Tunnetko olevasi ihminen?”
“En … tiedä.”
Katson Rasmukseen, hän epäröi.
“En ole koskaan ajatellut. Millainen on ihminen?”
Nauran. “Tiedät, ettet ole susi, hyvä että edes sen verran.” Sitten
huokaan. “En usko että suurin osa ihmisistäkään tietää, millainen on
ihminen. Kai se on olennaista ihmisille, olla jatkuvasti epävarma omasta
itsestään ja olemassaolostaan.” (52)
“I don’t want to be in the Pack. I could, if I wanted. Everything has been
so boring since Antero died. Ulla and Dad are always wolves. Martta
watches me the whole time, and tells me I have to spend time as a wolf.
But I’m not a wolf. I’m really not. I’m some totally alien creature.”
“I know that.” I press my hand to my forehead: it’s fiery hot. “Do you
feel like you’re human?”
“I … don’t know.”
I look at Rasmus. Ze hesitates.
“I’ve never thought about it. What is a human like?”
I laugh. “At least you know you’re not a wolf, that’s a start.” Then I
sigh. “I don’t think most humans know what a human is like. I suppose
that’s typical of humans, to be constantly unsure of themselves and their
existence.”

In a later conversation Rasmus tells zir: “Susihahmossa olen eksyksissä. …
Sutena en ole minä, vaan sudenruumis kantaa minua” (139)/“In wolf form
I’m lost. … As a wolf I’m not me; the wolf body carries me.” The same is true,
in some sense, of Varga in human form: ze’s lost. Ze felt much more at home
in wolf form—so much so that ze says ze has no words for what it felt like—
but that form is lost to zir now too.
In reading this becoming-animal/becoming-human novel as a becomingtrans novel, the interesting fact is that “meikäläiset”/“our sort” transform/
transition easily between wolf and human, and the most obvious analogues of
trans characters are those who cannot transform/transition easily. The “wholes”
among “our sort”—those who can switch at will, and take great pleasure in
their transformations, and in their ability to live in two very different worlds
in turn—are strongly reminiscent of the genderqueer or genderfluid, or what
Kate Bornstein (1994) calls gender outlaws; Varga and Rasmus, the novel’s
two central characters, are more like pre-transition trans people, trying to deal
with the dysphoria of feeling like they don’t belong anywhere, like they have
no identity that might facilitate (or be facilitated by) belonging.
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And in a sense their “problem” is precisely, as D&G predict, that they
are separated from the Lauma/Pack, that they don’t fit into a Lauma/Pack:
« Dans un devenir-animal, on a toujours affaire à une meute, à une bande,
à une population, à un peuplement, bref à une multiplicité » (1980: 292)/“A
becoming-animal always involves a pack, a band, a population, a peopling, in
short, a multiplicity” (Massumi 1987: 239).
« Qu’est-ce que serait un loup tout seul ? » (293), D&G ask: “What would
a lone wolf be?” (239) After Martta kills zir deformed baby, Varga asks the
exact same question:
Mitä nyt tekisin? En palaisi pirtille. Voisinko palata urokseni luo? Olin
varma, että urokseni etsi minua. Hän oli löytänyt veriset jälkeni ja
synnytykseni jälkeiset. Hän oli varmasti huolissaan.
Jos palaisin metsään, niin mitä sitten? Martta oli päässyt reviirillemme
helposti, reviiriraja ei merkinnyt hänelle mitään. Hän voisi tunkeutua
sinne jatkossakin. Sallisiko hän minun perustaa omaa laumaa?
Ilman pentuja ei ole laumaa. Lääkäri oli sanonut, että tuskin pystyisin
tulemaan raskaaksi enää. Luultavasti se päti myös susihahmooni, joka oli
ponnistellut kaksi yötä synnyttääkseen pennut. Mitä me kaksi yksinäistä
sutta olisimme ilman pentuja?
Minä olin koditon, kodittomampi kuin olin koskaan ollut. (253)
What would I do now? I wouldn’t return to the cabin. Could I go back to
my mate? I was sure that ze was looking for me. Ze had found my bloody
tracks and afterbirth. Ze was surely worried.
If I returned to the forest, what then? Martta had entered our territory
easily; the territorial boundary meant nothing to zir. Ze could intrude
there in future too. Would ze allow me to create my own pack?
Without pups there is no pack. The doctor had said that I would
probably not be able to get pregnant again. That almost certain applied
to my wolf form as well, which had struggled for two nights to give birth
to the pups. What would we two lone wolves be without pups?
I was homeless, more homeless than I had ever been.

Ze is homeless in the double sense of having nowhere to live and no pack
to live there with. By the beginning of the novel ze has a place to live, a topfloor apartment in town, but still no pack to live with—and that continues
until the novel’s climactic sequence, when Rasmus transforms from a “dog”
(as November thinks) into an almost-human and scares November, who
is walking zir, and who takes zir to the hospital, where zir lycanthropy is
revealed, and where Varga finally dominates Martta:
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Minulla on ollut oma laumani, vaikka se elikin vain hetken aikaa. Olin
tarpeeksi voimakas jättääkseen Lauman kaksi kertaa. Jos Martta olisi
susi, eikä meikäläinen, hän ei olisi ottanut minuun yhteyttä koskaan
enää. Miksen ole ymmärtänyt sitä ennen? Olen pitänyt itseäni Lauman
jäsenenä, vaikka olen ollut oma Laumani. Minun ei tarvitse alistua
saadakseni läheisyyttä. Minun olisi pitänyt tietää se jo kauan sitten.
Marraskuu on se, jonka ajatuksista minun pitäisi välittää, ei Martta.
(262–63)
I have had my own pack, though it only lived for a brief moment.
I was strong enough to leave the Pack twice. If Martta were a wolf and
not one of our sort, ze would not have contacted me ever again. Why
didn’t I realize that before? I have considered myself a member of the
Pack, though I have been my own Pack. I don’t need to submit in order
to gain closeness. I should have known that long ago. November is the
one whose thoughts I should care about, not Martta.

This sounds, perhaps, like the stereotypical climax of a Bildungsroman, which
in a sense Sudenveri is: you don’t need your family, your parents, that whole
community that raised you; you can create your own. « L’alliance ou le pacte
sont la forme d’expression, pour une infection ou une épidémie qui sont
forme de contenu » (302)/“Alliance or the pact is the form of expression for
an infection or epidemic constituting the form of content” (247). But D&G,
with their usual brash confidence, smash that convention by fractalizing
it, discovering broken layer after broken layer of minoritarian becoming
webbed below it:
On dira qu’un devenir-animal est affaire de sorcellerie, 1) parce qu’il
implique un premier rapport d’alliance avec un démon; 2) parce
que ce démon exerce la fonction de bordure d’une meute animale
dans laquelle l’homme passe ou devient, par contagion; 3) parce que
ce devenir implique lui-même une second alliance, avec un autre
groupe humain; 4) parce que cette nouvelle bordure entre les deux
groupes guide la contagion de l’animal et de l’homme au sein de la
meute. (302)
It can be said that becoming-animal is an affair of sorcery because
(1) it implies an initial relation of alliance with a demon; (2) the demon
functions as the borderline of an animal pack, into which the human
being passes or in which his or her becoming takes place, by contagion;
(3) this becoming itself implies a second alliance, with another human
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group; (4) this new borderline between the two groups guides the
contagion of animal and human being within the pack. (247)

There is, they insist, « toute une politique des devenirs-animaux, comme
une politique de la sorcellerie: cette politique s’élabore dans des agencements
qui ne sont ni ceux de la famille, ni ceux de la religion, ni ceux de l’Etat »
(302)/“There is an entire politics of becomings-animal, as well as a politics
of sorcery, which is elaborated in assemblages that are neither those of the
family nor of religion nor of the State” (247). Rather, like the Lair/Pack to
which Varga and Marraskuu/November belong, « ils exprimeraient plutôt
des groupes minoritaires, ou opprimés, ou interdits, ou révoltés, ou toujours
en bordure des institutions reconnues, d’autant plus secrets qu’ils sont
extrinsèques, bref anomiques » (302)/“they express minoritarian groups,
or groups that are oppressed, prohibited, in revolt, or always on the fringe
of recognized institutions, groups all the more secret for being extrinsic, in
other words, anomic” (247).
Varga’s Pack at the end consists of zirself and Marraskuu/November,
Rasmus as zir honorary (and soon to be adopted) pup, and the other
members of November’s pagan Lair: a minoritarian group that is “always
on the fringe of recognized institutions, groups all the more secret for
being extrinsic, in other words, anomic.” Tellingly, this is also November’s
dream come true, as ze tells us, early on, that “minä haluan suunnitella ja
viettää kekrijuhlaa läheisteni kanssa, oman perheeni, oman laumani kanssa
yhteisessä Pesässämme” (125)/“I want to plan and celebrate Samhain with
my loved ones, my own family, my own pack, in our communal Lair”—
and that “kekrijuhla”/Samhain (pagan Halloween) celebration ends the
novel. Martta’s Lauma/Pack, of which ze is the last remaining member,
was oppressed and prohibited, but never in revolt; the oppression that
prohibited it was the oppression of mutual fear, which ultimately destroyed
it. Varga’s new Lauma/Pack is in revolt, but peaceful revolt, overturning the
paranoia that fed oppression and domination. The pagan belief in spirit
guides, power animals, animal familiars is what D&G call the sorcery of
becoming-animal; for Varga, accepting membership in that Lair/Pack is
the sorcery of becoming-human. It is tempting—the “becoming-animal
[that] takes the form of a Temptation”—to identify Martta as the demon
that “functions as the borderline of an animal pack, into which the human
being passes or in which his or her becoming takes place, by contagion”;
but the true demon, or daimon as tutelary guide, is love, which, harking
back to the Lugones Principles with which the chapter opened, creates that
“second alliance, with another human group,” namely the pagan Lair; “this
new borderline between the two groups guides the contagion of animal and
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human being within the pack,” in both directions, becoming-animal and
becoming-human.8
As for Rasmus, Varga wants to paint a series of three portraits of zir, one
as a wolf, one as a human, and one of zir “välimuoto”/“intermediate form.”
But Rasmus lashes back:
“Ei minulla ole välimuotohahmoa!” Rasmus sanoo vihaisesti. “Tämä on
minun oikea hahmoni. Susihahmo on pelkkä naamari.”
Järkähdän Rasmuksen kiukkua.
“Enkä minä ole mikään epämuotoinenkaan. Minä olen minä.
Miksi minun pitäisi olla epämuotoinen, vaikka pystyn puhumaan ja
kävelemään?”
En pysty vastaamaan. (287–98)
“I don’t have an intermediate form!” Rasmus says angrily. “This is my
real form. The wolf form is just a mask.”
I’m stunned at Rasmus’s anger.
“And I’m not deformed, either. I’m me. Why should I be deformed, if
I can walk and talk?”
I have no answer.

There is normal and there is deformed—until someone successfully challenges
that binary.

Becoming-trans3: Becoming-Mineral (Ahimsa
Timoteo Bodhrán, “Cycle undone”)
Finally, let us explore what it might mean to read (or write) rhizomatic transpoetics (see Edwards 2014)—poetry that tropes transition using the more
extreme Deleuzean imagery of becoming-mineral and becoming-intense.
Specifically, let us look at excerpts from a long poem, “Cycle undone”
(2013b), collected in Troubling the Line, by Ahimsa Timoteo Bodhrán
(b. 1974)—a poet of mixed Kanien’kehaka (“Mohawk”), Onondowaga
(“Seneca”), Puerto Rican, Irish, and German/Moroccan Jewish ethnicity
who has been a major presence on the indigenous trans-poetic scene for
years. In fall 2010, ze guest-edited a special international queer issue of
Yellow Medicine Review: A Journal of Indigenous Literature, Art, and
Thought; in 2005, ze was the opening poet for the Audre Lorde Project’s
Trans World II: The 2nd Annual Transgender People of Color Conference;
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and in 1997 ze helped found and organize the Transgender & Transgenre
Film & Cultural Festival in San Francisco (back then called Tranny Fest).
At this writing (spring 2018) ze is in the PhD program in American Studies
at Michigan State.
Before we get to “Cycle undone,” however, let us pause at “thread one”
of the poetic manifesto Bodhrán contributed to Troubling the Line, “Carved
Crimson into the Bark of a White Page: A Queer/Trans Womanist Indigenous
Colored Poetics” (2013a):
My work locates itself at the nexus of communal, terrestrial, and
personal memory. Bodies of language, land and water, converge in work
that is layered and fragmented, grasping towards wholeness of place and
peoplehood. I use writing as a tool for collective and individual healing
and decolonisation, a way of rescripting our lives as queer people of color,
mixed-bloods, and women of color, as people who know what it means
to struggle, daily, multigenerational. Seeing the mythic and magical in
the quotidian as potential antidote to our malaise, I hope to harness
the powers of the line, the breath, image, and refashion them to our
purposes—potential futures from the remnants and shards of our past. In
my work worlds merge: the rural is found in the urban; historical trauma
is revisited through the particular site of the body; and (trans)national
metanarratives and discourses are negotiated through periods and zones
of contact, the macro nesting itself in the pores and hairs of the micro.
I write because our lives are largely unwritten, and if written largely not
self-written, and we need to textually, conceptually, and artistically (re-)
inhabit these previous places of absence and longing. To survive the
times of genocide, when futures are not given, not granted. To posit
the postcolonial in the reclamation of the precolonial, the times prior
to the partitioning of landbases, languages, bodies—intimacy restored;
rememory. By developing my craft, publishing it, and documenting my
path, I hope to, through both my teachings and writings, instruct others
on what is possible and open up those pazibilidades so that they can
discover (and recover) them themselves. I write for my Nations; I write
towards healing, all the journey wholme. (34)

Bodhrán’s opening line there, “My work locates itself at the nexus of
communal, terrestrial, and personal memory,” sounds a bit as if ze were
heading in the direction of bravura certainty—there is communal memory,
there is terrestrial memory, there is personal memory, there is a nexus of the
three, and my work stands at that nexus—but as ze explores the practical
implementation of that apparent bravura and that apparent certainty, and
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defines “my work” as “work that is layered and fragmented, grasping towards
wholeness of place and peoplehood,” zir manifesto about writing devolves
into the agony, and also the agonized hope, of day-to-day living. In a
Deleuzean purview, Bodhrán’s insistence that zir “writing [can be imagined]
as a tool for collective and individual healing and decolonisation” implies
that the “collective and individual healing” ze seeks through writing is
specifically a deterritorialization, a transing line of flight out of the colonial
territory, which is also, definitively, the territory of the human, into various
inhuman or posthuman becomings (see Garner 2014 and Nurka 2015). So
the “nexus of communal, terrestrial, and personal memory” is not so much a
legalinguistically uncontested/unpartitioned “landbase” or territory on or in
which the writing rests, but “a way of rescripting our lives as queer people of
color, mixed-bloods, and women of color, as people who know what it means
to struggle, daily, multigenerational.”
That last word, “multigenerational,” seems to hint at the trans/
generational trans/mission of trauma, hinted at a few lines down, in
“historical trauma is revisited through the particular site of the body.” Like
all affect for D&G, historical trauma or transgenerationally transmitted
trauma is always channeled through the body—not only the tenfold higher
rates of obesity, alcoholism, suicide, heart disease in the descendants of
(say) the American Holocaust and the Middle Passage, but the inability to
remember the trauma that triggered these posttraumatic stress disorder
symptoms four and five and six and ten generations on—what we’ve seen
Boaventura de Sousa Santos calling epistemicide (pp. 16–21).9 But Bodhrán
is talking about revisiting that trauma “through the particular site of the
body,” reenacting the transgenerational tra(ns)jectory of that trauma
therapeutically, through writing, seeking “to textually, conceptually, and
artistically (re)inhabit these previous places of absence and longing.” That
historical trauma is the malaise. Just naming it is a good start. But how
do we begin to heal it? “Seeing the mythic and magical in the quotidian
as potential antidote to our malaise, I hope to harness the powers of the
line, the breath, image, and refashion them to our purposes—potential
futures from the remnants and shards of the past”: not just imagineering
a calmly coherent cultural tradition as a territory in which to luxuriate,
with full authority to make balanced, intelligent collective decisions for a
better future, but desperately grabbing at the lived quotidian experience,
the embodied now, “the powers of the line, the breath, image” as the
corporeal channels of poetry, and hoping against hope to “refashion them
to our purposes—potential futures from the remnants and shards of the
past.” “To survive the times of genocide, when futures are not given, not
granted. To posit the postcolonial in the reclamation of the precolonial, the
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times prior to the partitioning of landbases, languages, bodies—intimacy
restored; rememory.”
When we come to “Cycle undone,” Bodhrán’s long poem “for transsexual
and transgender women of color,” this “surviv[al of] the times of genocide”
tends to take the form of becoming-posthuman:
We are the uninvestigated murders of our Nations,
the bodies in the river, field, fed on by fishes, crows,
our nets, holes in our stockings, not keeping them
at bay. We are fertiliser for plants that have
not known sunlight—that deep down, dark, rich, tuber,
tumor; we are the reason for the rising of rivers. The silt
in your coffee. We are an effect of the ozone layer
leaving. Greenhouse, how many bodies
does it take a year to overflow
one’s banks? (25–26)

Not only are we dead and rotting; we are the entire planet’s death throes.
Not only are we the hundred million Native American dead, carrion of the
American Holocaust; we are also the “uninvestigated murders” perpetrated
by “our Nations,” the queers, the gender misfits, the transitioning and
transitioned. The “of ” in “the uninvestigated murders of our Nations” in
the dual sense of “belonging to” and “performed by.” As D&G write, « Si le
devenir-femme est le premier quantum, ou segment molé culaire, et puis
les devenirs-animaux qui s’enchaînent avec lui, vers quoi se précipitent-ils
tous ? Sans aucun doute, vers un devenir-imperceptible. L’imperceptible
est la fin immanente du devenir, sa formule cosmique » (342; emphasis
added)/“If becoming-woman is the first quantum, or molecular segment,
with the becomings-animal that link up with it coming next, what are they
all rushing toward? Without a doubt, toward becoming-imperceptible. The
imperceptible is the immanent end of becoming, its cosmic formula” (279;
emphasis added):
We are every end of the spectrum, pre-, post-,
non-… -living, -breathing. High yella and crushed
berry, juice turned to sour, the vinegar of water
sold on shelved alleyways of health stores. We
no longer own the ingredients to our own
recipe. Our DNA will live on, breed
better llamas. Odwalla apples turned rancid
with infection. No washing will save us, no
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dunk in the river, chariot to swing us home, sweetly.
Swing low, bob for us in buckets, bite the worm.
We are yeast rising. A new form, helixes, ancient.
The inspiration for a new line of comic books.
Cologne. Birth control. Tartar sauce. (26)

What hope there is for us, Bodhrán seems to suggest, is an ecological hope for
becoming-posthuman: recycling as a becoming-yeast-rising, yeast as a metaphor
for the composting of human remains. “Our DNA will live on, breed / better
llamas,” but no longer in human form. “We / no longer own the ingredients to our
own / recipe,” because we are no longer in an embodiment capable of cooking it.
“A new form, helixes, ancient” sounds like science fiction. Still, there’s
hope—though talk of hope may be just a bitter, cynical reflex:
We hope to re-member some ritual before
our image was plastered onto cigarettes,
used to sell ice cream and rice, before we
kneeled naked on boxes of butter, abused
any essence of ourselves, became a magazine,
relaxer, sold our own spirits and sisters
down the river, flowing up, flooding
banks backed with bags, eyes still streaming,
each drop an outlet for poison. Nothing can stop us. (27)

“We hope to re-member some ritual” is the hope of revivifying the cultural
memories slaughtered in the colonial epistemicide, which Bodhrán mostly
seems to localize in the American Holocaust (“our image was plastered onto
cigarettes, / used to sell ice cream and rice”), but also in the African slave trade
(“kneeled naked on boxes of butter, abused / any essence of ourselves, became
a magazine, / relaxer, sold our own spirits and sisters / down the river”), and
again in posthuman metaphors, this time the Native Americans and African
slaves becoming the river poisoned with their own rotting bodies.10 And again
we end on a bitter mock-triumphalist note: “Nothing can stop us.”
The closest Bodhrán comes to celebrating the ancestors is a “sometimes
good, sometimes bad” moment:
We did what we did to survive. Sometimes
they were noble moments full of truth,
reminding us of past dynasties, different
times when we were honoured, knew spells,
ways of curing the body, each spirit, twinned
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in two. Other times we simply walked away
and did not look back, sand into stone into salt,
flames still behind us as our buildings burned,
the ports with them. Sometimes we were the
box of matches; other times, the very thing that
burned. There are still ashes in our hair. (27)

The “we” there who “did what we did to survive” are long dead. They are
images of ancestors now a century or two or three in their graves—people
who “survived” a little longer than others of their group. The “noble moments
full of truth, / reminding us of past dynasties, different / times when we
were honoured, knew spells, / ways of curing the body”—moments full of
the “noble” “truths” “remembered” in UL/CL/ABL, the missing memories
epistemically slain—are here idealized not as certain but as at best probable.
And those “noble moments” were only “sometimes.” “Other times we simply
walked away / and did not look back … / as our buildings burned.” No
glory. No honor. No noble moments. The only evidence that any of this ever
happened, too, is that “there are still ashes in our hair.” What the fire was that
put those ashes there is anybody’s guess. The memories are gone. Only the
PTSD remains, trans/generationally.
How is this not just the bitterest despair, the complete evisceration of
human hope? For D&G, such hopelessness is a product of territoriality, a
declination of molecular becoming, becoming-trans:
Les principales strates qui ligotent l’homme, ce sont l’organisme,
mais aussi la signifiance et l’interprétation, la subjectivation et
l’assujettissement. Ce sont toutes ces strates ensemble qui nous séparent
du plan de consistance et de la machine abstraite, là où il n’y a plus de
régime de signes, mais où la ligne de fuite effectue sa propre positivité
potentielle, et la déterritorialisation sa puissance absolue. (167)
The principal strata binding human beings are the organism, signifiance
and interpretation, and subjectification and subjection. These strata
together are what separates us from the plane of consistency and
the abstract machine, where there is no longer any regime of signs,
where the line of flight effectuates its own potential positivity and
deterritorialization its absolute power. (134)

One way of (over)simplifying “the principal strata binding human beings
are the organism, signifiance and interpretation, and subjectification and
subjection” would be as molar identities: say, the sex/gender identity of male
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or female (the organism with penis or vagina), masculine or feminine (the
interpreted meaning of social behavior), cis or trans (subject[ificat]ion as
cisnormal or transdeviant). These identities are “what separates us from the
plane of consistency and the abstract machine, where there is no longer any
regime of signs”: because they establish us in a named existence and essence,
and so vouchsafe us the ability to get things done in the real world, the ability
to secure employment and earn a living, the ability to get married and have
children and get bank loans to buy cars and houses, and so on, they protect us
from collapse into what Juri Lotman would call the “extra-semiotic,” “where
the line of flight effectuates its own potential positivity and deterritorialization
its absolute power.” The downside in that for D&G is that those identities also
constitute a territoriality that confines and diminishes us.
D&G’s solution to that is akin to radical Christian theology: dying
with Jesus on the cross every day, and trusting love to drag you out of
annihilation:
Faire de la conscience une expérimentation de vie, et de la passion un
champ d’intensités continues, une émission de signes-particules. Faire
le corps sans organes de la conscience et de l’amour. Se servir de l’amour
et de la conscience pour abolir la subjectivation: « pour devenir le grand
amant, le magnétiseur et le catalyseur, il faut d’abord vivre la sagesse de
n’être que le dernier des idiots » [Henry Miller, Sexus]. (167)
Make consciousness an experimentation in life, and passion a field of
continuous intensities, an emission of particles-signs. Make the body
without organs of consciousness and love. Use love and consciousness to
abolish subjectification: “To become the great lover, the magnetizer and
catalyzer ... one has to first experience the profound wisdom of being an
utter fool” [Henry Miller, Sexus]. (134)

The « corps sans organes » (CsO)/“body without organs” (BwO) is a parallel
but difficult concept that Deleuze borrowed from a 1947 radio play by
Antonin Artaud called Pour en finir avec le jugement de dieu/To Have Done
with the Judgment of God—
Lorsque vous lui aurez fait un corps sans organes, alors vous l’aurez délivré
de tous ses automatismes et rendu à sa véritable liberté. (1947/2003: 60–61)
When you will have made him a body without organs, then you will have
delivered him from all his automatic reactions and restored him to his
true freedom. (1976: 571)
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—and most likely D&G carried that term over from Deleuze’s discussion
of Artaud in The Logic of Sense (1969; Lester and Stivale in English, 1990:
87–88) because it comes very close to their meaning. As Bonta and Protevi
note, however, the Artaud phrasing is rather confusing:
It would have been better to call it by the more accurate but less elegant
term: “a non-organismic body,” as DG freely admit: “the BwO is not at
all the opposite of the organs. The organs are not its enemies. The enemy
is the organism” (158). A BwO retains its organs, but they are released
from the habitual patterns they assume in its organism form; in so far
as the organism is a stratum (a centralized, hierarchical and strongly
patterned body), a BwO is a destratified (decentralized, dehabituated)
body. (2004: 62)

One might argue that a trans body, a body in transition, is in transition
not to the opposite sex but to the body without organs: a body with breasts
and a penis, or a beard and a flat chest and a vagina, is on its way to being
“destratified (decentralized, dehabituated)” (see Crawford 2013). But then,
you’re always on the way: « Le Corps sans Organes, on n’y arrive pas, on ne
peut pas y arriver, on n’a jamais fini d’y accéder, c’est une limite » (186)/“You
never reach the Body without Organs, you can’t reach it, you are forever
attaining it, it is a limit” (158); it is « une composante de passage » (196)/“a
component of passage” (158).
And the main point is that « la subjectivation porte le désir à un tel point
d’excès et de décoIIement qu’il doit ou bien s’abolir dans un trou noir, ou bien
changer de plan » (167)/“subjectification carries desire to such a point of excess
and unloosening that it must either annihilate itself in a black hole or change
planes” (134): instead of restraining subjectification within reasonable and
socially acceptable limits, you let it follow desire down William Blake’s road
of excess, hoping that it will lead to the palace of wisdom—or at least love.
In some sense, in fact, self-annihilation in the black hole of love is a change
of planes. This, especially in the Henry Miller quote, is an extreme version
of Lugones’s love as playful folly: “To become the great lover, the magnetizer
and catalyzer ... one has to first experience the profound wisdom of being
an utter fool”—except, of course, that Miller’s strutting quest to “become
the great lover” is not really D&G’s self-abnegating quest to “carr[y] desire
to … a point of excess,” so that the self-doubling of consciousness and the
mutual doubling of persons in passion are superseded by consciousness as
“an experimentation in life, and passion [as] a field of continuous intensities,
an emission of particles-signs,” and by both together as the “healthy” body
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without organs channeling flows and intensities of consciousness and love
beyond subjectification.
And above all, always be minoritizing translinguality:
Etre bègue du langage, étranger dans sa propre langue,
		
		
		
		
		

« ne do ne domi ne passi ne dominez pas
ne dominez pas vos passions passives ne
.................................
ne do dévorants ne do ne dominez pas
vos rats vos rations vos rats rations ne ne . . . » (167–68)

Stammer language, be a foreigner in one’s own tongue:
		
		

do domi not passi do not dominate
do not dominate your passive passions not

		
		

do devouring not not dominate
your rats your rations your rats rations not not … (134)

The translingualizing instruction to « etre bègue du langage, étranger
dans sa propre langue »/“be a stammerer of language, be a foreigner in
your own tongue” obviously connects up with their theory of minoritizing
language.11 The majoritarian speaker is a calmly hegemonic speaker of
the native language; the minoritarian speaker undermines the hegemonic
major language. «Se servir de la langue mineure pour faire filer la langue
majeure. L’auteur mineur est l’étranger dans sa propre langue » (133)/“Use
the minor language to send the major language racing. Minor authors are
foreigners in their own tongue” (116). If the translational genderfuck is
equivalencefuck, the rhetorical/literary genderfuck is languagefuck. Again,
we’re close to the attitude of heterolingual address that Sakai theorizes,
where we’re all foreigners to each other and to ourselves—except that in
D&G that’s not a being but a becoming. Become a stutterer of language;
become a foreigner in your own language.
The surrealist lyrics that follow as an example of « Etre bègue du
langage »/“Be a stutterer of language” are from a poem by Gherasim Luca
(Salman Locker, 1913–94), one of D&G’s favorite poets; they footnote it to a
book called Le chant de la carpe. But because the stuttering double negatives,
and the use of those double negatives to surrender the impulse to control
action in subjectively determined ways, remind me of Laozi’s 無爲 wuwei—
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traditionally translated as “without acting”—let’s start a new section to think
about that.

Laozi on surrendering control
The passage in the 道德經 Daodejing that I’m thinking of is from Chapter 51:
道生之，德畜之，物形之，勢成之。是以萬物莫不尊道而貴德。
dao sheng zhi, de xu zhi, wu xing zhi, shi cheng zhi, shiyi wanwu mobu
zun dao er gui de.

Commentary:
道生之 dao sheng zhi: lit. dao births things. Roger Ames and David Hall
(2003) explain, however, that 道 dao is not a spiritual power, like a god, but
a doing, a wayfaring, the following of a path. Like the Deleuzean becomingmolecular, it’s a verb rather than a noun. “Going births things,” “pathing
births things.” Ames and Hall’s translation: “Way-making (dao) gives things
their life” (156). Trans/itioning/-forming/-figuring gives birth to things—
including gender, perhaps, but also passion, performance, precarity, etc.
德畜之 de xu zhi: lit. de nurtures things. 德 de is the second character of
the book’s title: 道德經 Daodejing is literally “The Classic of dao and de.” De
is traditionally translated “virtue,” but Ames and Hall note that it is actually
the “particular efficacy” of a thing. Their translation: “And their particular
efficacy (de) is what nurtures them” (156). The idea is that things are nurtured
not by a manifestation of moral excellence, but by whatever works in them—
what Aristotle would call their ἐνέργεια/energeia, zir coinage from ἐν/en
“in” and ἔργον/ergon “work.” “Virtue” works as a translation of 德 de only
as it is used in the phrase “by virtue of ”—“by the particular efficacy of.” To
paraphrase D&G: consciousness becomes an energetic experimentation in
life by virtue of excessively intensified desire; passion becomes an energetic
field of continuous intensities by virtue of the loving body without organs.
What nurtures consciousness into an experimentation in life is its own
excessive efficacy as intensified desire. What nurtures passion into a field of
continuous intensities is its own excessive efficacy as (trans)embodied love.
物形之 wu xing zhi: “events shape them” (Ames and Hall’s translation,
156). 物 wu is traditionally translated “things,” but the character is built
out of the 牜 niu “cow, ox” radical and the 勿 wu “do not, must not, never”
phonetic, which latter was originally made up of a 刀 dao “knife” with a
couple of extra丿丿 pie pie strokes on it indicating motion. The idea was
that the moving pie pie strokes were streaks of blood running down the ox
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after the knife was used to slaughter it. 物 wu is not, in other words, a thing
but an event, a(n un)becoming. The stock phrase 萬物 wanwu, traditionally
translated “the ten thousand things,” meaning figuratively everything in
the world, was actually ten thousand events, or becomings, ten thousand
de- and reterroritializations. Things shaped by becomings remain in process.
In Daoism, as in D&G, it is possible to cordon off a segment of a becoming for
momentary examination; but Laozi always reminds us that that cordoned-off
segment is not the event or process itself, but a mental construct. D&G would
say that 物 wu as a nouny “thing” is a territorial molarization of 物 wu as a
verby “becoming-molecular.” We would not, in other words, be talking about
sex/gender identities—those are nouny molarities. We would be talking
about the events that shape the molecular becomings that are often cordoned
off as molarities.
勢成之 shi cheng zhi: lit. propensity completes things. 成 cheng is the
creative process of moving a thing or an event toward a completion that may
never arrive; it is a bit like Aristotle’s entelechy, or even entelechany (see pp.
110–11). Like the potentiality (δύναμις/dunamis) of which Aristotle writes,
勢 shi is a power: its radical (at the bottom) is 力 li, which pictographically
represents a plow, and so came to be used to mean the power/force/capability
needed to wield a plow—but also the plowing itself, and the field that is plowed,
so that it also means “situation/conditions” (events’ current environment),
“momentum/tendency/trend” (events’ entelechy), and “power/force/
influence” (events’ ability to shape other events or their situations/trends).
Ames and Hall’s translation: “And having a function consummates them”
(156). Becoming-trans is driven by situations and conditions, momentums
and tendencies, forces and influences toward completion—but that
completion is not necessarily a stable binary gender identity. It may be the
variably gendered postorganismic body without organs.
是以萬物莫不尊道而貴德 shiyi wanwu mobu zun dao er gui de: lit.
therefore the ten thousand events/things none not honor dao or value de.
莫不 mobu is the double negative, a « ne ne »/“not not” like Luca’s:
		
		
		
		
		

« ne do ne domi ne passi ne dominez pas
ne dominez pas vos passions passives ne
.................................
ne do dévorants ne do ne dominez pas
vos rats vos rations vos rats rations ne ne . . . »

		
		

do domi not passi do not dominate
do not dominate your passive passions not
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do devouring not not dominate
your rats your rations your rats rations not not

No do no domi no passi don’t dominate, don’t do don’t domi don’t passi don’t
dominate. Not not!
In other words, it’s not really that they all honor dao and value de; it’s
that not (one does) not honor dao and value de. It’s not a calmly territorial
positivity; it’s a side-stepping negativity as a deterritorializing line of flight.
Cf. also Chapter 3:
常使民無知無欲。使夫知者不敢為也。為無為，則無不治。
chang shi min wuzhi wuyu. shi fu zhi zhe bu ganwei ye. weiwuwei, ze
wubuzhi.
Ever teaching the common people to be unprincipled in their knowing
(wuzhi)
And objectless in their desires (wuyu),
They keep the hawkers of knowledge at bay.
It is simply in doing things noncoercively (wuwei)
That everything is governed properly. (Ames and Hall 2003: 81–82)
為無為 weiwuwei, one of Laozi’s most famous phrasings, does literally
mean “acting without acting”; Ames and Hall translate it “doing things
noncoercively” on the grounds that 無 wu “without” negates not action but
deliberate action designed to achieve a specific end. Don’t force it. As they
write,
What the Daodejing has to offer, on the other hand, is much simpler.
It encourages the cultivation of a disposition that is captured in what
we have chosen to call its wu-forms. The wu-forms free up the energy
required to sustain the abstract cognitive and moral sensibilities of
technical philosophy, allowing this energy, now unmediated by concepts,
theories, and contrived moral precepts, to be expressed as those concrete
feelings that inspire the ordinary business of the day. It is through these
concrete feelings that one is able to know the world and to optimize the
human experience. (36)

For Ames and Hall, the wu-forms, including in this chapter 無知 wuzhi
“without knowing” and 無欲 wuyu “without desiring,” are actually not
about not acting but rather about habitualized action: the 夫知者 fu zhi zhe
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“hawkers of knowledge” are “principled in their knowledge” in the sense that
they impose precepts on experience, and Laozi wants to free people from
those precepts, those principles, or, as D&G would say, those territories and
strata of knowledge. 無欲 wuyu is not a lack of desire, but, as in D&G, the
liberation of desire from wanting things you don’t have, so that desiringproduction might flow freely through bodies (human, animal, mineral, etc.)
in networks. This is very close to D&G on “Subjectification carr[ying] desire
to such a point of excess and unloosening that it must either annihilate itself
in a black hole or change planes.”
Note, though, that the double negative in the last four characters is again
elided in Ames and Hall’s translation “everything is governed properly.”
Literally 為無為，則無不治 weiwuwei, ze wubuzhi is “act without acting, then
not not govern”—or, more loosely, “if you act without acting, nothing will be
not-governed.” 無不治 wubu zhi “not not govern” is Laozi’s anarchistic recipe
for government: don’t govern; don’t not govern; just go about your business,
acting without acting, and things will somehow be not-not-governed.

Becoming-trans4: The mystical turn
But wait. Given the laborious ordeal trans folk must undergo in order to
follow the lines of flight out of their birth-assigned place in the socially
mandated territory of binary gender—the shrinks they have to convince, the
pills they often have to take, the top and bottom surgery they often have
to undergo—how exactly would becoming-trans qualify as Laozian 無不治
wubu zhi “not not governing,” or 無知無欲 wuzhi wuyu “letting go the
controls and the goals of knowing and desiring,” or 為無為 weiwuwei “doing
things noncoercively”?
Or, since D&G nowhere specify that they are seeking to conform their
vision to the 道德經 Daodejing, how exactly would becoming-trans constitute
letting « la conscience cesse d’être son propre double, et la passion le double
de l’un pour l’autre »/“consciousness cease to be its own double, and passion
the double of one person for another,” or making « de la conscience une
expérimentation de vie, et de la passion un champ d’intensités continues, une
émission de signes-particules »/“consciousness an experimentation in life,
and passion a field of continuous intensities, an emission of particles-signs,”
or making « le corps sans organes de la conscience et de l’amour »/“the body
without organs of consciousness and love,” or using « de l’amour et de la
conscience pour abolir la subjectivation »/“love and consciousness to abolish
subjectification”?
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That all sounds rather mystical, like an esoteric self-help manual; what does
it have to do with hormone replacement therapy, trachea shaves, depilation,
mastectomies and breast augmentation, phalloplasty and vaginoplasty?
Aren’t trans people going to a lot of determined, concentrated, painful, and
expensive effort to achieve a specific “organism” in D&G’s sense, so as to fit a
specific binary gender “territory”?
To return to C. Jacob Hale’s article (2009), with which we began this chapter:
This “species of rehabilitation” is deeply pathologized: it is part of a
system which requires that we get ourselves diagnosed with DSM-IV
302.85 (Gender Identity Disorder in Adolescents and Adults) before
obtaining medically regulated embodiment technologies, many of which
nontranssexuals obtain without inserting themselves into psychiatric
nosology. For transsexuals, inserting ourselves into this nosology is often
necessary for exercising agency over our own bodies. It is also an act of
complicity with our own erasure, for no one need listen when we claim
a place for our voices in theorizing about us. As Susan Stryker writes: “I
live daily with the consequences of medicine’s definition of my identity
as a mental disorder. Through the filter of this official pathologization,
the sounds that come out of my mouth can be summarily dismissed as
the confused ranting of a diseased mind” (Stryker 1994[/2006]: 144).
By accepting this “species of rehabilitation,” transsexuals are forced
to submit to an intricate, tightly woven set of regulatory regimes. If we
desire medically regulated technologies, we must either insert ourselves
into these regimes or forego adequate medical care and access to juridical
mechanisms for changing sex and gender status on legal documents that
require certification from physicians. As Stryker points out, “the current
medical system imposes some tough choices on transsexuals about
how we exercise power over our own bodies” (Stryker and High 1995:
228). That we confront these “tough choices,” that we often experience
ourselves—to borrow Marilyn Frye’s words out of context—as “caged in:
all avenues in every direction, are blocked or booby trapped” (Frye 1993:
4), can best be explained by noticing that the presence of such “doublebind” situations is constitutive of oppression. As Frye argues,
One of the most characteristic and ubiquitous features of the world
as experienced by oppressed people is the double-bind situations in
which options are reduced to a very few and all of them expose one
to penalty, censure, or deprivation.
One can only choose to risk one’s preferred form and rate of
annihilation. (2–3)
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To feel “caged in: all avenues in every direction, are blocked or booby
trapped” is to feel, in D&G’s terms, trapped in a territory, without lines of
flight that might enable deterritorialization and reterritorialization. The fact
that those lines of flight do exist but—as one might cynically expect—are
controlled by the state, by hegemony, does mean that becoming-trans is
extraordinarily laborious. The kind of speculative fiction that D&G favor,
like the Tansy Rayner Roberts story “Prosperine When It Sizzles” (2012) that
we read in Chapter 3, might reimagine this situation through the genderreassignment technology of a superior civilization from beyond our solar
system—ten minutes in the chamber and you’re a different gender, species,
or lifeform. Or it might imagine an outlaw fringe with its own surgeons, as
in Paul Verhoeven’s screen adaptation of Philip K. Dick’s 1966 short story
“We Can Remember It for You Wholesale,” Total Recall (1990), with David
Cronenberg’s signal contribution of mutants on Mars.
But even without such fictional speculations, even with the massive effort
of transition taken into consideration, it seems to me that the very intensity
of the reaction against becoming-trans confirms that the becoming-trans/
becoming-BwO lines of flight are indeed Deleuzean, and possibly even
Laozian. Hale describes the phobic reaction like this:
Transsexuals are convenient sites for colonization predicated on our
discursive erasure and for struggles between gender colonizers of all
kinds and political locations. Insofar as there is such a monolithic entity
as the transsexual, this peculiar object is—to borrow Frantz Fanon’s
psychoanalytic concept from a different context—“a phobogenic object,
a stimulus to anxiety” (Fanon 1967: 151). This phobogenic object is a
monolithic fiction constructed stunningly well not only to stimulate
anxiety but also to function as a depository for nontranssexuals’
gender anxieties. Because of our multiply ambiguous relationships to
paradigmatic constructions of manhood and womanhood, totalized mtf
and ftm transsexuals serve equally well as sites for anyone’s anxieties
about their own or another’s masculinity or femininity, maleness or
femaleness, manhood or womanhood.
Not only does this preposterous construct stimulate and absorb
others’ displaced anxieties, it is a device of containment; indeed, it
must be to serve its function as a phobogenic object. This totalization
is a stabilizing structure: compared with transsexual lives as lived, the
transsexual is ontologically stable, for this stability is necessary to the
maintenance of the illusion of a relatively sharp boundary between
transsexuals and nontranssexuals. (2009: 52)
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Read “transsexual lives as lived” as becoming-trans and “the transsexual” as
being-trans. The latter, as Hale argues, is a totalized “phobogenic object,” “a
stabilizing structure,” “ontologically stable,” because “totalized mtf and ftm
transsexuals serve equally well as sites for anyone’s anxieties” about gender.
I would read that, however, as “even totalized mtf and ftm transsexuals serve
equally well as sites for anyone’s anxieties” about gender: the idea, it seems to me,
must be that the anxiety is initially generated by counternormative becomingtrans, and the “totalized mtf and ftm transsexuals” as being-trans phobogenic
objects are defensive reaction-formations that seek affectively to cauterize the
anxiety, by maintaining “the illusion of a relatively sharp boundary between
transsexuals and nontranssexuals.” As D&G would put it, that boundary is the
binarized, hierarchized, normativized territory (being-cis good, being-trans
bad) that becoming-trans seeks to escape (de-/reterritorialization, lines of
flight, the unending passage that is the body without organs).
As Hale continues, the language problem—specifically, the pronoun
problem—is a complicating factor on those lines of flight as well:
Moreover, our ability to speak with our own voices is limited by, as
Stryker puts it, “the inability of language to represent the transgendered
subject’s movement over time between stably gendered positions in a
linguistic structure” (Stryker 1994[/2006]: 241). For example, once
when my father started telling a story about a memory of me as a
child, he said, “When Jake was a little boy—I mean a little girl—I mean
a little child—he—I mean she—I mean—I don’t know what I mean!”
There he broke off. My father was right to be frustrated, for there are
no available grammatical structures with which he could compose one
sentence that referred to me both as a girl child and as an adult man.
Additional complications come to the fore when we consider references
to a transitioning transsexual. The linguistic problem is deeper than
temporality: representations of me as a stably gendered girl child (or
boy child) or as a stably gendered adult man (or adult woman) would
all be false. Structurally, insertion into language—therefore, into social
ontology—requires gendered stability both over time and at any given
time that some of us lack. (53)

But, um, really? Are there really “no available grammatical structures with
which he could compose one sentence that referred to me both as a girl
child and as an adult man”? What exactly does Hale mean by “available”?
Available to cisnormative English speakers, presumably: in Finnish, after
all, it’s extraordinarily easy—even apparently “natural”—to talk about a kid
without signaling gender at any point. “Kun Jaska oli pieni se aina …” That
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doesn’t even use the standard Finnish “hän” (s/he or ze) for little Jake/Jaska:
in colloquial Finnish humans, animals, and inanimate objects are all “se” (it).
That sentence would translate literally as “When Jake was little it always …”
(Posthuman becoming-trans.)
And when I refer to Hale and zir father with ze/zir pronouns I am in fact
using grammatical structures that “are available” in English. I didn’t invent
them. Inside the normative binary gender territory in English they are, of
course, “weird”; presumably it would have been difficult for Hale to get zir
father to use them. I like them, because I like weird things—but I don’t use
them outside this book, and even inside the book they were difficult to get
used to. I kept at first reflexively writing “s/he” and “her or him,” my usual
accommodations, and then having to go back and apply global searchand-replaces to them. (Although I have to admit that as I finish the book, I
increasingly feel the impulse to say “ze” and “zir” out in the world as well, and
feel a twinge of uneasiness every time I say “he” or “she,” “his” or “her.”) And
when I think of the intense resistance I still today feel to calling my younger
brother, who was “Dave” as we were growing up, “David,” as ze prefers as an
adult, I can well understand how much inner resistance Hale’s father would
have to saying “When Jake was little ze would always …”
Still, even allowing for intense resistance in the people around one, it
is misleading to say that “Structurally, insertion into language—therefore,
into social ontology—requires gendered stability both over time and at any
given time that some of us lack.” Insertion into hegemonic English requires
that gendered stability, yes, but that isn’t the same thing as “insertion into
language.” That “social ontology” is specifically D&G’s majoritarian territory
of binary gender, and yes, its power to define and identify is incredibly
robust. But surely translation as becoming-trans is a de-/reterritorializing
line of flight that might be brought to bear on both Hale and zir father in
(eventually, potentially) liberating ways?
And to repeat, when Hale describes zirself as “dislocated,” as the binary
opposite of “located” (in a stable ontological territory), I’m inclined to invoke
the very “world-traveling” model ze zirself borrows from María Lugones, to
fractalize (dis)location along Hale’s own lines of “we may travel in indefinitely
many worlds, and, thus, see indefinitely many images of ourselves, and
we may also see ourselves as constructed differently than we construct
ourselves in indefinitely many worlds.” That kind of rhizomatic multiplicity,
or becoming-molecular becoming-multiple, sets up “(not quite) belonging”
as transitional subjectivity, the Sakaian subject-in-transit as a line of flight:
Borders between gender categories, then, are zones of overlap, not sharp
lines.
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Those of us who are dislocated from already given gender categories,
both normative and nonnormative ones, are dislocated in that we
cannot fully inhabit any of them. We place ourselves and are placed by
others in the margins of any number of gender categories, never close
to the paradigmatic core of any but also never falling fully outside all.
I am, for example, not fully man nor woman nor male nor female nor
hermaphrodite or drag queen nor butch leatherman nor third gender
nor anything else, since I do not fit the paradigms of any already given
gender categories. I flit about the margins of each of these categories.
Since some of these categories share unions with one another, I flit
through overlapping border zones constituted by the margins of several
gender categories. (Hale 2009: 55)

The anxiety that surges through this plaint is powerful and real, of course;
I would guess that it is a more extreme form of the anxiety that surges
through the gender defenders who, when they come into contact with
becoming-trans, want to insist on a stable biological sexual differentiation
between Man and Woman. The difference between that anxiety as it surges
through C. Jacob Hale and as it surges through, say, Rosi Braidotti is that
Hale can’t suppress it by imposing static essentialized (molarized) macrocategories on it: ze (Hale) lives it. It is a part of zir phenomenological
haecceity.

Conclusion: The dark night of the soul
The anxiety that Hale feels in being “dislocated in that we cannot fully
inhabit any of them” generates affective dysphoria, obviously, and that
affective dysphoria pushes Hale to frame zir translocationalities, zir
deterritorializations and reterritorializations, in the bleak terms of dislocation,
exclusion, and abjection: “Flitting about the margins is not a refusal to own
my location, nor is it valorization of gender play or gender fluidity. Flitting
is a type of movement proper to ghosts: creatures abjected from full social
existence who, instead, have only partial, limited social existence” (55). And
as the ghostly trope hints, that may mean that becoming-trans might lead
through what mystics call the Dark Night of the Soul:
Thus the exalted consciousness of Divine Perfection which the self
acquired in its “mystical awakening” was balanced by a depressed
and bitter consciousness of its own inherent imperfection, and the
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clash of these two perceptions spurred it to that laborious effort of
accommodation which constitutes the “Purgative Way.” The renewed
and ecstatic awareness of the Absolute which resulted, and which was
the governing characteristic of Illumination, brought its own proper
negation: the awareness, that is to say, of the self ’s continued separation
from and incompatibility with that Absolute which it has perceived.
During the time in which the illuminated consciousness is fully
established, the self, as a rule, is perfectly content: believing that in its
vision of Eternity, its intense and loving consciousness of God, it has
reached the goal of its quest. Sooner or later, however, psychic fatigue
sets in; the state of illumination begins to break up, the complementary
negative consciousness appears, and shows itself as an overwhelming
sense of darkness and deprivation. This sense is so deep and strong that
it inhibits all consciousness of the Transcendent; and plunges the self
into the state of negation and misery which is called the Dark Night.
(Underhill 1930: 381–82)

If in becoming-trans the mystic’s “Absolute” is something like The True Self,
which lurks concealed within the Wrong Birth Body, then the endlessly
repeated failure in becoming-trans to unite with that True Self, both inwardly
and outwardly—in one’s own self-image and others’ social perception—
would plunge one down into that Dark Night of dislocation: “psychic fatigue
sets in; the state of illumination begins to break up, the complementary
negative consciousness appears, and shows itself as an overwhelming sense
of darkness and deprivation.” Maybe I just imagined that True Self? Maybe
my parents and siblings and teachers and friends are right, and the shrinks
are right: I’m crazy? Maybe I should just surrender to my hated cis identity
(which, you know, I can probably get used to, eventually …)?
I’m inclined to continue quoting from Evelyn Underhill’s 1930 first
edition of Mysticism: A Study in the Nature and Development of Spiritual
Consciousness; but since Underhill is writing specifically about mystics
rather than transgender people, and about all humans as majoritarian Men,
with he/him pronouns, I propose to “translate” these next two paragraphs,
substituting [a] “becoming-trans” for “the Mystic Way,” “transitioning
person” for “mystic,” and “transitional” for “mystical”; [b] “ze” for “he,” “zir”
for “him” and “his,” and “zirself ” for “himself ”; [c] “humanity” for “man” and
“Being” for “Man”; [d] “the Spirit” for “God”; and I thought I would leave [e]
“transmutation” and “transcendental” more or less alone, but add a slash—
“trans/mutation,” “trans/cendental”—to tie all the supernatural spiritualism
back to becoming-trans:
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We may look at the Dark Night, as at most other incidents of [a]
becoming-trans, from two points of view: (1) We may see it, with the
psychologist, as a moment in the history of mental development,
governed by the more or less mechanical laws which so conveniently
explain to [b] zir the psychic life of [c] humanity: or (2) with the [a]
transitioning person [b] zirself, we may see it in its spiritual aspect as
contributing to the remaking of character, the growth of the “New [c]
Being”; [b] zir [e] “trans/mutation in [d] the Spirit.”
(1) Psychologically considered, the Dark Night is an example of the
operation of the law of reaction from stress. It is a period of fatigue and
lassitude following a period of sustained [a] transitional activity. …
However spiritual [b] ze may be, the [a] transitioning person—so long as
[b] ze is in the [molar/individualized] body [which D&G would call zir
“haecceity”]—cannot help using the machinery of [b] zir nervous and
cerebral system in the course of [b] zir adventures. [b] Zir development,
on its psychic side, consists in the taking over of this machinery, the
capture of its centres of consciousness, in the interests of [b] zir growing
[e] trans/cendental life. In so far, then, as this is so, that [e] trans/cendental
life will be partly conditioned by psychic necessities, and amenable
to the laws of reaction and fatigue. Each great step forward will entail
lassitude and exhaustion for that mental machinery which [b] ze has
pressed into service and probably overworked. When the higher centres
have been submitted to the continuous strain of a developed illuminated
life, with its accompanying periods of intense fervour, lucidity, deep
contemplation—perhaps of visionary and auditive phenomena [such as
seeing other people’s sneers and hearing their ridicule, even in one’s own
visionary mind’s eye and auditive mind’s ear]—the swing-back into the
negative state occurs almost of necessity. (382)

What is that negative state for transgendered people? As Kate Bornstein
recalls zir childhood in Gender Outlaw, “As I moved through the ‘50s and
‘60s, I bought into the fear and hatred that marks this culture’s attitude
toward the genderless and the non-traditionally gendered. People are
genuinely afraid of being without a gender” (1994: 58). And of course,
for zir as a child “buying into the fear and hatred” must have meant not
realizing that ze was “without a gender.” It must have meant just feeling
dislocated, in Hale’s term. After all, “Nothing in the culture has encouraged
me to stay and confront that fear. Instead, the culture has kept pointing me
toward one door or the other” (59). And the result was that “I knew from
age four on, that something was wrong with me being a guy, and I spent
most of my life avoiding the issue of my transsexuality” (59). Ze didn’t
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know that ze was actually something other than a guy; ze knew only that
“something was wrong with me being a guy.” “Because I was being raised as
a male, I never got to experience what it meant to be raised female in this
culture” (59). Ze would just imagine it, picture it in zir head, wear a blanket
as a dress and pose in front of the mirror—and “I was so ashamed of myself
for that” (59).
At some point, though, Bornstein’s line of flight from that antimolar
sense of wrongness and shame did take a mystical turn, which effectively
came to rethematize the mystic’s Dark Night of the Soul in terms of (2)
the transitioning person’s own molecular growth, so that, with Underhill
(becoming-translated), “we may see it in its spiritual aspect as contributing to
the remaking of character, the growth of the ‘New Being’; zir ‘trans/mutation
in the Spirit’”:
There are fools, there are fools, and there are fools. Where the
traditional fool blurs the lines between genders, the shaman sees
no lines. To the shaman, or holy fool, there’s no us vs. them: in the
shaman’s eyes, we’re somehow united. The shaman could be called a
gender transcender.
Gender enlightenment begins with death. The shaman, crossculturally, is someone who dies (literally or figuratively), has a brush
with the spirit world, and returns to this world. (Bornstein 1994: 93)

The shaman, who as “gender transcender” deterritorializes the binary
gender territory, dies and is reborn—the ultimate trajectory of the mystical
experience. But as Bornstein imagines it, the shaman doesn’t just return; ze
returns with news of the other world, and shares it with ordinary human
beings:
What’s supposed to happen in the instant/eternity between death and
re-birth is that the spirits give the shaman a portion of the truth to
take back to this world—a tiny grain of sand from the vast beaches of
universal truth. But there’s a catch. The shaman can only hang on to that
portion of the truth if she or he tells it to others. If the shaman fails to
reveal that portion of the truth continually to others, then the shaman is
driven mad by the spirits. (94)

Bornstein reads this shamanic death and rebirth allegorically, as a mystical
narrativization of zir own surgical transition: “I died a virtual death, not only
on the operating table, but in terms of a key aspect of my identity, and when
I was reborn into the world. For me, the in-between place itself was the truth
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I was made aware of: the existence of a place that lies outside the borders of
what’s culturally acceptable” (94).
The problem Bornstein finds with that allegory, however, is that the
shaman’s responsibility to report back to the living what ze found in the
world of the dead is foreclosed by the world of normative binary gender:
I was born into a world that tells people like me to be silent, to not reveal
that I’m transsexual, to not reveal my truth. It’s the therapeutic lie that
eventually causes us to go mad: it’s hiding, passing, and being silent that
makes us crazy. Silence does equal death—that principle applies to any
situation involving a culturally-mandated silence, and it’s important to
observe the phenomenon of the shaman in any virtual death/rebirth
situation. (94)

What I find interesting there is that it’s not clear which “world” Bornstein
means by “born into a world”: the world ze was born into as Al, with a penis,
or the one ze was reborn into as Kate, with a vagina? The only possible answer,
it seems to me, is both. (After all, in one sense it’s the same world.)
The way ze sets up the parallel, of course, it seems likeliest that ze means
ze was “[re]born into a world that tells people like me to be silent, to not
reveal that I’m transsexual, to not reveal my truth”—which is to say, reborn
as Kate-with-a-vagina. That, after all, is the analogue of the shaman dying
and being reborn and not being able to reveal the grain of truth-sand, and
so going mad. Tellingly, however, zir situation was not so very different
in childhood, when ze was Al-with-a-penis, when nothing felt right, yet
“Nothing in the culture … encouraged me to stay and confront that fear.
Instead, the culture … kept pointing me toward one door or the other” (59).
Childhood in a male organism was a kind of madness too, or a dark night
of the soul, because little Al-becoming-Kate was unable to reveal the spirits’
grain of outlaw-queer-trans-truth-sand to zirself—and it was the same
“culturally-mandated silence” that caused zir that pain then as well.
The grown Kate—who has learned to break through the silence, and so has
come out the other end of the Dark Night of the Soul, and is now sassy and
satisfied in zir de-/re-/de-/re-/deterritorialization—develops the mystical
shaman trope further, along the lines of molecular becoming-queer3:
Like the fool, the shaman can’t be bound up in any single identity; the
shaman can’t take sides or be part of any identity politics. The shaman
needs to seek broader and broader groups of people to serve—by staying
in a fixed time and place, the shaman’s message will only be repeated over
and over again to those who’ve already heard it, and then the madness
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sets in. The shaman needs to remain outside the binary, in some third
space, a space that constantly shifts and changes. … The concept of the
“third” is the concept of the outlaw, who subscribes to a dynamic of
change, outside any given dichotomy. (97)

But then, perhaps, this mystical talk of shamans and outlaws may in the end
be too grandiose, and Bornstein pulls back from it:
I think anyone who regularly walks along a forbidden boundary or
border (gay/straight, sober/drunk, female/male, black/white, etc.) has
the potential to attain some degree of spiritual awareness. The task
for those who take that road is, usually, to point a way out of struggle
and suffering for as many people as possible, and that can best be
accomplished by raising questions and implicating people. (97)

And that, of course, is the task that Bornstein takes upon zirself. Feeling good
about that task, I’m thinking, almost certainly explains why ze’s so cheerfully
sassy.

Concludingly: (Peri)Performative
Becoming-Queer

In Undoing Gender, Judith Butler moves decisively past the becoming-queer
model ze had developed a decade and a half earlier, in Gender Trouble and
“Imitation and Gender Insubordination”:
How do drag, butch, femme, transgender, transsexual persons enter
into the political field? They make us not only question what is real,
and what “must” be, but they also show us how the norms that govern
contemporary notions of reality can be questioned and how new modes
of reality can become instituted. These practices of instituting new
modes of reality take place in part through the scene of embodiment,
where the body is not understood as a static and accomplished fact, but
as an aging process, a mode of becoming that, in becoming otherwise,
exceeds the norm, reworks the norm, and makes us see how realities to
which we thought we were confined are not written in stone. (2004: 29)

There, Butler inserts the phenomenological wedge between familiarity with
the old and the shock of the new in through the social or sociognomic fact that
“we are, as bodies, outside ourselves, for one another” (22). “Is there a way,” ze
asks, “that we might struggle for autonomy in many spheres but also consider
the demands that are imposed upon us by living in a world of beings who are,
by definition, physically dependent on one another, physically vulnerable to
one another” (22)? Liberal conceptions of the self and the person tend to
define human rights as adhering to the isolated individual; but, Butler notes,
this language “fails to do justice to passion and grief and rage, all of which
tear us from ourselves, bind us to others, transport us, undo us, and implicate
us in lives that are not are [sic] own, sometimes fatally, irreversibly” (20).
(Along these same lines, see also Berlant and Edelman on the unbearability
of sex as “the possibility of confronting our limit in ourselves or in another, of
being inundated psychically or emotionally” [2014: vii]—“the relentless force
that unsettles the fantasy of sovereignty” [viii].)
And while that necessary and life-giving dependence on others also
leaves us dangerously vulnerable to others’ power to take our lives, the
phenomenological wedge between the safety of conformity and the danger
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of new possibilities is also where fantasy lives—and, Butler notes, “fantasy is
part of the articulation of the possible”:
it moves us beyond what is merely actual and present into a realm of
possibility, the not yet actualized or the not actualizable. The struggle
to survive is not really separable from the cultural life of fantasy, and
the foreclosure of fantasy—through censorship, degradation, or other
means—is one strategy for providing for the social death of persons.
Fantasy is not the opposite of reality; it is what reality forecloses,
and, as a result, it defines the limits of reality, constituting it as its
constitutive outside. The critical promise of fantasy, when and where
it exists, is to challenge the contingent limits of what will and will
not be called reality. Fantasy is what allows us to imagine ourselves
and others otherwise; it establishes the possible in excess of the real;
it points elsewhere, and when it is embodied, it brings the elsewhere
home. (28–29)

The translingual (empathic, interactive) phenomenology of this ability “to
imagine ourselves and others otherwise” is something like the kinestheticbecoming-affective-becoming-conative experience at the core of this book.
As Butler formulates it here, however, it remains rather amorphous. By way
of tying together the main strands of my argument Concludingly, therefore,
let us explore three versions of “becoming-queer”: the rather abstract
performativity of becoming-lesbian offered by Butler in Gender Trouble
(1990) and “Imitation and Gender Insubordination” (1991) as becomingqueer1; the more situated performativity of becoming-whatever offered
by Butler in Undoing Gender as becoming-queer2; and the more radically
transformative performativity of becoming-nonbinary or becomingvariably-gendered offered by Kate Bornstein as becoming-queer3. Between
becoming-queer2 and becoming-queer3 we will also be taking a detour into a
series of rethinkings of J. L. Austin’s performativity.

Becoming-queer1 (becoming-lesbian): Early Judith Butler
To begin with, then, let’s go back to Butler’s manifesto-like piece from 1991,
“Imitation and Gender Insubordination”:
The professionalization of gayness requires a certain performance and
production of a “self ” which is the constituted effect of a discourse that
nevertheless claims to “represent” that self as a prior truth. When I
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spoke at the conference on homosexuality in 1989 [where ze originally
presented this paper], I found myself telling my friends beforehand that
I was off to Yale to be a lesbian, which of course didn’t mean that I wasn’t
one before, but that somehow then, as I spoke in that context, I was one
in some more thorough and totalizing way, at least for the time being.
So I am one, and my qualifications are even fairly unambiguous. Since I
was sixteen, being a lesbian is what I’ve been. So what’s the anxiety, the
discomfort? Well, it has something to do with redoubling, the way I can
say, I’m going to Yale to be a lesbian; a lesbian is what I’ve been being for
so long. How is it that I can both “be” one and yet endeavor to be one at
the same time? When and where does my being a lesbian come into play,
when and where does this playing a lesbian constitute something like
what I am? To say that I “play” at being one is not to say that I am not one
“really”; rather, how and where I play at being one is the way in which
that “being” gets established, instituted, circulated, and confirmed. This
is not a performance from which I can take radical distance, for this is
deep-seated play, and this “I” does not play its lesbianism as a role. Rather,
it is through the repeated play of this sexuality that the “I” is insistently
reconstituted as a lesbian “I”: paradoxically, it is precisely the repetition
of that play that establishes as well the instability of the very category that
it constitutes. (18)

This is one of my favorite passages in Butler, and I have published several
previous analyses of it,1 so I will be brief. What I want to propose, reading this
passage now in the context of Chapter 4’s Deleuzean becoming-trans, is that
we break it down into two orders of being-molar, followed by a speculative
foray into becoming-molecular:
ll

ll

ll

Being-molar1: the order of being-lesbian (“Since I was sixteen, being a
lesbian is what I’ve been”)
Being-molar2: the order of performing-lesbian (“I was off to Yale to be a
lesbian”; “it is through the repeated play of this sexuality that the ‘I’ is
insistently reconstituted as a lesbian ‘I’”)
Becoming-molecular: the order of becoming-queer: (“paradoxically, it is
precisely the repetition of that play that establishes as well the instability
of the very category that it constitutes”)

What is significant to note here, I suggest, as a launching pad for a more
transformative reading, is that Butler specifically makes being-molar1
and being-molar2 emerge each out of the other, in a mutually constitutive
recursivity. It is because of zir molar being-lesbian that ze is capable of
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performing-lesbian, and it is precisely the molar “deep-seated play” of zir
performing-lesbian that constitutes zir being-lesbian. If the movement were
only from being-molar1 to being-molar2, zir performing-lesbian would be a
purely imitative repetition of being-lesbian; if it were only a movement from
being-molar2 to being-molar1, the performativity of performing-lesbian
might be read as rendering being-lesbian a mere superficial and ephemeral
imposture.
The moment in zir account that I have speculatively assigned to
becoming-molecular/becoming-queer, now, is the destabilizing effect that the
performative repetitions of being-molar2 have on being-molar1. If, in Chapter
3’s terms, the stabilizing loop between being-lesbian and performing-lesbian
establishes Butler’s molar sexual orientation as a dissipative system, the
destabilizing effect that performing-lesbian has on being-lesbian potentially
introduces into that system an emergent becoming-queer breaking of the
precariously maintained dissipative symmetry of identity. The volatile
second-order molarity of performing-lesbian, in other words, simultaneously
normalizes first-order molarity as being-lesbian and genderfucks first-order
molarity into becoming-queer.
I imagine that the idea of that destabilization as a Deleuzean becomingmolecular might have been attractive to early Butler in its radical reach
beyond convention—but perhaps that early philosophical articulation of
it remains a bit too vague for us to rest easy in the suggestion. As Louise
Burchill writes about becoming-woman in D&G:
Put as succinctly as possible, becoming-woman as a mode of repetition
constitutive of the future is distinguished from the repetition or
reproduction of feminine gender traits in that, instead of contenting
itself with including difference as a variant within (an enlarged field
of) the Same, it extracts from the sedimentation of the past, elements
“pertaining to difference,” which it then enfolds—or reiterates—in
new configurations that no longer take their bearing from the past as
it is congealed, nor from the present as the deployment of variations
informed by this past. … Time here is a constant fragmentation of all
linearity, with each instant being a point at which time “forks” into a
new distribution of before and after, such that the elements selected
or repeated from the past, and those affirmed of the future, shift,
kaleidoscope-like, into new configurations: metamorphosis in the
present. (2010: 94–95)

What “elements ‘pertaining to difference’” would becoming-queer “extract[]
from the sedimentation of the past”? How would it then “enfold[]—or
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reiterate[]—[those elements] in new configurations that no longer take their
bearing from the past”?
Butler’s early application of J. L. Austin’s performativity to gender identity
was quite brilliant, of course, and made zir famous. Ze not only mobilized
the performative utterance (speech act) for identity formation—if saying
a few words could make you married, or a convicted criminal, perhaps it
could make you queer?—but imagined, rather vaguely, some sort of shaped/
shaping interactivity or interperformativity called “deep-seated play” that
somehow had the power to consolidate a history of role-play as “being.”
How exactly that worked in early Butler, however, remained mysterious; and
the possibility that the performativity of being-molar2 might disrupt beingmolar1/being-lesbian, and open it into the radical emergence of becomingqueer1, remained unexplored.

Becoming-queer2 (becoming-whatever):
More recent Judith Butler
Of course the becoming-queer1 of becoming-lesbian or becoming-gay is not
really a very convincing stand-in for becoming-trans—and the molarity of
being-lesbian/gay is even worse. Trans people typically call themselves queer
not when they embrace an outwardly “gay” or “lesbian” molarity—mtfs
sleeping with women, ftms sleeping with men—but when they exceed cis
binaries in difficult-to-categorize ways. True, Jay Prosser argues brilliantly
that “In its earliest formulations, in what are now considered its foundational
texts, queer studies can be seen to have been crucially dependent on the figure
of transgender” (2006: 24)—specifically, in Butler’s case, making drag the
“exemplary paradigm” for queer performativity—but as Prosser also reports,
this is something that Butler zirself rather emphatically denied back in 1993:
As Butler herself states in remarking her surprise at the tendency to read
Gender Trouble as a book about transgendered subjects, “there were
probably no more than five paragraphs in Gender Trouble devoted to
drag [yet] readers have often cited the description of drag as if it were
the ‘example’ which explains the meaning of [gender] performativity.”
From this later point, her 1993 essay “Critically Queer,” Butler
clearly challenges the equation of transgender and homosexuality,
or to be precise, the construction of transgender as the only sign of a
deconstructive homosexuality: “cross-gendered identification is not
the exemplary paradigm for thinking about homosexuality, although it
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may be one.” Yet the effect of Gender Trouble was precisely to secure
transgender as a touchstone of lesbian and gay theory. (24)

By Undoing Gender, however—in 2004, a decade after that denial—Butler
has clearly revisited that earlier becoming in far more open-ended ways:
The way that the [gender identity] disorder has been taken up by
researchers with homophobic aims presupposes the tacit thesis that
homosexuality is the damage that will follow from such a sex change,
but it is most important to argue that it is not a disorder and that there is
a whole range of complex relations to cross-gendered life, some of them
may involve dressing in another gender, some of them may involve living
in another gender, some of them may involve hormones, and surgery,
and most of them involve one or more of the above. Sometimes this
implies a change in so-called object choice, but sometimes not. One can
become a transman and want boys (and become a male homosexual), or
one can become a transman and want girls (and become a heterosexual),
or one can become a transman and undergo a set of shifts in sexual
orientation that constitute a very specific life history and narrative. That
narrative is not capturable by a category, or it may only be capturable
by a category for a time. Life histories are histories of becoming, and
categories can sometimes act to freeze that process of becoming. Shifts
in sexual persuasion can be in response to particular partners, so that
lives, trans or no, don’t always emerge as coherently heterosexual or
homosexual, and the meaning and lived experience of bisexuality can
also shift through time, forming a particular history that reflects certain
kinds of experiences rather than others. (80)

This variability of becoming, this unpredictable emergence of life histories
out of gender as a dissipative system, is what I refer to in my section title
as “becoming-whatever”: emergent becoming, in which unpredictable
symmetry-breaking events like a new partner or a new life context bring
about seismic shifts in the (inter)personal “system” of gender, which is
actually far from equilibrium.
Trenchant as Butler’s Undoing Gender undoing of zir earlier reliance on
recursive performative iterability is, however, it ultimately remains negative:
“That narrative is not capturable by a category,” and “lives, trans or no, don’t
always emerge as coherently heterosexual or homosexual.” This is, of course, a
cautionary negativity as a hedge against the formalist straitjacket of what Butler
calls “categories”—in this case categorical becomings, in which a GenderDysphoric Person in the Wrong Body becomes a Gender-Euphoric Person in
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the Right Body. As Butler makes clear on the very next page, of course, such
essentializing narratives are what trans folk learn to tell the doctors:
You would be ill-advised to say that you believe that the norms that
govern what is a recognizable and livable life are changeable, and that
within your lifetime, new cultural efforts were made to broaden those
norms, so that people like yourself might well live within supportive
communities as a transsexual, and that it was precisely this shift in
the public norms, and the presence of a supportive community,
that allowed you to feel that transitioning had become possible and
desirable. (81)

But that pragmatic pressure to tell the doctors what they need to hear in
order to justify that disturbingly molar diagnosis “DSM-IV 302.85 (Gender
Identity Disorder in Adolescents and Adults),” so as to be granted the legal
right to begin “obtaining medically regulated embodiment technologies”
(Hale 2009: 47), does not make such “categorical” narratives of becoming a
realistic account of actual life changes for everyone—or even, possibly, for
anyone. Another “not”: still no account of how iterative performativities
might shape or condition becoming-queer.
How, then, might we move past Butler’s cautionary negativity without
locking into a counterproductive positivity? I suggest that one fruitful path
in that direction might emerge out of a different revision of J. L. Austin on
performativity.

Felman’s Austin on the performative fun of failing
Shoshana Felman’s brilliant Lacanian cross-reading of J. L. Austin and Molière’s
Don Juan in Le scandale du corps parlant (1980)/The Scandal of the Speaking
Body (Porter 2003) explicitly and exuberantly constructs the Austinian
speech act as an embodied act—or, more fully, an act that undermines the
mind-body dualism in that it is at once fully embodied and fully enminded.
Speech acts for Austin are specifically interactive becomings: by saying things
we do things to other people, and that doing changes them, and us, in both
the performative (re)positionings of our bodies (the shouted warning “Look
out!” prevents another person’s body from stepping into traffic) and the social
conditioning of our minds (what changes when the minister in a traditional
heteronormative wedding says “I now pronounce you husband and wife” is
that society thinks of the bride and groom differently).
Felman reads Austin as constantly celebrating not only indecision but zir
own failure to live up to standard norms of philosophical discourse:
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If we offend against any of the former rules (A’s or B’s)—that is if we,
say, utter the formula [of the marriage ceremony] incorrectly, or if,
say, we are not in a position to do the act because we are, say, married
already …, then the act in question, e.g. marrying, is not successfully
performed at all, does not come off, is not achieved. … We shall call
in general those infelicities … by the name MISFIRES. … When the
utterance is a misfire …, our act (marrying, &c.) is void or without
effect, &c. … Two final words about being void or without effect. This
does not mean, of course, to say that we won’t have done anything:
lots of things will have been done—we shall most interestingly have
committed the act of bigamy—but we shall not have done the purported
act, viz. marrying. (Austin 1962/1975: 15–17)

The body-in-language continuum that Felman picks out of Austin’s writing
runs from failure to pleasure, and typically takes the form of laughter:
L’acte de manquer aboutit, ainsi, paradoxalement, à un excès
d’énonciation : manifeste par sa jouissance, indépendante de la « félicité »
de son entreprise de connaissance, la « force d’énonciation » austinienne
est constamment en excès sur le sens de l’énoncé théorique. Cet excès
d’énergie est, précisément, ce qui sans cesse se décharge par l’humour …
[qui] est par excellence, non pas un « dire » mais un « faire »: un faire rire.
Si Austin sans arrêt prend et donne le plaisir de la plaisanterie, c’est parce
que, paradoxalement, la performance par excellence du manque-à-soi
du corps est celle de « faire », comme on dit, de l’esprit. (1980: 160–61)
The act of failing thus leads, paradoxically, to an excess of utterance:
manifest through its pleasure, independent of the “felicity” of its search
for knowledge, the Austinian “force of utterance” is constantly in excess
over the meaning of the theoretical statement. It is precisely this excess of
energy that is continually discharged through humor … [which] indeed
is preeminently not a “saying” but a “doing”: a “making (someone)
laugh.” If Austin is continually taking and giving the pleasure of jokes, it
is because, paradoxically, the supreme performance of the body’s failing
itself is that of making jokes. (Porter 2003: 80–81)

But of course failure is only funny in a comic universe—or, as Jack
Halberstam suggests in The Queer Art of Failure (2011), a queer universe.
To a “serious” person, especially a serious cisgendered person, failure is an
occasion for disappointment, depression, or anger, even bitterness—or a grim
determination to redouble one’s efforts to succeed. The traditional opposition
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of comedy to tragedy might suggest that the opposite of the degradation of
failure to “low” humor in comedy would be the elevation or “eulogizing” of
failure as tragedy, and for some purposes that would certainly be true; but
in the academic context where Austin finds humor in failure, the opposite
of comedy is not tragedy at all but philosophy—specifically, the kind of
“serious” analytical philosophy that we saw in Chapter 2’s OL, which is to say
philosophy as the rigorous logical desomatization of embodied speech. The
argumentative opposite of the belly laugh at the pratfall, to put that in more
bodily terms, is not the self-blinding and self-banishment of King Oedipus
but the genteel pretense that speech is not a bodily event, that language is
la langue sans langue, the tongue without tongue—indeed that speech is
not speech at all, but disembodied logical notation. (We’ll see this pretense,
later in this chapter, in Pierre Bourdieu as well.) The academic ecology of
power that we call (analytical) philosophy marshals the somaticity of power
to deny and suppress the somaticity of power, and ultimately, at least as a
hoped-for audience effect, the fact of power: analytical philosophy in this
desomatization-construct is not powered by the desire for reputation, or for
publication, or for promotion and tenure, or even for the truth, because it is
not powered at all. The truth is a disembodied entity that emerges unbidden
out of purely cognitive processes, not because anyone desires it (that would
be a conative and therefore corporeal pressure) but because, as Aristotle puts
it, it is the telos of all human thought.
Of course the sneaky, tricky, wise-cracking Austin at Harvard in spring
term, 1955, is doing philosophy as well; but zir lecture series is so transgressive
a performance that it has proved difficult for many readers to recognize it as
philosophy. Ze does begin by claiming, normatively, that what ze has to say
is true (“at least in parts”)—“What I shall have to say here is neither difficult
nor contentious; the only merit I should like to claim for it is that of being
true, at least in parts” (1962/1975: 1)—but then ze sets about ridiculing and
eventually dismantling the very possibility of such truth, the assumption that
language consists of statements or propositions (constative utterances) that
are either true or false. “This assumption,” ze says, “is no doubt unconscious,
no doubt is precipitate, but it is wholly natural in philosophy apparently.
We must learn to run before we can walk. If we never made mistakes how
should we correct them?” (12). The normative assumption on which all
philosophy is founded, the truth-value of propositions, is “unconscious,”
like a nightmare, “precipitate,” like something controlled out of the brainstem—and is “wholly natural in philosophy apparently.” Apparently! Thus
casually, offhandedly, as if indifferently, does Austin undermine the whole
“naturalized” agenda of analytical philosophy, in zir very first lecture. That
agenda is also, ze says, the kind of mistake that is useful to make, because
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one learns so much from correcting it: an infantile mistake, or perhaps an
adolescent mistake, but in any case the kind of mistake that one later looks
back on with decent embarrassment, and has to cajole oneself into valuing as
an important lesson learned.
The entire first half of zir lectures/book is a protracted making of this sort
of mistake, a deliberate making of the mistake of proving at great length, and
inventing complex analytical structures to test (and getting the unsuspecting
reader to accept, provisionally), the proposition—“true [or not], at least in
parts”—that there is only one narrow type of utterance that performs speech
acts. As Felman persuasively argues, in those early lectures/chapters, where
Austin is exploring the precise philosophical nature of the performative—
and, as Jacques Derrida (1972/1988) notes in zir admiring deconstruction
of Austin’s Harvard lectures, failing to “ponder the consequences issuing
from the fact that a possibility—a possible risk—is always possible, and is
in some sense a necessary possibility” (15)—Austin is actually having us
on, or, as Felman puts it, “playing the devil” (Porter 2003: 95–96, « jouer le
diable », 1980: 190). He’s playing straight-faced with felicity conditions and
speaker intentions and grammatical markers and all the rest of that rather
silly analytical apparatus, and thus tonally setting up the imminent collapse
of zir performative-constative distinction, hinting strongly to anyone who
knows the philosophical tradition well that this particular framework is
heading for a big fall some time very soon. In Felman’s brilliant reading,
Austin’s careful knit-browed consideration of all these “serious” analytical
categories is a sham, and a transparent one at that, a joke, an implicit or
indirect performative whose communicative impact should be more of a
nose-thumbing force than the semantic representation of an objective truth.2
Austin also draws more “serious” (straightforward, unplayful) attention
to the imminent breakdown of zir categories, in lines like “We shall be in
apparent danger of bringing in many formulas which we might not like to
class as performatives; for example ‘I state that’ (to utter which is to state) as
well as ‘I bet that’. In both examples there is the same asymmetry between first
person and other uses” (65) and “Because we suggested that the performative
is not altogether so obviously distinct from the constative—the former happy
or unhappy, the latter true or false—we were considering how to define the
performative more clearly” (67). But these are rare before lecture VII, where
ze actually makes the break. And indeed by the end of that paragraph on p.
67, the opening paragraph of lecture VI, ze is back to zir old tricks: “The thing
seems hopeless from the start, if we are to leave utterances as they stand and
seek for a criterion.” This playful aporetic declaration of despair parodically
anticipates and encompasses the constative recuperation of the performative
in the work of Émile Benveniste and Jerrold Katz, and has the effect of making
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the two of them, along with Austin’s “successor” at Berkeley, John Searle,3
look like literal-minded simpletons who never once “get” Austin’s jokes or
ironies—or rather, to use another of Austin’s exuberant tropes, as the butts of
a farcical comedy who are always so serious and so worried about falling that
they go to absurd lengths to keep both feet on solid ground, and so never spot
the banana peel that proves their undoing.
Austin rhetorically performs zirself as only slightly more willing to
tolerate the kinesthetics of slipping and sliding than Benveniste and Katz:
So far then we have merely felt the firm ground of prejudice slide away
beneath our feet. But now how, as philosophers, are we to proceed? One
thing we might go on to do, of course, is to take it all back: another would
be to bog, by logical stages, down. But all this must take time. Let us
at least concentrate attention on the little matter already mentioned in
passing—this matter of “the appropriate circumstances.” (13)

His first (and rather obvious) move there is to undermine the established
analytical (“constative”) theory of language as “the firm ground of prejudice,”
and to slide it away; then ze really turns over the traces. Without that firm
prejudicial ground to stand on, Austin says, ze can conceive only two options
for zir philosophical discussion of the performative: either “to take it all back”
(I didn’t mean it, all language is used to convey information after all) or—note
the performative bog-down syntax—“to bog, by logical stages, down.” Here,
of course, arguing “by logical stages,” the method of analytical philosophy,
is precisely what will bog us down. Note also that ze does not mention a
third option to “rescue” us from the hopeless impasse marked by the two
that ze does mention. Ze has deliberately and playfully (perhaps escapingly)
presented zirself as caught in the trap of analytical philosophy: either recant,
admit that zir opponents were right all along, or play the game of arguing
with them by their rules. Ze doesn’t tell us which option ze is choosing, but
the fact that ze doesn’t immediately (or ever) recant, that ze keeps forging
ahead, makes it clear which ze has chosen; all ze will tell us is that “all this,”
everything ze will have to do philosophically, analytically, in order to “bog,
by logical stages, down,” “must take time.”
This last is, of course, a comic masterstroke, implicitly framing zir
mischievous project for the lectures/book: to take time in bogging us (by
logical stages) down. After all, ze has been hired by Harvard to give twelve
lectures; no point in cutting to the chase too soon! No point, in other words,
in skipping over all the logical bogging-down that will occupy zir for the
first seven lectures—“the little matter already mentioned in passing—this
matter of ‘the appropriate circumstances,’” the felicity conditions for the
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performative—even though ze already knows that it is all for nothing. Ze
knows ze’s going to toss the performative-constative distinction out anyway,
at the end of lecture VII, so working out all the felicity conditions for the
performative is really just spinning zir wheels; but, you know, what the hell,
we have all this time to kill, might as well “at least”—at least!—“concentrate
attention on the little matter already mentioned in passing—this matter of
‘the appropriate circumstances.’”

Chen’s Austin on marrying a monkey
In a quite different reading of Austin titled “Animals Without Genitals,”
after a quick look at the 1988 French movie Max, Mon Amour, about a
married woman who falls in love with a chimpanzee referred to with he/
him pronouns, and played by an actor in a bad monkey suit without genitals,
Mel Y. Chen (2013) turns to what ze takes to be a rather glaring problem in
How To Do Things With Words (1962/1975: 23–24), namely the remark that
an infelicitous performative “is a mockery, like a marriage with a monkey.”
Why specifically with a monkey? Chen notes that “There was already a
long history of British and European associations of apes and monkeys with
African subjects, fed and conditioned by the imperialist culture of colonial
relations; these were underlain by an abiding pseudo-Darwinian mapping
which temporally projected non-European peoples and non-white racialized
groups onto earlier stages of human evolution” (171). In the 1950s, Chen
recalls, when Austin delivered zir lectures at Harvard, those dark-skinned
postcolonial subjects were immigrating to Britain in large numbers: “Thus
we might say that a racial—and freakishly gendered—body haunts Austin’s
monkey, just as British whiteness may haunt Austin’s authorized speaker.
Once again, a colonial past might lurk inside a presumably ‘innocent’ cultural
form which seems to deploy a presentist animal figure” (171).
That would be a presentist animal figure for the racially marked
postcolonial other, who, Chen argues, might be presentistically trans/posed to
the early twenty-first century as a figure for the sexually marked transgender
other. This is especially pressing, Chen argues, given the dual tendency in
the racist West/Global North to render “the castrated animal not only [as] a
substitute for, but [as] coextensive with, and forming meanings equally with,
castrated racialized men” (172)—and indeed, in Frantz Fanon’s theorization
in Black Skin, White Masks (1967) of “relations among animality, castration,
and black sexual threat,” leading to the creation of “a condensed image of
the social possibility of simultaneous castration and phallic presence” (172).
This would involve, according to Chen, the simultaneous symbolic removal
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and exaggeration of the black penis: sex/gender trans/gression projected onto
non-white/non-human/non-cisnormative bodies.
Would the minister saying “I now pronounce you husband and wife”
to a transgender couple also be an infelicitous performative, and thus a
“mockery”? As Chen notes, “Austin’s backhanded dismissal of the animal
monkey, and his matter-of-fact exclusion of the monkey from the institution
of marriage, together consign the marrying monkey to queer life” (171)—
especially given the fact that the “marrying monkey” in Austin’s account is
genderless and therefore also by default sexless (172–73). Why “consign” this
desexualized creature “to queer life”? “In citing a particular kind of marriage
just as he asserts its invalidity, Austin is responding to a sensed threat.
Someone’s heteronormative and righteous marriage must be protected
against the [queer] mockeries of marriage” (171).
Now obviously, Felman’s reading of Austin complicates Chen’s: Felman’s
Austin loves these infelicities and improprieties against which Chen’s Austin
seeks to protect zir model. For Felman’s Austin they are “threats” not to
Austin’s white British cis/heteronormativity but to the logical positivists
against whom Austin had launched zir strategic series of “failures.” One
might argue that Chen has “fallen” for Austin’s pretense to be “seriously”
propping up the stable identity category of the performative.
One might also argue, however, that Chen senses a more complex
turbulence in the kinesthetic-becoming-affective-becoming-conative
encounter that Austin stages with the analytical philosophy of language—a
turbulence that we don’t yet have the translingual tools to address. More on
that in the next two sections.
Where Chen is going with “animals without genitals” is D&G’s body
without organs, about which Bonta and Protevi noted in Chapter 4: “A
BwO retains its organs, but they are released from the habitual patterns
they assume in its organism form; in so far as the organism is a stratum (a
centralized, hierarchical and strongly patterned body), a BwO is a destratified
(decentralized, dehabituated) body” (2004: 62). And while “the ‘animal without
genitals’ would seem to be a body-with-organs-without-genitals,” Chen adds,
“that is, a body with organs from which the genitals have been extracted
or pointedly neglected,” still, ze notes, there is an “affective valence” to the
animal-without-genitals (AwG) that is worth closer attention: “for I suggest
that as [in] the directionality of biological research on organism systematicity
towards more multiplicity, [the AwG] marks or symbolizes a kind of affective
impulse towards a human hope OR repulsion from a marginless being,
even as it reiterates the porosity of the very human-animal border. Thus, the
animal-without-genitals AFFIRMS the body without organs, while carrying
dramatically variant affective valences” (2013: 173–74).
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That “directionality of biological research on organism systematicity towards
more multiplicity” alludes to research like Joan Roughgarden’s (2013) into global
genetic diversity and variability—the fact that no species is ever biologically
stable or fixed, all continually evolve. In Chapter 3’s chaos-theoretical terms, a
“species” is a dissipative system, always out of equilibrium, always susceptible
to radical emergence. Roughgarden notes that “man” and “woman” are human
social categories that only map (anthropomorphically) onto a tiny fraction of
the five billion species that have ever existed on Earth—and of course those
species are difficult to count, because the boundary between any two tends to
be contested, because speciation (the formation of new species) is always at
work, and because 99 percent of once existing species are now extinct.
“To a biologist,” Roughgarden notes, “‘male’ means making small gametes,
and ‘female’ means making large gametes” (148; emphasis in original). And
while “by definition, the smaller of the two gametes is called a sperm, and
the larger an egg” (148), some species of Drosophila (fruit fly) create four
different sizes of gamete, meaning that “we could have as many as four sexes
in Drosophila, one for each gamete size” (149). “Some species of algae, fungi,
and protozoans have gametes all the same size,” and while mating occurs
between different “mating types,” there are frequently more than two such
types, and “in these cases, sex takes place between the mating types, but the
distinctions of male and female don’t apply because there is only one gamete
size” (149). Defining “gender” broadly enough to apply to all nonhuman
species as well, as “the appearance, behavior, and life history of a sexed body,”
Roughgarden notes that “gender is appearance plus action, how an organism
uses morphology, including color and shape, plus behavior to carry out a
sexual role,” and offers a list of nine anthropocentric gender stereotypes that
are not universal, including “An organism is solely male or female for life,”
“Females, not males, give birth,” “Males have XY chromosomes and females
XX chromosomes,” “Only two genders occur, corresponding to the two sexes,”
and “The male has the penis and the female lactates” (150–51; emphasis in
original). None of these is true of all species.
Or, as Chen cites similar findings from Myra J. Hird’s “Animal Trans”:
Myra Hird invokes feminist biologist Sharon Kinsman to argue for the
idea that human understandings of sex respond not merely to humanity’s
own intraspecies evidences, but also to those of non-human animals as
well, such as fish whose gonads shift from male to female. Concomitantly
Hird thinks in terms of “trans” not as an exclusively human construct,
challenging readers to fairly consider the implications of evidence of trans
in non-human animals. Such analysis perhaps suggests a sense of trans
that extends beyond sex alone; as Hird writes, “I want to extend feminist
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interest in trans as a specifically sexed enterprise (as in transitioning
from one sex to another), but also in a broader sense of movement
across, through and perhaps beyond traditional classifications.” (172)

“And so,” Chen concludes, “this essay might be thought of as an invitation
to consider queer-trans animality, even in its politically most closed of
circumstances, not as a tired and fatal venue for human self-making but as
a site of unpredictable investment for untraceable animal futurities” (175).

Sedgwick on the periperformative
But now what do we do with the tensions between Felman’s and Chen’s
readings of Austin? One might even escalate those tensions into a full-fledged
binary, so that, say, if Chen’s Austin is a white British cisheteronormative
upper-class male abjecting animals as queer, Felman’s Austin is zirself queer,
or at least engaged in the exuberant failure-celebratory queering of AngloAmerican logical-positivist philosophy.
One fruitful response to those tensions might be to examine “abjecting”
and “queering” as speech acts, in terms not only of their performativity—what
Austin is doing to whom with words—but of what Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, in
the second chapter of Touching Feeling (2003), calls their periperformativity,
namely, what else is going on around the performative. Sedgwick directs
our attention to the incompleteness of Austin’s theory of the performative
utterance as what “I” do to “you” with words—a dyadic operation that
ignores the psychosocial shaping influence wielded by “witnesses,” or “them.”
Sedgwick would want us to ask, for example, about the congregation watching
this “marriage with a monkey”: what are they thinking? What are they feeling?
“Mockery” in Austin’s account would be a specifically periperformative
judgment: the witnesses to the wedding might well be shaking their heads in
disgust and muttering “what a mockery.” But then—and this is the point that
makes Sedgwick’s addendum to Austin’s theory especially trenchant—they
might also be thinking and feeling and saying and doing other things as well,
reacting periperformatively along different lines. They might be turning to
each other with body language of exultant approval: “Yeah!” “You go!” “Show
‘em how it’s done!” “Finally!” “About time!”
And of course at the very least the performative question of whether
Austin is cisheteronormatively abjecting queers or queering normative
philosophy depends on the periperformative question of what we as
witnesses to Felman’s Austin and Chen’s Austin do and say and feel and
think as they perform their various speech acts. How does our witnessing
shape those acts?
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Sedgwick explicitly raises the problem of the queer witness at a
heterosexual wedding:
The marriage example, self-evidently, will strike a queer reader at some
more oblique angle or angles. Persons who self-identify as queer will be
those whose subjectivity is lodged in refusals or deflections of (or by)
the logic of the heterosexual supplement; in far less simple associations
attaching to state authority and religious sanction; in far less complacent
relation to the witness of others. The emergence of the first person, of the
singular, of the active, and of the indicative are all questions rather than
presumptions for queer performativity. (71)

In Austin’s heteronormative formulation the singular first-person active
indicative would be “‘I do’ (sc. take this woman to be my lawful wedded wife)—
as uttered in the course of the marriage ceremony” (Austin 1962/1975: 5). In
Sedgwick’s periperformative extension of that utterance, however, it would also
be the witnesses’ “I/we do (sc. promise to support this heterosexual couple in
their heteronormative marriage)” (my paraphrase of Austin).
Do I? Do we? Must we?
“Any queer who’s struggled to articulate to friends or family why he or she
loves them but just doesn’t want to be at their wedding,” Sedgwick comments,
“knows from inside the spatialized dynamic of compulsory witness that
the [heterosexual] marriage ceremony invokes” (72). For the officiant at
a wedding, and, presumably, for all or most of the heterosexual witnesses
as well, the “questions rather than presumptions” are presumptions rather
than questions: hence “compulsory witness.” It’s not just, as Sedgwick goes
on, that “you aren’t allowed to absent yourself ”; it’s also that “a much fuller
meaning of ‘witness’ (a fuller one than Austin ever treats) gets activated in
this prototypical performative” (72). That “fuller meaning” is a socioaffectivebecoming-socioconative pressure to act in normative ways. “It is the
constitution of a community of witness that makes the marriage; the silence
of witness (we don’t speak now, we forever hold our peace) that permits it;
the bare, negative, potent but undiscretionary speech act of one’s physical
presence—maybe even especially the presence of those people whom the
institution of marriage defines itself by excluding—that ratifies and recruits
the legitimacy of its privilege” (72). The icotic conditioning of the institution
of marriage through the exclusion of queers is a periperformativity channeled
through several interacting vectors:
ll

the conditioning of cis-straights to normativize cisgendered
heterosexuality and abject queers;
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ll
ll

ll

the conditioning of queers to abject themselves;
the conditioning of the abjected not to resist or protest their abjection;
the conditioning of non-resisting and non-protesting queers to
participate as ratifying witnesses in the normativization of heterosexual
marriage;
and so on.

But in what sense, exactly, is this periperformative regime “compulsory”? Is
it not possible to opt out of it? Of course it is. As Sedgwick notes a couple
pages earlier, in illustrating the periperformative role of witnesses to a dare,
it is possible to “wuss out” of a dare. In daring you to do something, ze notes,
“‘I’ (hypothetically singular) necessarily invoke a consensus of the eyes of
others. It is these eyes through which you risk being seen as a wuss; by the
same token, it is as people who share with me a contempt for wussiness that
these others are interpellated, with or without their consent, by the act I have
performed in daring you” (69).
But, Sedgwick immediately goes on to affirm, “these people, supposing
them real and present, may or may not in fact have any interest in sanctioning
against wussiness”:
They might, indeed, themselves be wussy and proud of it. They may wish
actively to oppose a social order based on contempt for the wuss. They
may simply, for one reason or another, not identify with my contempt
for wusses. Alternatively, they may be skeptical of my own standing
in the ongoing war on wussiness: they may be unwilling to leave the
work of its arbitration to me; may wonder if I harbor wussish tendencies
myself, perhaps revealed in my unresting need to test the w-quotient of
others. For that matter, you yourself, the person dared, may share with
them any of these skeptical attitudes on the subject and may additionally
doubt, or be uninterested in, their authority to classify you on a scale of
wussiness. (69)

In other words, the periperformative role normatively played by witnesses
in enforcing conformity to group expectations is also subject to hijacking
for purposes of resistance. The witnesses gathered to ratify a heterosexual
wedding may decide not to ratify it. That seems unlikely, of course—but it’s
certainly possible. A student of mine at the University of Mississippi told a
story of the congregation of zir church, as witnesses at a wedding, rising up to
expel the officiating minister, because ze (the minister) was drunk. In a way,
of course, that example pulls in another direction: because it is normative for
an officiating minister to be sober and counternormative to be drunk, the
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congregation that expelled zir was “hijacking” the event in order to restore
normativity. But the mere fact that a counternormative queer revolt among
witnesses at a heteronormative wedding would be more difficult to mobilize,
and might be likely to fail, doesn’t negate the possibility of success.
And as Jack Halberstam (2011) argues in The Queer Art of Failure, failing
can itself be a queerly artful way of succeeding.
This is also the seam, obviously, into which the conflicting readings of
Austin launched by Shoshana Felman and Mel Y. Chen may be inserted. In
an important sense both readings are periperformative attempts to hijack
Austin’s careful systematic classification of felicitous and infelicitous speech
acts: Chen’s, in order to underscore the abjection of the queer subtextually
at work in that effort; and Felman’s, in order to underscore the queering of
the normative philosophical regime subtextually at work in the same effort.
So if the “compulsory witness” of which Sedgwick writes is not, by zir
own account, strictly speaking compulsory, what is it? The answer, I suggest,
is that the periperformativity that mobilizes and organizes witnessing
around hegemonic norms makes it feel compulsory. As Sedgwick insists,
periperformativity is channeled through affect. Somehow, however, that
affective feeling is transmogrified into a conative feeling of pressure to
conform to group norms—the feeling that one must obey the normative
impulse mobilized by the periperformative group, or else … well, bad things
will happen. That affective-becoming-conative feeling can be resisted, with
significant effort—but most often, perhaps, it seems like the effort required
to resist it would be excessive, and not worth the candle.

Bourdieu’s secret code
One last question, then, before we return to the becoming-queer series: how
does that periperformative mobilization of feeling-compulsory work?
There’s a moment in Pierre Bourdieu’s Ce que parler veut dire (1982)/
Language and Social Power (Raymond and Adamson 1991) that I think
illuminates it handily:
Tout permet de supposer que les instructions les plus déterminantes pour
la construction de l’habitus se transmettent sans passer par le langage et
par la conscience, au travers des suggestions qui sont inscrites dans les
aspects les plus insignifiants en apparence des choses, des situations ou
des pratiques de l’existence ordinaire : ainsi, la modalité des pratiques,
les manières de regarder, de se tenir, de garder le silence, ou même de
parler (« regards désapprobateurs », « tons » ou « airs de reproche »,
etc.) sont chargées d’injonctions qui ne sont si puissantes, si difficiles à
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révoquer, que parce qu’elles sont silencieuses et insidieuses, insistantes
et insinuantes (c’est ce code secret qui se trouve explicitement dénoncé,
à l’occasion des crises caractéristiques de l’unité domestique, crises de
l’adolescence ou crises du couple : la disproportion apparente entre la
violence de la révolte et les causes qui la suscitent vient de ce que les
actions ou les paroles les plus anodines sont désormais aperçues dans
leur vérité d’injonctions, d’intimidations, de mises en demeure, de mises
en garde, de menaces, et dénoncées comme telles avec d’autant plus de
violence qu’elles continuent à agir en deçà de la conscience et de la révolte
même qu’elles suscitent). Le pouvoir de suggestion qui s’exerce à travers
les choses et les personnes et qui, en annonçant à l’enfant non ce qu’il a à
faire, comme les ordres, mais ce qu’il est, l’amène à devenir durablement
ce qu’il a à être, est la condition de l’efficacité de toutes les espèces de
pouvoir symbolique que pourront s’exercer par la suite sur un habitus
prédisposé à les ressentir. La relation entre deux personnes peut être telle
qu’il suffit à l’un d’apparaître pour imposer à l’autre sans même avoir
besoin de le vouloir, moins encore de l’ordonner, une définition de la
situation et de lui-même (comme intimidé par exemple) qui est d’autant
plus absolue et indiscutable qu’elle n’a même pas à s’affirmer. (37–38)
There is every reason to think that the factors which are most influential
in the formation of the habitus are transmitted without passing through
language and consciousness, but through suggestions inscribed in
the most apparently insignificant aspects of the things, situations
and practices of everyday life. Thus the modalities of practices, the
ways of looking, sitting, standing, keeping silent, or even of speaking
(“reproachful looks” or “tones,” “disapproving glances” and so on) are
full of injunctions that are powerful and hard to resist because they are
silent and insidious, insistent and insinuating. (It is this secret code which
is explicitly denounced in the crises characteristic of the domestic unit,
such as marital or teenage crises: the apparent disproportion between
the violence of the revolt and the causes which provoke it stems from the
fact that the most anodyne actions or words are now seen for what they
are—as injunctions, intimidations, warnings, threats—and denounced
as such, all the more violently because they continue to act below the
level of consciousness and beneath the very revolt which they provoke.)
The power of suggestion which is exerted through things and persons
and which, instead of telling the child what ze must do, tells zir what ze
is, and thus leads zir to become durably what ze has to be, is the condition
for the effectiveness of all kinds of symbolic power that will subsequently
be able to operate on a habitus predisposed to respond to them.
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The relation between two people may be such that one of them has only
to appear in order to impose on the other, without even having to want
to, let alone formulate any command, a definition of the situation and
of zirself (as intimidated, for example), which is all the more absolute
and undisputed for not having to be stated. (51–52; translation modified
slightly, for pronouns)

Those « manières de regarder, de se tenir, de garder le silence, ou même
de parler »/“ways of looking, sitting, standing, keeping silent, or even of
speaking” are body language, obviously, and only to be excluded from « le
langage »/“language” if one believes, as Bourdieu apparently does, that « le
langage »/“language” is pure disembodied conscious verbality, la langue
sans langue, tongue without tongue. The « pouvoir symbolique »/“symbolic
power” of the « injonctions »/“injunctions” that are channeled through this
embodied nonverbal communication is closely connected with, and may in
fact be identical to, what Sedgwick calls periperformativity: it is an attitudinal
« code secret »/“secret code” that socioaffectively preconditions the speech
acts « d’injonctions, d’intimidations, de mises en demeure, de mises en garde,
de menaces »/of “injunctions, intimidations, warnings, threats,” and does so
through a precognitive and therefore preconscious (“secret”) progression
that Bourdieu describes as « le pouvoir de suggestion »/“the power of
suggestion,” and that I have been unpacking as kinesthetic-becomingaffective-becoming-conative. Austin might call them “indirect” speech acts,
but as Bourdieu recognizes, they work very differently, on a very different
level, from “direct” speech acts like “I warn you.”
For one thing, « en annonçant à l’enfant non ce qu’il a à faire »/“instead
of telling the child what ze must do,” as a direct speech act does, this sort
of periperformative « [annonce] ce qu’il est, l’amène à devenir durablement
ce qu’il a à être »/“tells zir what ze is, and thus leads zir to become durably
what ze has to be” (emphasis on that durable becoming added). For another,
that socioaffectively conditioned becoming is saturated in a whole iterative/
periperformative history of such silent and insidious “announcements,” and
it is that iterative history that renders the becoming “durable.” The normative
destination of that becoming, « ce qu’il a à être »/“what ze has to be,” is
precisely the felt compulsion that Sedgwick calls “compulsory witness”; and
yet, of course, as Bourdieu too reminds us, revolt, though difficult to mobilize
and all too often ineffectual, is always possible:
les paroles les plus anodines sont désormais aperçues dans leur vérité
d’injonctions, d’intimidations, de mises en demeure, de mises en garde,
de menaces, et dénoncées comme telles avec d’autant plus de violence
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qu’elles continuent à agir en deçà de la conscience et de la révolte même
qu’elles suscitent …
the most anodyne actions or words are now seen for what they are—as
injunctions, intimidations, warnings, threats—and denounced as such,
all the more violently because they continue to act below the level of
consciousness and beneath the very revolt which they provoke …

The periperformative “secret code,” in other words, (a) accumulates the
power to enforce conformity to group norms by (b) being iterated over
a long periperformative history (c) “en deçà de la conscience”/“below
the level of consciousness” and (d) “[en deçà] de la révolte même qu’elles
suscitent”/“beneath the very revolt which they provoke.” It (a) feels
compulsory but (d) provokes revolt; the revolt it provokes is often difficult
to actualize in effective ways because of the (b) long, slow, and (c) almost
imperceptible manner in which it has always-already been inculcated.
And if that code enacts (e) a conformist becoming—“[annonce] ce qu’il est,
l’amène à devenir durablement ce qu’il a à être”/“tells zir what ze is, and thus
leads zir to become durably what ze has to be”—the (d) revolt it provokes also
lays the psychosocial groundwork for (f) a counter-becoming, a new becoming
that leads the subject to become durably some new thing that ze has to be.
In early Butler, (e) would be panicked heteronormativity, and (f) would be
the “deep-seated play” of becoming-lesbian.

Becoming-queer3 (becoming-nonbinary, becomingvariably-gendered): Kate Bornstein
And now we are ready to return to the becoming-queer series. The title
of this section is obviously not just an extension of the becoming-queer1
section’s discussion but a modification of Chapter 4’s “becoming-trans”; I’ve
modified it because the same three-step analysis that I applied to Butler’s
early performative identities in becoming-queer1 can now easily be applied
to becoming-trans as well:
ll

ll

Being-molar1: being-trans, aka being-male or being-female in the “right”
or “wrong” body (gender identity is molar and fixed: the “gender within
masquerade model” that Christine Overall attacked in Chapter 2)
Being-molar2: performing-trans (exuberant pan-sexuality, with a large
spectrum of gender roles and identities to choose from and great
freedom to choose, but a stable underlying binary gender identity to
which one retreats)
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Becoming-molecular: becoming-queer/nonbinary/variably-gendered
(letting go of the stable underlying binary gender identity, and, while still
being-trans and performing-trans, also cobbling together a variable new
creation out of bits and pieces of various old identities)

One last time, my examples come from Kate Bornstein’s Gender Outlaw
(1994). Here, for example, is being-molar1, being-trans:
Up until the last few years, all we’d be able to write and get published
were our autobiographies, tales of women trapped in the bodies of men
or men pining away in the bodies of women. Stories by and about brave
people who’d lived their lives hiding deep within a false gender—and
who, after much soul-searching, decided to change their gender, and
spent the rest of their days hiding deep within another false gender.
That’s what we could get published about ourselves—the romantic stuff
which set in stone our image as long-suffering, not the challenging
stuff. And it always seemed that the people who would write about us
either had some ax to grind or point to prove, or they’d been hurt and
needed someone to blame it on. People like Janice Raymond, Catherine
Millot, and Robert Stoller have ultimately perpetuated the myth that
transgendered people are malevolent, mentally ill, or monsters.4 We got
left holding the cultural bag. We ended up wearing the cultural handme-downs. (12–13; emphasis in original)

The “cultural hand-me-downs” there are what Sedgwick and Bourdieu would
call the felt compulsion of “ce qu’il a à être”/“what ze has to be”: being-man or
being-woman, being-straight or being-gay, and the romantic suffering born
of experiencing the inwardly felt molarity as not matching the compulsory
outwardly perceived molarity.
Given that Bornstein is an actor, it is not surprising that ze jumps wholeheartedly into being-molar2 or performing-trans: “To me, desire is a wish
to experience someone or something that I’ve never experienced, or that
I’m not currently experiencing. Usually, I need an identity appropriate (or
appropriately inappropriate) to the context in which I want to experience
that person or thing” (39). What kind of context? Well, any: “a romantic
involvement, a tennis match, or a boat trip up a canal” (39). And any one of
those might be given performative specificity: “On a boat trip up the canal
I could appropriately be a passenger or a crew member. In a tennis match, I
could be a player, an audience member, a concessionaire, a referee, a member
of the grounds staff ” (39). This is the stuff of improv theatre, of course—
improvisational performing-trans identities: “You’re at Wimbledon, and …”
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But of course,
In the context of a romantic involvement, it gets less obvious about what
I need to be in order to have an appropriate identity, but I would need to
have some identity. Given that most romantic or sexual involvements in
this culture are defined by the genders of the partners, the most appropriate
identity to have in a romantic relationship would be a gender identity, or
something that passes for gender identity, like a gender role. A gender
role might be butch, femme, top, and bottom—these are all methods of
acting. So, even without a gender identity per se, some workable identity
can be called up and put into motion within a relationship, and when we
play with our identities, we play with desire. Some identities stimulate
desire, others diminish desire. To make ourselves attractive to someone,
we modify our identity, or at least the appearance of an identity—and
this includes gender identity. (39)

Gender identity here is performing-man, performing-woman, obviously, but
also performing-butch, performing-femme, performing-top, performingbottom, etc. This is just as powerful a “secret code” as the silent “injunctions”
of which Bourdieu writes, because they too are saturated in an iterative
history that spawns patterns in repetition-with-change; the difference is that,
because it is explicitly a performative history that is lived in encounters with
friends and lovers, the periperformativity that mobilizes and organizes it is
not (necessarily) as soul-crushing.
It is, of course, all too easy for cis-straights to reduce this performative
second-order molarity to binary gender (performing-man or performingwoman), because the normativity of that binary gives it a privileged place
in our thoughts. Cis-straight sexual role-play is actually a lot more nuanced
(and nonbinary) than that, including not only varieties of butches and
femmes and tops and bottoms, but varieties of hierarchized workplace or
service interaction, like pilots and flight attendants, doctors and nurses,
dominatrices and submissives, and so on. And obviously “varieties” would
include reversals of the stereotyped hierarchies: female pilot and male flight
attendant, female doctor and male nurse—and why not, female source author
and male translator—and so on. These performative identities structure desire
and attraction for us, and as Bornstein notes, “To make ourselves attractive to
someone, we modify our identity, or at least the appearance of an identity—
and this includes gender identity.”
Bornstein also addresses the common trans myth that “We are better men
or women than men born men or women born women, because we had to
work at it” with a certain skepticism: “I don’t know about this one—I think
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everyone has to work at being a man or a woman. Transgendered people
are probably more aware of doing the work, that’s all. The concept of some
nebulously ‘better’ class of people is not an idea of love and inclusion, but an
idea of oppression” (66). Another way of putting that: cisnormative people,
because we simply accepted the gender assigned to us at birth, either have
no memory of performing-man or performing-woman or think of such
gender performances fondly as “childhood play” that had no formative or
generative effect on our identities; as a result, we thematize “being a man or
a woman” as being-molar1. Because transgendered people do feel impelled to
question, challenge, reframe, and alter birth-assigned gender identities, some
do tend to think of “being a man or a woman” as being-molar2: the (peri-)
performativity of “everyone has to work at being a man or a woman.” Some
cisnormative people may want to challenge Bornstein’s claim that all gender
molarity is (peri)performative—“everyone has to work at being a man or a
woman”—and it seems to me that ultimately there’s no way to prove their
convictions wrong. We really have no idea where these impulses come from—
the impulse to be attracted to a certain kind of person, to act in accordance
with certain socially established gender roles and identities, and so on. As
we saw in Chapter 2, the idea that those identities are shaped performatively
through the periperformative influences of the people around us as we grow
up is (in Chapter 1’s terms) emancipatory, and therefore attractive; but it
doesn’t always seem to fit the knowledge-regulatory evidence.
Finally, here is the becoming-molecularity of becoming-queer3, or the
most radically becoming-nonbinary or becoming-variably-gendered version
of becoming-trans:
I love the idea of being without an identity, it gives me a lot of room to
play around; but it makes me dizzy, having nowhere to hang my hat.
When I get too tired of not having an identity, I take one on: it doesn’t
really matter what identity I take on, as long as it’s recognizable. I can be
a writer, a lover, a confidante, a femme, a top, or a woman. I retreat into
definition as a way of demarcating my space, a way of saying “Step back,
I’m getting crowded here.” By saying “I am the (fill in the blank),” I also
say, “You are not, and so you are not in my space.” Thus, I achieve privacy.
Gender identity is a form of self-identification: something into which we
can withdraw, from which we can glean a degree of privacy from time
to time, and with which we can, to a limited degree, manipulate desire.
(39–40)

That’s becoming-molecular: “being without an identity.” It’s a state of flux,
which may look from the outside like a vacuum, like nothing. To have a
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personal life, one must have a persona, an identity, and when having that
personal life gets tiring, Bornstein retreats into queer molecularity, where
ze has no persona, and therefore, in binary terms, no gender, and no name
for zir gender identity. But this state is not nothing; rather, it is a heightened
state of variability that Bornstein will later (in zir tenth chapter) trope as the
mystical passage through death and rebirth (see the Chapter 4 Conclusion,
pp. 168–73).
Another trope Bornstein marshals for becoming-trans/becoming-queer
is fluidity:
I’d like to be a member of a community some day. One of the reasons
I didn’t go through with my gender change for such a long time was
the certain knowledge that I would be an outsider. All the categories of
transgender find a common ground in that they each break one or more
of the rules of gender: what we have in common is that we are gender
outlaws, every one of us. To attempt to divide us into rigid categories
(“You’re a transvestite, and you’re a drag queen, and you’re a shemale[”], and on and on and on) is like trying to apply the laws of solids to
the state of fluids: it’s our fluidity that keeps us in touch with each other.
It’s our fluidity and the principles that attend that constant state of flux
that could create an innovative and inclusive transgender community.
(69; bolding in original)

In yet a third trope, Bornstein also figures radical becoming-trans/becomingqueer as becoming-fool, becoming-clown, becoming-trickster:
Cross-culturally, the individuals who have freed themselves from the
fear of humiliation are clowns, fools, jesters, and tricksters. This can
be Coyote, Uncle Tolpa, Br’er Rabbit, Raccoon Dog, or any number of
documented practitioners of what Scoop Nisker calls crazy wisdom in
cultures around the world. …
What do fools have in common? Well, they don’t play by the rules,
they laugh at most rules, and they encourage us to laugh at ourselves.
Their pranks of substituting one thing for another create instability
and uncertainty, making visible the lies imbedded in a culture. Fools
demonstrate the wisdom of simplicity and innocence. These are valuable
crafts, these are skills we could use in our problem-laden world. (89)

These are powerful tropes for becoming-queer. And Bornstein is so
eloquently in your face (and mine) that I don’t think passages like this need
my commentary. But let me conclude this section with a note of warning,
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again (one last time) from Gender Outlaw. “There’s a strength,” Bornstein
agrees, “in knowing we have our own comics, our own jokers. But here it
gets tricky” (92). What is tricky for zir is what D&G call molarity: beingtrans. “The pressure and temptation is to create art or politics for a particular
group, which is in turn based on some inflexible identity: special interest
groups, identity politics, whatever you want to call it. The group becomes
loyal audience, supporters, and followers, if for no other reason than the fool
is speaking their language, performing their lives” (92). What is needed is
becoming-queer3, becoming-molecular:
But this is so important: the fool became a fool by flexing the rules, the
boundaries of the group, and this is antithetical to the survival dynamic
of most groups. A group remains a group by being inflexible: once it
stretches its borders, it’s no longer the same group. A fool, in order to
survive, must not identify long with any rigidly-structured group. When
more and more of the fool’s work is done for a particular identity-based
group, then the fool becomes identified with the group. The fool is
indeed foolish who serves a special interest, and will quickly cease being
a fool. (92)

Finally
To extend Bornstein’s warning to my project in this book: what group am
I writing it for? Queer people? Trans people? Translators and translation
scholars?
I don’t really know. There does not seem to me to exist a ready-made
target audience for the book. In that sense I would seem to be heeding
Bornstein’s warning—even if instinctively, without a plan. Certainly as I’ve
told cisnormative colleagues about my book project, writing it, I have gotten
mostly puzzled but determinedly polite responses—as they try not to gulp.
“What would you want to waste your time on that for?” is what I imagine
them pointedly not saying.
They do ask, cautiously, nonjudgmentally, why I’m interested in it. (The
title of my first chapter was inspired by such encounters.) My answer is
always that I’m interested in what happens to the imagination, to creativity,
to critical thinking, to love and other affect, when you go beyond mandated
binaries. “Oh,” they always say, trying to stay engaged, but looking like
they’re suppressing tiny shivers of intellectual panic. (“Isn’t there some other
transgression of mandated binaries that you could have studied instead?” I
imagine them not-asking.)
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I also speculate—or maybe the right verb is “hope”—that there are
enough people of all (and many, and not any) gender identities and roles and
orientations who, like me, are interested enough in this or that transgressive
aspect of the book to dabble in it, without necessarily forming a coherent
group with a coherent (inflexible) identity.
I’m inclined to conclude not with a tidy summary but with more transpoetry from Troubling the Line (2013)—one of my greatest inspirations
behind the writing of this book. I’m thinking especially of CAConrad, who
writes, in zir “(Soma)tic Poetics Primer” titled “DON’T TAKE ANY SHIT!!”:
When I was a queer kid dealing with violent ridicule in rural
Pennsylvania, well, that was hard enough, but then AIDS came along.
In other words, I was already terrified of my body because I was queer,
but THEN came this disease, which many of my classmates were quick
to point out was my personal disease, a symptom of my perversion. My
body became the very center of evil, and I believed them for a little while.
Even when I thought I didn’t, I did. Recovering from self-hatred is an
amazing plan if you can have it. (2013b: 94)

I love that snarky/heartfelt hope there at the end: “an amazing plan if you
can have it.” The flip side of that homophobic/transphobic demonizing, in zir
very next paragraph, surprisingly—a bit like Nikolai-becoming-Nastassja’s
celebratory embrace of the Kontula Abject in Chapter 2—doesn’t exclude the
homophobes or the transphobes:
It’s ALL collaboration. Anyone who ever fed you, loved you, anyone
who ever made you feel unworthy, stupid, ugly, anyone who made you
express doubt or assuredness, every one of these helped make you. Those
who learn to speak with authority to mask their own self-loathing, those
may be the deepest influences on us. But they are part of us. And we
have each fit together uniquely as a result, and so there are no misshapen
forms as all are misshapen forms from tyrants to wallflowers. Every
poem is filtered through the circumstances of the poet, through the
diet of the poet. Just as unique is every reader of poems, for a thousand
different readers of a poem equals a thousand different poems. We are
here relying on one another whether or not we wish it. There are no poets
writing in quiet caves because every poet is a human being as misshapen
as any other human being. The room can be as quiet as possible, earplugs
can be administered, but the poet still has a parade of influence running
inside from one ear to the other. The quiet room cannot blot them out;
it can however help the poet listen closer to this music for their own
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creation. We are not alone in our particular stew of molecules and the
sooner we admit, even admire the influence of this world, the freer we
will be to construct new chords of thought without fear. (94–95)

To turn that back on CAConrad, I would say that the voices that have
spoken to me in the researching and writing of this book, even the ones that
were uneasy about my project, even the ones with which I disagreed most
strenuously, and especially the ones that were conveying life experiences and
attitudes that were in almost every way alien from my own, have helped make
me. “It’s ALL collaboration.”
If “there are no poets writing in quiet caves because every poet is a human
being as misshapen as any other human being,” and the motley assortment
of misshapen forms that constitutes the collaborative cacophony of voices
in our heads, that “parade of influence running inside from one ear to the
other,” then translation, and translingual address, are our natural state of
being—as in Chapters 1 and 2. It takes incredible expenditures of cognitive
and affective energy to shut down the empathy-engines that open us to each
other. “The quiet room cannot blot them out; it can however help the poet
listen closer to this music for their own creation.”
If “we have each fit together uniquely as a result, and so there are no misshapen
forms as all are misshapen forms from tyrants to wallflowers,” our unity with “no
misshapen forms” is a dissipative system that is constantly generating emergent
“misshapen forms from tyrants to wallflowers”—as in Chapter 3.
And if “we are not alone in our particular stew of molecules and the sooner
we admit, even admire the influence of this world, the freer we will be to
construct new chords of thought without fear,” then we are in the resonant realm
of the Deleuzean becoming-molecular of Chapter 4 and this Conclusion—even
if there’s no evidence that CAConrad was thinking of, or had read, D&G. “Our
particular stew of molecules” is to my mind a poetic image that so wildly exceeds
the scientific sense of molecules as bonded atoms as to open the door to a reading
of “construct[ing] new chords of thought without fear” as Deleuzean becomingmolecular/becoming-queer/becoming-trans.
But I promised to end on a poem. Here’s one of my favorites from
Troubling the Line, also from CAConrad (2013a):
Somatic Poetry Exercise: Gender Continuum
—for Anne Waldman (aka Outrider Anne)
Every morning for seven days I gave my friend Elizabeth Kirwin
treatments of reflexology and massage, and she in turn gave me
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craniosacral therapy. Each morning while on the table I would try to fix
my mind to meditate on seven possible genders for my body, intersex
intersecting day to day. Starting with the female skeleton, hormones,
glands, and genitalia. OF COURSE START with woman against the
fairytale of Adam and his magical life-giving rib!
Day seven was male, but days two through six were variations of our
world. The aim of physical, political, and sociological outcomes were
in constant flux days two through six. Margins were permitted to drop
in meditation. Permission to drop margins is an exceptional space to
offer yourself and others. The craniosacral therapy was straightening my
spine, relaxing my muscles, and challenging my thoughts throughout
the gender exploration. The craniosacral lifted my consciousness while
in deliberate concentration on the sex of my body.
Each morning after our healing exchange I would take notes about
my physical condition, how it was shifting, mending, and notes on
my gender meditation. The notes took no specific course other than a
personal demand to divulge all hidden words and needs breaking free
through the experience. I am a woman. I am a man. I will be neither, or
bits and parts of both with blood and imagination flow on the increase.
And that increase is a prodigious stream tempering the spirit, today,
tomorrow, again, again against a wall. Up the wall. Over the wall. Away
from the wall. The world as it could be (or a collective version of it) is
always trying to bend the air around itself to be heard. The risks of the
day are holding themselves out to us, yet we all know too well that the
power structure is far ahead of us, the ambush of the ages. My notes from
this exercise were plucked and shaped into a poem.
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Notes
Preface
1 See Avery Tompkins’ contribution to the inaugural “keywords” issue of TSQ:
Although transgender has been used since the early 1990s as an
umbrella term to cover the widest possible range of gender variation, it
is now understood in some circles to represent only binary notions of
transness and to refer only to trans men and trans women rather than to
those who contest the gender binary (Killermann 2012). Proponents of
adding the asterisk to trans argue that it signals greater inclusivity of new
gender identities and expressions and better represents a broader community of individuals. Trans* is thus meant to include not only identities
such as transgender, transsexual, trans man, and trans woman that are
prefixed by trans- but also identities such as genderqueer, neutrios, intersex, agender, two-spirit, cross-dresser, and genderfluid (ibid.). (2014: 27)

2
3
4

5

6
7
8

I will use “trans” and “transgender” throughout in that broadest sense sometimes signaled with the asterisk.
For an early foray into the theorization of translation as “speaking for someone
else,” see my discussion of King Lear in Matti Rossi’s agitprop Finnish translation and absurdist poem by the same name, in Robinson (2001: 124–29).
For a more in-depth introduction to Sakai’s theory of homolingual and
heterolingual address, see Robinson (2017b: CT 1 or 2017c: ch. 1).
See also Chapter 2 (pp. 57–59) for a section on another homo-hetero pairing:
Gérard Genette’s distinction between “homodiegetic” and “heterodiegetic”
narrators, the first type narrating as characters in the stories they are telling,
the second narrating from outside the stories they’re telling—and the possibility of supplementing Genette’s binary with a “transdiegetic” narrator type.
I should also note that Callon and Latour originally wrote the definition of
translation I use throughout, as “acts of persuasion and violence,” in French,
but themselves translated it into English; and that Boaventura de Sousa Santos,
whose first language is Portuguese, wrote the two articles that I cite here directly
in English. Self-translation as a speaking for the local self as a foreign self?
In the course of zir discussion of terms for sex, gender, transsexuality, and
transgender in English and Finnish, Unni Leino (2016: 450) also notes the
total absence of grammatical gender in Finnish.
Lonc’s piece was originally published in Gay Sunshine 21 (Spring 1974).
While I was writing this book, the state of Mississippi, where I lived for
two decades, failed to get the US Supreme Court to overturn HB 1523, the
draconian law that would give cis communities broad approval, on religious
grounds, to discriminate against LGBTIQ people.
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Chapter 1
1 Note that this is a history of print publications; Cristiano Mazzei’s
unpublished Master of Arts thesis at UMass Amherst, “Queering Translation Studies,” was defended in September, 2007, considerably ahead of the
in-print curve.
2 See also the 2015 essay collection edited by Heike Bauer, Sexology and Translation (off the gender-gay/lesbian-queer-transgender trajectory). The Bauer
work cited by Breen in note 13 is an earlier (2009) monograph.
3 But see Démont (2018) for a different sort of (brief) history, involving three
steps: “misrecognizing translations” (that “normalize” queer source texts
by “ignor[ing their] queerness” [157]), “minoritizing translations” that
“congeal[] queerness’s drifting nature by flattening its connotative power to a
unidimensional and superficial game of denotative equivalences” (157), and
“queer translations,” which develop “techniques to preserve, using Kwame
Anthony Appiah’s expression, the thickness of queer literary texts” (157).
Oddly, Démont mentions Lawrence Venuti only in passing, at the very end
of zir chapter, and not at all in the context of Translation and Minority, the
title of Venuti’s 1998 special issue of The Translator (where Keith Harvey’s
work on queering translation appeared under the specific rubric of minoritizing translation):
If this [queering] mode of translation is connected to Venuti’s foreignizing translation in the sense that the queering translation seeks
to resist the logic of domination or appropriation, it also goes beyond
Venuti’s concept since the queering translation remains constantly
sensitive to the queerness of the text by voluntarily refusing to offer an
“ultimate” translation, by resisting the temptation to close the translation on itself, and by offering commentary that preserves its fundamental ambiguities and highlights its potential interpretative lignes de
fuite. (2018: 168)
One is tempted to speculate that Démont was unaware not only of Venuti’s
special issue but of Keith Harvey’s contribution to the early history of translating queerness.
If Démont’s “misrecognizing translation” and “minoritizing translation” add to my four-stage history a kind of antitypal or pre-queering Zero
Stage and an inadequate version of gay/lesbian translation, another chapter
in the Baer and Kaindl collection, Clorinda Donato’s “Translation’s Queerness,” suggests a rather different antitype. In studying John Cleland’s 1751
translation of Giovanni Bianchi’s 1744 novella Breve istoria della vita di Catterina Vizzani (“A Brief History of the Life of CV”), Donato finds that “in a
complete departure from the low life characters of the traditional picaresque,
Vizani/Bordoni is neither entertaining nor morally questionable for Bianchi,
whereas for Cleland this same transgendered character is both entertaining
and morally questionable” (2018: 131–32).
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Adding Démont’s and Donato’s contributions to the step-ladder of my
history, then, might yield something like this:
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

normalizing/misrecognizing translation (Démont’s first)
prurientizing/sensationalizing translation (Donato)
gender/feminist translation (my first)
minoritizing translation (Démont’s second)
gay/lesbian translation (my second)
queer translation (Démont’s third, my third)
transgender translation (my fourth)

My only concern there is the negativity Démont attaches to minoritizing
translation; see Robinson (2017a), especially Chapter 4, for a more positive
take on minoritization (though without explicit sexual politics).
4 After citing Adrienne Rich’s The Dream of a Common Language: Poems
1974–1977 (1978), Cherrie Moraga’s Loving in the War Years: Lo que nunca
pasó por sus labios (1983, expanded edition 2000), Jeanette Winterson’s Written on the Body (1992), and Mark Doty’s poem “Retrievers in Translation”
from Sweet Machine (1998), Breen (2012) shifts back in time to zir main
literary-historical interest, the turn of the twentieth century, when,
As Heike Bauer has argued, sexologists considered “the process
of sexual classification itself … a process of translation, as [they]
sought to reproduce in textual form what they perceived to be
‘truth of sex’” (16). This was particularly the case with regard to the
study and characterization of people who were alternately called
Urnings, Uranians, the third sex, similisexuals, inverts, intersexes,
intermediates, and homosexuals. The very proliferation (one might
say confusion) of terms in English reflects different, though at times
overlapping, points of emphasis within the conceptualization of sexual and gender desires—whether the person with same-sex desires
was, for example, someone with a male body but a female soul or
vice versa (as in the case of the Uranian and the invert) or someone
who desired a person of the same sex (as in the case of the homoand similisexual) or, again, someone who, from an evolutionary
perspective, existed as an intermediate and therefore a potentially
mediating figure between a man and a woman (as in the case of the
intermediate and intersexual). This last is a recurring characterization in social philosopher Edward Carpenter’s Intermediate Sex: A
Study of Some Transitional Types of Men and Women, published in
1908: intermediates “have a special work to do as reconcilers and
interpreters of the two sexes to each other” (14). Even within these
terms there are finer distinctions that sexologists and scholars of the
time made. (3)
5 For an application of Arne Naess’s deep ecology to theories of rhetoric, see
Robinson (2016c).
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6 Cronin tracks Bennett’s use of the term “epistemicide” to “(Sousa Santos 2001: 251–79)” (108); Bennett zirself attributes it to “the sociologist
Boaventura de Sousa Santos (1996, 2001)” (12). There are, however, two
problems with these attributions. One is that Santos does not mention epistemicide in zir 2001 article “Towards an Epistemology of Blindness,” on any
of the 28 pages cited by Cronin (the full article); the other is that the article
where Santos does coin the term, “The Fall of the Angelus Novus,” was published not in 1996, as Bennett has it, but in 1998. I also follow Santos zirself
in treating “Santos” as zir surname for alphabetization, rather than “Sousa
Santos,” as per Bennett and Cronin.
7 Cronin knows this, of course: zir series of “no’s” is a polemical exaggeration
(an indirect warning): “In Bennett’s words, this is a kind of epistemicide,
‘which, if left unchecked, may ultimately result in the elimination of epistemological diversity and its replacement by a monoculture of global proportions’” (2017: 110).

Chapter 2
1 In “Tracing a Ghostly Memory in My Throat,” C. Jacob Hale recounts a
conference encounter in which “I found myself arguing with a feminist
philosopher about her comments that transsexuals cannot exist because
feminist philosophers have shown that Cartesian dualism fails and transsexuals say they are women trapped in men’s bodies” (2009: 50). Could
that feminist philosopher have been Christine Overall? Overall never
says in zir chapter that transsexuals cannot exist, and zir invocation
of the anti-Cartesian argument seems much more tentative than Hale
reports this woman being; but Hale could also be exaggerating slightly, for
polemical purposes. It may also be that in 2a Overall is in fact referring in
the third person to anti-Cartesian arguments like the one Hale encountered at the conference.
2 In what follows I will mostly be referring to the proprioceptive/enteroceptive phenomenology of the genitals—Nikolai’s hatred of zir penis, in
particular—and much less to the functionality of the genitals. But note that
the functionality of the genitals is one of the clearest signs of sexual orientation—penile erection or vaginal lubrication in the physical presence or
imaginative projection of a certain kind of person—and at the very least it
should be noncontroversial that an erection in the presence of another male
or lubrication in the presence of another female is the brain’s signal that
one’s sexual orientation deviates from heteronormativity. We will also be
reading a scene from Wurlitzer where a masturbation scene in a male body
is imagined as the diminishing male self begging the emergent female self
to stroke zir/their penis to orgasm, and the female self experiencing that as
rape and mitigating the trauma by imagining zirself stroking “zir” (imagi-
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nary) clitoris. In order for that scene to confirm Overall’s 2c-i, it would have
to (a) have nothing whatever to do with the brain-controlled functionality
of the genitals, or (b) display no deviation from normative binary genitally
defined (male or female) sex/gender identity. I think it’s pretty clear that
neither confirmation can be derived from that scene.
	  Of course, all Overall has to say to repudiate this counterexample is that
it’s a scene from a novel, and therefore a pure invention. The problem with
that counterargument, however, is that Overall zirself does not deal in
empirical reality—viz., in actual cases of trans identity, even as described by
physicians, an approach that might have served zir abstract analytic argumentation handily, let alone as described by actual trans people. Zir entire
analysis is based on stereotypical idealizations, which are just as fictional as
novels but lack novels’ detailed phenomenological focus on lived experience
in the body.
3 For Lotman’s publications on the semiosphere, see Lotman (1984)/Clark
(2005), and (2000b)/Shukman (1990).
4 Let me note that in shifting from Wilma Clark’s translation to my own I
am also signaling our reliance here on (interlingual) translation. I do so
in this case because I don’t like Clark’s translation: “Completely stable
invariant semiotic structures do not exist at all, generally speaking” (2009:
115). I find two semantic problems there: (a) вообще/voobsshe can be
used to mean both “at all” and “generally speaking,” but not both at once,
and in this context it can really only mean the categorical denial “at all”;
and (b) видимо/vidimo, which one could arguably read as the word Clark
was attempting to render as “generally speaking,” means “apparently” or
“it seems.” And those two semantic problems generate a third problem,
which is theoretical: (c) “generally speaking” (which in Russian would
more commonly be в общем/v obsshem) implies that “completely stable
invariant semiotic structures mostly do not exist,” but may exist in some
contexts—which significantly undermines the radical antifoundationalism Lotman is espousing here. See Robinson (2018a) for a more detailed
discussion.
	  One of the implications of Clark’s translation, for example, might well
be that Christine Overall’s claims that there are only two sexes, and a third
is impossible, and therefore that there are only two possible sex/gender
identities, could rest on some of the “completely stable invariant semiotic
structures” that do sometimes exist. By undermining Lotman’s radicalism,
Clark’s translation—if I were willing to go along with it—would support
Overall’s nostalgia for hegemonic idealization. By re-translating Lotman I
deidealize the binary logic that both buttresses and is buttressed by normative ideologies of gender.
5 My narratologist friend Ivan Delazari tells me that the “implicit heterodiegetic Future Nastassja, who is simply remembering that coming-out
journey in some future adult post-op state, and retelling those past events
from zir adolescence in the present tense” that I posit here would not
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really be accepted by narratologists, because ze gives no textual sign of
zir existence. As I mention in the text, ze doesn’t narrate the act of zir
narrating. Therefore, narratologically speaking, the homodiegetic Present
Nastassja is the only narrator of the chapter. Without textual evidence, a
heterodiegetic Future Nastassja isn’t “real.” Ze is just my speculation.
My answer, when Ivan launched this critique, was threefold:
First, I went looking for signs of a transdiegetic narrator. I wanted there
to be one. The idea that a narrator could be in motion between and beyond
binary extremes, and could thus transcend the binary, was too important
for the book’s argument as a whole to give up just because there was no
textual evidence for it. The theory of a transdiegetic narrator is speculative,
yes; but so be it.
Second, this whole issue of textual evidence as a quasi-scientific basis for
judgments of “reality” is problematic. Technically, in a post-Kantian world,
the only “reality” to a novel is the physical object, the book, with sheets
of paper covered with black marks. The rest is imaginative projection. A
literary work is an intersubjective construct; what literary critics call textual
evidence tends to be constructed around a problem of some sort, a turbulence, a hitch or apparent glitch in that construct, that seems to demand an
imaginative solution. In those terms, the problem posed by the move from a
close-third omniscient/heterodiegetic narrator in the first Nastassja chapter
to a first-person homodiegetic narrator in the second constitutes “textual
evidence” that is just as valid as Future Nastassja narrating zir narratoriality
would have been.
And third, my reading of the novel in terms of a Future Nastassja as
transdiegetic narrator offers an interesting “realistic” explanation of how
a close-third-person narrator can possibly “know” what the characters are
thinking and feeling. Normally, of course, we don’t question the epistemology of a close-third-person omniscient narrator (how can ze know any of
that?). It’s just a literary tradition that doesn’t require a realistic explanation.
But the fact that my reading offers an explanation is a game-changer: it
transforms the epistemology of the close-third narration into a problem that
demands a speculative solution, and thus into a template for the construction of textual evidence.
6 Note that the expansion of Sakai’s homolingual/heterolingual distinction
to a cislingual/translingual distinction broached in the Preface won’t work
here: a “cisdiegetic narrator” would simply be a narrator “on the same side”
as the action being narrated, and that is exactly how Genette defines the
homodiegetic narrator.
7 This multiple-personality trope is a popular literary device in trans fiction.
In The Danish Girl (2015), for example, David Ebershoff (who wrote the
novel) and Lucinda Coxon (who wrote the screenplay) have Lili Elbe and
Einar Wegener (Eddie Redmayne) use that trope for each other for most of
the film, until Lili tells Gerda that Einar is dead; and in Middlesex (2002)
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Jeffrey Eugenides has zir ftm narrator Cal use it for zir childhood female
identity Calliope:
I’ve lived more than half my life as a male, and by now everything
comes naturally. When Calliope surfaces, she does so like a childhood speech impediment. Suddenly there she is again, doing a hair
flip, or checking her nails. It’s a little like being possessed. Callie rises
up inside me, wearing my skin like a loose robe. She sticks her little
hands into the baggy sleeves of my legs. She inserts her chimp’s feet
through the trousers of my legs. On the sidewalk I’ll feel her girlish
walk take over, and the movement brings back a kind of emotion, a
desolate and gossipy sympathy for the girls I see coming home from
school. This continues for a few more steps. Calliope’s hair tickles the
back of my throat. I feel her press tentatively on my chest—that old
nervous habit of hers—to see if anything is happening there. The sick
fluid of adolescent despair that runs through her veins overflows again
into mine. But then, just as suddenly, she is leaving, shrinking and
melting away inside me, and when I turn to sese my reflection in a
window, there’s this: a forty-one-year-old man with longish, wavy hair,
a thin mustache, and a goatee. (2002: 47)
For a founding transgender analysis of the Italian translation of Eugenides’ novel, see Mirko Casagranda’s “Trans/Gendering Translations?”; ze
rehearses that reading two years later in “Bridging the Genders?” (2013:
113) as well.
8 For a story that explores a similar sexual trope for transition, see Tobi HillMeyer’s “Self-Reflection,” collected in Brit Mandelo’s Beyond Binary: in it
the first-person narrator is an mtf who has undergone hormonal transition only (is “non-op” [2012: 231], or pre-op—breasts and a penis), and is
surprised when zir future self, who is post-op, arrives to show off zir “trans
cunt” (231), which turns out to look “as unique as any other” (232). “Her
clit is actually pretty cute” (232). The future self gets the past self to fist zir
to orgasm; then straps on a dildo and fucks the past self anally; then asks
the past self to penetrate zir “with your bits” (236). Unlike the masturbation
scene in Wurlitzer, which is traumatic enough for Nastassja to call it a rape,
the sex scene in “Self-Reflection” is quite earnestly pornographic, in the
sense that the entire story exists to serve it, and both selves are quite matterof-factly enthusiastic about every position: “We keep going like that for who
knows how long. We try everything we can think of ” (236).
9 For the development of my somatic theory, see Robinson (1991, 1996, 2003,
2008, 2011, 2012, 2013a, 2013b and 2015). Icotic theory began to emerge
as an extension of somatic theory in early drafts (from about 2009) of what
eventually became Robinson (2016c); see also Robinson (2013c, 2016a, b,
and 2017d).
10 Kate Bornstein has an answer to that in Gender Outlaw:
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People think they have to hate their genitals in order to be transsexual. Well, some transsexuals do hate their genitals, and they act to
change them. But I think that transsexuals probably do not “naturally”
hate their birth-given genitals—I’ve not seen any evidence of that.
We don’t hate any part of our bodies we weren’t taught to hate. We’re
taught to hate parts of our bodies that aren’t “natural”—like a penis
on a woman, or a vagina on a man—and it seems like the arbiters of
nature are the doctors. (1994: 119)

Chapter 3
1 For Boaventura de Sousa Santos’s application of Prigogine’s theory of dissipative systems to sociology—following up on the discussion of Santos (2001)
in Chapter 1—see Santos (1998: 92).
2 TSQ recently devoted a whole special issue to Trans/Feminisms, edited in
2016 by Talia M. Bettcher and Susan Stryker; see also Elliott and Lyons
(2017).
3 Stryker and Whittle (2006) have a whole section of the first volume of The
Transgender Studies Reader on these tensions between lesbians and mtfs; see
especially Boyd (2006) and (especially) Nataf (2006). In the previous section
of the same volume, Jacob Hale turns the tables on the lesbian argument that
mtfs are not “real women” by asking “Are Lesbians Women?” (2006).
4 This is not a quotation from the story; it is my “writing beyond the ending”
(see DuPlessis 1985).
5 It is of course possible for the narrator to deny explicitly that the ghost story
is a trans allegory while behind the scenes (as it were) the author hints that it
is: the narratorial denial is a “realistic” move common in “fantasy” or other
speculative fiction, to make the events in it seem more matter of fact, more like
something that just sort of happened, rather than “literary” in the meta sense
of being there to demonstrate or explore something. Allegory—in this case,
arguably, an allegorical exploration of the human ability to bring a reality (like
tolerance for a third gender) into being just by imagining it—has over the past
century or so, since the modernist revolution in the early twentieth century,
come to seem like a threat to “art”: “Not ideas about the thing but the thing
itself ” (Stevens). “A poem should not mean but be” (MacLeish, “Ars Poetica”).
Ghosts are invoked in several speculative stories in Mandelo’s Beyond
Binary (2012) as well—Richard Larson’s “The Ghost Party” (173–85), Keffy
R. M. Kehrli’s “Bonehouse” (187–204), and Sarah Kanning’s “Sex With
Ghosts” (205–17)—but there are actual ghosts only in “The Ghost Party” and
transgender in none. “Bonehouse” is a virtual reality story, and “Sex With
Ghosts” is an android story.
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Chapter 4
1 See for example, Kate Bornstein’s list of who looks down on whom in the
transgender community (1994: 67–68). For sociological studies of transgender identities, see e.g., Hines (2007), Hines and Sanger (2010), and Valentine (2007).
2 For a useful introduction to the feminist response to D&G’s becomingwoman, see Grosz (1994: 161–63); ze quotes and briefly discusses attacks
from Jardine (1985: 217), Irigaray (1985: 140–41), and Braidotti (1991:
120–21). In addition, while laying out the feminist critique of D&G’s
becoming-woman philosopheme in four extremely persuasive steps—
1. it is a male appropriation of feminist epistemologies that
“depoliticize[es] their radicality” (163)
2. it neutralizes the specifically sexed/gendered realities of both men and
women
3. it constitutes “a romantic elevation of psychoses, schizophrenia,
becoming, which on the one hand ignores the very real torment
of suffering individuals and, on the other hand, positions it as an
unlivable ideal for others” (163)
4. “in invoking metaphors of machinic functioning, in utilizing the
terminology of the technocratic order, Deleuze and Guattari, like
other masculinist philosophers, utilize tropes and terms made
possible only through women’s exclusion and denigration” (163)
—Grosz also goes on to read D&G more sympathetically, and to appropriate
and adapt their philosophical innovations in useful feminist ways. See also
Salamon’s (2013) deconstruction of Irigaray’s gender essentialism.
3 See also Braidotti (2011: 245–62).
4 But see note 3 (p. 204–5) at the end of Chapter 1 for the odd convergence of
an admiring citation of the Deleuzean lignes de fuite (“lines of flight”) and a
censorious mobilization of Deleuzean minoritarianism in Démont (2018).
5 See Burchill’s historicization of Deleuze and Guattari’s becoming-woman in
the context of French philosophy emerging out of Simone de Beauvoir’s The
Second Sex (1958):
The feminine’s functioning as a schema or “thought-image” calling
into question the linear conception of time finds expression in such
philosophemes as “becoming-woman” or “the girl” in Deleuze and
Guattari, the “hymen” in Derrida, the personages of “Penelope” and
“Ariadne” in Serres, or again, the “figures” of “woman” in Kofman,
Lyotard, or Irigaray, among others—in short, what has been referred
to as a general “tropology of the feminine” in French theory (Jardine,
1985: 39). While all these instances of the feminine serve as transpositions of “another space and another time than those the masculine
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logos has imposed upon us for thousands of years” (Lyotard, 1977:
226), it is the “conceptual persona” of “the girl” mobilized by Deleuze
and Guattari in A Thousand Plateaus (1980/1987) that is particularly
instructive. In effect, not only does it clearly present a spatio-temporal
determination corresponding to the authors’ concept of a pure form
of time, “Aeon” or “the time of the event,” but it is itself explicitly
positioned as depending upon the extraction of “blocks of space-time”
from the existential attributes of “women” qua a socio-historical entity.
(2010: 86–87)
Burchill’s theme is that, as de Beauvoir’s protest against the relegation of
women to the cyclical time of childbirth and child-rearing came to be retheorized by Julia Kristeva in “Women’s Time” (1979) in terms of a positive
alternative to the march of linear time toward death that has traditionally
been associated with masculinity, “woman” or “the feminine” was increasingly mobilized as a counterhegemonic spatiotemporal schema:
Given that late 20-century French philosophy aims precisely at formulating a new conceptualization of “time” or, more strictly speaking, a
new “transcendental aesthetic” (in which the Kantian elaboration of
the a priori character of space and time as forms of human sensibility undergoes a radical reformulation as the pure and “a-egological”
spatialization-temporalization constitutive of the conditions of both
meaning and, let us say, the real), the function performed by the
feminine in these philosophical texts can, as a result, be seized as one
of presenting, or rendering “intuitable,” the new conceptualization
of a “proto-temporalizing process” that is, in fact, what is equally
to be understood by the concept of “difference” emblematic of the
French philosophical project. In other words, “the feminine” functions in these texts as a schema, with this word being understood, in
accordance with the meaning Kant gives to it in the Critique of Pure
Reason (1781/1985), as the (pure) spatio-temporal transposition of
a concept. Schema: a term that can, interestingly enough, also be
defined as ‘an intermediary’ between the sensible and the intelligible—in a sense not all that foreign to de Beauvoir’s analysis of woman
as operating as a “sensible figure of alterity.” (83)
In other words, not only Deleuze and Guattari but a whole host of post1968 French thinkers remobilized this tracing of “asymmetrical power relations between the sexes … back to an originary ‘asynchrony’ of gendered
temporal economies” (81), which in de Beauvoir imposed upon women the
“‘misfortune’ to be biologically destined for the ‘repetition of Life’ within a
continuous and cyclical time while ‘man’s project’ consists in ‘not repeating himself in time but in reigning over the instant and forging the future’
(pp. 113–15)” (82), for a positive reframing of (post)modernity “in the
feminine.” Where Hegelian subjectivity was grounded in the “struggle for
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recognition that … forms the reciprocity of subjects” (82), and Levinas in
Time and the Other (1948) “posit[ed] this ‘accomplishment of alterity in the
feminine’ as opening the (male) subject up to authentic temporality, qua
‘the event of the future as such’ (pp. 77–84)” (82), the emergent post-1968
French mood in philosophy privileged a resistant set of spatiotemporal
coordinates that was explicitly gendered feminine:
That said, it is by characterizing linear time not only as “civilizational”
and “obsessional” but equally, as “masculine” (p. 207) that Kristeva
reinstates the distinction of gendered temporal economies de Beauvoir had proffered some 30 years previously: to men, there falls the
desire to master the instant and forge the future in accordance with
the linear time of the project and prospective unfolding; to women,
the time that cyclically returns to its source or infinitely distends
and envelops, thwarting mastery in the same movement by which it
“inexorably overwhelms its subject” (p. 206). (84)
That masculinized “desire to master the instant and forge the future in
accordance with the linear time of the project and prospective unfolding”
is a rationalist understanding of time and subjectivity; Kristeva’s feminized
“time that cyclically returns to its source or infinitely distends and envelops,
thwarting mastery in the same movement by which it ‘inexorably overwhelms its subject’” increasingly emerges as the new postmodern/poststructuralist understanding of “overwhelmed” subjectivity as a good thing.
	  Burchill again:
That feminism, since the 1980s, has precisely been marked by a
problematization of “women” as a stable, homogeneous category,
can, in the present context, be seen to concord with Kristeva’s hailing
of a “third” signifying space which would, in its push beyond the
metaphysical opposition of the sexes, equally point to the necessity
to rethink the modalities of time with which women as a group have
been associated. Oriented by an emphasis on “singularity” rather than
categorical identity, such a “signifying space,” on Kristeva’s reading,
calls for the constitution of an “untrammelled, fluid subjectivity”
that would, in effect, not only evince a new configuration of sexual
difference—in so far as each subject would have to negotiate its given
“sexed condition” in order to invent a specific singular sex—but also
accord with contemporary scientific explorations of multiple spacetimes, irreducible to Newtonian or Euclidean parameters (p. 206). (85)
That “‘untrammelled, fluid subjectivity’ that would, in effect, not only evince
a new configuration of sexual difference—in so far as each subject would
have to negotiate its given ‘sexed condition’ to invent a specific singular
sex”—obviously anticipates not only the more recent “‘post-gender’ turn in
Anglo-American countries” (95n2), as Burchill observes in an endnote, but
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the possibility I raised in Chapter 4 of (re)translating D&G’s devenir-femme
as becoming-trans.
	  It is therefore quite ironic, in Burchill’s understanding of this history,
that Alice Jardine, Luce Irigaray, Rosi Braidotti, and other feminist thinkers
should have been so appalled at D&G’s becoming-woman, which drew its
radical spatiotemporal coordinates from precisely this counterhegemonic
French feminist ethos, and that those feminist thinkers sought so insistently to restore feminist identitarian conceptions of “Woman” and gender in
general to those “‘molar’ entities—individuals, persons, and things—that we
habitually take ourselves and all that surrounds us to be, as situated within
a linear time serving as the measure for the development of forms and the
determination of subjects” (87). Is this “molarity” not the Hegelian temporality-becoming-subjectivity traditionally associated with rationally regulated men? Is it not “the ‘struggle of the suffragettes and existential feminists’
to ‘stake out [women’s] place in the linear time of projects and history’”?
To be sure, something like that quest for parity in the masculinized linear
sense of time and entelechial subjectivity had powered de Beauvoir’s argument in The Second Sex; but had Kristeva, Cixous, and Irigaray not already
moved feminism past that quest? For D&G, becoming consisted in “extracting from such forms, subjects, functions and organs, specific groupings of
the ‘molecular particles,’ ‘pre-individual singularities’ and ‘non-subjectified
affects’ that enter into the composition of molar entities but which, ‘outside
of ’ the sedimentation and homogenization such composition entails, are
defined only by the relations of movement and rest, speed and slowness,
established between them” (Burchill 2010: 87). And when, in their notion of
becoming-woman, they associated that becoming with Jardine’s “tropology
of the feminine,” was that not what the French feminists, and the French
male philosophers inspired by the feminists, were all about?
	  As Burchill reads the negative feminist critique of D&G’s becomingwoman, in other words, “the failure to grasp what Deleuze and Guattari
themselves name ‘the determination purely of thinking and of thought’ that
produces the feminine as a spatio-temporal transposition not only condemns one to radically misconstrue these authors’ concept of ‘becoming’ but
also, curiously enough, assigns women to a time that, contrary to the spectrum of differential thresholds composing non-linear temporality, retraces
a repetition of the past rather than opening up the future” (87). But perhaps
the normativity of “men’s” linear time and rational control of the temporal
trajectory of subjectivity from past through present to future, in a series of
ameliorative moments, is too hegemonic for D&G’s feminist critics to give it
up? Perhaps their lingering commitment to stable womanhood as one half of
a stable normative gender binary is not so much ironic as it is nostalgic?
6 Note that Lowrey did not invent the spellings “boi” and “grrrl”:
A “boi” in various queer/LGBT communities is typically either a
young gay man who prefers an older gay partner (a “daddy”) or a young
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male-identified ftm or butch lesbian who prefers a submissive (“bottom”)
role in sexual relationships (or just sex). Lowrey does use the term in precisely that sense—the “lost bois” are submissives or bottoms who are (apparently) ftms, butch lesbians, or gay males, with Pan as their ftm dominant or
top—but ze also genderfucks the term, introducing (a) Wendi as the lost bois’
Mommy, who (b) tries but fails to reperform Pan as the lost bois’ Daddy, and
framing (c) Pan as a switch who can, in one of their “battles” (sex scenes),
also play lost boi to one of the lost bois, and who “battles” (has sex with) Captain Hook as a fellow top, neither ever yielding to the dominance of the other.
Lowrey borrows “grrrl” from riot grrrl bands, an underground feminist
punk movement dating to the early 1990s in the Pacific Northwest—including genderqueer groups like Team Dresch and The Third Sex—that has
expanded beyond the music scene to online zine communities that also hold
local meetings and create local chapters that work to fight homophobia,
transphobia, racism, sexism, ageism, and physical and emotional violence
against female-identified people.
For a discussion of bois and riot grrrls in the punk scene, see Halberstam
(2005: 154–86).
7 “Kakoa” in Finnish, “to gack” in English, is an onomatopoeic verb for the
sound a cat makes in gacking up a hairball.
8 One other point that fits D&G’s notion that minoritarian becoming is more
about “the relations of movement and rest, speed and slowness, established
between them” (Burchill 2010: 87) better than it does the trans theme of this
book is that in Kangasvuo’s novel lycanthropes age faster as wolves, slower
as humans. This is basically what we talk about as “dog years”: a wolf is fully
grown at one, while a human is just learning to walk. As a result, a lycanthrope who spends most of the time in zir wolf form grows faster, matures
faster, grows taller at a younger age, than one who spends most of zir time
in human form. As D&G write:
C’est le principe d’une réalité propre au devenir (l’idée bergsonienne
d’une coexistence de “durées” très différentes, supérieures ou inférieures à “la nôtre,” et toutes communicantes). (1980: 291)
This is the principle according to which there is a reality specific to
becoming (the Bergsonian idea of a coexistence of very different
“durations,” superior or inferior to “ours,” all of them in communication). (1987: 238)
9 For a powerful example of the effects of this Native American epistemicide
on later generations, see James Walch’s The Death of Jim Loney; see also my
analysis of the novel in Robinson (2013: 183–200).
10 See Nurka (2015, esp. 211–16) for a trenchant discussion of “the human” in
terms of Enlightenment theories of “man’s” dominion over women, slaves,
and animals—and the survival of that Enlightenment “humanism” in the
thought of evolutionary psychologists:
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Everywhere, in Western culture at least, animals can be found roaming the terrain of civilized men and evolutionarily stunted women
bound to the earth by their biology. Even in contemporary civilization
narratives such as evolutionary psychology, which wants so badly
to reconnect the animal to the human, the persistence of gender
normativity pulls it ineluctably back, always, into a human history.
By this I mean that human time is too reliant on origin stories that
seem destined to repeat endlessly a certain refrain of sexual difference,
namely, of alpha males and passive females, of a natural and proper
order of gender and sexuality. In the contemporary sociobiological
model, human time is too dependent on the mechanics of reproduction to consider how sex and sexuality diverge from or complicate the
reproductive imperative, and sociobiological perspectives too often
rely on a rigid gender essentialism that reduces sexual diversity to a
mind-numbing interaction between active males and passive females.
Proponents such as E. O. Wilson, Steven Pinker, and Richard Dawkins
accept as given current gender relations and work backward—using
Darwin’s emphasis on male dominance in sexual selection— to
explain them (Dusek 1999; Fausto-Sterling 2000). (215)

11 See Robinson (1992 and 2017a) for extended applications of D&G’s minoritarianism to literature, culture, and translation.

Concludingly: (Peri)Performative
Becoming-Queer
1 For my previous analyses of this passage from Butler (1991), see Robinson
(2006: 66–69, 2011: 108, 2012: 71, 2013b: 188, and 2016c: 208–10).
2 Note that Austin proceeds very differently in the Royaumont paper, saying
early on,
Maintenant que cette idée du performatif, nous la possédons, il est
bien naturel d’espérer qu’on va trouver quelque critère, soit de grammaire soit de vocabulaire, qui nous permettra de résoude dans chaque
cas, la question de savoir si tel ou tel énoncé est performatif ou non.
Espoir, hélàs, exagéré et en grande partie vain. (1962: 273)
Well, now that we have before us this idea of the performative, it is
very natural to hope that we could proceed to find some criterion,
whether of grammar or of vocabulary, which would make it possible
for us to answer in every case the question whether a particular utterance is performative or not. But this hope is, alas, exaggerated and, in
large measure, vain. (Warnock 1970: 24)
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His first sentence there resembles the “straight-man” voice ze adopts in
the first half of How To Do Things With Words; the second constitutes a
performative warning not to get too attached to the performative-constative
distinction, because it is destined for the junk heap. In a sense Austin offered
such warnings to zir listeners at Harvard (and readers of How To Do Things
With Words) as well, but indirect ones, which is to say, sneaky ones, that are
easy to miss—especially if one has been conditioned to take the construction of such distinctions as normative in philosophical discourse, and the
deconstruction of one’s own distinctions as counternormative.
3 Searle as Austin’s “successor” at Berkeley is a bit of stretch, in fact: Austin
never actually took up the tenured professorship ze was offered at Berkeley.
Ze spent the autumn term of 1958 there, and was offered a job, but returned
to Oxford in January of 1959, and around that time learned that ze had
developed lung cancer—which ended up killing zir in February of 1960, at
the age of 48, but not before ze had recommended that Berkeley hire John
Searle in zir stead (Searle took up the job in the fall of 1959). Searle had
become good friends with Austin at Oxford, and while they were in many
ways temperamental opposites, and while (as Searle zirself later admitted)
Searle’s “continuation” of Austin’s work in Speech Acts was in fact an allfronts assault on the very core of Austin’s philosophical method, the two men
did share some philosophical interests and approaches. Ironically, given Felman’s association of Austin with comedy, humor, the body, and farce, and of
Searle (along with Benveniste and Katz) with disembodied logic, in person
Austin was apparently rather severe, astringent, like an old-time schoolmaster, and Searle was an extroverted hedonist who in 2017 was forced to retire
from zir six decades at Berkeley after well-documented accusations of sexual
misconduct.
4 For a rejoinder to the “myth that transgendered people are malevolent, mentally ill, or monsters,” see Anson Koch-Rein’s “Monster” (2014) and Susan
Stryker’s “My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounie: Performing Transgender Rage” (1994/2006); for the classic transgender
rejoinder to Janice Raymond, see Sandy Stone’s “The Empire Strikes Back:
A Posttranssexual Manifesto” (2006).
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